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This thesis investigates the seismic performance of circu l a r-sectioned 
steel-encased reinforced concrete bridge piles. 
Constitutive models which account for lateral interaction of tube and 
concrete under monotonic loading were developed and calibrated against test data. 
Steel-encased reinforced concrete members, with casing diameter to thickness 
ratios in the _range of 34 to 214, were tested under longitudinal and cyclic 
lateral load. Sound performance was displayed under the simulated seismic attack. 
Despite the formation at relatively low ductility levels of local buckles in the 
tube; strength, ductility and energy-dissipating characteristics were found to be 
equal or superior to those of conventionally designed ductile reinforced concrete 
members .. Good agreement was obtained between the experimental results and predift-
ions based on moment-curvature analyses. Steel-encased reinforced concrete · 
members with casing circumferential discontinuities in the plastic hinge zones 
also behaved in a ductile fashion. 
Soil-pile interaction under monotonic and cyclic lateral load was invest-
igated. by conducting tests on small-scale (diameter~ 115mm) piles. Non-linear 
lateral load-deflection responses were obtained and ultimate loads· were not 
reached despite imposed lateral displacements of up to 2.6 pile diameters. Soil 
lateral pressures of up to 15 times passive pressure were obtaine,d and a large 
reserve of hysteretic damping was available in the soil. For the pile which 
formed a plastic hinge at depth in the ground, pile plasticity was well-developed 
over a considerable length. Thus it is recommended that piles which form plastic 
hinges in the ground be designed for full ductility. Due to lateral interaction 
between piles and pile head rotation under the overturning effect of lateral load 1 
twin-capped piles were found to hav e only 1.5 times the lateral load-carrying 
capacity of similar single piles with free heads. A method was described in which 
the differential equation governing pile-soil interaction under lateral load is 
solved using a finite difference approach to allow for non-linear pile and soil 
behaviour and P-~ effect. This method was used to calibrate simple tri-linear 
soil models, and subsequently the performance of a prototype pile under large 
lateral displacement was theoretically analysed. 
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INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE OF RESEARCH 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
The use of steel-encased reinforced concrete piles of circular section in the 
foundations of bridges is common both in New Zealand and overseas. A typical two-
span railway bridge using such piles is illustrated in Figure 1.1. The substructure 
consists of twin-pile bents. For the pier, shown in view B-B, permanent steel 
casing extending to just above river bed level has been used to form the piles. In 
the bridge abutm·ents, shown in view A-A, the casing extends some 5 O mm into the pile 
cap. Railway bridge pile designs have utilised ratios of steel tube outside diameter, 
D, to tube wall thickness, t, ratios in the range of 60 ~ D/t ~ 180. Typically t has 
a value of 10 mm in New Zealand. Highway bridge substructures frequently consist of 
single or multiple steel-encased reinforced concrete piles beneath ground level, with 
a reinforced concrete pier above ground, as shown in Figure 1.2. 
Steel-encased piles are particularly convenient for construction purposes. The 
steel tube stabilises excavation of the pile hole as auguring into the ground proceeds. 
When excavation is completed, the tube provides an impermeable formwork which facilitates 
the easy placing of a reinforcing cage and a sound concrete pour. The steel tube also 
improves the structural behaviour of the pile, as the casing is located at the perimeter 
of the section where it is most efficient in providing concrete confinement and resisting 
bending moment, shear force and column buckling. Thus the presence of steel encasement 
implies that provided corrosion of the casing is not excessive, little structural 
reliance needs to be placed on internal longitudinal and transverse reinforcing steel. 
In earthquake-prone coun~ries like New Zealand, seismic design usually governs 
the design of bridge substructures. In New Zealand, current design philosophy (1.1) 
requires that bridges of normal importance subjected to an earthquake with a return 
period of 150 percent of the bridge design-life may sustain damage, but should be 
subsequently available for use by emergency traffic. For crucial bridges on life-line 
routes, a lower probability of damage is required. It might appear that the collapse 
of a small bridge, such as that shown in Figure~l.l, is not as severe as the collapse 
of a major bridge or viaduct .. However, the collective collapse of a number of small 
bridges may be just as damaging (1.2) to the operation of a transport network as the 
collapse of a major bridge. Also where alternative routing is not possible, collapse 
of a single, minor bridge may isolate an earthquake-stricken area from ground access. 
Despite the large financial investment (1.2) in bridges, only a small amount of 
relevant research (1.3) has been conducted on the seismic performance of steel-encased 
reinforced concrete bridge piles. The study described in this thesis was performed to 
gain a more complete understanding of the behaviour of such piles during seismic 
attack. 
1.2 ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF PILES UNDER LATERAL LOAD 
1.2.1 Lateral Load and Ductility Level 
It is generally uneconomic to design bridge substructures to remain elastic under 
design-level earthquakes. Thus reliance has to be placed on dissipating seismic energy 
by either allowing stable plastic hinges to form or by providing special mechanical-
energy-dissipating devices. Recommendations for the design of mechanical-energy-
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FIGURE 1.2 TYPICAL HIGHWAY BRIDGE SUBSTRUCTURE. 
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In New Zealand, for designs which require formation of plastic hinges, 
current seismic design philosophy (1.5, 1.6) relates the level of seismic inertia 
load, for a given seismic zone and design-earthquake return period, to three 
factors: 
(i) The natural period of vibration, T, of the structure based on 
elastic first-mode response. 
(ii) The assumed level of viscous damping on the structure (commonly 
taken as 5% of critical). 
(iii) The displacement ductility level, µ, chosen on the basis of 
the position of the plastic hinges (discussed later in this section). 
Figure 1.3, from Berrill et al (1.5, 1.6), shows how the coefficient of horizontal 
acceleration, CHµ' is obtained for New Zealand seismic zone A, as a function of 
T andµ. Note that in this figure five percent damping is assumed, and also a 
comparison of the lateral force values required by Berrill et al (1.5, 1.6) and the 
New Zealand Ministry of Works and Development (1.7) is made. The design curves of 
Berrill et al imply that for T > O, increasing µ decreases CHµ For T > 0.7 
seconds, CHµ is inversely proportional to µ which is in accordance with the 
equal' displacement principle. At T = O, CHµ is independent ofµ, as could be 
predicted from the equal acceleration principle. For T, in the range of Oto 
0.7 seconds, a linear variation between the equal displacement and acceleration 
principles has been used in predicting CHµ from µ. Structures which form plastic 
hinges below ground level are currently designed (1.2) for lower values of µ, and 
hence higher seismic forces, than structures which form plastic hinges above ground 
level, as illustrated in Figure 1.4. There are two main reasons for penalising 
the formation of plastic hinges beneath ground level: 
(i) the uncertain effects of fluctuation in river bed level and of pile-
soil interaction make this a less reliable mechanism for dissipating 
seismic energy; 
and (ii) plastic hinges should preferably be located in areas where damage 
can be readily inspected and, if necessary, repaired. 
The highway bridge substructures shown in Figure 1.2 are generally designed 
to form plastic hinges just above ground level in the reinforced concrete pier, 
with the steel-encased reinforced concrete pile remaining substantially elastic. 
Thus for these highway bridges, a design incorporating µ ~ 6 can be performed. 
The rail bridge, shown in Figure 1.1, is likely to form plastic hinges at depth in 
the ground and so a design incorporating µ $ 3 is required. One aim of the 
research described in this thesis was to investigate whether steel-encased 
reinforced concrete piles possess adequate ductility to design for µ $ 6 in all 
cases. 
1.2.2 Soil-Pile Interaction 
Bridge substructures under seismic attack are generally analysed in a pseudo-
static fashion. The seismic horizontal intertia force, H, which is assumed to act 





equivalent lumped mass of the bridge acting at its centre of mass 
acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m/s 2). 
(1.1) 
There are many methods (1.8), at a variety of levels of sophistication, for analysing 
the response of piles to lateral loads. Generally it is assumed that both pile and 
soil behave in a linearly elastic fashion. Five methods of analysis are described 
below and illustrated in Figure 1.5. 
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1.2.2.1 Equivalent Cantilever Method 
In this method the pile-soil system is assumed to be equivalent to a 
vertically standing cantilever. The depth-to-fixity of the cantilever beneath 
ground level is a function (1.8) of the relative pile and soil stiffnesses. Care 
must be' exercised in using this method as ·the depth-to-fixity us.ed in calculating 
the maximum pile moment and the lateral deflection at the level of lateral load 
application, LM and L0 respectively, are different. 
these depths 11.8) are: 
For cohesionless soils 
where EI 
(EI) 0. 2 0.78 -
nh 
[EI) 0. 2 1.8 -
nh 
pile flexural rigidity [F.L2 units] 
constant of horizontal subgrade reaction [F/L3 units]. 
(1. 2) 
(1.3) 
The method also severely misrepresents equilibrium and compatibility conditions 
between the soil and the pile. This results in the distributions of moment, shear, 
distributed load, curvature, slope and lateral deflection along the length of the 
pile for the equivalent cantilever and the real pile-soil system being quite 
different. Thus analysis using the equivalent cantilever method gives only a very 
rough estimate of true behaviour. 
1.2.2.2 Elastic Half-Space ·Solutions 
Analytical solutions (1.9) for the application of point loads to an elastic 
half-space can be used. These solutions are limited to the case of constant soil 
stiffness. Since, in general, soil stiffness increases with pile depth, the 
solution results of this approach will be approximate. 
1.2.2.3 Beam-on-Elastic-Foundation Solutions 
Analytical solutions of the fourth order differential equation which governs 






lateral pile deflection 
distance along pile axis 
w 
modulus of horizontal subgrade reaction [F/L2 units] 
distributed load on pile [F/L units) 
(1. 4) 
However as for the ela_stic half-space method, analytical solutions are not available 
for arbitrary distributions of soil or pile stiffness. 
1.2.2.4 Beam and Lumped Spring System 
A more versatile elastic method for coping with the depth dependence of soil 
stiffness utilises a beam and lumped spring model. In this method the soil 
lateral stiffness is lumped to a number of discrete springs along the length of the 
pile as shown in Figure 1.5. Thus any arbitrary variation of soil stiffness with 
depth can be analysed. This method is particularly suitable for use by design 
engineers, since the analysis can be accomplished with the aid of a simple two-
dimensional frame analysis computer program. However, the method has the 
disadvantage of assuming that each layer of soil behaves independently of adjacent 
soil layers which misrepresents the continuum nature of the soil mass, since in 
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general shear transfer between adjacent soil layers will occur. 
1.2.2.5 Finite Element System 
The most sophisticated and realistic method for determining pile-soil 
interaction uses a finite element mesh to model the soil as shown in Figure 1.5. 
This method can readily allow for spatial variations in the soil stiffness due to 
the heterogeneous nature of the soil mass. However it should be noted that soil 
displacement around a pile is 3-dimensional. Thus ideally a 3-dimensional rather 
than a 2-dimensional finite element model should be employed. Because of the 
large number of degrees of freedom in a 3-dimensional model, analysis will be very 
costly in terms of both human and computer time. 
1.2.2.6 Summary of Analysis Methods 
When any of the five methods shown in Figure 1.5 is used, care must be taken 
to select soil and pile stiffnesses that are sufficiently close.to the true 
behaviour over the anticipated range of soil and pile strains. If significant pile 
or soil plasticity occurs when for example linear elastic constitutive relationships 
have been assumed, then the results of analysis will be unreliable. However it is 
possible to allow for soil and pile non-linearity by extending the methods previously 
outlined in Sections 1.2.2.1, 1.2.2.4 and 1.2.2.5, and adopting an incremental 
solution technique which allows for the progressive softening of both soil and pile. 
Time-history analyses may also be attempted by further modifying the methods 
contained in Sections 1.2.2.1, 1.2.2.4 and 1.2.2.5 to allow for damping and the 
hysteretic behaviour of both soil and pile. 
Thus it is possible to use numerical analytical methods with a high degree of 
refinement to solve pile-soil interaction problems. However, in-situ soil properties 
are usually very difficult to define accurately and are often very sensitive to local 
site conditions. Thus the analytical precision given by the above methods is 
usually not justified by the accuracy to which the soil properties are known. There 
are also many analytical complexities and uncertainties in modelling some of the 
following effects: 
(i) crushing and ultimate strength of soil; 
(ii) soil hysteretic behaviour; 
(iii) skin friction between pile and soil; and 
(iv) the separation of soil from the pile near the ground surface. 
Hence designers generally analyse a pile-soil system using the simple beam and lumped 
spring model, and adopt the-most conservative solution obtained from a number of 
analyses based on the likely range of soil parameters. One of the aims of this 
thesis was to develop a simple computer program to solve the problem of a pile under 
lateral load allowing for material non-linearity in the soil and the pile by solving 
equation 1.4 incrementally using a finite difference approach. 
1.2.2.7 Free-Field Induced Pile Deformations 
Regardless of the method employed for application of pile and soil stiffness 
characteristics to determine earthquake-induced pile bending moments using a pseudo-
static approach, it is generally assumed that pile moments are only induced by loads 
resulting from the inertia of the bridge superstructure. However the inertia 
response of the superstructure is generated by interaction of the free-field 
earthquake motion with the piles; and the free-field displacements can themselves 
influence pile bending moments. 
Near ground level, pile moments will be dominated by the lateral inertia loads 
on the bridge. Martin (1.11) states that at depths of greater than ten pile 
diameters beneath ground level the stiffness of the soil is high with respect to 
that of the pile, and hence the pile is constrained to deform in a similar manner to 
that of the free field. Thus at large depths in the soil, pile moments are 
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largely a function of the curvature induced by the free field motion. At such 
depths the inertial load approach would erroneously predict negligible curvatures 
and hence moments on the pile. 
Margason and Holloway (1.12) have conducted time-history dynamic analyses to 
determine the free-field response to strong motion earthquakes of soil layers which 
overlay bedrock in the San Francisco Bay area. They have assumed that at large 
depths in the foundation soil, piles have negligible stiffness when compared with 
the stiffnes~ of the soil. This implies that the lateral deformation of the pile 
and the soil are identical, and allows the curvature distribution on the pile deep 
in the foundation to be calculated from the free-field response of the soil. 
Typical peak pile curvature results, taken from Margason and Holloway (1.12) are 
shown in Figure 1.6. The results from two analyses are indicated. The first 
analysis (1971) used a crude lumped mass and shear spring model. The second analysis 
(1976) used a more rigorous 2-dimensional finite element model of the soil and hence 
is more accurate. The induced pile curvatures are shown to clearly peak at positions 
where the soil stiffness is changing rapidly, such as'at the interface of hard and 
soft soil layers. They concluded that under a "maximum credible" earthquake, pile 
curvatures of up to 0.024 rads/m could be induced at depth in the foundation, 
although if the soil fails due to shear or liquefaction, even higher pile curvatures 
will be induced, Based on their analyses, they recommend that in general piles 
should be ductile enough to sustain a curvature of 0.024 rads/m without suffering 
excessive structural distress. 
It should be noted that this curvature recommendation is conservative because 
it neglects the reduction in pile curvature, from that imposed by the free-field 
motion, due to the stiffness of the pile. The flexible 300 nun diameter prestressed 
concrete piles,with which Margason and Holloway were mainly concerned,would not 
significantly resist the ground deformation deep in the foundation. However since 
pile stiffness is proportional to D4 , significant resistance to ground motion could 
be expected from the steel-encased reinforced concrete bridge piles used in New 
Zealand which, with diameters in the range of 600 -1800 mm, will have 16 -1296 times 
the stiffness of a 300 mm diameter pile, Also in California, piles with diameters of 
3000 mm have been constructed which have 10000 times the stiffness of a 300 mm 
diameter pile. Thus at depth in the foundation these large diameter piles will 
significantly resist following the ground motion which will result in large diameter 
piles being subjected to a lower curvature than are small diameter piles, as shown 
in Figure 1. 7. 
Holloway. 
This point is neither recognised nor discussed by Margason and 
It is interesting to estimate the maximum longitudinal compressive strain, 
E 0 , associated with Margason and Holloway's 0.024 rads/m design curvature 
recommendation. Pile curvature, ljl, is equal to the magnitude of the longitudinal 
strain gradient on the section: 
(1.5) 
where c = depth of longitudinal compressive strain on the section. 
Typically, piles are under low levels of axial load and c can be estimated as 
being equal to D/3 ; thus: 
EC ljl.D/3 (1.6) 
For ljJ 0.024 rads/m, then 
EC 0.008D (1. 7) 
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This means that typical piles of 0.6 - 1.8 m diameter would have to sustain 
Ec of 0.0048 - 0.0144. These compressive strain levels are well above the yield 
strain, Ey' of mild steel (approximately 0.0015) and the strain at peak stress 
of unconfined concrete (approximately 0.002). Thus Margason and Holloway's 
conservative recommendation that all piles, at positions deep in the foundation 
irrespective of diameter, be designed to resist a curvature of 0.024 rads/m, would 
require piles in the 600 -1800 mm diameter range to possess ductility well into 
the inelastic range. Although the level of curvature recommended appears 
unrealistic for large diameter piles, Margason and Holloway's work indicates that 
accidental plastic hinging of piles at depth is a real possibility. 
Clearly then, allowance in pile design should be made for both the effects 
of superstructure inertia loads which will dominate the pile response down to a 
depth of approximately ten pile diameters; and for the free field motion which 
will govern pile response at greater depths. 
1.2.3 Pile Detailing 
After the design pile moments, shear forces, and curvatures have been 
determined, the detailing of the steel-encased reinforced concrete section can be 
perfo_rmed. The New Zealand Concrete Code (1.13), NZS 3101, provides some 
incomplete guidance on how this can be achieved. 
Structural use of the casing is permitted, but conservative allowance has 
to be made for loss of steel tube thickness due to corrosion. In the Commentary 
to Clause 12.4.1.3 it is suggested that an average loss of tube thickness of 
0.05 mm/year is appropriate, although a higher rate of loss should be assumed in 
a more aggressive environment. 
In the Commentary to Clause 6.4.12.2 it is stated that: "The same rules. 
used for computing the load-moment interaction strength for reinforced concrete 
sections can be applied to composite sections". This is taken to mean that the 
tube can be idealised as an equivalent array of reinforcing bars equally spaced 
around the perimeter of the section, with the total area of this equivalent array 
of bars being equal to the area of the casing. Design would then proceed in 
accordance with normal rules for reinforced concrete. 
Clause 6.4.12.6 provides a criterion for the minimum thickness of tube, t, 
to be used in design for non-seismic applications. No guidance is given for 
seismic applications. The criterion given below as equation 1.8, is based on 
an empty tube yielding, before local buckling develops, under monotonically and 
concentrically applied longitudinal load. Local buckling can be observed as the 
local corrugating of a thin steel surface·which is under compression. To avoid local 
buckling the Code (1.13) requires: 
steel yield stress 
steel elastic modulus. 
Equation 1.8 requires that typically for mild steel, with o 275 MPa, and y 
Es= 205,000 MPa, the casing D/t ratio should be less than or equal to 77. 
(1. 8) 
It was mentioned in Section 1.1 that piles have been constructed with casing D/t 
ratios of up to 180. Thus the application of equation 1.8 may severely reduce 
the design flexural strength of prototype steel-encased concrete sections from 
that predicted assuming no loss of tube stability. However the appropriateness 
of equation 1.8 to steel-encased concrete piles under seismic attack is doubtful 
for three reasons: 
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(i) Equation 1.8 was developed from the results of monotonic loading tests. 
Earthquakes impose cyclic and not monotonic loading on structures. Cyclic 
loading is likely to be more severe than monotonic loading; since under 
cyclic loading, strength and stiffness degradation of the pile will occur. 
This implies that the application of equation 1.8 may not be conservative 
in seismic situations. 
(ii) Equation 1.8 was developed from empty tube tests which showed that once 
local buckling occurs the tube quickly loses load-carrying capacity. 
However concrete-filled tubes should behave in a more stable fashion once 
local buckling occurs, since the concrete partially restrains inward 
movement and local shortening of the tube. This suggests that the 
application of equation 1.8 may be too conservative. 
(iii) Equation 1.8 was developed from concentric compression test results. 
Pile response under earthquake loading is generally dominated by flexural 
rather than axial load effects. This would also suggest that equation 1.8 
is too conservative, as instability is less likely to occur in flexure than 
in compression. 
These arguments indicate that the application of equation 1.8 to pile design is 
of ddubtful validity, and it is also unclear as to whether equation 1.8 is 
conservative or non-conservative for the design of steel-encased reinforced 
concrete bridge piles for seismic applications. 
If plastic hinges occur at positions where compatibility of longitudinal 
strains between tube and concrete cannot be guaranteed, due to inadequate 
anchorage of the tube, then the tube should not be assumed to contribute to 
flexural strength. However, the Commentary to Clause 12.5.2.1 allows the 
designer to use the tube as confinement reinforcing in such cases, No guidance 
is given as to the bond strength between tube and concrete. Thus it is not 
possible to calculate the length the tube needs to develop i t_s yield strength. 
This could cause a serious problem in assessing the flexural strength of the pier 
pile ( shown in view B-B of Fig. 1. 1) if plastic 'hinging occurred close to ground 
level. 
Specific guidelines as to the shear capacity of steel-encased concrete 
members or the design of internal longitudinal or transverse reinforcing steel 
are·not given in the Code. Another design uncertainty can be related to the 
method of fabricating the steel tubes. Typically cylinders of three metres 
length are prefabricated by rolling flat plate into tubes of circular section 
and then welding up a longitudinal seam. In the field, adjacent lengths of tube 
are welded together along a circumferential seam. Currently it is New Zealand 
Railways practice to check only the quality of the longitudinally running shop 
weld. Doubt exists with regard to the development of tube flexural strength 
across the circumferentially running weld. However it should still be possible 
to rely on the tube to confine the concrete even in cases of poor circumferentially 
running welds. 
Japanese and U.S.A. requirements concerning the structural detailing of 
steel-encased reinforced concrete members are also incomplete. The design 
procedures outlined for such members in NZS 3101 are very similar to those of 
ACI 318-83 (1.14), and in particular ·equation 1. 8 was originally developed by 
ACI. In Japan the design of steel-encased reinforced concrete members subjected 
to axial load and flexure is achieved in the following fashion (1.15). Axial load 
is divided between the reinforced concrete and the tube, on th.e basis of their 
relative axial stiffnesses. Then the tube plastic moment and the reinforced 
concrete ultimate moment are computed independently of each other, taking into 
account the appropriate axial loads. For the reinforced concrete a maximum 
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concrete compressive strain of 0.003 is assumed. The total moment taken by the 
section is then assumed to be equal to the sum of the independently calculated tube 
and reinforced concrete moments. It should be noted that this method assumes that 
incompatibility of tube and concrete strains will occur. However it is unlikely 
that tJ:ie flexural strength calculated by the Japanese method will be significantly 
different from that of the method outlined in NZS 3101 (1.13) which assumes 
composite behaviour with a maximum concrete compression strain of 0.003. 
The discussion in this section has indicated that current design guidelines 
for steel-encased reinforced concrete piles are incomplete, and (as in the case of 
equation 1.8) sometimes inappropriate. A further aim of this study was to critically 
examine current design requirements by an experimental programme designed to check 
strength and ductility of typical pile designs, and to make recommendations based on 
the results. 
1.3 REPORTED SEISMIC DAMAGE TO PILES 
Martin (1.11), Margason and Holloway (1.12) and Sheppard (1.16) discuss 
foundation failures at bridge sites which have been reported after major earthquakes. 
Liquefaction of saturated cohesionless foundation soils has been the major source of 
bridge foundation failure during earthquakes. At sites where liquefaction has not 
occur'red, pile failures have not been common. 
After the 1964 earthquakes at Alaska and Nigata, the 1967 earthquake at Caracus, 
and the 1971 San Fernando earthquake, damaged foundation structures were exposed for 
inspection. The observations indicated that deep in the foundation, piles tended to 
move with the soil mass, while close to the ground piles tended to cut through the 
soil during the earthquake. These observations are in accordance with the design 
requirements noted at the end of Section 1.2.2.7. 
Two instances of evidence of structural damage to piles are given in Figures 
1.8 and 1.9. At the Showa Bridge, which collapsed due to soil liquefaction during 
the Nigata earthquake of 1964, a steel shell pile with D = 650 mm and t = 9 mm (D/t 
= 72) was extracted from the ground and found to have formed a local buckle at a 
section of high pile curvature, as shown in Figure 1.8. It should be noted from 
Figure 1.8 that the indicated local buckling is shown at a position which after the 
pile was removed from the ground is under high longitudinal compressive strain. 
However, prior to removing the pile from the ground that position would have been 
in a state of longitudinal tensile strain. Thus care needs to be taken in relating 
the damage to piles which have been extracted from the ground, with the damage to the 
pile that occurs during the earthquake. Figure 1.9, taken from Ref. 1.7, shows an 
uncovered pile to pile-cap system which, in responding to the-vibrational character-
istics of the bridge, has displaced through the soil during the 1971 San Fernando 
earthquake. The piles, which consisted of concrete cast inside corrugated steel pipe, 
show evidence of plastic hinging just beneath the pile-cap._ 
It should also be noted that a large number of bridges have collapsed during 
earthquakes due to poor structural detailing of piers ard superstructures. Such 
faiiures cannot be directly attributed to foundation deficiencies. For example 
during the San Fernando earthquake (1.17), a large number of reinforced concrete piers 
failed due to inadequate provision of lateral reinforcement, and bridge spans fell 
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FIGURE 1.8 PILE DISPLACEMENT AT SHOWA BRIDGE - FROM MARTIN (1.11). 
FIGURE 1.9 PILING DAMAGE DURING 1971 SAN FERNANDO EARTHQUAKE -
FROM REFERENCE 1.17. 
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1.4 PREVIOUS RESEARCH WORK AND FUTURE NEEDS 
The previous sections indicate that both strength and ductility 
characteristics of steel-encased reinforced concrete members, and aspects of soil-
pile interaction are of importance in the design of bridge foundations. 
Sections 1.4.1 and 1.4.2 discuss previous relevant research and then proceed to 
identify the specific areas still requiring additional research. 
1.4.1 Strength and Ductility Characteristics of Steel-Encased Concrete 
The value of confining concrete has been realised since 1898 when Considere 
(1.18) performed compression tests on concrete cylinders which were subjected to 






longitudinal compressive strength of confined concrete 
longitudinal compressive strength of unconfined concrete 
radial pressure on concrete. 
(1. 9) 
Hence Considere's tests indicated that the provision of lateral (radial) pressure 
to concrete is a very efficient way of increasing the longitudinal compressive 
strength of the concrete. Later researchers, including Richart et al (1.19), 
confirmed this behaviour and also showed that under longitudinal compressive load 
the ductility of concrete is markedly improved by lateral confinement. 
The testing of empty tubes under longitudinal compressive load has shown 
that rapid failure of the tube results when local buckling occurs. Hence designers 
generally provide internal or external stiffening elements to thin-walled vessels, 
so that material yielding will occur before local buckling failure. 
Thus structural advantages to both tube and concrete exist in providing a 
composite concrete-filled tube. Concrete benefits from the confinement offered 
by the tube, while it is reasonable to assume that tube local buckling will be 
stabilised by the internal restraint provided by the concrete. 
Kloppel and Goder (1.20), Salani and Sims (1.21), Gardner and Jacobson (1.22), 
Furlong (1.23), Knowles and Park (1.24), Neogi et al (1.25), and Tomii et al (1.26) 
have tested concrete-filled tubes. However this research has concentrated on the 
behaviour of concrete-filled tubes with relatively thick walls (D/t< 100) when 
compared with the thin-walled concrete-filled tubes (D/t of up to 180) sometimes 
used in bridge piles. In the tests, longitudinal compressive load was applied 
either concentrically or eccentrically until failure occurred. The main 
conclusions from these tests of circular-sectioned concrete-filled tubes are listed 
below: 
(i) The composite concrete-filled tube has vastly superior ductility to that of 
either the empty tube or unconfined concrete. Stable load-carrying capacity 
was in evidence long after local buckling first occurred. 
(ii) short concrete-filled tubes possess strength in excess of that offered by the 
sum of the independent strengths of an empty tube and unconfined concrete. 
However, similar tests of square-sectioned concrete-filled tubes indicated 
no such excess strength. 
(iii) The strength of long columns can be satisfactorily estimated by first 
assuming that composite behaviour occurs between tube and concrete, and 
then analysing as an "equivalent" reinforced concrete section, as was 
previously outlined in Section 1.2.3. 
The only previous investigation of steel-encased reinforced concrete members, 
under conditions likely to be appropriate to the seismic loading of piles, was the 
preliminary investigation (1.3) ·to this thesis. In this investigation, half-scale 
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models of steel-encased reinforced concrete piles were tested essentially as 
vertical beams with a low level of constant vertical longitudinal load. Cyclic 
horizontal lateral load was applied at midheight to simulate seismic loading. 
The tubes used in the tests had D = 360 mm and t = 5 mm (D/t = 72). Based on the 
measured steel properties, cry 370 MPa and Es 206,000 MPa, the casing D/t ratio 
should have been less than 67 according to the criterion represented by equation 
1.8. Thus the models were marginally in violation of equation 1.8. 
Despite this design violation and the local buckling that was observed in the 
casing, under the simulated seismic loading ductile behaviour was observed and 
full flexural strength based on compatible behaviour between tube and concrete was 
attained. The main recommendations for further research based on this preliminary 
investigation are listed below: 
(i) Additional tests and theoretical analyses of model piles with casing D/t 
ratios in the range of those currently used in practice (60 - 180) should 
be conducted so that the actual strength and ductility characteristics of 
all prototype steel-encased piles can be assessed. 
(ii) Tests and theoretical analyses should be conducted to assess the strength and 
ductility characteristics of piles with circumferential discontinuities in 
the casing, representing the worst case of defective circumferentially 
running welds. 
(iii) A study of the flexural bond characteristics between casing and core concrete 
under cyclic loading conditions should be conducted. 
1.4.2 Pile-Soil Interaction 
Full-scale lateral load testing of prototype piles has been performed at a 
variety of sites. For example, Carter (1.27) lists a total of six pile tests which 
were performed in either uniform sand, uniform clay, or a layered soil. In all of 
the tests, lateral load and the lateral deflection and slope at the level of 
application of lateral load were measured, In two of the tests, Mangere Bridge 
(1.28) and Mustang Island (1.29) which involved piles with diameters of 1370 mm and 
610 mm respectively, strain gauges were mounted along two vertical lines on opposite 
sides of the pile to enable the curvature, lji(x), as a function of distance along 
the pile, x, to be calculated. By using the following elementary beam theory it 
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Thus, in principle, at any given depth, x; the pressure-deflection or p(x) - y(x) 
relationship in the soil can be calculated.In practice the calculation of 8(x) and 
y(x}' by the successive numerical integration of ~(x) is stable. However the 
calculation of V(x) and p(x) by successive numerical differentiation of M(x) 
is pot~ntially unstable, and considerable judgement has to be exercised to achieve 
physically reasonable results. Nevertheless, both the Mangere Bridge and Mustang 
Island tests have shown that soil behaves in a non-linear fashion even at very low 
strain levels. It should be noted that the full-scale pile tests were limited to 
the elastic range of pile behaviour which is a necessary condition for equations 
1.10 to 1.12 to be valid. Thus an in-situ study of the behaviour of full-scale 
piles in the plastic range has not been attempted. 
On the basis of the p(x) -y(x) soil relationships found from full-scale 
tests, models for sand and clay behaviour have been proposed. These models allow 
for the reduction in soil stiffness which occurs as the magnitude of strain 
increases. Scott (1.30) has formulated a simple bi-linear model,. Reese et al (1.29) 
have formulated a relationship consisting of two straight lines and two parabolas, 
Parker (1.31) and Pender (1.32) have modelled behaviour using hyperbolic functions. 
Figure 1.10 illustrates these relationships. All of the above theoretical models 
are semi-empirical, as they have some theoretical justification. For example the 
Reese et al method derives an ultimate soil strength, at a given depth, on the 
basis of the weaker of two possible failure mechanisms. The first mechanism which 
tends to dominate behaviour close to the ground surface, involves the formation of 
a passive wedge in front of the pile. The second mechanism which tends to dominate 
soil behaviour at greater depths involves horizontal flow of the soil in the 
vicinity of the pile. Both possible soil failure mechanisms are illustrated in 
Figure 1.11. Despite this rational basis for determining soil ultimate strength, 
Reese et al still found it necessary to include empirical constants in their soil 
models to provide a match with the results of the Mustang Island tests. 
Small-scale model tests have also been performed, but these have also been 
limited to the elastic range of pile behaviour. Goldsmith (1.33) has investigated 
soil displacement around rigid.poles, and Fendall (1.34) has investigated the 
reduction of pile group lateral stiffness due to interaction effects. However 
both of these investigations employed very small model piles, with diameters of 
less than or equal to 20 mm, embedded in dry sand under normal gravity conditions. 
The mechanical properties of soils depend upon the gravity induced stresses within 
the soil. Therefore if the prototype soil is to be used the model soil bed should 
be subjected to a larger gravitational field (Lr, where Lr= the ratio of length in 
the prototype to length in the model) than the prototype to satisfy the laws of 
similitude, and to achieve the same soil stresses in the model as in the prototype. 
For the tests of Goldsmith (1.33) and Fendall (1.34), which were performed under 
normal gravity conditions, model pile-soil behaviour is overly dominated by the 
soil wedge type failure shown in Figure 1.11; whereas the prototype pile would 
tend to be more dominated by horizontal shear failure in the soil, also shown in 
Figure 1.11. Thus model tests such as these which do not correctly model soil 
stresses can only be used to crudely indicate soil behaviour. However 
certain aspects of pile behaviour such as the magnitude of stress and strain 
in the pile which do not depend directly on the scaling of gravity are modelled 
accurately. 
To generate a properly scaled gravity field when using small-scale models, 
it is necessary to resort to centrifuge testing (1.35) in which artificially high 
gravity fields can be produced. Scott (1.36) has satisfactorily reproduced the 
results from the full-scale pile test performed at Mustang Island by using this 
method. However he did not achieve a perfect match between his 1/100 scale model 
and the prototype due to difficulties in exactly reproducing the layering of soil 
from prototype to model. 
p 
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Computer programs which utilise non-linear depth-dependent soil p-y 
relationships have been developed. Reese et al (1.37) have used a finite 
difference technique to solve the governing fourth order differential equation 
equation 1.4). Carter (1.27) has used a matrix displacement method to solve 
the sa~e problem. However soil p-y relationships which have.been empirically 
calibrated against specific test results may give poor results when applied to 
different soil profiles than the one from which they were originally calibrated. 
The analyses also do not allow for non-linear behaviour of the pile itself. 
Caution shouid thus be used in extrapolating the results from such analyses to 
real design situation. 
Douglas (1.38) has conducted ambient vibration tests, and pull-back-and-
quick-release tests on bridge structures to determine foundation stiffness and 
damping properties. He obtained good correlation between his experimental 
results and predictions based on existing analytical methods. However the 
experiments were conducted in the small vibration range and thus his results 
may not be valid for large earthquake-induced vibrations. 
Soil-pile interaction effects have been identified as a major uncertainty 
in recent U.S,A,/N.Z. cooperative workshops into the earthquake resistance of 
highway bridges (1.38 and 1.39). From these workshops, recommendations of 
. topics for on-going and future study of pile-soil interaction under earthquake 
loading have been made: 
(i) More earthquake ground motion records at a variety of different sites 
should be obtained, 
(ii) The soil stiffnesses used in analyses should be correlated with the 
results of in-situ soil tests and field tests of piles under lateral 
load. 
(iii) More field tests into the plastic range of soil and pile behaviour should 
be conducted. 
{iv) The influence of scale effects on soil stiffness should be investigated. 
(v) Analytical studies of the effect of earthquake-induced ground motion, as 
distinct from inertial response, on bridge foundations should be undertaken. 
(vi) The use of realistic soil stiffness and damping values in pile-soil inter-
action analyses, and the verification of results with data from experiments., 
field tests and actual response in earthquakes. 
1.5 SCOPE AND FORMAT OF REPORT 
The investigation described in this thesis has two main aims: 
(i) The evaluation of strength and ductility characteristics of steel-encased 
reinforced concrete members under axial load and cyclically varying 
bend,ing moment, which are investigated in Chapters 2-5. 
(ii) The determination of the likely behaviour of bridge piles 
in a major earthquake, due to inertia loading of the bridge structure 
which is covered in Chapters 6-7. 
These two main aims have been previously identified in Sections 1.4.1 and 1.4.2 
as important. The effects of curvatures imposed on a pile at great depth in the 
foundation due to the soil free-field motion, and the effects of liquefaction on 
piles are considered to be outside the scope of this research. 
The thesis comprises eight chapters. Chapter 1 represents an introduction 
to the subject matter, Chapter 8 contains conclusions and recommendations for 
future research. The remaining chapters 2-7 address the individual studies 
within the overall investigation. 
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1,5,l Chapter 2 - Multi-Axial Stress-Strain Response of Steel-Encased Concrete 
In the moment-curvature analysis of sections subjected to longitudinal load 
and bending moment, it is common to utilise material stress-strain laws which have 
been der~ved from longitudinal-load tests. In Chapter 2, the response of short 
circular-sectioned steel-encased concrete members to both tensile and compressive 
monotonically applied longitudinal load is investigated. Lateral interaction 
between tube and concrete results in the response of the composite member being 
different to the sum of the independent responses of tube and concrete. For both 
tensile and compressive load, analytical stress-strain laws for the tube and concrete 
which account for this lateral interaction are developed. For compressive loading, 
predictions from these stress-strain laws are compared with the experimental results 
of previous researchers. 
1.5.2 Chapter 3 - Longitudinal-Load Tests of Short Thick-Walled Steel-Encased 
Concrete Members 
In.Chapter 3, an experimental investigation into the response to longitudinal 
load.of short circular-sectioned thick-walled (casing D/t ratio= 25.6) steel-encased 
concrete members is described. Three types of longitudinal loading were employed: 
monotonic tension, monotonic compression, and cyclic tension.and compression. 
Experimental load-stress-strain responses were determined from these tests and 
compared with predictions based on the constitutive models described in Chapter 2. 
1.5.3 Chapter 4 - Flexural Strength and Ductility Characteristics of Steel-
Encased Concrete 
Chapter 4 describes the construction and simulated seismic response of 
approximately half-scale models of steel-encased reinforced concrete bridge 
piles, tested under a constant level of longitudinal load with pseudo-static 
cyclic reversals of lateral displacement at high ductility levels. The main 
variable considered in these tests was the influence of the casirig D/t ratio. 
The influence of a circumferential discontinuity in the casing in the plastic 
hinge zone was also examined. 
Strain and curvature profiles in the vicinity of the critical plastic 
regions were plotted to indicate the damage resulting from the cyclic loading. 
Flexural strength, ductility and energy-dissipating characteristics of the model 
piles were examined and compared with those obtained from conventionally designed 
reinforced concrete members. Finally the magnitude of flexural bond between tube 
and concrete under cyclic loading was investigated. 
1.5,4 Chapter 5 - Moment-Curvature and Load-Deformation Analyses of 
Steel-Encased Concrete Members 
Analytical predictions of the moment-curvature and lateral load-lateral 
deflection responses of steel-encased reinforced concrete piles to monotonic 
loading are described in Chapter 5. The material stress-strain relationship used 
for the internal longitudinal reinforcing bars was based on the results of tensile 
testing of bar samples. The constitutive laws developed in Chapter 2 were used 
to model concrete and casing behaviour. A comparison of the analytical 
predictions was then made with the experimental results which were described in 
Chapter 4. 
1.5.5 Chapter 6 - Model Tests of Steel-Encased Concrete Piles in a Dry 
Sand Foundation 
The pseudo-static- lateral-load testing of 115 mm diameter steel-encased 
concrete model piles embedded up to 20 pile diameters in a steel tank containing 
dry sand is described in Chapter 6. Two experiments involved the testing of 
piles undercapped-head conditions, and nine experiments involved piles under 
free-head conditions. In the tests, the sand density and the pattern of lateral 
displacement application were varied. 
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Pile strain and deflection measurements were taken during testing. This. 
enabled the curvature ductility factor on the pile to be calculated and compared 
with a theoretical prediction based on equivalent cantilever behaviour. Soil 
lateral pressure-lateral deflection responses were also calculated at varying 
depths of the pile and compared with predictions based on an existing analytical 
model: 
1.5.6 Chapter 7 - Finite Difference Analysis of Free-Head Piles under 
Lateral Load 
In Chapter 7, a solution technique for solving the pile-soil interaction 
problem, for monotonically applied lateral load, is described. Solutions are 
achieved by using a finite difference approximation to the governing fourth order 
differential equation (Equation 1.4). Non-linearities in the pile moment-
curvature and soil lateral pressure-lateral deflection-depth relationships are 
taken into account by using tangential stiffness properties and an incremental 
solution technique. 
this technique. 
The responses of pile-soil systems were analysed using 
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Chapter Two 
MULTI-AXIAL STRESS-STRAIN RESPONSE OF 
STEEL-ENCASED CONCRETE 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter describes theoretical and experimental investigations into the 
response of circular-sectioned concrete-filled tubes to tensile and compressive 
longitudinal loads. Previous investigators, including Tomii et al (2.1), have 
shown that when a composite concrete-filled tube is loaded longitudinally, concrete 
and tube interact laterally due to the difference in Poisson's ratio between 
concrete and steel. The result is a state of triaxial stress in both concrete and 
tube. At large values of longitudinal-compression strain, behaviour is further 
complicated by the presence of local buckling in the tube. The purpose of the 
investi'gation described in this chapter is to develop and calibrate constitutive 
m_odels which trace satisfactorily the multi-axial stress-strain paths of both tube 
and concrete, in composite concrete-filled tubes subjected to monotonically 
increasing longitudinal tensile and compressive loads. The constitutive models 
developed in this chapter are used in subsequent chapters to obtain moment-curvature 
relationships for steel-encased reinforced concrete model piles. 
The stress-strain models for concrete and longitudinal reinforcing bars which 
have been used in moment-curvature analyses of reinforced concrete sections have 
usually been deduced (2.2) from the results of concentric longitudinal-load tests. 
This approach ignores the effect of shear force and strain gradient which are known 
(2.3) to modify stress-strain characteristics. Nevertheless, this method has been 
shown by Mander et al (2.2) to give accurate results in moment-curvature analyses 
of reinforced concrete sections. The same approach was adopted in this investigation 
to derive constitutive models for concrete-filled tubes which may be considered to be 
similar in many respects to conventionally reinforced concrete members. 
The following topics are covered in the remaining sections of this chapter: 
(i) a review of the behaviour of empty tubes and unconfined concrete subjected 
to monotonically increasing longitudinal load; 
(ii) the applicability of existing concrete and steel constitutive laws to 
describe the composite behaviour of concrete-filled tubes; 
(iii) a literature review of research concerning the longitudinal-load testing 
of concrete-filled tubes; 
(iv) the development of simple concrete and steel constitutive models to describe 
the response of concrete-filled tubes to monotonically increasing tensile 
and compressive longitudinal loads; and 
(v) a comparison of experimental results with theoretical predictions. 
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In this chapter the sign convention used for loads, stresses and strains is 
positive represents compression. 
2.2 REVIEW OF RELEVANT THEORY AND PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
!n order to describe the behaviour of circular-sectioned concrete-filled tubes, 
it is first necessary to consider the behaviour of empty tubes and concrete which 
are acting separately, and then to consider the interactive effects which occur when 
tube and concrete act compositely. Hence the following sections (2.2.1 - 2.2.6.3) 
contain a discussion of the behaviour and constitutive modelling of concrete and 
empty tubes, followed by a literature review of research concerning longitudinal-
load tests of circular-sectioned concrete-filled tubes. 
2.2.1 Empty Tube Behaviour 
Empty tubes under longitudinal-tension load will fail when the ultimate 
tensile strength of the steel is reached. However only very short thick-walled 
tubes will fail under longitudinal-compression load due to steel crushing. Generally 
under longitudinal-compression load, behaviour will be governed by one of two types 
of instability: 
(i) The first type of instability is referred to as column buckling, as shown in 
Fig. 2.l(a), where for elastic buckling the maximum steel stress is given 
by the Euler buckling formula: 








critical (buckling) stress 
steel elastic modulus 
length of equivalent pin-ended strut 
radius of gyration of the section. 
tube: 
0.354 (D - t) 
(2.1) 
(2. 2) 
(ii) The second type of instability is caused by local buckling of the tube wall 
which involves inward and outward corrugation of the tube as shown in Fig. · 





In developing equation 2.3 it was assumed that the tube is linearly elastic 
and has no imperfections. The equation indicates that Ocr is inversely 
proportional to the tube D/t ratio. For typical mild steel, with for example 
E = 205 000 MPa and o (yield stress) = 300 MPa, equation 2.3 predicts that local s y 
buckling will occur before tube yielding when the tube D/t ratio exceeds 820. 
However as described by Troitsky {2.5), there is poor correlation between equation 
2.3 and experimental evidence, since small imperfections in test specimens, non-
uniformity in loading, and small uncertainties in the control of boundary conditions 
have a large effect. Typically (2.5) loads at which elastic local buckling occurs 
have been in the range of 10% to 30% of the Lorenz solution (equation 2.3). 
Thin-walled tubes are more susceptible to imperfections than are thick-walled tubes. 
Hence thin-walled tubes tend to give poorer agreement with the theoretical Lorenz 
solution than do thick-walled tubes. Wilson and Newmark's (2.6) tests of tubular 
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FIG. 2.2 BEHAVIOUR OF EMPTY TUBES WHICH FORM LOCAL 
BUCKLES - FROM McGUIRE (2.7). 
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buckling stresses assuming linear elastic behaviour of: 
55000 
0 cr = 157tT MPa (2.4) 
For steel with oy 300 MPa, equation 2.4 predicts that local buckling will occur 
before tube yielding when the tube D/t ~atio exceeds 183. Rapid strength 
degradation occurs when an empty tube develops local buckling, as is illustrated 
in Fig. 2.2. Thus design codes give larger factors of safety against local 
buckling than against material failure. 
The elastic solutions to column and local buckling given by equations 2.1, 
2.3 and 2.4 are sufficient for indicating if the tube will yield before it buckles. 
Therefore these equations are suitable for a design philosophy in which ductility, 
the ability to deform plastically without excessive strength degradation, is not 
necessary. However current seismic design philosophy generally relies on 
ductility provided by post-elastic response of steel reinforcement or structural 
steel members. In the post-elastic range of steel response, the stiffness of the 
steel is much lower than its stiffness in the elastic range. In the yield range of 
behaviour the tangent modulus, Et' of the steel is zero, while in the strain-
hardening range Et is typically less than 0.05Es (2.2). Thus it is inevitable 
~hat unless extremely short thick-walled tubes are used, either inelastic column 
or local buckling will limit both the strength and ductility capacity of empty 
tubes. 
2.2.2 Constitutive Modelling of Steel 
In the following sections the background theory necessary to describe the 
three-dimensional stress-strain behaviour of steel is outlined, and manipulated to 
formulate simple constitutive laws which describe the response of the tube in a 
composite concrete-filled tube to tensile and compressive longitudinal loads. 
These laws assume isotropic steel properties and monotonic loading. 
2.2.2.1 Elastic Range 
In the elastic range of steel behaviour a knowledge of the values of the 
elastic constants Es (typically 205000 MPa) and vs (elastic value of Poisson's 
ratio for steel, typically 0.3) is sufficient to enable the strain field in the tube 




OL - V s (OH +~ (2~5) 
Es 
o - vs (oL + OR) H (2.6) 
Es 
o - V (crL + crH) R s (2.7) 
Es 
tube strains, in the longitudinal, hoop and radial directions 
respectively 
tube stresses, in the longitudinal, hoop and radial directions, 
respectively. 
Alternatively if the strain field has been measured and the stress field is 
required, equations 2.5 to 2.7 can be inverted to give: 
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[1 :s vJ EL + 
\) E 
(EL + EH + ERT) 
s s 




o = (EL + EH + ERT) 
s 
H (1 + vs) (1 - 2vs) s 
(2. 9) 
= [1 !s\) ]ERT + (EL \) E +EH+ ERT) s s OR (1 + vs) (1 - 2vs) s (2.10) 
Although under longitudinal load concrete bearing radially on to the tube will 
result in a finite value for tube oR, 
be ignored without significant error. 
equations 2.8 - 2.10 can be rearranged 
this value will generally be small and can 
Then for a biaxial stress field (oR 0) 
and solved for tube and 
E s 
(EL+ vs.EH) 










The tube oL/oH ratio can be determined by dividing equation 2.11 by 2.12 and 
rearranging to give: 
l + \!S (EH/EL) 
(EH/EL) + \!s 
(2.13) 
Equation 2.13 is in a form suitable for direct comparison with the equation governing 
the tube oL/oH ratio in the plastic range which is developed subsequently (see 
equation 2.20). 
2.2.2.2 Plastic Range 
The elastic range of material behaviour is only .the prelude to the inelastic 
response of a concrete-filled tube, and after yielding has occurred the elastic 
relationships between stresses and strains (equations 2.5 - 2.13) are no longer 
valid. To calculate response in the plastic range of behaviour, it is necessary to 
use other relationships such as those discussed in the following sections (a)-(d). 
In the plastic range of steel behaviour it is convenient to separate strain 
into elastic and plastic components. The elastic component of strain in the 
longitudinal, hoop and radial directions; ELe' EHe and ERTe respectively; are 
related to oL,oH and oR by Hooke's Law (equations 2.5-2.7) where ELe' EHe and 
ER; are substituted for EL, EH and ERT respectively in equations 2.5-2.7. Hence 
the plastic components of strain in the longitudinal, hoop and radial directions; 
ELP, EHP and EfT respectively, can be determined from: 
o - \!s (OH + OR) p e L 
EL E - EL EL L Es 
(2.14) 
o - Vs (oL + OR) p e H 
EH E - EH EH H Es 
(2.15) 
o - \!s(oL + OH) p e R 
£RT ERT - ERT ERT - E s 
( 2 .16) 
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{a) Prandtl-Reuss Relationships 
On the basis of test results (2.8), it has been shown that in the plastic range 
of steel behaviour, stresses are related to the increments of plastic strain by the 
following Prandtl-Reuss relationships: 
de: p 
L 




a - l/3(oL + oH + oR) H 
dA (2.18) 
de:R~ 
o - l/3(oL + OH + OR) R 
dA (2.19) 
infinitesimal increments of tube plastic strain in 
the longitudinal, hoop and radial directions, 
respectively 
and dA = variable, which is a function of the loading history. 
It should be noted that the denominators of the expressions in equations 2.17-2.19 
are the deviatoric stresses in the longitudinal, hoop and radial directions 
respectively. 
For OR= 0 which is correct for empty tubes and approximately correct for 
concrete-filled tubes under longitudinal load, equations 2.17-2.18 can be rearranged 
to eliminate dA and solved for the tube oL/oH ratio: 
1 + 1/2 (de:HP/de:LP) 
(de:8 P/dsLP) + 1/2 
(2.20) 
The oL/oH relationships in the elastic (equation 2.13) and plastic (equation 2.20) 
ranges are similar in form since equation 2.20 could be derived from equation 2.13, 
by substituting dsHP' de:LP and 0.5 for sH,e:L and vs respectively. 
(b) Mean Stress-Volumetric Strain Relationship 
Despite the fact that in the plastic range stresses cannot be determined from 
strains using Hooke's Law (equations 2.8-2.10), it has been demonstrated that the 
relationship between the mean stress and the volumetric strain is linear throughout 
the elastic and plastic ranges of steel behaviour (2.9), and is given by: 
l/3(oL +OH+ OR) 
e:L + e:H + ERT 
(2. 21) 
The right hand side, numerator of the left hand side and denominator of the left hand 
side of equation 2.21 represents the bulk modulus, the mean stress and the volumetric 
strain respectively in the steel. Because volume changes are elastic, equations 
2.22 and 2.23, which represent the experimental result (2.9) that plastic strains do 
not alter the volume, also hold. 
£ p + E p + E p Q 
L H R'r 
( 2. 22) 
( 2. 23) 
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(c) Yield, Strain-Hardening and Ultimate Strength Criteria 
Under loading which results in uniaxial stress (oL), stress-strain response 
in the plastic range of steel behaviour can be defined by the oL - ELP relation-
ship which is determined from the oL - EL response as shown in Fig. 2.3. Since 
OH= oR = O, then from ELe oL/Es and equation 2.14, ELP can be calculated as: 
E p 
L 
( 2. 24) 
Figure 2.3 also shows that typically steel exhibits three zones of behaviour: 
an elastic range (0 - X), a yield range (X - Y), and a strain~hardening range (Y - Z). 
The EL at points X,Y and Z are known as the yield strain, Ey' the strain at 
commencement of strain-hardening Esh' and the ultimate strain Eu' respectively. 
Loading which results in a multi-axial state of stress can be treated in a 
similar fashion. This is achieved by using an effective stress-effective plastic 
strain, oeff - Eefi, relationship for the multi-axial stress state (2.8), in place 
of the oL - ELP relationship which is used in the uniaxial stress state. For the 
longitudinal, hoop and radial directions of the tube corresponding to the principal 






2 l ½ /12 (2. 25) 0 eff OH) + OR) + OL) 
p 
e;eff I de;~ff (2. 26) 
12 2 2 2 ½ where de;~ff [ (de;P - de;P) + (de;~ - dEP) + (de;~T - de:P) l (2.27) 3 L H RT L 
e 
The values of effective strain e;eff'. effective elastic strain e;eff' and effective 
plastic strain E~ff' in the multi-axial stress field which are analagous to e;L' 
ELe and e;LP respectively in a uniaxial stress (oL) field can also be calculated 
from: 
(2. 28) 
where ( 2. 29) 
and hence Eeff (2.30) 
The more widely known octahedral shear stress, Toct' and plastic component of 




3 °eff (2. 31) 
( 2. 3 2) 
It should be noted that for uniaxial stress (oL), oeff = lo LI and e:~ff = IEfl 
This can be verified by substituting oH = ORT O into equation 2.25, to show 
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Elimination of d;\ between equations 2.33-2.35 
Then substituting --0.5dE:r for d£~ and d£~T 
results in £~ff= !£fl-
(2. 33) 
( 2. 34) 
(2.35) 
gives: d£~ = d£~T = -: 0.5der 
into equations 2.26 and 2.27 
Thus the oeff - £~ff relationship for applying to multi-axial stress-strain 
behaviour can conveniently be taken as equivalent to the !aLI - 1£[1 relationship 
derived from a uniaxial stress (aL) test, as shown in Fig. 2.3. This is the reason 
for using a aeff - £~ff formulation rather than the more conventional 'oct - y~ct 
formulation. 
For a stress field in the tube, with OR 
simplifies to: 
0, the square of equation 2.25 
2 
0 eff + ( 2. 36) 
In the yield range of steel behaviour, off= lo I the magnitude of the yield stress e y . 
established from a uniaxial stress test. Substituting aeff = lay! into equation 
2.36 results in the Von Mises yield criterion (2.8) where aL and aH correspond 
to the principal stresses: 
+ (2.37) 
Equation 2.37 represents an ellipse in the two-dimensional stres~ space, oL - oH. 
Successively large ellipses in the stress space may be used to represent possible 
(oL,aH) coordinates up to and including the ultimate strength of the steel as 
shown in Fig. 2.4. At ultimate strength in the oL - oH field oeff = ioui, the 
magnitude of the ultimate strength of steel established from a uniaxial stress test. 
In the strain-hardening range of steel behaviour, as £~ff increases from 
I E h - £ I to I E - £ I, o. ff increases from I o I to I o I . s y u ye y u 
Figure 2.4 also shows that a biaxial tension-tension or compression-
compression stress field results in enhanced strength for the larger of loLI or 
Jou!, from its magnitude in a uniaxial stress field at the same oeff" Peak strength 
enhancement from the uniaxial to the biaxial stress field occurs when oL = 2aH (or 
oH = 2oL) in which case !oL! = 1.155 £eff (or JoH! = 1.155 oeff). However for 
a biaxial tension-compression stress field, ioLI and !oH! are always less than the 
magnitude of stress present in a uniaxial stress field at the same aeff' For 
example if aL = -OH' then JaL! = JaHI = 0.577 oeff' 
Equations 2.20 and 2.36 represent functions for oL and oH in terms of 
d£8 P/dE:Lp and oeff respectively. It is possible to solve for aL and 0 8 
from these two equations to give: 
OL 
I l ::i J + 2 I 
13 . f + (::11 + 
where SL 
2 dci + dE~ 
12 dEP + dEP L H 
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SL. 0 eff (2.38) 




( 2. 41) 
Thus it is possible to determine the stresses in a biaxial stress (oL and oH) field in 
the plastic range of steel behaviour provided: 
(i) the three-dimensional strain history is kriown; and 
(ii) a uniaxial stress (coupon) test on a representative sample of the steel has been 
performed. 
An incremental solution technique should be adopted, since in the plastic range the 
tube stresses depend on the strain path. To evaluate tube stresses ((oL)i+l and 
(oH)i+l) at step i + 1, given that step i has been previously solved, the 
procedure outlined below should be followed: 
Step 2: Calculate (£i)i+l , (e~li+l and (£~Tli+l from equations 2.14-2.16 
using the values of Es' vs' (crLli+l, (aH)i+l and (aR)i+l (= zero) 
step 3: Calculate (d£i)i+l 
(dE~)i+l 
(£i)i+l - (e~)i 
{e:~l i+l - (e:~) i 
(dE~T)i+l = {e:~Tli+l - (E~T)i 
step 4: Calculate (dE~ff)i+l from the values of (dEi)i+l' (de:~)i+l' 
(de:~Tli+l and equation 2.27, 
Step 5: Calculate (e~ffli+l = (e:~ff)i + (de~ff)i+l 
(2.42) 
(2. 43) 
Step 6: ·obtain 
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(aeff)i+l from the values of (e~ff)i+l and the 
aeff - e~ff relationship (equivalent to the aL - er 
response obtained in a uniaxial stress (aL) test). 
Step 7: Recalculate (aL)i+l and (aH)i+l from equations 2.38 and 2.39 and 
Step 8 Do the values of (crL) i+l and (oH)i+l which were used in Step 2 
agree with those recalculated in Step 7? 
Yes Convergence achieved, go to the next increment (i + 2) 
No Using the later values of (oL)i+l and (oH)i+l go to Step 2. 
This iterative procedure which is used in determining oL and crH is relatively 
slow to converge. Also for accurate results, it is recommended that a large 
number of increments should be used, which implies a solution by computer or 
programmable calculator is appropriate. 
(d) Theoretical Variation of Tube Poisson's Ratio with Strain Level 
In this section, an expression for the theoretical variation, in the plastic 
range, of the Poisson's ratio for steel in a uniaxial stress {oL) field is derived. 
Subsequently in Chapter 3 this theoretical variation is compared with 
experimentally obtained variations. 
For a uniaxial stress (crL) field in the tube, Poisson's ratio can be expressed 
as -eH/£L. In the plastic range of steel behaviour, £L can be divided into two 
e ·p 
components (eL and £L): 
(Similarly EH=£:+£~) 
e Now £H can be calculated from: 
e 
- \/ £ s L 
Also as shown previously in Section 2.2.2.2(c): 





(2. 4 7) 
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(2.48) 
Dividing equations 2.48 by -sL and simplifying gives: 
0.5 + ( 2. 4 9) 
0 
The variation of steel Poisson's ratio (-£H/£L for crH = crR = 0) with eL 
for an idealised elastic-perfectly plastic sample of steel (with vs = 0.3, 
cry 300 MPa and Es 200000 MPa) in a uniaxial stress (oL) field is shown in 
Fig. 2.5. It can be seen that as EL+ 00 , Poisson's ratio tends asymptotically 
to a value of 0.5. 
2.2.3 Unconfined Concrete Behaviour 
The response of concrete to loading which produces uniaxial stress fL 
(concrete longitudinal stress) is well understood (2.10) and is illustrated in 
Fig. 2;6. 
The plot of fL versus £L (concrete longitudinal strain, also used 
previously for tube longitudinal strain) for longitudinal-compression load shows 
that concrete reaches its peak value of fL, the unconfined compression strength 
f' c' at £ = L 
increases, 
£co .i 0,002. For £L > £co' as 
fL reduces rapidly in value~ The volumetric s~rain, 






where concrete strain, in the radial (perpendicular to the longitudinal) 
direction. 
Typically for concrete under uniaxial-compression stress, fL, the initial value 
(vc) of concrete Poisson's ratio (= -£RC/£L' in a uniaxial stress fL field) is 
equal to 0.15 - 0.20. From equation 2.50 this means that initially the concrete 
decreases in volume as the compressive load increases. As £L increases to a 
value close to £co' the Poisson's ratio also increases due to the formation of 
cracks parallel to the direction of l_oading. At this stage Poisson' s ratio 
(-£RC/£L) exceeds 0.5. Hence, the volume of concrete increases with increasing 
compressive load. For £L > £co' it is not possible to determine accurately 
Poisson's ratio, since the concrete loses its cohesion. 
For concrete under uniaxial-tension stress, fL, the fL - £L response is 
linear with a stiffness approximately equal to the value appropriate for 
compressive loading at small values of strain. Brittle failure occurs generally 
at an fL of between -0.lf~ and -0.3f~. Typically Poisson's ratio (= -ERC/£L 
for uniaxial stress fL) has a constant value of between 0,15 and 0:20. Hence 
from equation 2.50, the concrete is expanding in volume throughout the 
application of longitudinal-tension load. 
2.2.4 Constitutive Modelling of Concrete 
Many theoretical models have been developed to describe the multi-axial stress-
strain behaviour of concrete. Individual models have usually been verified and 
calibrated by using experimental results from a specific series of tests. However 
predictions based on the use of a particular theoretical model may give poor 
agreement with experimental results when the experimental stress or strain path is 
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Existing constitutive laws can be categorised into the following six groups, 
with at least one example from each group provided: 
(i) Non-linear elastic - Kupfer and Gerstle (2.11), Liu et al (2.12) and 
Palaniswamy and Shah (2.13); 
(ii) Hypoelastic - Elwi and Murray (2.14); 
(iii) Octahedral - Cedolin et al (2.15); 
(iv) Plastic - Chen and Chen (2.16); 
(v) Endochronic - Bazant and Bhat (2.17,2.18), Bazant and Shieh (2.19), 
Bazant and Burrow (2.20); 
and (vi) Equivalent uniaxial - Mander et al (2.2), Leslie and Park (2.21), Desayi 
et al (2.22). 
Constitutive laws from the first of the five categories mentioned above were 
developed using data contained in the literature based on tests with biaxial or 
triaxial stress fields. In these tests, confinement to the concrete was generally 
applied in an active fashion by mechanical means. Thus the resulting constitutive 
laws do not realistically simulate the passive confinement offered by the tube to 
the concrete, since the tube only confines the concrete when the concrete presses 
radial~y on to the tube. 
An an example consider the three-dimensional hypoelasti~ constitutive 
relationship of Elwi and Murray (2.14). In this model it is assumed that the 
maximum value of Poisson's ratio in the concrete is 0.5. This has been found to be 
appropriate for an actively applied triaxial-compression-stress field where the 
microcracks which develop in the concrete are kept closed. However, it is unlikely 
that the tube will keep microcracks in the concrete closed, since the tube itself 
is expanding laterally in the presence of longitudinal-compression stress due to 
Poisson's ratio effect. At large values of plastic strain, the Poisson's ratio 
of the tube is approximately equal to 0.5, which is equivalent to the maximum value 
of Poisson's ratio in the concrete assumed in the Elwi and Murray (2.14) model. 
Thus for a composite concrete-filled tube at large values of sL under longitudinal-
compression load, this concrete model would result in a prediction of no lateral 
interaction between tube and concrete. Later (in Section 2.2.6.2) it is shown that 
this is not the case, since values of tube JsHI in a concrete-filled tube, under 
longitudinal-compression loading, are in excess of those obtained_ in an empty tube 
at the same value of sL (~ 0.002). This evidence emplies that at large values of 
sL, the Poisson's ratio of the infill concrete is in excess of 0.5. 
The sixth category of constitutive models, mentioned above, was classified 
as equivalent uniaxial. These models which are appropriate for confined concrete 
under uniaxial-compression loading, trace only the one-dimensional stress-strain 
response of the concrete in the direction of loading. Tests of concrete confined 
passively by lateral spiral reinforcement have been used to empirically calibrate 
these models. However as discussed in the following section, there are 
significant differences between concrete confined by a tube and concrete confined 
by ~piral reinforcement. The result.is that, as shown later in Section 2.4.2.3 
the experimental fL- sL response of concrete confined by a tube is, in general, 
poorly predicted by models which have been calibrated from tests of concrete 
confined by spiral reinforcement. Also by definition, category (vi) 
constitutive models are only of limited use, since no direct prediction of 
concrete or confining steel stress-strain response in the plane perpendicular to 
the loading axis is provided. 
It thus appears that no currently available constitutive law is adequate 
for describing the multi-axial stress-strain response of concrete confined by 
a tube. In Section 2.4 proposed methods for modelling the behaviour of 
~oncrete inside a tube are described. 
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2.2.5 Confined Concrete Behaviour 
In Section 2.2.3 the rather brittle behaviour of unconfined concrete was 
mentioned. In structures which are required to respond in a ductile fashion to 
seismic -attack, brittle material behaviour is unacceptable. 
ways of improving the ductility of concrete are important. 
Thus establishing 
Considere (2.23) conducted tests involving the monotonic longitudinal 
loading of concrete cylinders subjected to a constant level of radial fluid 
pressure. His results indicated that concrete longitudinal strength was 
enhanced in proportion to the value of radial fluid pressure: 





f' cc f' C + 
K f max 
• R 
peak value of fL' for confined concrete 
peak value of fL, for unconfined concrete 
peak value of concrete stress, in the radial (perpendicular 
to the longitudinal) direction 
K empirically determined constant. 
(2.51) 
Considere found that K was equal to 4.8 in his tests. Similar tests conducted 
by Richart et al (2.24) gave an average value of K = 4.1, although at small values 
of f~ax (~ 7 MPa) results implied K as large as 5.1, while at large values of 
f;ax (.: f~) results implied K as low as 3.5. The tests of Balmer et al (2.25) 
also implied a range of values for K ranging from 6 at small values of f;ax 
to 2 at large values of f;ax. Thus the efficiency of the confining stress, in 
increasing the longit~dinal-compression strength of the concrete, decreases as 
the magnitude of the confining stress increases. However just as significantly, 
Richart et al and Balmer et al found the ductility of confined poncrete was 
improved markedly from that of unconfined concrete; as evidenced by the higher 
value of EL at fL = f;c than at fL = f~, and the flattening of the falling 
branch of the concrete fL - EL relationship. 
In practice lateral confinement of concrete, under longitudinal-compression 
load, is generally provided by lateral reinforcing steel. This steel applies a 
gradually increasing level of lateral pressure to the concrete, as the concrete 
expands laterally under longitudinal-compression load due to Poisson's ratio 
effect. Thus the confinement offered by the lateral steel to the concrete is 
passively applied, as opposed to the application of lateral fluid pressure to 
the concrete which is a case of actively applied confinement. 
Mander et al (2.2), Leslie and Park (2.21) and Desayi et al (2.22) have 
derived empirical models based on experimental data to deduce the fL - EL 
response of concrete confined by spiral reinforcement. To facilitate later 
comparisons between the fL - EL response of concrete confined by a tube and 
concrete confined by an equivalent volume of extremely closely spaced spiral 
reinforcement, the model of Mander et al,which is the most generally applicable, 
is briefly described below. 
The analytical model, which is illustrated in Fig. 2.7, is based on an 
equation suggested by Popovics (2.26): 
f' • X • r cc 
The confined strength of the concrete is given by: 
[ [ 
fmax } ½ 
f~c = f~ 2.254 1 + 7.94 ( ;~) -
fmax -, 
2 [ ;~ ) - 1. 254 
( 2. 52) 
( 2. 53) 
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The value of f;ax can be found from the requirement of lateral equilibrium between 
the confining steel and the concrete. For example for a tube (or an equivalent 
tube which occupies the same volume as the spiral reinforcement), from Fig. 2.8: 
-2t . OH 
D - 2t 
where fR = concrete stress, in the radial direction. 
max 
Mander et al (2.2) assumed that at fR = fR , crH was equal to 
hardening of the confining steel was ignored) and hence: 
2t lcr I 
D - 2t 
In equation 2.52, X is given by: 
X 
where £~c is the value of £L corresponding to fL = f~c: 
£ I 
cc £ co 




( 2. 5 6) 
(2.57) 
where c is an empirical constant found by Mander et al to be about 5 for 
concrete confined by spiral reinforcement. 
In equation 2.52, r is given by: 
r (2. 58) 
where Ee' the initial modulus of the concrete is calculated from an empirical 
relationship: 
5000 If' [MPa units] 
C 
(2.59) 
where Esec represents the secant modulus of the confined concrete at £L = £~c 
E = f' /£ I 
sec cc cc (2. 60) 
Figure 2.7 illustrates typical responses of confined and unconfined 
concrete which have been predicted using the Mander et al model. The diagram 
clearly shows the enhancement to concrete strength and ductility gained by the 
presence of concrete confinement. A typical value (2.2) of spiral reinforcement 
in reinforced concrete columns will result in f;ax being approximately equal 
to 0.lf~ . 
..max 
For this value of rR from equation 2.53: f~c l.565f~ 
Equation 2.51 can be rearranged to solve for 
K ( f ' - f ' ) / fmax cc c R (2. 61) 
Solving equation 2.61, for f;ax= 0.lf~ and f~c = l.565f~ gives K = 5.65. 
However for a value of f;ax= 0.5f~, similar analysis gives f~c = 2.77lf~ 
and K = 3.54. Thus the Mander et al model implies the efficiency of lateral 
reinforcement, in enhancing concrete ductility, decreases as the volume of the 
lateral reinforcement and hence t;ax increases. This conclusion is in 
agreement with the experimental results of Richart et al (2.24) _and Balmer et al 
(2.25) which were described earlier in this section, and is of significance to 
FIG. 2. 8 
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steel-encased concrete piles where the potential lateral confining stresses may 
be very large. 
It should be noted that under longitudinal-compression load, the confinemert 
offered to concrete by equivalent volumes of spiral reinforcement and steel casing 
is, in general, not the same for the following reasons: 
(i) The tube offers continuous lateral support to the whole concrete mass, 
whereas spiral reinforcement does not restrain the cover and part of the 
core concrete from spalling at large values of EL 
(ii) Spiral reinforcement is in a state of uniaxial-hoop-tension stress, whereas 
the steel tube has longitudinal-compression stress and hoop-tension stress. 
The biaxial strength criteria indicated in equation 2.36 and Fig. 2.4 mean 
that in the plastic range at a given oeff' the resulting hoop-tension 
stress in the tube will be lower than the hoop-tension stress in the 
spiral reinforcement. 
(iii) Hoop strain in the spiral reinforcement is due to Poisson's ratio lateral 
expansion of concrete which is under longitudinal-compression stress. 
However because of longitudinal-compression stress in the tube from the 
action of bending moment and longitudinal load, Poisson's ratio lateral 
expansion will al so occur in the tube. This will reduce th.e hoop stiffness 
of the tube for resisting concrete lateral expansion, with the result 
that the tube has a delayed confining effect on the concrete relative to 
the confining effect offered by spiral reinforcement. 
The implication of the above discussion is that, in general, the direct use of 
the Mander et al (2.2) model to predict stress-strain behaviour of concrete 
confined by a tube is inappropriate, and some modification is necessary. This 
point is further demonstrated later in this chapter. 
2.2.6 Previous Tests of Circular-Sectioned Concrete-Filled Tubes 
A literature search failed to reveal research results concerning the 
testing of concrete-filled tubes under longitudinal-tension load. However over 
the last 30 years there has been many reports (2.1, 2.27-2.42) published 
concerning the behaviour of concrete-filled tubes under monotonically increasing 
longitudinal-compression load. Long and short column behaviour under 
concentrically and eccentrically applied load have been studied, However the 
research has concentrated on the behaviour of concrete-filled tubes with 
casing D/t ~ 100, and thus little information is available on the behaviour 
of concrete-filled tubes with casing D/t ratio approaching the upper limit 
of 180 used for piling in New Zealand. In the following sections, the main 
findings from these reports (2.1, 2.27~ 2.42) are described and discussed. 
2.2.6.1 Tests of Sen et al 
Based on experimental results from concrete-filled tubes with casing 
D/t ratios of 17-37, Sen (2.33) has proposed a design formula for the 
ultimate compressive strength, P~EN of such members which empirically allows 
for: 




triaxial-compression stress in the concrete; 
longitudinal-compression and hoop-tension stresses in the tube; and 
stabilising of tube local buckling, due to the internal restraint 
provided by the concrete. 
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The formula is given as: 
PSEN tJ (f' + 2w.. y. t tJ At. + A n - ) u. IC C C IC 
where At area of tube = ,r(D - t) .t 
Ac area of concrete·.= ¼ TT(D - 2t) 2 
and µ, y, and JC are functions of the column slenalerness ratio: 
µ 
y 
(25 - L/Dl /4 
(25 - Le/D)/50 







The first and second terms, on the right hand side of equation 2.62, represent 
the longitudinal load carried by tube and concrete respectively, after 
allowance has been made for lateral interaction between tube and concrete. 
For L /D = 0, equation 2.62 gives tube oL = 0.75610 I and concrete e y 
fL = f' + 4.725l0 I. t/D. Thus lateral interaction results in a reduction in 
• C y 
the longitudinal load carried by the tube, and an increase in the longitudinal 
.load carried by the concrete. 
Equation 2.62 is used in Great Britain as a design equation (2.43). 
A strength ratio, SR, which represents the ratio between P~EN and the sum 
of the yield strength of the tube and the unconfined-compression strength of 
the concrete may be expressed as: 
(2. 68) 
Values of SR as a function of casing D/t ratio and member Le/D slenderness 
ratio (for Le/D ~ 20, since the formula is inappropriate at higher Le/D), 
for loyl = 300 MPa and f~ = 30 MPa are plotted in Fig. 2.9. The figure shows 
that the ultimate load of a concrete-filled tube predicted by equation 2.62 
is usually substantially higher than the sum of the unconfined-compression 
strength of the concrete and the tube yield strength. Clearly thick-walled 
(low casing D/t ratio) concrete-filled tubes have higher SR values than do 
thin-walled concrete-filled tubes. For example at Le/D = 5, SR= 1.31 for 
D/t = 30 and SR= 1.10 for D/t = 210. Also from Fig. 2.9, as Le/D increases, 
SR decreases due to the increasing dominance of long column over short column 
behaviour. 
Sen et al (2.34) also calculated the variation of tube oL and oH 
and concrete fL and fR with EL' from the values of EL' EH and P 
(overall longitudinal load) obtained during longitudinal-compression-load 
testing of short (Le/D = 4) thick-walled (17 S D/t S 37) concrete-filled tubes. 
They achieved this by using plasticity theory and assuming that the steel 
behaved in an elastic-perfectly plastic (i.e. ignoring strain hardening) 
manner. On the basis of these tests they calibrated tube oL - &L. and 
concrete fL - EL relationships which represent the responses of concrete 
and tube in a concrete-filled tube: 
For EL s IEyl OL 0.95 ES.EL ( 2. 69) 
1. 063EL/ I E I - 0.113 
For EL> le=yi Or,. = I O I 
1. 417EL/ j E:y I - 0.417 y 
(2. 70) 
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For EL> 0 f' 
C 
(2. 71) 
Figures 2.10 and 2.11 show a comparison of the above relationships, in 
non-dimensional form, with the experimental data from which they were calibrated. 
A large amount of scatter is evident in the experimental data. However it is 
apparent that lateral intera·ction effects do not significantly influence the 
stress fields in the tube and concrete until the steel yields. As EL increases, 
concrete fL steadily increases and tube oL (for EL> jEYJ) steadily decreases. 
As EL+ 00 , the above relationships give tube oL + 0.75Joyl and concrete 
fL + 2.18f~. Thus the lateral interaction which implies radial~compression 
stress in the concrete and hoop-tension stress in the tube, results in a 
redistribution of longitudinal-compression stress from the steel to the concrete. 
However Sen et al (2.34) have warned that it is not appropriate to use equations 
2.69-2.71 in deriving stress-strain relations for concrete-filled tubes with 
casing D/t ratios outside the range of 17-37 (cf. prototype piles 60 ~ D/t ~ 180), 
since the equations have only been calibrated for members within that range. 
2.2.6.2 Tests of Tomii et al and Sakino et al 
In this section, the experimental results of Tomii et al (2.1) 
and Sakinoetal (2.41) are described and discussed in some detail, since these 
results are used subsequently (Section 2.4.2.3) in deriving constitutive 
relationships which model the behaviour of concrete and steel in composite concrete-
filled tubes under longitudinal-compression loading. 
Tomii et al (2.1) performed an extensive number of longitudinal-compression-
load tests on short (Le/D = 3) thick-walled (19 ~ D/t ~ 75) concrete-filled tubes. 
The P - EL responses obtained from some of these tests are shown in Fig. 2.12. 
For the results shown tubes had D = 150 mm, and were of mild steel which strain-
hardened at an EL of approximately 0.02 under uniaxial stress (oL) conditions. 
The main parameters investigated in the indicated tests were concrete f~ (18, 
22 and 29 MPa) and tube t (2. O, 3. 2 and 4. 3 mm). These values of t· give 
casing D/t ratios of 75.0, 46.9 and 34.9 respectively. To estimate the range of 
statistical scatter, three tests were performed for each of the above nine 
combinations off~ and t. In Fig. 2.12, the EL at which local buckling of 
the tube wall was first observed is also indicated. 
Local buckling effects are more important in thin-walled than in thick-
walled concrete-filled tubes, and as discussed previously in Section 2.2.1, it is 
difficult to predict accurately the load-deflection behaviour of tubes after 
local buckling occurs. Thus the significant scatter which is shown in 
Fig. 2.12 to occur between the three tests at each combination off~ and t, 
especially for thin-walled concrete-filled tubes, is not surprising. 
Figure 2.12 also shows that most of the concrete-filled tubes behave in 
a ductile fashion up to EL= 0.04, and in all cases ductile behaviour is 
indicated for EL substantially in excess of the EL at which local buckling 
was initiated. However there is a trend which indicates that ductile behaviour 
is harder to achieve in concrete-filled tubes with small values of t and large 
2:0 mm and values of f' 
C 
f~ = 29 MPa, 
between O. 01 
For example, for concrete-filled tubes with t 
the P - EL response is indicated to terminate at an EL of 
and 0.02. Tomii et al (2.1) state that this termination is at 
the stage of "crushing failure". However it is unclear as to whether this. 
refers to concrete crushing, tube local buckling, or tube crushing; and p - EL 
responses for EL in excess of EL at "crushing failure" are not given. 
Figure 2.13 shows the EH EL response of concrete-filled tubes with 
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from the longitudinal-compression-load tests of Tomii et al (2.1). Three tests at 
each value of t are indicated. The figure shows that considerable scatter was 
present in the data. Nevertheless the trend of behaviour indicates that dEH/dEL 
increases with EL' although at a gradually decreasing rate. The trend also 
indicates that for a given EL~ 0.002, thick-walled concrete-filled tubes which 
tend to be dominated by tube behaviour have smaller values of tube jEHJ than do 
thin-walled concrete-filled tubes, which tend to be dominated by concrete behaviour. 
This indicates that: 
(i) thin-walled concrete-filled tubes will have a larger tube loH/oLJ ratio than 
will thick-walled concrete-filled tubes, at the same value of EL; and 
(ii) for EL~ 0.002, Poisson's ratio for concrete is in excess of Poisson's 
ratio for steel. 
For their concrete-filled tube tests, Tomii et al (2.1) also deduced the tube 
oL - oH - oL response from the EL - EH - P data obtained during testing, and the 
results of coupon (uniaxial-tension stress) tests. However they achieved this 
relatively crudely by assuming that: 
(i) .in the plastic range oeff = ioyi 
(ii) in the plastic range dEL (infinitesimal increment of tube· strain in the 
longitudinal direction) = dEi and dEH (infinitesimal tube strain in the 
hoop direction) = dE~; and 
(iii) for EL> 6I Eyl which for their steel approximately implies EL> 0.01, 
d£H/d£L is constant. 
The above point (i) results in an underestimation of tube strength in the strain-
hardening range of steel behaviour which would be expected to become significant 
for EL approximately> 0.02. Point (ii) is an approximation because it implies 
that d£~ and dE:, the increments of tube elastic strain in the longitudinal 
and hoop directions respectively, are both zero. This is strictly not the case, 
since even in the plastic range redistribution of tube oH and oL stresses will 
result in changes to the elastic strains, E~ and E: The above point (iii) is 
also an approximation since from Fig. 2.13 it is clear that dEH/dtL is slowly 
increasing with increasing EL. This approximation would result in tube oH 
being underestimated at large values of 8L' and overestimated at small values of 
EL. Conversely the approximation will result in tube oL being overestimated at 
large values of EL' and underestimated at small values of EL. 
On the basis of the above three assumptions, Tomii et al manipulated the 
Von Mises yield criterion (equation 2.37) and the Prandtl-Reuss relationships 
(equations 2.17 - 2.19) to calculate tube oL and oH, in the plastic range of 
steel behaviour from: 
(dEH/dtL) + 2 
OL = I a I (2. 72) s.; 1 + (dEH/dsL) + (dEH/dEL)2 y 
2(dEH/dEL) + 1 
OH Jo I (2. 7 3) 
.5. /1 + 2 y (dsH/dEL) + (dEH/dEL) 
Equations 2.72 and 2.73 are similar in form to the more correct equations 2.38 
and 2.39 which were presented previously in Section 2.2.2.2. The differences are 
a direct consequence of the approximations made by Tomii et al. 
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Based on a statistical analysis of their results, Tomii et al derived an 
empirical equation relating the dEH/dEL value; at EL~ 6IEyl, to the section 
geometry and strength properties of the concrete-filled tube: 
0.9R - 1.4 (2.74) 
where R (2.75) 
I O I . At + f I • A y C C 
It is interesting to 
2.75, at casing D/t 
outside the range of 
calculate the values of dEH/dEL given by equations 2.74 and 
ratios of 2 and 00 , although clearly these two cases are 
concrete-filled tubes from which equation 2.74 was calibrated. 
A casing D/t ratio of 2 corresponds to a solid steel member in which case R = 1, 
and hence for EL~ 6IEyl then dEH/dEL = -0.5. Since in a solid steel member 
uniaxial-longitudinal stress conditions will apply, then dEH/dEL = -0.5 
approximately corresponds to a st~el Poisson's ratio of 0.5 as could be expected 
in the plastic range of steel behaviour. A casing D/t ratio of 00 corresponds to 
an unconfined concrete member in which case R = 0, and for EL~ 6IEyl then 
dEH/dEL = -1.4. Since in an unconfined concrete member uniaxial-longitudinal 
-stress conditions will apply, then dEH/dEL = -1.4 approximately corresponds to 
a concrete Poisson's ratio of 1.4. This value (= 1.4) may be compared with Elwi 
and Murray (2.14) limiting the theoretical value to 0.5 on the basis of tests 
of concrete subjected to an actively applied triaxial-compression-stress field, 
an experimental value of 2 at large levels which can be deduced from the tests 
of Mander et al (2.2) of spirally confined concrete, and an apparently unlimited 
value for unconfined concrete at large strain levels. Thus it appears that the 
apparent large strain value of concrete Poisson's ratio depends on the extent to 
which concrete micro-cracks are prevented from opening. However, for 
concrete-filled tubes {2 $ D/t ~ 00 ) equations 2.74 and 2.75 imply that dEH/dEL 
is within the limits of -0.5 and -1.4 when EL> 0.01. 
Best fit curves for the tube oL/loyl - EL/IEyl and dH/loyl - EL/IEyl 
relationships which resulted from the data reduction of their experimental results 
performed by Tomii et al are given in Fig. 2.14. The results imply that in the 
elastic range (EL< IEyll no lateral interaction of tube and concrete occurs, 
and thus tube oL = EsEL and oH = O. As EL increases between jEyl and 
6IEyl' the values of loHI and oL steadily increase and decrease respectively. 
For EL~ 6IEyl' oL and OH are constant in value and can be predicted by 
substituting for d£H/deL from equation 2.74 into equations 2.72 and 2.73 
respectively which gives: 
0.9R + 0.6 I o I 
/3. /(0.9R ( 0. 9R - 1. 4) 2 
y 
- 0.4) + 
( 2. 76) 
1. BR - 1.8 I o I 
/3. /(o. 9R - 1. 4) 2 y 0. 4) + (0.9R -
(2.77) 
For a solid steel member (R = 1) the stress field is shown to be uniaxial-
longitudinal-compression with tube oH = 0, At a given EL (> IEyll as- R 
decreases the tube stress field is increasingly dominated by hoop-tension stress 
at the expense of longitudinal-compression stress. However it is significant to 
note that even for extremely thin-walled concrete-filled tubes (R = 0) the 
statistical analysis by Tomii et al of their experimental data implied a residual 
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The tube oL - EL responses obtained by Sen et al (2.34) and Tomii et al 
(2.1) show some similarities, as can be seen by comparing Figs.2.10 and 2.14. The 
comparison shows the general shapes of the tube oL - EL responses are the same. 
The average value of R from the 14 tests of Sen et al was equal to 0.50. At 
large EL for this value of R, the results of Tomii et al would predict tube 
oL = 0.62 loyl• In comparison Sen et al found oL = 0.75loyl. 
Tomii et al {2.1) also calculated the value of the empirical coefficient K 






max A _ Pexp 
_ OL • t u 
+ - Ac f I ) • [n - 2t J c max 2 OH • 
maximum experimentally obtained longitudinal load 
values of and respectively at p = Pexp u 
(2.78) 
The mepn value of K, determined by Tomii et al (2.1) from their tests was 2.6, 
which appeared to be independent of the casing D/t ratio and material strength, 
although there were large fluctuations in K from test to test. 
Figure 2.15 shows a comparison of the K value obtained by Tomii et al {2.1) 
for concrete confined by a tube with K values calculated from tests with lateral 
confinement provided by either spiral reinforcement or a constant level of fluid 
pressure. Clearly in a role of increasing concrete strength by providing lateral 
confinement the tube is relatively inefficient (low K value), as could be implied 
from the discussion 
at large values of 
spiral reinforcement 
spiral reinforcement 
for f:ax/f~ < 0.15. 
contained in 
f:ax /f~, the 
and tube are 
Section 2.2.5. However Fig. 2.15 does show that 
K values appropriate for concrete confined by 
similar, although it should be noted that the 
results are highly extrapolated as they were only calibrated 
At a particular value of K, it is shown (see below) that the tube in a 
composite concrete-filled tube is equally efficiently utilised in resisting 
longitudinal-compression load by: 
(i) uniaxial-hoop-tension stress (i.e. only providing concrete confinement); or 
(ii) uniaxial-longitudinal-compression stress (i.e. only providing direct 
resistance to longitudinal load). 
For uniaxial-hoop-tension stress, the maximum load carrying capacity, PH, of the 
concrete-filled tube is given by: 
(2. 79) 
From the lateral equilibrium requirement: 
(2. 80) 
Substituting for f:ax from equation 2.80 into equation 2.79 gives: 
(2. 81) 
For uniaxial-longitudinal-compression stress in the tube, the maximum load-carrying 
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(2. 82) 
For the tube to be equally efficient in a uniaxial-hoop-tension stress role as in a 
uniaxial-longitudinal-compression stress role, then PL = PH. Thus equating the 
right hand sides of equations 2.81 and 2.82, it can be shown that: 
K 
2(D/t - 1) 
(D/t - 2) ( 2. 83) 
From equation 2.83 for comparatively thick-walled (e.g. D/t = 30) and thin-walled 
(e.g. D/t = 210) concrete-filled tubes under longitudinal-compression load, for 
overall compressive strength the tube is utilised equally efficiently in a role of 
longitudinal-compression stress as in a role of uniaxial-hoop-tension stress at a 
K of approximately 2, or more exactly for K = 2.01 to 2.07 (for D/t = 210 to 30). 
For K less than that defined by equation 2,83, uniaxial-longitudinal-compression 
stress in the tube is more efficient for longitudinal-compression-load strength 
of the concrete-filled tube than is uniaxial-hoop-tension stress in the tube. The 
reverse applies for K greater than that defined by equation 2.83. 
Since Tomii et al (2.1) have found that K for concrete inside tubes is 
2.6 and the tube develops large values of hoop-tension stress, this explains why 
·the composite strength of concrete-filled tubes is greater than the sum of the 
independent strengths of the concrete and the tube. 
The literature review revealed only one set of well-documented test results 
concerning the behaviour of short concrete-filled tubes with casing D/t ratio in 
excess of 100 (cf. prototype piles have been built with 60 ~ D/t ~ 180). These 
were a later series of tests performed by Sakino, Tomii and Watanabe (2.41) 1 
and involved concrete-filled tubes with Le/0 = 2, D/t = 192 and tube 
jcr I = 254 MPa. Three tests were performed for each of concrete strengths 
y 
f; = 18 MPa and 37 MPa. The P - EL responses obtained from the six tests are 
shown in Fig. 2.16. 
As EL increases the results show an early peak in strength and then a 
gradual degradation of load-carrying capacity for tests with f; = 18 MPa and a 
more rapid degradation in load-carrying capacity for tests with_ f; = 37 MPa. 
This peaked P - EL response is in contrast with the P - EL responses obtained 
from the earlier tests of thick-walled concrete-filled tubes (see Fig. 2.12) 
which, in general, show dP/dEL ~ 0 within the indicated range of measured cL 
(0 ~EL~ 0.04). It should be noted that the longitudinal strain, plotted for 
the thin-walled concrete-filled tube tests (Fig. 2.16), was based on longitudinal 
deflection measured over the full specimen height, whereas the earlier tests of 
thick-walled concrete-filled tubes (Fig. 2.12) relied on longitudinal strain 
indicated by strain gauges at the midheight of the specimen. Since in general 
local buckling did not occur at the midheight of the specimens, at a given stage 
of testing after maximum load had been reached, the EL indicated at the midheight 
of the test specimen would be lower than the average EL measured over the total 
height of the test specimen. 
2.2.6.3 General Results from Tests 
In general, tests (2.1, 2.27 - 2.42) of long columns under.eccentric and 
concentric longitudinal-compression load have demonstrated that behaviour can be 
modelled adequately by using conventional reinforced concrete theory, in which 
uniaxial stress-strain characteristics are assumed to apply for the tube arid the 
concrete, For short columns under concentrically applied longitudinal-
compression loading, many investigators (2.1, 2.28-2.30, 2.33-2.42) have 
demonstrated that the performance of concrete-filled tubes, in terms of both 
strength and ductility, is superior to the independent responses of the empty tube 
and the unconfined concrete. This is due to the internal concrete stabilising 
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local buckling in the tube, while the tube confines the concrete which enhances 
the concrete strength and ductility. 
The above discussion of long and short column behaviour reveals an apparent 
contradiction concerning stress-strain modelling of concrete in long (unconfined 
behaviour assumed) and short (confined behaviour assumed) columns. The difference 
occurs because for long columns a gradient in the EL distribution across the 
section occurs, while for short columns an approximately zero gradient is present. 
For concrete with symmetrically placed reinforcing steel, and a large gradient in 
EL across the section, it has been shown (2.10) that overall strength depends 
primarily on the behaviour of steel in tension, and response is comparatively 
insensitive to concrete strength and behaviour. Also in the presence of a gradient 
in EL' the average Poisson's ratio expansion of the concrete is not as large as 
it is for a zero gradient in EL' g~ven the same value of maximum EL in both 
cases. Thus the lateral interaction of tube and concrete which results in 
augmented concrete strength and ductility becomes less important as the magnitude 
of the gradient in EL increases. Therefore it is not surprising that researchers 
have been able to satisfactorily predict the overall behaviour of long concrete-
filled ,tubes by conservatively assuming that the concrete behaves in an unconfined 
manner. 
2.3 THEORETICAL MODELLING OF LONGITUDINAL-TENSION LOADING 
In Section 2.2.6, it was noted that the behaviour of circular-sectioned 
concrete-filled tubes subjected to longitudinal-tension loading appears to have 
received no previous research attention. In the following sections, a model which 
assumes uniaxial stress-strain behaviour in the concrete and the tube, and a 
further more realistic model which allows for the effect of lateral interaction on 
behaviour of tube and concrete are outlined. In Chapter 3, experimental 
results are compared with predictions based on these two models. 
2.3.l Uniaxial Model 
Inthismodel it is assumed that the overall P - EL response of a concrete-
filled tube can be obtained by superposing the independent P - EL response of the 
plain concrete and the empty tube. This model ignores any restraint to Poisson's 
ratio hoop-compression strains in the steel tube provided by the concrete core, 
and is developed to enable the significance of lateral interaction to be 
investigated. 
2.3.1.1 Concrete Response 
The concrete fL - EL response to longitudinal-tension load is assumed to be 
identical to that illustrated previously in Fig. 2. 6. Respon_se is linearly elastic 
up to brittle failure which occurs at the tensile strength, ft'. of the concrete 
which can be _assumed to occur at 60% of the modulus of rupture {MOR) (2.10) or at 
-0.S ✓f~ (2.44). The concrete modulus, Ec' is taken to be: 
sooo ✓f~ [MPa units] 
Concrete fL is then related to EL as follows: 
For ft/EC~ EL~ 0 
and for EL~ ft/EL 
(Note in the above equations, ft has a tensile and hence negative value). 
(2.84) 
( 2. 85) 
(2 .86) 
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2.3.1.2 Tube Response 
The tube uniaxial aL - EL characteristics, as determined from a coupon test 
of a sample of the tube are used in assessing the response of the tube. For example 
for typical mild steel, the response of which was illustrated previously in Fig. 2.3: 
For - I E I la EL :;; 0 O'L E s'EL y 
(2. 87) 
For -I E I sh 
:;; EL la -I E I : O'L -la I y y (2. 88) 
For -IEul :, EL la - I Esh I: O'L = -la I + JEt.dEL y ( 2. 89) 
where Et tangent modulus of the tube, which is an experimentally determined 
function of EL 
For steel which does not exhibit the above elastic-plastic-strain-hardening stress-
strain characteristics, then the actual aL - aL response as determined from the 
coupon test should be used. 
2.3.2 Lateral Interaction Model 
The composite response of concrete-filled tubes to longitudinal-tension 
loading will be different to that predicted by the "Uniaxial Model" in two respects: 
(i) Under longitudinal-tension load, the tube will attempt to contract laterally 
more than the concrete, particularly after the concrete has cracked, and is 
no longer carrying longitudinal stress. Prior to concrete cracking, the 
difference in Poisson's ratio contraction of tube and concrete will not be so 
pronounced since vs = 0.3 and Ve~ 0.15 implies that for compatibility of 
tube and concrete EL' the unrestrained (Poisson's ratio) lateral contraction 
of the concrete would be equal to half that of the tube. 
Hence for compatible tube and concrete behaviour (i.e. tube EH= concrete 
ERC and tube EL= concrete EL, where concrete EL is assessed over a 
gauge length containing several cracks since strictly at a crack tube and 
concrete longitudinal strains are not compatible), the Poisson's ratio lateral 
contraction of the tube will be at least partially restrained by the concrete 
core, The result is hoop-tension stress in the tube and radial-compression 
stress in the concrete. The effect of these lateral stresses is ignored in 
the "Uniaxial Model" (see Section 2.3.1). 
(ii) For EL < ft/Ec, the proposed "Uniaxial .Model" for concrete fL - EL (Section 
2.3.1.1) effectively uses a cracked section analysis, and thus ignores the 
presence of concrete tensile stress in the zones between concrete cracks. As 
shown in Fig. 2.17, longitudinal-tension stress in the concrete between the 
cracks will cause local reductions to the longitudinal-tension stress carried 
by the tube. For a given longitudinal load, the average EL (measured over 
a gauge length containing several cracks) in the tube will thus be reduced, 
from that predicted on the basis of a cracked section, resulting in an 
apparent stiffening of the tube compared with that predicted by the "Uniaxial 
Model". This tension-stiffening effect will clearly increase in 
significance as the casing D/t ratio and hence Ac/At ratio increases. 
The model outlined in Sections 2. 3. 2. 1 - 2. 3. 2. 3 allows for these two effects. 
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2,3,2.1 Concrete Response 
To model the concrete fL - EL response allowing for the effect of concrete 
tension-stiffening between cracks, the relationship of Vecchio and Collins (2,45) 
was used, as shown below in equation 2,91. This equation was developed from 
longitudinal-tension-load tests of concrete reinforced with longitudinally orientated 
steel deformed bars. The steel area, in these tests, was approximately equal to 
1% of the concrete area. 
behaviour was assumed, 
For.strains below the cracking strain, linear elastic 
(2. 90) 
(2. 91) 
Steel stress (oL), based on load-sharing with concrete where the concrete 
stress is given by equation 2,91, can be considered to be the average steel stress 
over a gauge length containing several cracks. At a cracked section, the steel 
stress 0 will be larger than the average steel stress, and a check must be made at 
~ach given load to ensure yield of the steel at the cracked section (where concrete 
fL = 0) has not occurred. If yield has occurred fL should be taken as being 
equal to zero and equation 2,91 should not be used, A further consequence of the 
tension-stiffening of the tube by the cracked concrete will be that the steel EL 
at the crack is significantly larger than the average steel EL' particularly 
after yield has occurred. The consequence is an apparent reduction in ductility 
caused by the reduced average tensile strain in the steel at fracture. 
Figure 2.18 represents a comparison between equation 2.91 and typical 
Vecchio and Collins (2.45) experimental results. It is apparent that predictions 
based on equation 2.91 generally underestimate the experimentally obtained concrete 
fL values. This is probably because the tension-stiffening phenomenon is related 
to the average tensile strength of the concrete, whereas typically tensile tests 
(e.g. split cylinder tests) of plain concrete give the tensile strength of the 
concrete at a position of weakness in the concrete sample. For this reason in 
this model ft was chosen to be equal to the MOR (cf. the "Uniaxial Model" where 
it was suggested that ft= 60% of MOR). Figure 2.18 also indicates that a 
substantial value of average tensile stress exists in the concrete at large values 
of JELi. For example at EL= -0.0015 (assuming yield of the steel at the crack 
has not occurred), equation 2.91 gives concrete fL = 0.65ft. 
The application of equation 2.91 to concrete encased by a tube is not 
strictly appropriate, since the equation was developed from tests of deformed 
bars embedded in concrete. Bond conditions between a smooth steel surface and 
concrete would not be expected to be as good as those between a deformed steel 
surface and concrete, resulting in the cracks in the steel-encased concrete member 
occurring at a wider spacing than the cracks in a reinforced concrete member. 
However for concrete surrounding a reinforcing bar and a tube surrounding concrete, 
Poisson's ratio contraction of the steel under tensile stress will rQduce and 
improve respectively the bond conditions. Thus it is probable that the 
application of equation 2.91 to steel-encased concrete is satisfactory. 
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2.3.2.2 Tube Response in the Elastic Range 
The tube response is computed from the assumption that the concrete is 
infinitely rigid in the lateral direction, and hence concrete ERC = 0. It is 
shown later that this assumption which is relatively crude does not result in 
significant errors, and makes the development of a theoretical model relatively 
straightforward. · Lateral compatibility of tube and concrete then require that 
EH= 0. 




Equations 2.92 and 2.93 may be compared with aL = Es.EL and aH = 0 which are 
the constitutive relations applying to the empty tube. Thus for a typical value 
of vs = 0.3, equation 2.92 indicates that the steel in a concrete-filled tube 
has a 9.9% increase in longitudinal stiffness when compared with the steel in an 
empty tube. Equation 2.93 shows that the assumption of the concrete core being 
laterally rigid implies hoop-tension stress in the tube, and hence from lateral 
equilibrium of tube and concrete (equation 2.54), radial-compression stress in the 
concrete. 
At the elastic-plastic boundary, from the Von Mises yield criterion 




0.3 gives and 
(2.94) 
Thus the apparent·magnitude of the yield strength of the steel in a concrete-filled tube 
is predicted to be 12.5% larger than that of the steel in an empty tube. From 
equating the right hand sides of equations 2.92 and 2.94 and since 
it can be shown that at the elastic-plastic boundary: 
IE I= la I/E, y y s 
-la I 1 - V 2 1 - V 2 y 
EL s = -IE I s 
;{ Es 
. 
Ii (2.95) 2 y 2 + vs - V + V - V s s s 
Thus at yield in the biaxial stress field with V 0.3, s E = L -1. 024 I Ey I • 
2.3.2.3 Tube Response in the Plastic Range 
The tube response in the plastic range of material behaviour is also 
assessed on the basis that EH= 0. Since tube aL and aH are dependent on 
the strain path, it is necessary to use an iterative and incremental procedure 
to solve for these stresses. Given the following information: 
(i) the values of Es and vs and the e~ff - aeff relationship; 
(ii) the values of taLl i, taHl i, 
step 0, which corresponds to 
(a~) 0 i~ defi~ed by equation 
(eRT) 0 - 0) , and 
(iii) the value of (eLli+l 
<.e~l i, (e:l i and te~Tl i (e.g. at 
the elastic-plastic boundary, {a ff) = 
P e o 
2 • 94 • (aH) o = "s (aL) o' (eL) o = (e~) o = 
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then the procedure outlined below should be followed to solve for increment i + 1, 
where it is assumed that the size of the increments is small. If larger increments 
are used,the procedure below is potentially unstable, since convergence is very 
sensitive to the guessed value of (crH)i+l' 
Step 1 
Calculate (ERT)i+l from equation 2.21 and the values of 
(oL)i+l' (oH)i+l' (oR)i+l (= zero), (EL)i+l' (EH)i+l (= zero), Es and "s· 
Step 3 .: Calculate (Eili+l' (E~)i+l and (E~Tli+l from the values of (EL)i+l' 
Step 5 
{EH) i+l (= zero),. {£RT) i+l' (oL) i+l' (oH) i+l' (oR) i+l (= zero)' 
Es and "s and equations 2.14 - 2.16. 
Calculate (dEi)i+l = (Ei)i+l - (Ei)i 1 (dE~)i+l (E~)i+l - (E~)i and {dE~T)i+l= 
(E~T)i+l - (E~T)i. 
Calculate (dE~ffli+ffom the values of (dst>i+l' (d;~)i+l and ;ds~Tli+l and 
equation 2.27, and hence (E~ffli+l = (seff)i + (dEeff)i+l · 




Calculate (oLli+l and (oH)i+l from equations 2.38 and 2.39 and the 
values of (oeff) i+l' (dEi) i+l and (dE~) i+l. 
Do the values of (crL)i~l and (oHli+l obtained in Step 7 
agree with those used earlier? 
Yes - Convergence achieved for (o1 li+l and (oH)i+l' go to increment 
i + 2. 
No - Using the later values of (oL)i+l and (oH)i+l' go to 
Step 2. 
For j£ I where y 0 and dEL' then 
(2. 96)' 
Substituting equation 2.96 into equations 2.38 and 2.39 and noting that 
and dEi has a tensile and hence a tensile value gives: 
oL = -1.155 oeff 
oH = -0.577 oeff 
(2.97) 
(2. 98) 
From equations 2.97 and 2.98 oL/oH = 2, which as noted previously in Section 
2.2.2.2 results in the maximum possible enhancement (15.5%) of o1 in the 
biaxial-stress field relative to its uniaxial-stress value at the sam~ oeff' 
From Section 2.3.2.2, it was predicted that (for "s = 0.3) tube 
oL = -l.125oeff and OH= -0.338oeff at the elastic-plastic boundary where 
oeff joy!' while at large JELi from equations 2.97 and 2.98 it is predi_cted 
that oL = -l.155oeff and oH = -0.578oeff' Thus at the start of the plastic 
range there will be a transition zone where as EL increases, tube a1 varies 
from -l.125oeff to -l.155oeff and 0 8 varies from -0.338oeff to -0.578oeff" 
This transition zone does not have a great deal of practical importance, since 
overall P-£1 response of the concrete-filled tubes depends primarily on oL 
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and the value of crH is of limited relevance to the proposed model. 
For IELI >> IEyl where 
Now substituting dEP = O and 
H 
0, then from equation 2.23 dEP = -dEP 
RT L 
-dEr into equations 2.27 results in: 
(2. 99) 
This implies that the steel i~ a concrete-filled tube will commence strain-
hardening and reach ultimate strength at a smaller value of !ELI than will the 
steel in an empty tube. This and the similar result occurring due to concrete 
tension-stiffening mentioned previously in Section 2.3.2.1 imply that the steel 
in a concrete-filled tube has apparently less ductility than the steel in a 
similar empty tube. 
2.3.2.4 Possible Limitations to Theory 
Two possible limitations to the proposed lateral interaction model, for 
concrete-filled tubes under longitudinal-tension load are discussed below. 
(a) Effect of Concrete Lateral Flexibility and a Tube-Concrete Gap 
Concrete lateral flexibility and the possibility of an initial gap between 
the tube and the core concrete will cause violations of the assumptions used in 
the "Lateral Interaction Model" that tube and concrete lateral strains are 
compatible (i.e. tube EH= concrete ERC) and that tube EH= 0. 
To illustrate the effect of lateral flexibility of the concrete, an 
elastic range analysis was conducted in which it was assumed that the concrete and 
the steel are in a state of biaxial stress (fR - fR and crL - crH respectively). 
This assumed biaxial-stress state in the concrete ignores the effect of tensile 
values of concrete fL and the resulting Poisson's ratio contraction of the 
concrete in the radial direction which would have a diminishing effect as the 
strain level increases. 
Similarly to equation 2.12 and assuming lateral compatibility of tube and 
concrete (i.e. concrete ERC tube EH), the constitutive relationship for the 
concrete can thus be expressed as: 
(2.100) 
Equating the right hand sides of equation 2.54 (the lateral equilibrium 
relationship) and equation 2.100, rearranging and solving for tube crH gives: 
2 - D/t 
2 
(2.101) 
Equating the right hand sides of equation 2.12 (tube constitutive relationship) 
and equation 2.101, rearranging and solving for -EH/EL gives 





D/t - 2 + l-1 \! s 
E • 1 - \I . 2 s C 
Solving for EH from equation 2.102, substituting this into equation 2.11 (tube 
constitutive relationship) and rearranging gives: 
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, l, + 2 ,l 1 \) Es.e:L s (2.103) OL 2 1 - V E 1 - \) 2 - D/t S C s E" 1 - \) 2 s C 
Similarly solving for e:H from equation 2.102, substituting this into equation 
2.12 (constitutive relationship) and rearranging gives: 
1 
2 
1 - "s 
1 - "c 
2 ; D/t _ l] 
(2 .104) 
In the elastic range typical values of Ec, Es, vc and "s are 25000 MPa, 
200000 MPa, 0.15 and 0.3 respectively. Substituting these values into equations 
2.102 - 2.104 gives: 
4,484 
12.95 + D/t (2.105) 
l- 1.478 · J Ese:L 1.099 - 12.95 + D/t (2.106) 
r 4.927 ] 
oH = Ese:L L0.3297 - 12.95 + D/t (2.107) 
Figure 2.19 shows the variation of -e:H/e:L with casing D/t ratio as defined 
by equation 2.105. The figure shows that as the casing D/t increases from 2 (solid 
steel member) to infinity, the -e:H/e:L ratio decreases from 0.3 (assumed value of 
vs) to O. Thus the assumption of the concrete being laterally rigid is more 
satisfactory at large than at small casing D/t ratios, since for large D/t ratios the 
ratio of concrete lateral stiffness to tube lateral stiffness is larger than it is 
for small casing D/t ratios. 
Figure 2.20 shows the variations of oL/(EscL) and oH/ (Es, e:L) with casing D/t 
ratio, where oL and OH are determined from equations 2.106 and 2.107 respectively 
and EsEL represents the value of oL in a uniaxial-stress field. Asymptotes 
which represent behaviour for EH= 0 (i.e. laterally rigid concrete are also indicated). 
clearly the lateral flexibility of tn~ concrete reduces the potential enhancement 
of tube oL which occurs in the biaxial-tension-stress field. However for large 
casing D/t ratios, the assumption of the concrete being laterally rigid is reasonable. 
For example at D/t = 100, oL = l.086E5 e:L (cf. for EH= O,oL = l.099EsEL). Thus 
typically the error in assessing tube oL, from the assumption that e:H = O, will be 
small. Figure 2.20 also shows that tube OH increases with the casing D/t ratio. 
The specific results from the above analysis cannot be extrapolated into 
either the inelastic range of tube or concrete behaviour where different 
constitutive laws will govern behaviour, or the elastic range of material behaviour 
before the concrete cracks, where the -§H/EL ratio will lie somewhere between vc 
and "s (e.g. 0.15 and 0.3) However it is subsequently demonstrated experimentally 
(Chapter 3) that the assumption of the concrete being laterally rigid is 
reasonable even for thick-walled concrete-filled tubes (D/t = 25.6). Thus from the 
trend indicated in Figs. 2.19 and 2.20, the assumption will be reasonable for all 
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It is also possible that prior to testing1 a gap between tube and concrete 
may be present. Such a gap, which may develop when the concrete contracts after 
the initial rise in temperature associated with heat of hydration, can be expected 
to be small. However until this gap is closed the concrete and tube will not be 
compatible laterally (tube EH I concrete ERC), and the steel in a concrete-filled 
tube will respond in the same fashion as does the steel in an empty tube, with 
the result that no enhancement of tube oL from biaxial-tension stress will occur 
at this stage. For realistic situations this effect should be negligible. 
(b) Concrete Radial Strength 
The assumption that the concrete is rigid in the lateral direction also 
implies the concrete is strong enough to equilibrate the tube OH which is 
predicted by the proposed tube constitutive model. For a concrete-filled tube 
subjected to longitudinal-tension load, for I e:LI >> I e:Y I, tube e: = 0 has been H 
shown (Section 2. 3. 2. 3) to imply that 0 = H oL/2, aL = -l.155a eff and 
aH = -0.577aeff" The largest value of concrete fR, fmax R , will occur at tube 
max 
ultimate strength where = Jaul and and thus: 0 eff a = OH H 
max I I oH = -0.577 au (2.108) 
Substituting f = fmax and 
R R 
-0.577Joul into equation 2.54 and 
rearranging gives: 
For typical material strength parameters of 
equation 2.109 indicates that fmax exceeds 
R 
piles: 60 :, D/t :, 180). It should, however, 
(2.109) 
f; = 30 MPa and Ja J = 450 MPa, 
.U 
f~ for D/t;;; 19.3 (cf. prototype 
be noted that the radial-compression 
strength of the concrete will, in general, differ from f~ because of the triaxial-
stress state involving longitudinal tension and radial compression in the concrete. 
Tests of reinforced concrete panels subject to in-plane loading have been 
conducted by Vecchio and Collins (2.45). These tests have shown that for 
compressive load in one direction and tensile load in the direction transverse to the 
compressive load, the compressive strength of the concrete is reduced appreciably 
by the presence of transverse tensile strain, as indicated by equation 2.110. 
where 
f' 
C la f' 
C 
(2.110) 
concrete strain, in the direction of the tensile load 
concrete strength, in the direction of the compressive load. 
For example, at El= -0.01, equation 2.110 gives f~ax = 0.40f~, indicating a 
marked reduction in compressive strength. However the work of Vecchio and Collins 
related to a biaxial-tension-compression-stress field and in the triaxial-tension-
compression-compression stress field of concrete encased by a tube, the strength 
reduction should be less significant. It thus appears that except for tubes with 
very small values of either casing D/t ratio or concrete f~, the radial strength 
of the concrete should not limit the potential 15.5% enhancement of tube ·aL 
which occurs as a result of the assumed lateral rigidity of the concrete. 
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2.4 THEORETICAL MODELLING OF LONGITUDINAL-COMPRESSION LOADING 
The work described in the previous sections has indicated that there has been 
no consistent model developed to describe the compressive load-strain behaviour of 
concrete-filled steel tubes. Although Tomii et al (2.1) developed a model that 
considered the lateral interaction between tube and concrete, it ignored the 
influence of tube strain-hardening and did not consider the stress-strain character-
istics of the confined concrete beyond determining an empirical value of K = 2.6 
for the strength enhancement of concrete due to confining stress (see equation 2.51). 
However the considerable body of well reported test data of Tomii et al (2.1) 
and Sakino et al (2.41) provides a potential for more detailed analysis. In this 
section the development of a model, which was calibrated from this test data, to 
allow for lateral interaction between the tube and concrete is described. A further, 
simplified, model based on uniaxial stress-strain behaviour in the steel and concrete 
was developed and for comparative purposes i_s also described in this section. 
2.4.1 Uniaxial Model 
In this model it is assumed that the overall P - EL response of a concrete-
filled·tube can be obtained by addition of the independent P - eL responses of the 
plain concrete and the empty tube. This model ignores the effect of composite and 
laterally compatible behaviour in the tube and concrete, and is developed to enable 
the significance of lateral interaction to be identified by comparison with the 
more realistic model which is described in later sections. 
2.4.1.1 Tube Resoonse 
The tube uniaxial oL - EL characteristics, as determined from a coupon test 
of a sample of the tube are used in assessing the response of the tube. It should 
be noted that the coupon test is a tensile test, and thus will not take into account 
the probable unstable performance, in the plastic range of steel behaviour, of the 
empty tube. Thus it is implicit in this "Uniaxial Model" that the internal concrete 
stabilises the tube, resulting in the tensile and compressive longitudinal-load 
behaviour of the tube being approximately identical. 
2.4.1.2 Concrete Response 
In the uniaxial model the concrete is assumed to respond in accordance with a 
prediction based on the Popovics (2.16) relationship which was given previously for 
confined concrete in equation 2.52. For unconfined concrete where it can be 
considered that e~c = £co' 
rewritten as: 
f' cc f~ and Esec = f~/eco' the relationship can be 




and as before Ec = 5000/f~ [MPa) units 






2.4.2 Lateral Interaction Model 
At very small values of EL (<< 0.002), Poisson's ratio for steel and 
concrete are approximately equal to 0.3 and 0.15 respectively. This implies that 
under longitudinal-compression load either a small level of radial-tension stress 
in the concrete and hoop-compression stress in the tube are present, or more likely 
a small gap between tube and concrete will develop. There is also the possibility 
of a small gap at the tube-concrete interface being present at the start of 
testing due to the concrete contracting after the initial rise of temperature 
associated with heat of hydration. Thus at small values of EL' tube and 
concrete are unlikely to interact laterally. 
As EL increases from Oto 0,002, the Poisson's ratio for concrete increases 
from 0.15 to a value in excess of 0.5, as was mentioned previously in Section 2.2.3. 
From the results of Tomii et al (2.1) it was deduced previously (see Section 2.2.6.2) 
that the large strain (EL> 0.01) value of Poisson's ratio for concrete confined 
by a tube was 1.4. For the tube, Poisson's ratio has a value of typically 0.3 
throughout the elastic range of steel behaviour (typically EL$ 0.0016 for mild 
steel with cr = 320 MPa). In the plastic range of steel behaviour, Poisson's ratio . y 
for the tube gradually increases from a value of 0.3 to 0.5, as was shown in 
Fig, 2.5. 
The result for concrete-filled tubes is that as longitudinal-compression 
load increases and EL approaches 0.002, the Poisson's ratio lateral expansion of 
the concrete equals that of the tube. Hence for EL in the vicinity of and greater 
than 0.002, lateral interaction of tube and concrete will occur. In the concrete 
and tube models which are described subsequently, it is assumed that lateral 
interaction which results in radial-compression stress in the concrete and hoop-
tension stress in the tube occurs for EL.: 0. 002. 
2.4.2.1 Tube Response 
In this section, tube oL - EL and oH - EL relationships are proposed 
which model biaxial-stress behaviour of the steel in a concrete-filled tube under 
longitudinal-compression loading. These relationships are similar to those derived 
by Tomii et al (2.1) and presented previously in Sections 2.2.6.2 and Fig. 2.14. 
The stress-strain behaviour is divided into three stages: 
(i) Initial Stage 
For EL~ 0.002, no lateral interaction between tube and concrete is assumed 
to occur. Uniaxial tube oL - EL (i.e. tube oH = 0) response is assumed in 
accordance with the "Uniaxial Model" for the tube which was outlined previously in 
Section 2.4.1.1. 
(ii) Final Stage 
For EL~ 0.01, full lateral interaction between tube and concrete is 
assumed to occur, resulting in a constant level of longitudinal-compression stress 
being present in the tube: 
where K0 ., 
L 
0.9R + 0.6 
h /o.9R - 0.4 + (0.9R - 1.4) 2 
(2.115) 
(2.116) 
The value of R which represents the relative strengths of the tube and concrete 
is given by equation 2.75, and K0 00 lcryl corresponds to the value of the tube oL 
at EL> 6IEyl as derived by Tomii ~t al (see equation 2.76). Since in the proposed 
model for EL> 0.01, it is assumed that oL is constant, then in the strain-
hardening range, the subsequent increase in oeff results only in an increase in 
the magnitude of tube OH and hence in the confinement of the concrete. 
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(iii) Transition Stage 
For 0.002 ~EL~ 0.01, a transition stage occurs during which tube oL 
steadily decreases and tube loHI and hence concrete fR steadily increase with 
increasing EL. During this stage oL is defined by: 
= K lo I 
OL y 
(2.117) 
where K is a parabolic function of EL (and at EL= 0.01, 
oL 
(2.118) 
Figure 2.21 shows the relationship between Ko , Rand EL. 
L 
In the plastic range at a given 
by rearranging equation 2.36 to give: 
oeff and OL' OH can then be determined 
2 
0.75 OL (2.119) 
However since 0 eff is a function of E~ff and hence the strain history, it is 
necessary to use an incremental and iterative solution to determine oH. 
At increment i = O, which represents the commencing point of lateral 
interaction (EL)o = 0.002, and for typical mild steel (oL)o = loyl. Then for the 
uniaxial stress conditions which exist at this point (Ef) 0 = 0.002 - loyl/Es, 
(E~) 0 = -½ (E[) 0 and (E~T) 0 = (E~) 0 • To solve for (oH) i+l' it is necessary to 
have the following information: 
(i) 
(ii) 
the values of Es and 
from a coupon test, 
the values of (Ei)i, 
(e.g. these values are 
vs and the E~ff - oeff relationship as determined 
(E~)i, (E~T)i, (E~ff)i a nd (oH)i 
given for Step O, as above), and 
(iii) the value of (EL)i+l and hence from equations 2.115 or 2.117 the value of 
(oL)i+l' 











and (oR)i+l (= zero) and equations 2.5-2,7 (where E~, 
E: and E:T are substituted for EL' EH and ERT respectively). 
Calculate (Ei)i+l 
Calculate (dE~)i+l by rearranging the Prandtl-Reuss relationships (e~uations 
2,17 - 2.18) to eliminate dA and substituting oR = 0: 
(dE~)i+l (dE[l i+l (2.120) 
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Calculate (dE~ff)i+l from the value of (dEi)i+l' (dE~)i+l and 
(dE~T)i+l and equation 2.27. 
Obtain (oeff) i+l 
(,::~ff) i+l 
h p from t e Eeff - oeff relationship and the value of 
Calculate (oH)i+l from the values of (dEi)i+l' (dE~)i+l' 
and equation 2.39. 
Check if the value of (oH)i+l obtained in Step 10 is in close agreement 
with the value used in Step 2. 
Yes - Convergence achieved for (oH) i+l' proceed to increment i + 2. 
No Using the later value of (oH)i+l' go to Step 2. 




From the above procedures it can be shown that the biaxial-stress field in the 
tube wall will result in the steel strain-hardening and reaching ultimate strength at 
a smaller value of EL than will the steel in an empty tube which is also subjected 
to longitudinal-compression loading. To illustrate this point consider a typical 
concrete-filled tube with R = 0.5 and EL> 0.01. From equation 2.74, dEH is 
1 t O 95d S , t th' t de - de - de O th d p O 95d p equa O - • EL, ince a is Sage EL= EH= ERT = , en EH~ - . EL 
and from equation 2.23 dE~T = -0.0SdEi From equation 2.27 and dE~ -0.95d£i 
and dE~T -0.05dE£, dE~ff l.127dEf and hence at large strains 
E~ff = Eeff = l.127E£ s l,127EL, 
Concrete-filled tubes which attain large oH/oL ratio have very thin walls 
(R = O). For such members it can similarly be shown that for EL> 0.01, dE~ff 
l.442dEi. Thus the earlier onset of strain-hardening and ultimate strength, and 
hence loss of ductility which occurs in the concrete-filled tube relative to the 
empty tube is particularly pronounced for concrete-filled tubes with small values 
of R. 
Figure 2.22 shows typical biaxial-stress field variations of tube oeff/loyl, 
oL/loyl and -oH/loyl with EL which are plotted for R = 0.5 and IEshl = 0.022. 
Also indicated on the figure is the variation of coupon (uniaxial-stress conditions) 
oL/loyl with EL. A comparison of the biaxial-stress field oeff/loyl and the 
coupon oL/loyl variations emphasises the effect of the earlier onset of strain-
hardening under longitudinal-compression loading which occurs in the steei in a 
concrete-filled tube relative to the steel in an empty tube. 
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These biaxial-stress field variations of oL/layl and aH/layl are similar 
to those shown in Fig. 2.14 which represented the statistical smoothing of their 
experimental results by Tomii et al (2.1). The differences which occur are due to 
two causes: 
(i) Tomii et al (2.1) defined the EL at which biaxial-stress effects first 
occur as equal to IE I, whereas in the proposed model the effects are 
y 
assumed to first occur at EL= 0.002. Also the results of Tomii et al 
imply that K = K applies for EL .: 6 I E I, whereas the writer proposes 
0 0 00 y 
K = K ap~liesLfor cL > 0.01. For typical mild steel with for example 
0 a m -
IELI = 0~0016, there is little practical difference between the K . values 
y a 
predicted by Tomii et al and the proposed model. However concreteLdilatancy, 
which is the main cause of concrete-tube lateral interaction, was considered 
to be more properly related to the value of EL than to the ratio of 
EL/IEyl• Thus for steel with Ey different to that used by Tomii et al 
(2.1), a variation of oL/loyl based on a function of EL/IEyl' as used by 
Tomii et al, could give poor results. 
(ii) As was stated previously in Section 2.2.6.2, in interpreting their 
experimental data Tomii et al (2.1) assumed that dEH/dEL was equal to 
dE~/dEr and of constant value for EL> 6jEyl• For IE~ffl > !Esh - Eyl' 
they also ignored strength increase in the steel due to strain-hardening. 
The result was that Tomii et al predicted constant values of aL and oH 
for EL> 6IEyl and a given value of R, as shown in Fig. 2.14. The 
proposed model for tube oL - EL makes allowance for the experimental 
observation that jdEH/dELI increases with EL (see Fig. 2.13) and for 
increase in steel strength due to strain-hardening by allowing a8 to 
increase with EL' in the strain-hardening range, as shown in Fig. 2.22. 
Finally it should also be noted that the above procedure for determining the 
variation of tube aH with EL will also give indirectly the variation of 
concrete fR with EL from the requirement of lateral equilibrium between tube 
and concrete (equation 2.54). 
2.4.2.2 Concrete Response 
The concrete longitudinal stress (fL) will be a function of both the 
longitudinal strain (EL) and the lateral confining stress (fR) which results 
from concrete-tube lateral interaction. Existing models for confined concrete 
based on a constant confining stress are unlikely to be appropriate because of 
the gradual increase in confining stress (since concrete fR is proportional to 
tube l<jill indicated by Fig. 2.22. 
For EL~ 0.002, the response of the concrete is assumed to be in accordance 
with the "Uniaxial Model" which was outlined previously in Section 2.4.1.2. 
For EL~ 0.002, the longitudinal-stress in the concrete is determined in 
non-dimensionalised form from: 
(2.124) 
where fR is the radial stress in the concrete corresponding to the longitudinal 
strain EL. Existing data do not permit development of equation 2.124 as a unique 
relationship. Consequently this equation will be developed in terms of .a family 
of curves for constant concrete radial stress. It is assumed that concrete fL 
will _then be given by the curve for the current value of fR/f~. Since fR varies 
during the loading of the member, this implies a fL/f~ - EL curve that moves 
between the family of curves, as illustrated conceptually in Fig. 2.23 for a thick-
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The procedure to be used in solving the concrete fL vs EL response for 
EL~ 0.002 is as follows: 
(i) Determine the tube aH - EL response from the method outlined in the 
previous section. 
(ii) Determine the concrete fR - E:L response from the tube· oH - EL response 
and the requirement of concrete and tube lateral equilibrium (equation 2.54). 
(iii) From the fR - EL relationship determine the concrete fL - EL response 
using the family of stress-strain curves representing equation 2.124. 
2.4.2.3 Derivation of Stress-Strain Relationship for Concrete 
Confined by a Tube 
As discussed earlier in Section 2.2.4, existing stress-strain curves for 
concrete confined by transverse reinforcement such as the model of Mander et al 
(2.2) are not expected to be representative of concrete confined by a tube, because 
of the interaction of tube aL,oH, EL,EH and ERT which occurs in the steel. 
consequently an attempt was made to extract the stress-strain behaviour of concrete 
confined by a tube using relevant test data, To this end, the relationships 
represented by equation 2.124 and Fig. 2.23 were obtained by analysis of the 33 
test results of Tomii et al (2.1) and Sakino et al (2.41), described previously 
in Section 2.2.6.2, and the theoretical response of the tube allowing for lateral 
interaction effects, described in Section 2.4.2.1. It is recalled that the 33 tests 
involved three specimens at each of 11 different values of R {the ratio of the tube 
yield strength to the sum of the tube yield strength and the unconfined strength of 
the concrete) between 0.12 and 0.66. In comparison for prototype piles (with for 
example la I = 300 .MPa, f' = 30 .MPa and 60:; D/t :a 180), R will range from 0.18 y C 
to 0,41. Thus the following deduced results from the tests of Tomii et al (2.1) 
and Sakino et al (2.41) should be suitable for application to prototype piles. 
Tomii et al and Sakino et al used four different thicknesses of tubes in 
their 33 tests, and the uniaxial stress-strain characteristics of these four types 
of steel which were used in predicting the theoretical response of the tube are 
listed in Table 2.1. As can be seen from the table, Tomii et al and Sakino et al 
did not give complete information on the stress-strain characteristics of the 
tube steel, and in particular the tangent modulus of the steel in the strain-
hardening range was not given. Thus the strain-hardening characteristics of the 
cold-formed steel (t = 0.52 mm) and the hot-formed steel (t = 2.0 mm, 3.2 mm and 
4.3 mm) were estimated as shown in Table 2.1. The estimated values of Et in the 
strain-hardening range are of the same order as those which were found from coupon 
testing plate samples as described in Chapters 3 and 4. Although the assumed 
strain-hardening behaviour was only crudely estimated, it was anticipated that for 
EL·:, 0.04, the P - E:L response of the concrete-filled tubes would not be too 
sensitive to the guessed steel strain-hardening characteristics. It was also 
assumed that tube vs was equal to 0.3. 
The following procedure was then adopted at each of the 11 values of R 
which were used in the tests of Tomii et al (2.1) and Sakino et al _(2. 41): 
(i) The average (of the three tests at the given value of R) P - EL response 
was determined from either of figure 2.12 or 2.16, 
(ii) Tube aL - EL and oH - EL responses were then calculated using the . 
"Lateral Interaction .Model" for the tube which was outlined in Section 
2.4.2.1. These responses allowed the concrete fR - EL (from equation 2.54) 
and Pt - EL responses to be calculated, where Pt the longitudinal load 
carried by the tube comes from: 
(2.125) 
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TABLE 2.1 UNIAXIAL STRESS-STRAIN PARAMETERS OF THE TUBES OF 
TOMI! ET AL (2.1) AND SAKINO ET AL (2.41) 
I E I I Esh I I O I !au! 
OL (MPa) t y y 
(mm) (MPa) (MPa) EL :a I E I I Eyl :a EL S IE:~hl EL.: ]Esh I y 
0.52(2.41) - - 244 350 205000EL 244 244 + 1073 (EL-0. 001190) 
2. 0 (2.1) 0.001590 0.0194 337 464 2l2000e::L 337 337 + 2120 (EL- 0. 0194) 
3. 2 (2.1) 0.001516 0.0225 288 413 190000EL 288 288 + 1900 (EL- 0. 0225) 
•I. 3 (2,1) 0.001333 0.0212 280 414 210000EL 280 280 + 2100 (EL- 0. 0212) 
Note: Values of 
Sakino et 
estimated 
lo I and !oul are as given by Tomii et al and 
- ~ relationships are given from these values or 
L 
IEyl' le::shl, 
al, and crL 
in the absence of information. 
(iii) The longitudinal load carried by the concrete was then determined from: 
p p pt 
C 
(2.126) 
and hence concrete fL from: 
p p 
C C 
fL A ¼ 1T (D - 2t) 2 C 
(2.127) 
At each value of e::L from 0.003 to 0.040 by increments of 0.001, a diagram of 
concrete fL/f~ vs fR/f~ was drawn, and the results from each of the 11 values of R 
were plotted. Typical examples for e::L = 0.005, 0.020 and 0.040 are shown in Fig. 2,24, 
Linear regression equations to the data are also plotted on the diagrams. From these 
regression equations, fL/f~ vs EL responses at a variety of constant values of 
fR/f~ (0.05, 0.1, 0.15, ..• 0.45, 0.5) were plotted as shown in Fig. 2.25. In the 
figure interpolated results from the data are shown as solid lines, and extrapolated 
results from the data which were used subsequently for the purpose of curve-fitting 
are shown as dashed lines. The peaks of the curves are also indicated in the 
figure. Figure 2.25 clearly shows the enhancement to concrete strength and 
ductility which results from the confinement offered by the tube. 
The Mander et al (2.2) fL - e::L relationship for concrete confined by spiral 
reinforcement, which was outlined previously in Section 2.2.5, can be used to 
produce similar curves to those shown in Fig. 2.25. In Fig. 2.26, a family of 
curves for fL/f; vs e::L at given values of f~ax/f~ as predicted by the Mander 
et al model are shown. Since the shape of these curves is slightly dependent on 
the value of f~, the curves were derived on the basis that f~ = 24 MPa, which 
corresponds to the average value of f~ from the 33 tests of Tomii et al (2.1) 
and Sakino et al (2.41). 
It should be noted that in the Mander et al (2.2) model, f~ax, is based 
on the yield strength of the confining steel. This implies that at small values 
of e::L before the confining steel has yielded, fR < f;ax , while a!- large valu.es 
of EL after the confining steel has strain-hardened fR > f~ax. Thus ',is .;is not 
strictly appropriate to compare the results from Figs. 2.25 'and 2.26. Nevertheless 
the comparison between Figs. 2.25 and 2,26 shows that the Mander et al model 
generally overestimates fL for concrete confined by a tube, particularly at small 
values of strain. It is also obvious that for a given value of fR/f~ (or 
f;ax/f;) that the peak of the fL/f~ vs e::L curve in Fig. 2.25 generally occurs at 
a larger value of EL than does the peak of the Mander et al curve. This is 
because the tube has a delayed confining effect on the concrete relative to that 
provided by spiral reinforcement, due to the lateral expansion of the tube under 
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longitudinal-compression stress. Since the curves of Fig. 2.25 indicate that, as 
expected, the Mander et al model could not be used for this study, an attempt was 
made to obtain a suitable function for equation 2,124 directly from the results 
shown in Fig. 2.25. 
It was found that a modified form of the Popovics (2.26) equation (given 
which previously as equation 2.52) to allow for the differences in £ 1 and f' cc cc 
occur between concrete confined by spiral reinforcement and a tube would not 
accurately model the falling branch characteristics of the curves shown in Fig. 2.25. 
This is because the Popovics' equation is defined by three parameters, Ec, f~c and 
£~c and it is not possible to alter the falling branch characteristics at given 
values of these three parameters. 
The equation used by Desayi et al (2.22) for modelling the fL - £L 
relationship of confined concrete does allow the falling branch characteristics to 
be independently modified, since the relationship is d.efined by five parameters, 
Ec, f~c' s;c, af;c and B£~c, where (Bs;c' af;c) are (£L,fL) coordinates at a 
control point on the falling branch of the curve, The equation can be defined by: 
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2$ ; 1] . 1 -,-
£CC 
(2 .130) 
-~-!-sec 1 ~2 cc (2.131) 
¼l (£~ >2, ~ cc/ 
(2. 132) 
(2.133) 
Desayi et al (2.22) recommended that the control point on the falling branch was 
chosen at fL = 0.85f~c which implies a= 0.85. 
To define equation 2.128 for concrete confined by a tube, it was thus 
necessary to develop relationships for 
(a) Determining f~c 
f' cc' s~c and S : 
The peak value of concrete fL/f~ (= f~c/f~) at a given value of fR/f~ can 





1 + K' yr 
C 
(2 .134) 
where K' = an empirically determined constant. The above equation is similar in 
form to equation 2.51 divided by f~, since equation 2.134 could be derived from 
equation 2.51 by replacing K with K' and f~ax with fR. Equation 2.134 can 
also be rearranged to solve for K' 
K' 
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(f~c/f~) - l 
(fR/f~) 
(2,135) 
From the results of the linear regression analysis of concrete-filled tube 
data shown in Fig. 2.25, the values of K' for 0.05 ~ fR/f~ ~ 0.50 were determined 
as shown in Fig. 2.27(a). A proposed empirical relationship for K' vs fR/f~ 
and the K vs f~ax/f~ relationship predicted using the Mander et al (2.2) model 
are also shown in Fig. 2.27(a). From the empirical fit it is proposed that: 
for 
fR 
~ 0.12 K' 8 - 42.5 
fR 




ii: 0.12 K' 2.9 (2.137) f' 
C 
For fR/f~ > 0.05, the Mander et al method would clearly result in an overestimate 
of the K' and hence f~c for concrete confined by a tube. For fR/f~ > 0.12, 
the empirical relationship gives K' = 2.9 which is a little larger than the K of 
2.6 which was derived by Tomii et al (2.1) from their tests of thick-walled 
concrete-filled tubes. 
(b) Determining e;0 
In the Mander et al (2.2) model, e;c for concrete confined by spiral 
reinforcement is calculated from equation 2.57 which can be rearranged to give: 
C (2.138) 
From the results of the linear regression analyses of concrete-filled tube data 
shown in Fig. 2.25, the values of C for 0.05 ~ fR/f~ ~ 0,5 can be determined as 
shown in Fig. 2.27(b), where it is assumed that £00 = 0,002. The results show a 
considerable degree of scatter, but it is recommended that for concrete confined 
by a tube C is taken as 9.5. This compares with the value of 5 that Mander 
et al {2.2) recommend for concrete confined by spiral reinforcement, and again it 
is illustrated that relative to spiral reinforcement the tube has a delayed 
confining effect on the concrete. 
(cl Determining S 
From the results of the linear regression analyses of the concrete-filled tube 
data which are shown in Fig. 2.25, the values of S (which correspond to a= 0.85) 
at 0.05 ~ fR/f~ ~ 0,50 were determined as shown in Fig. 2.27(c). The results 
show a considerable degree of scatter, but it is recommended that the average 
value, obtained from the 10 data points, which was 2.45 is used. 
(d) Resulting Equation 
From the preceding section (c) S = 2.45 and a = 0.85, thus the expressions 
for K2 , K3 and K4 (see equations 2.130, 2.131 and 2.132 respectively) can be 
simplified to give: 
(l.084E 0 /E 8 ec - 2.40B)/e~0 
(1.816 - 0.1679E /E )/(£' ) 2 c sec cc 
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The resulting fL/f~ vs EL relationships at a variety of constant values of 
fR/f~ are shown in Fig. 2.28, plotted for f~ = 24 MPa which corresponds to the 
average value off~ used in the 33 tests of Tomii et al (2.1) and Sen et al (2.41). 
In Fig. 2.29, plots of 
the model of Mander et al are 
fL/f~ vs EL predicted by the proposed model, and 
compared with data points from the linear regression 
max analyses, at constant values of fR/f; (or fR /f~ for Mander et al model) of 0.05, 
0.25 and 0.50. Clearly the proposed model closely matches the results from the 
regression analyses, while the model of Mander et al generally overestimates the 
concrete fL - EL response. 
2.4.3 Comparison Between Experiment and Theory 
A comparison between the experimental results of Tomii et al (2.1) and 
Sakino et al (2.41) and predictions based on the "Uniaxial Model" (see Section 
2.4.1) and the "Lateral Interaction Model" (see Section 2.4.2) is presented in 
Figs. 2.30 to 2.40. Since the "Lateral Interaction Model" was calibrated from 
these experimental results, its average agreement with the experimental results is 
expected to be good, and this model is primarilr tested by its ability to predict 
behaviour over a wide range of casing D/t ratios. 
In determining the oL - OH - fL - fR - EL responses predicted by the 
"Lateral Interaction Model", prior to calculating overall P - EL response, the 
large effect of lateral interaction on the stress-strain behaviour of the concrete 
and the tube was noticed. For example for these tests at 11 different values of R 
(0.12 to 0.66) at EL= 0.04, tube oL varied from 0.34loyl to 0.74joyl, tube oH 
varied from -l.02jo I to -0.59jo !, concrete fR from 0.07f' to 0.56f', and . y y C C 
concrete fL from 0.84f~ to 2.67f~. 
Figures 2,30 to 2.40 present the comparison in order of increasing R, from 
R = 0.12 (concrete-dominated response) to R = 0.66 (tube-dominated response). The 
theoretical ultimate load, PSEN, predicted by the formula of Sen (see equation 
u 
2.62) and the concrete Pc - EL and tube Pt - EL responses predicted by the two 
models are also shown. The following comments can be made from these figures: 
(i) For EL:, 0.002, the experimental P - EL response lies between the 
theoretical P - EL and Pt - EL responses. This difference between 
experimental and theoretical P - eL responses is possibly due to the 
concrete being slightly withdrawn inside the tube due to shrinkage, which 
would result in a delayed loading of the concrete relative to that of the 
tube. 
(ii) The P - eL responses predicted from the "Lateral Interaction Model" give 
generally a good approximation to the experimental P - EL responses for 
the full range of R. A comparison of the P - EL responses predicted 
from the "Uniaxial.Model" and the experimental P - EL responses shows 
that the response of the concrete-filled tubes is considerably stronger 
and more ductile that the sum of the responses of the unconfined concrete 
and the empty tube. 
(iii) The maximum loads predicted by the formula of 
2% larger than the maximum experimental 




SEN Sen, Pu , were on average 
p~xp, with a coefficient 
of the 11 tests (those with 
R > 0.46), P vs EL response was still rising at EL= 0.04which implies 
that a low estimate of P~xp was obtained. Thus it appears that ths 
ultimate load formula of Sen which was developed from concrete-filled 
tube tests with 17 :a D/t :, 37, could be used to give a generally 
conservative estimate of the ultimate load for all prototype piles 
(60 :a D/t :, 180). 
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2.5 CONCLUSIONS 
For both tensile and compressive longitudinal loading, lateral interaction 
of tube and concrete will occur due to their different values of Poisson's ratio. 
This results in radial-compression stress in the concrete and hoop-tension stress 
in the tube, and the composite response of concrete-filled tubes. being stronger 
and generally stiffer than that predicted from the sum of the independent responses 
of tube and concrete. 
2.5.1 Longitudinal-Compression Load 
Due to lack of confinement the response of unconfined concrete to compressive 
load is brittle, while empty tubes generally behave in an unstable fashion due to 
inelastic buckling. However the composite response of tube and concrete is strong 
and ductile since the concrete ·stablises tube local buckling and the concrete 
strength and ductility is enhanced by the confining influence of the tube. 
It was found that existing stress-strain relationships for concrete confined 
by transverse reinforcement do not adequately describe behaviour of concrete confined 
by a tube. Thus a "Lateral Interaction Model" was developed from the experimental 
data of Tomii et al (2.1) and Sakino et al (2.41). This model allows for the presence 
of a biaxial-stress field (oL - oH) in the tube and a triaxial-stress field 
(fL - fR - fR) in the concrete, and has been demonstrated to predict satisfactorily 
the P - eL response of concrete-filled tubes with casing D/t ratios in the range 
of 35 to 192 (cf. prototype piles 60 ~ D/t ~ 180). 
2.5.2 Longitudinal-Tension Load 
A "Lateral Interaction Model" for concrete-filled tubes under longitudinal-
tension load has also been developed. 
Tube response is predicted on the basis that due to restraint from the 
concrete core, tube hoop strains cannot develop (eH = 0). This has been demonstrated 
theoretically to increase both the longitudinal strength and stiffness of the steel 
in a concrete-filled tube, relative to the steel in an empty tube. For example, in 
the elastic range the increase in stiffness is typically equal to 10%, while the 
ultimate strength is increased by 15. 5%,.Although the actual tube hoop strain will 
not equal zero, since the concrete is not infinitely rigid in the lateral direction, 
investigations have shown that the influence of concrete lateral flexibility on the 
predicted stress-strain behaviour is likely to be small. 
Concrete response is predicted to allow for the concrete carrying tensile 
stress in the zones between cracks, which has the effect of stiffening the tube in 






SHORT TH/CK-WALLED STEEL-ENCASED CONCRETE MEMBERS 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter observations and results from the longitudinal-load testing 
of short circular-sectioned steel-encased concrete members with D = 115 mm and 
t = 4.5 mm (D/t = 25,6) are described. Predictions to the experimental results, 
based on the constitutive models which were outlined in Chapter 2, are also 
described in Chapter 3. Three types of longitudinal loading were used: monotonic 
tension, monotonic compression and cyclic tension and compression. 
This chapter has two main purposes: 
(i) to enable the calibration of a moment-curvature relationship which would be 
appropriate for the small-scale model piles, also with D = 115 mm and 
t = 4.5 mm, which were tested in a dry sand foundation as described 
subsequently in Chapter 6; and 
{ii) to enable the constitutive models, which were outlined in Chapter 2, for 
tensile and compressive longitudinal load to be further checked against 
experimental evidence, 
Similarly to Chapter 2, a sign convention for loads, stresses and strains 
of positive representing compression is used. 
3.2 TEST PROGRAMME DESCRIPTION 
3.2.l General Description 
The materials used in this set of experiments were similar to those used in 
the sand tank experiments described subsequently in Chapter 6. Two series of tests 
were performed, The first series was performed i.n an AVERY Testing Machine (type 
7104 DCJ) of 1000 kN capacity, and the second series in a DARTEC Universal Testing 
Machine of 10000 kN capacity. 
Six types of tests were performed as summarised in Table 3.1. Designations 
A and D refer to tests performed in the AVERY Test Machine and the DARTEC Test 
Machine respectively. The 15 tests undertaken involved the concentric longitudinal 
loading of either empty or concrete-filled tubes. For concrete-filled tubes, no 
internal reinforcing steel was provided within the concrete core. Three of the test 
units, as shown in Table 3.1, also had 10 mm thick endplates welded to the top and 
bottom of the tubes which was done in an attempt to force local buckling to occur 
close to the midheight of the test units. The concentrically applied longitudinal 
loading consisted of either monotonic tension, monotonic compression or cyclic• 
tension and compression to successively larger strain amplitudes. 
3.2.2 Mild Steel Tubes 
The dimensions of the mild steel hot-formed tubes used in the experiments 
were: 
height h = 230 mm 
outside diameter D 115 mm 
wall thickness t 4.5 mm 
steel area/gross area 0.15 
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TABLE 3.1 SUMMARY OF TEST TYPES 
Tests Concrete-Filled or Concentric Longitudinal 
Empty Tube Loading 
A6, A7*, D4 Filled Monotonic Compression 
D5 Filled Monotonic Tension 
D6, DB Filled Cyclic Tension and 
Compression 
Al*, A2*, A3, A4, AS, D3 Empty Monotonic Compression 
Dl Empty Monotonic Tension 
D2, D7 Empty Cyclic Tension and 
Compression 
Note: (1) * Includes 10 mm thick welded endplates. 
(2) Designation A refers to AVERY test 
(3) Designation D refers to DARTEC test. 
From these figures, the test units under longitudinal-compression load would be 
expected to exhibit short column behaviour. 
In Fig. 3.1 the stress-strain {o;L vs i:L or crH vs EH) responses obtained 
from tensile testing coupon samples of the tube with load applied in either the 
longitudinal (L) or hoop (H) directions of the tube are shown. Strain was 
measured over a 50.8 mm gauge length using a Baty extensometer. Three tests in 
each of the L and H directions were performed. A negligible amount of scatter 
was observed within each set of three tests. 
Results from the coupon tests in the L direction indicated loyl = 308 MPa, 
elongation at fracture {50.8 mm gauge length) = 48%, 1£ hi = 0.009, and lo I = s u 
361 MPa. While the results for lo I and elongation at fracture are quite typical 
of mild steel behaviour, the j£shl and lcrul results are smaller than are 
typical for New Zealand mild steel where values of IEshl = 0.02 to 0.03 and 
ioul = 400 to 500 MPa are normally attained. 
In preparing a coupon test for loading in the hoop direction, it was necessary 
to straighten a sample of the tube. This straightening process involves considerable 
work-hardening of the steel, as shown in Fig, 3.2, with residual strains of up to 
± 0.041 (= ± t/(D - t)) being induced in the tube prior to tensile testing. This 
results in minor modification to the stress-strain curves with the lack of a sharply 
defined yield stress or a clear yield plateau. Since the tubes were hot-formed it 
is probable that actual stress-strain behaviour in the hoop direction, before 
straightening, was similar to that in the longitudinal direction, 
3.2.3 Concrete 
For test units which were concrete-filled, concrete was supplied by a ready-
mix contractor. The target strength was 28 MPa at 28 days, and the concrete was 
specified to have a 100 mm slump. Ordinary Portland Cement was used, and the 
aggregate was a graded Greywacke with a maximum size of 13.2 mm. 
Samples of the concrete for uniaxial-compression-stress testing were cast 
into 200 mm long x 100 mm diameter cylinders. Modulus of rupture (MOR) tests were 
also performed on concrete prisms which had a square cross-section of 150 mm x 
150 mm. All concrete samples were cured in a fog room at a temperature of 20°C and 
a relative humidity of 100%. 
It should be noted that the concrete cast inside the tubes had a height of 
230 mm and a diameter of 106 mm. These dimensions are only marginally larger 
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than those of the concrete samples taken for uniaxial-compression-stress testing. 
Thus negligible distortion of results due to scale effects was expected. Since 
the concrete-filled tubes were also left in a fog room until testing, it was likely 
that curing conditions for the concrete samples and the concrete ·inside the 
concrete-filled tubes were similar. 
Results of uniaxial-compression-stress and modulus of rupture tests on the 
concrete samples are given in Table 3.2. In each case, the average of three 
tests is indicated. Scatter of results within each of the three tests was less 
than 1 MPa for f~ and less than 0.3 MPa for MOR. These concrete sample tests were 
performed at approximately the same time as the corresponding longitudinal-load 
tests in the AVERY and DARTEC test machines. A relationship between MOR and f~ 
from the sample tests is given below: 
MOR -o 79 ✓F' • C (3.1) 
The coefficient of 0.79 is significantly larger than the value of 0.5 which is 
recommended by the New Zealand Concrete Code (3.1). 
TABLE 3. 2 CONCRETE SAMPLE TESTS 
Test Series AVERY (A) DARTEC (D) 
Approximate age at 3 6 
testing (months) 
f' (MPa) 32 24 
C 
MOR (MPa) -4.6 -3.8 
3.2.4 AVERY Test Set-Up 
For tests in the AVERY machine a uniform longitudinal-compression strain was 
applied to the test units by thick platens above and beneath the test units. 
Connection of the test units to the AVERY cross-head was only by direct bearing, and 
thus only compression testing was possible in the AVERY series of tests. 
3.2.5 DARTEC Test Set-Up 
Figure 3.3 gives details of units tested in the DARTEC machine and Fig. 3.4 
shows a typical instrumented test unit assembly in the DARTEC. The indicated 
method of connection allowed both tension and compression loading to be applied. 
The same two sets of 100 mm diameter shaft and attached 180 mm diameter discs were 
used in all of the tests in the DARTEC series. Thus at the conclusion of each 
test, in which longitudinal-tension load was applied, it was necessary to cut through 
the fillet welds connecting the 180 mm diameter discs to the test unit and then to 
reface the discs prior to preparing the next test unit. For longitudinal-compression-
load tests, fillet welds between the test unit and the 180 mm diameter discs were not 
utilised, since the test units were located in 5 mm deep recesses in the discs and 
the connections were only required to transfer longitudinal-compression force. 
3.2.6 Construction 
Test units were cut in 240 mm lengths from 3 m lengths of tube. The 240 mm 
lengths 0f tube were then machined to the 230 mm length required for testing. Care 
was taken to ensure that the ends of the test units were square with the 
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The tubes that were to be tested full of concrete were poured to a slightly 
overtopped state, and then left to cure in a fog room at 20°C and 100% relative 
humidity, until the day before testing. After curing excess concrete was ground 
off the top end of the test unit, and at the bottom end high strength dental 
plaster was cast inside and flush with the end of the tube to compensate for any 
surface irregularities which had occurred in the concrete. 
For three of the test units {Al, A2 and A7) 10 mm thick end plates were then 
welded on to the top and bottom of the tubes. 
For units tested in the DARTEC, under tensile or cyclic longitudinal load, 
a large amount of welding was necessary (see Fig. 3.3) to ensure that the strength 
of the welded connections was superior to the strength of the test units. Welds 
are generally considered to. be susceptible to fatigue failure. Thus the four rings 
of fillet weld shown in Fig. 3.3 were all stipulated to have relatively large leg 
lengths of 20 mm. During welding, particular care was taken to ensure accurate 
concentric alignme~t of the test unit assembly. Welding of the tubes to the discs 
was performed in short runs with long spells in between runs to keep the heat 
generated during welding to a minimum. 
Despite these precautions, as discussed later in Section 3.5.4.3, it is 
probable that for test units subjected to tensile or cyclic longitudinal load, the 
welding resulted in significant residual longitudinal-tension stress·in the tube 
and longitudinal-compression stress in the concrete. 
3,2.7 Instrumentation 
3.2.7.l Load 
For the AVERY tests, longitudinal load was read off a graduated scale. The 
manufacturers regularly check the calibration of the test machine and accuracy is 
certified to± 1% of the maximum load shown on the scale. The load exerted by the 
DARTEC machine on the test units was measured by load cells installed on the four 
columns of the DARTEC machine. In the range of the anticipated longitudinal loads, 
approximately± 1000 kN, the load cells are accurate to within± 3 kN. 
3.2.7.2 Longitudinal Displacements 
Longitudinal displacements over the central 115 mm length of the test units 
were measured by four 15 mm travel Sakae linear potentiometers at 90° intervals around 
the circumference. These potentiometers had a strain range of 0.13 assessed on the 
115 mm gauge length. The potentiometers were mounted on stands that had been tack-
welded on to the outsides of the tubes. The layout of the potentiometers is shown 
in Fig. 3.5 
For the DARTEC tests, the movement of the DARTEC ram was also monitored. This 
gave an indication of the longitudinal deformation over the total 230 mm length of the 
test unit. However, as this deformation also included "take-up" and flexibility of the 
OARTEC machine and the 100 mm diameter threaded shafts (see Fig, 3.3), it was not 
directly useful. 
3.2.7.3 Strains 
To measure directiy strains on the test units, electrical resistance strain 
gauges were bonded on to the outside surface of the tubes. The casing was 
anticipated to be in a state of biaxial stress (oL and oH) during testing. Thus 
at each position requiring gauging, a rectan~ular rosette (: 0°, 45° and 90°) aligned in 
in the longitudinal (0°) and hoop (90°) directions was used. 
The rosettes used were Showa type N31-FA-5-120-ll. The manufacturers claim 
these gauges have± 1% accuracy up to a strain of 0.04, and a fatigue life of 10 5 cycles 
from Oto 0,001 strain. However strain gauge reliability for a small number of 
high intensity strain cycles which was the condition f~r the cyclic loading tests in 
the DARTEC machine is not stated. The three gauges making up each rosette were 
located on a grid of approximately 10 mm x 10 mm dimensions,· Strain gradients at 
the rosette locations were expected to be small, unless local buckling occurred in 
the vicinity of the.strain gauges. Thus it was assumed that the three gauges 
making up the rosette were located at the same point. 
On units A3, A4 and D8 rosettes were placed at 90° intervals around the 
central section and sections at 38 mm above and beneath the central section. As 
results from gauges at these three sections were found to be similar, all other 
test units were gauged with four rosettes at the central section only. The 
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3.2.7.4 Data Acquisition and Reduction 
All data (except the load in the AVERY tests, which was read off a 
graduated scale} were recorded by a Solartron Data Transfer Unit. ·In addition 
during the DARTEC tests, an X-Y plot of the longitudinal load-longitudinal strain 
response was obtained, based on a single linear potentiometer output, to give a 
visual record ?f test progress. Data were recorded at regular intervals during 
testing. The number of data scans per test varied from 30 (for longitudinal-
compression loading of empty tubes) to almost 800 (for cyclic longitudinal loading 
of concrete-filled tubes}. These raw voltage data from the tests were subsequently 
processed by computer to give values of strain, displacement, stress and load. 
3.2.8 Test Procedure 
For tests involving monotonically increasing load, the experiments 
continued until either: 
(i) The load-carrying capacity of the unit was greatly reduced due to local 
buckling or fracturing of the tube; or 
(ii) ,The load or displacement capacity of the test machine was reached. 
For the cyclic loading tests, two cycles to each of the following nominal gL 
levels: + 0.001, + 0.002, +o.oos,.+ 0.01, + 0.02, + 0.03, + 0.04, and+ o.os 
were successively performed. The sign+ means that first tensile (-) and then 
compressive (+) values of eL were imposed during each cycle. Cycling was strain-
controlled by monitoring the average eL measured over the 115 mm gauge length qf 
a single linear potentiometer, which in general was slightly different to the gL 
given by the average of the four potentiometers located around the test unit. 
All test units were loaded in a pseudo-static fashion. This implies an 
extremely low strain rate when compared with the maximum strain rate that would be 
experienced by a pile under seismic loading. In an earthquake strain rates of the 
order of 0.01/second are expected. Mander et al (3.2) have demonstrated that at 
this dynamic strain rate, steel and concrete are approximately 7% and 17% 
respectively stronger than they are under static loading. However Mander et al (3.2) 
have also shown that these increases in strength are accompanied by reductions in 
ductility. Thus strictly, if the results from this and the previous chapter are 
to be applied to dynamic strain rates, modifications to the shape of the steel and 
concrete curves similar to those adop~ed by Mander et al (3.2) should be followed. 
3.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS 
Test results are presented primarily as longitudinal load vs longitudinal 
strain plots (see Figs. 3.7-3.12) for each of the six types of test performed. The 
condition of typical test units at the end of testing is shown in Fig. 3.13. 
3,3,l Empty Tubes under Monotonic Longitudinal-Compression Load 
Six empty tubes were tested under montonically increasing longitudinal-
compression load. Test units A3, A4, AS and D3 were plain tubes, while units Al 
and A2 were tubes with 10 mm thick endplates welded on to their ends as described 
previously in Section 3.2.l. 
Failure, characterised by rapid loss of load-carrying capacity, occurred 
when local buckles formed at the top and bottom of the test units. Figure 3.13(a) 
shows a typical test unit, with instrumentation removed, after testing. The 
visible extent, in the longitudinal direction, of each local buckle was 
approximately 30 mm. 
Table 3.3 indicates the maximum attained (ultimate) load (P:xp) and 
corresponding stress (ou) for each test unit, as well as the values of gL at 
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indicated by the longitudinally orientated strain gauges and the average reading 
indicated by the four linear potentiometers. As could be expected with failure 
occurring as a result of local buckling there is a significant amount of scatter 
between·the results for the six tests. The scatter is larger in the EL (at 
P = P~xp) than it is in the ou results, as can be seen from the values of 
standard deviation divided by the mean which.are shown in Table 3.3. T~e average 
compressive strength of the tubes was 363 MPa which is approximately equal to the 
tensile strength (joul = 361 MPa) found from coupon tests of tube samples. On 
average, local buckling resulted in failure of the tubes at EL= 0.0201 or 0.0268 
for strain measured by the electrical resistance strain gauges or the linear 
potentiometers respectively. At strains of this order, the strain gauges read 
more accurately, as could be inferred from the smaller standard deviation values 
shown in Table 3.3. However as failure occurred close to the ends of the tubes, 
away from the strain rosette positions, it is probable that the magnitude of EL 
at the critical se~!ions for P = P:xp wa!xlarger than both 0.0201 or 0.0268 •. 
From Table 3.3, Pu P and EL (at P = Pu P) for tubes with endplates are, in 
general, of slightly larger value than they are for plain tubes. Thus although 
the end rotational and translational restraint offered to the tube by the end-
plates did not force local buckling to occur at the midheight of the test unit, 
the endplates did improve the performance of the tube. 
TABLE 3.3 MONOTONIC LONGITUDINAL-COMPRESSION LOAD 
TEST RESULTS FOR EMPTY TUBES 
Test Pexp OU EL . at p = Pexp 
Unit u u 
(kN) (MPa) (i) Strain Gauges (ii) Linear Potentiometers 
* Al 572 366 0.0227 0.0364 
* A2 604 387 0.0188 0.0355 
A3 568 364 0.0199 0.0233 
A4 570 365 0.0201 0.0212 
AS 542 347 0.0201 0.0221 
D3 540 346 0.0188 0.0224 
Average 566 363 0.0201 0.0268 
(Standard~ 
Deviatio 0.04 0.04 0.07 0.26 
Averaqe 
* Includes 10 mm thick welded endplates. 
The P vs EL (and corresponding oL vs EL) response obtained from Test D3 
is shown in Fig. 3.7, the other five tests indicated similar, although not 
identical, responses as is subequently shown in Fig. 3.19. The responses 
indicated by linear potentiometers and electrical resistance strain gauges show 
a small but significant difference. This is especially so in the elastic range of 
steel behaviour where stress is sensitive to variations in strain. In this range 
the strain gauges give the more accurate measure of strain and indicate that Es 
(average of six empty tube tests) was equal to 206 GPa. In the plastic range of 
steel behaviour, there is little apparent difference in the response indicated 
by potentiometers and strain gauges, since at this stage stress is relatively 
insensitive to strain. · It was not possible to trace the P vs EL response of 
the tubes after local buckling occurred, since the critical sections were not 
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strain-gauged, and over the central gauged region of the tube elastic unloading tbok 
place immediately after Pexp had been reached. u 
3.3.2 Concrete-Filled Tubes under Monotonic Longitudinal-Compression Load 
Three concrete-filled tubes were tested under monotonically increasing 
longitudinal-compression load. Test unit A7 had 10 mm thick welded endplates, and 
units D4 and A~ were tested without endplates. Local buckles of approximately 30 mm 
longitudinal extent formed at the top and bottom of the test units by an EL of 
approximately 0.02, as measured by the average of the longitudinally orientated 
strain gauges. However, unlike the empty tubes under longitudinal-compression load, 
failure did not occur at this stage. Test units A6 and A7 reached the 1000 kN 
capacity of the AVERY test machine, at longitudinal strains of 0.05 and 0.09 
respectively as indicated by the average of the longitudinally orientated strain 
gauges and approximately confirmed by the average of the potentiometers. Test unit 
D4 reached a load of 1066 kN by the end of testing. At this stage the length of D4 
had reduced by 48 mm, implying an average sL over the original 230 mm length of 
the test unit of 0.21, although the peak SL at the critical sections would clearly 
have be~n considerably larger. For all three tests, test machine displacement 
(DARTEC test) or load (AVERY tests) limitation meant that the ultimate loads could 
not be determined. 
By the end of testing three bulges in the tube were visible, as a long 
central bulge had formed in addition to the short bulges at the top and bottom of 
the test unit. As a post-mortem to test D4, a length of tube was removed to 
reveal the condition of the concrete as shown in Fig. 3.13(b). It was observed 
that the concrete had flowed radially in the vicinity of the midheight of the test 
unit, and at this positiop a Schmidt hammer test of the exposed concrete showed that 
even though the concrete had retained its cohesion, it had an unconfined-compression 
strength of less than 7 MPa, Underneath the local buckles at the ends of the tubes 
to a depth of 20 mm, the concrete had lost its cohesion and been reduced to rubble. 
A typical (test unit D4) P vs EL response is shown in Fig. 3.8. As for 
empty tubes (see Fig. 3.7), there are small differences between the P vs sL 
responses derived from strain gauge and linear potentiometer readings. At large 
values of EL (>> 0.04) the potentiometers are the more accurate measure of strains, 
while at small values of EL the strain gauges are more reliable. A comparison of 
Figs, 3,7 and 3,8 indicates that under longitudinal-compression load, the presence 
of concrete inside the tube results in a stronger and considerably more ductile 
structural member, 
3.3.3 Empty Tube under Monotonic Longitudinal-Tension Load 
The only test of an empty tube under monotonically inc~easing longitudinal-
tension load involved unit Dl. Ductile failure occurred in this test when the tube 
necked and fi~ally fractured at the midheight of the test unit. At failure, the 
average EL (230 mm gauge length) was -0.18, and a reduction of 31 mm in the 
diameter of the tube had occurred at the midheight of the test unit. An ultimate 
tensile strength of -596 kN corresponding to la I = 382 MPa was achieved. This u . 
strength is 5% larger than the average ultimate compressive strength of the empty 
tubes reported in Table 3.3. It is to be expected that the tube tensile strength 
would exceed the compressive strength, since for compressive load inelastic 
instability occurs before material failure. 
The P vs EL (and crL vs EL) response of unit Dl is shown in Fig. 3.9. 
The stress-strain characteristics are similar to those obtained from tensile 
testing longitudinally orientated coupon samples of the tube (see Fig. 3.1). For 
example, Es 200,000 MPa in both cases, although the tensile strength of Dl is 
6% larger than the strength of the coupon. A comparison of Figs. 3.7 and 3.9 
ipdicates that the tensile response of the empty tube is considerably more ductile 
than the compressive response of similar tubes. 
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3.3.4 Concrete-Filled Tube under Monotonic Longitudinal-Tension Load 
The only test of a concrete-filled tube under monotonically increasing 
longitudinal-tension load was DS. The longitudinal load vs longitudinal strain 
response of this unit, which showed ductile characteristics, is shown in Fig. 3.10. 
An _ultimate load of -640 kN was achieved in this test. Failure by tube fracturing 
occurred at the midheight of DS at an average EL (230 mm gauge length) of -0.09, 
compared with -0.18 for the empty tube (see the previous section). Thus as was 
discussed previously in Section 2.3.2, under longitudinal-tensiqn load the presence 
of internal concrete reduces the ductility of the test units, since at a given EL 
the value of steel E~ff is larger in the concrete-filled tube than it is in 
the empty tube and the concrete-tension-stiffening effect also reduces the 
apparent ductility of the steel. 
At fracture the diameter of the concrete-filled tube at the midheight 
section had reduced by 7 mm compared with 31 mm for t4e empty tube. Thus the 
restraint of the lateral contraction of the tube by the concrete core, which was 
assumed to .be total when modelling longitudinal-tension-load behaviour (see 
Section 2.3.2), was in fact only partial. However, a comparison of Figs. 3.1 and 
3.10 indicates the concrete-filled tube is 16% stronger at EL= -0.2% and 13% 
stronger at ultimate than is the plain steel which are close to the values 
predicted in Section 2,3.2 on the basis of full radial restraint provided by the 
concrete. Thus the effect of concrete lateral flexibility on the predicted behaviour 
of the tube is small. 
Figure 3.13(c) shows the condition of D5 at the conclusion of testing. 
Concrete inside the tube, adjacent to the section where tube fracturing had 
occurred had been reduced to rubble due to lateral contraction of the tube. 
3.3.5 Empty Tubes under Cyclic Longitudinal Load 
Tests D2 and D7 involved cyclic tensile and compressive longitudinal loading 
of empty tubes. Due to a malfunction of the data acquisition system, most data 
from D2 was lost. However overall behaviour of D2 was similar to the behaviour 
of D7 which is described below. 
The monotonically applied longitudinal-compression-load tests of empty 
tubes indicated that failure. occurred with local buckling at the ends of the 
tubes, while the monotonically applied longitudinal-tensi~n-load test of an empty 
tube indicated that failure occurred due to necking an~ eventual fracturing of the 
tube at its midheight. In the cyclic tests of empty tubes, alternate local 
buckling under 9ompressive load and necking under tensile load developed at 
sections approximately 40 mm above and beneath the midheight of the test unit. 
Thus in the cyclic load tests, the critical sections were located at positions 
which were intermediate to the critical sections found in the monotonic 
compression and tension tests. 
Local buckling was first observed at the end of the second cycle to a 
nominal EL of+ 0.01. In the monotonic longitudinal-compression-load tests of 
both empty and concrete-filled tubes, local buckling was first observed at an 
EL of 0.02. This difference in the strain at which local buckling occurs is.· 
probably due to stiffness degradation of the steel under cyclic loading, which 
at a given EL results in a lower t.angent modulus for the steel in the· cyclic 
tests when compared with the steel in monotonic tests. Local buckles were of 
approximately 30 mm length in the longitudinal direction, which is the same 
length as reported earlier for local buckles in both empty and concrete-filled 
tubes under compressive load. Despite the presence of local buckling, cycling 
up to a nominal EL of + 0. 05 was achieved without drastic loss of strength in 
the tube, although significant degradation did occur particularly under 
compressive loading. This good performance, up to ~L of+ 0.05, is 
surprising when it is considered that monoqq.n;q_19R91JP1¥!ssion testing resulted in 
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failure at an £L of approximately 0.02. 
3.3.1, it is probable that an underestimate of 
However as was mentioned in Section 
EL at failure in the monotonic 
compression testing of empty tubes was obtained, due to the instrumentation being 
located in the central regions of the tubes and not in the failure zones at the 
ends of· the tubes. 
Figure 3.11 shows the P vs EL response of an empty tube (D7) to the 
cyclic loading. For cycles to nominal EL of up to and including+ 0.5%, 
excellent hysteretic behaviour is shown with little apparent strength and stiffness 
degradation occurring in the steel. However for cycles to EL of and in excess 
of the+ 1%, at which local buckling was first observed, gradually degrading 
performance is evident as the EL level to which cycling was performed is 
increased. The degrading performance is especially noticeable under compressive 
load, due to the increasing influence of local buckling. · 
After the conclusion of the intended cyclic testing, with nominal EL of up 
to and including+ 5%, the test unit (D7) was subjected to an increasing level of 
tensile EL until fracture occurred. uuring this final stage of testing, an 
ultimate tensile strength of -543 kN (-347 MPa) and an EL (assessed on a 230 mm 
gauge length) of -0.05 were recorded, although clearly from Fig. 3.11, the peak 
IELI at the critical section would have been considerably larger. These values of 
tensile strength and j£LI (230 mm gauge length) at fracture were only 91% and 28% 
respectively of the values obtained from the monotonic tension-load testing of 
empty tube Dl. Thus the previous cyclic loading had reduced the strength and 
severely reduced the ductility of test unit D7 in resisting a large amplitude 
longitudinal-tension strain. 
3.3.6 Concrete-Filled Tubes under Cyclic Longitudinal Load 
Test units D6 and DB were concrete-filled tubes tested under cyclic tensile 
and compressive longitudinal load. Local buckling was first observed during the 
cycling to a nominal e:L of + 1%, as· for the cyclic loading tests of empty tubes. 
However despite the formation and growth of large local buckles, units D6 and D8 
did not suffer a drastic loss of strength at any stage of the cycling up to and 
including a nominal EL of+ 5%. At this stage three distinct local buckles, 
all within the central 115 mm height of the test unit, were visible. 
Unit D6 was then subjected to an increasing level of tensile EL until 
fracture occurred at its midheight. During this final stage of testing, an 
ultimate tensile strength of ·-607 kN and an EL of -0.09 (230 mm gauge length) 
were recorded. These values of tensile strength and eL (230 mm gauge length) 
were 95% and 100% respectively of the values obtained from the monotonic 
tensile testing of a concrete-filled tube (D5). This indicates that the previous 
cyclic loading had only reduced marginally the strength and not reduced the 
ductility of unit D6 in resisting a large amplitude tensile_ e:L. 
After the cyclic testing of unit DB to a nominal EL of+ 5% was 
completed, DB was then subjected to an increasing level of compressive EL 
During this final stage of testing, the load-carrying capacity of the unit 
increased continuously, and thus the ultimate compressive strength could not be 
determined. At the conclusion of testing an EL (230 mm gauge length) of 0.26 
and a load of 1228 kN were measured. In comparison the concrete-filled tube 
(D4) which was subjected to monotonically increasing longitudinal-compression 
load reached EL (230 mm gauge length) of 0.21 and a load of 1066 kN. Thus 
the previous cyclic loading did not appear to have significantly reduced the 
strength and ductility of unit DB in resisting a large amplitude compressive eL. 
The condition of DB at the conclusion of testing is shown in Fig. 3.13(d). 
Three very pronounced local buckles, all within the central 115 mm of the test 
unit were visible, and a small longitudinally orientated split in the tube had 
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developed near the midheight of the unit. This split indicated local failure of 
the tube under hoop-tension stress. 
Under monotonically applied longitudinal-compression load, both empty and 
concrete-filled tubes formed local buckles near the ends of the test unit, while 
for cyclic loading test units formed local buckles near their midheight. This 
difference in position of local buckles was due to tensile loading, for cyclic 
tests, causing a reduction of the area of the tube near its midheight. A smaller 
reduction of.area occurs at the ends since test machine restraint results in a 
longitudinal strength enhancing biaxial-tension-stress (oL - oH) field at the 
ends of the tube which means that plastic behaviour concentrates near the tube 
midheight. Thus when loading was reversed to compression, the middle of the 
tube was not as stiff as the ends. Hence as was observed for units subjected to 
cyclic loading, the tube was more prone to forming local buckles at its midheight 
than at its ends. 
In Fig. 3.12, the P vs EL response of a concrete-filled tube (D8) to 
cyclic loading is shown. A comparison of Figs. 3.lland 3.12 shows that the 
cyclic loading_ responses of empty and concrete-filled tubes are similar in shape 
over three of the four quadrants. However, there is a large difference in shape 
for the quadrant which contains compressive (+) values of both P and EL. In 
this quadrant, the concrete-filled tube has markedly superior strength and 
stiffness to that of the empty tube. This difference, between empty and concrete-
filled behaviour, is due to the longitudinal-compression stress carried in the 
concrete since for compressive values of P and EL the cracks which opened in 
the concrete under longitudinal-tension load will have closed and the tube is 
providing effective lateral confinement to the concrete, 
3.3.7 Variation of Hoop and Longitudinal Strains 
.In the following sections, the experimentally determined variations of tube 
hoop strain with longitudinal strain from the rosettes are shown. However before 
this is done, a short discussion of the effect of mounting rosettes at a slightly 
skew angle is given. 
Although considerable care was taken in orientating the rosettes squarely 
with the hoop and longitudinal directions of the tube, it is inevitable that the 
rosettes were mounted slightly skew to these directions. If the apparent hoop 
and longitudinal strains measured by a rosette, are designated as EH and Er, 
respectively, and the rosette had been rotated anti-clockwise through an angle of 
a with respect to its correct orientation, then EH and EL are related to the 
true hoop and longitudinal strains (EH and EL respectively) by 
EI 
[ cose 
sin 8 EH H 
= 
EI -,.sin cos (l EL L 




EH/EL . cos e + sin (l 
-EH/EL . sine+ cos e 
(3. 2) 
( 3. 3) 
At large values (>> IEyl> of IELI in a uniaxial-stress (oL) field, Poisson's 
ratio is equal to -EH/EL and approximately equal to 0.5 (see Section 2.2.2.2(d)), 
substituting this into equation 3.3 and rearranging gives: 
cos e - 2 sine 
2cose + sine 
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( 3. 4) 
This apparent (large strain) value of Poisson's ratio (-EH/£i) as a function of e 
is plotted in Fig. 3.14. Clearly -gH/Ei is very sensitive to even a small 
error in placing the rosette, for example ate= 5°, -gH/E~ is only 0.395 
compared with the true -EH/EL of 0.5. 
Thus appreciable scatter in the experimental results will occur due to the 
out-of-alignment condition of the rosettes, To reduce the effect of this scatter, 
the results described subsequently use the average hoop and longitudinal strains 
obtained from all of the rosettes mounted on a given test unit, unless stated 
otherwise. 
3.3.7.1 Monotonic Tests of Empty Tubes 
The experimentally determined variations of Poisson's ratio (-EH/EL) with 
longitudinal strain for the empty tube tests are shown in Fig. 3.15. For each test 
the average of readings of the strain gauges orientated in the hoop and longitudinal 
directions were used in determining the values of EH and EL respectively. In 
the elastic range of steel behaviour, !ELI< 0.001540, an average value of -gH/EL 
of 0.'28 is indicated by the experimental results. For the presumed uniaxial-
stress (aL) conditions this gives a value of vs = 0.28. 
Results show considerable scatter, particularly in the inelastic range of 
steel behaviour. This is probably due to the results being sensitive to the exact 
positioning of the rosettes as discussed in the previous section. Figure 3.15 
also represents a comparison of experimental results with a prediction based on 
equation 2.49. This equation represents the theoretical variation of Poisson's 
ratio with longitudinal strain in a uniaxial-stress (aL) field. In using this 
equation it was assumed that the stress-strain characteristics determined from 
coupon tests of tube samples in the longitudinal direction represented the "true" 
uniaxial-stress condition of the empty tube. Thus in using equation 2.49, 
values of Es= 200000 MPa and vs 0.28 were used, and the aL - EL variation 
was taken directly from Fig. 3.1. 
At a given value of !ELI (> IEyl>, Fig. 3.15 indicates that tension and 
compression test results have smaller and larger values respectively of -&H/EL 
than they.should have under "true" uniaxial-stress conditions. The result of 
this is that at the ~train-gauged positions, for the tension test the tube is 
in a state of longitudinal-tension and hoop-tension stress, while for the 
compression tests the tube is in a state of longitudinal-compression and hoop-· 
tension stress. This means (see equation 2.36 or Fig. 2.4) that at the strain-
gauged sections, for compression and tension testing of the empty tubes, 
oL vs EL responses are weaker and stronger respectively than they are under 
"true" uniaxial-stress (aL) conditions, 
In Fig. 3.16, deflected shapes (to a distorted scale) of empty tubes under 
both tensile and compressive load are shown. During testing, large lateral 
forces and moments are generated at the tube ends, due to: 
(i) The tube (Dl) tested under tensile load was welded to the test machine 
assembly which effectively fixes the ends of the tube against rotation 
and lateral translation. 
(ii) For tubes (A3, A4, AS and D3), without welded endplates, under 
compressive load large frictional forces develop between the tube ends 
and the test machine platens. The result is that rotation and lateral 
translation of the tube ends are largely prevented. 
(iii) For tubes (Al and A2), with welded ·endplates, under compressive load 
frictional forces (as for (ii)) and endplate stiffness mean that the 
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Under tensile (or compressive) longitudinal load, the tube is trying to 
contract (or expand) laterally due to Poisson's ratio effect. Thus the restraint 
to the ends of the tube results in the perturbations to the deflected shape of 
the empty tube which are shown in Fig. 3,16. 
'For two of the empty tubes (A3 and A4) tested under compressive load, 
4 strain rosettes were located at each of three sections (see Fig. 3.6). The 
interpolated distribution of EH/EL along the length of these tubes, just before 
local bucklisg occurs (EL~ 0,02), based on data from these two tests is shown 
in Fig, 3.17. In this figure, it is assumed that at the ends of the tubes due 
to lateral restraint EH= 0 (hence EH/EL= 0). As expected (see Section 3.3.7), 
a large amount of scatter is shown between the eight (four rosettes for each of 
tests A3 and A4) data points at each section. However the interpolated EH/EL 
distribution which is based on the average of the eight data points at each 
section, indicates average values of EH/EL of 0,52, 0.54 and ·o.48 at the top, 
middle and bottom sections respectively, These compare with a predicted value 
(using equation 2.49) of 0.48 for uniaxial-stress conditions. Thus it appears 
that lateral restraint of the tube at its ends changes the distribution of 
EH/EL' from that expected under uniaxial-stress conditions, throughout the length 
of ttle tube. 
3.3.7,2 Monotonic Tests of Concrete-Filled Tubes 
In Fig. 3.18, the experimentally obtained variations of tube EH/EL with 
EL from monotonically applied tensile and compressive longitudinal-load tests of 
concrete-filled tubes are compared with the theoretical variation (equation 2.49) 
of EH/EL with EL in a uniaxial-stress (oL) field. For small strains 
(!ELI< IEyl), the experimental responses of the concrete-filled tubes are 
predicted reasonably well by equation 2.49, indicating the tube is in a uniaxial-
stress state at this stage, However at large values of IELI, the lateral 
movement of the tube is affected by lateral interaction of tube and concrete, For 
compressive load, concrete dilation results in -EH/EL being larger than that 
predicted by equation 2.49, while for tensile load, partial radial restraint 
from the concrete results in -EH/EL being smaller than that predicted from 
equation 2.49. Thus for both tensile and compressive load, lateral interaction 
results in hoop-tension stress in the tube and hence radial-compression stress 
in the concrete. 
3,4 DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
3.4.1 Longitudinal Stress-Strain Response of Empty Tubes and Coupons 
Figure 3.19 summarises the longitudinal stress-strain results from the 
tensile and compressive longitudinal-load testing of empty tubes, and the coupon 
testing of longitudinally orientated tube samples, 
The coupon tests approximate uniaxial-stress conditions and since for 
!ELI< 0,03 there is no practical difference in the loLI vs !ELI response to 
tensile load between the empty tube and the coupons, it appears that the 
influence of end effects on the stress field over the central (instrumented) 
region of the tube can be neglected for !ELI< 0.03, At larg~r strains, the 
response of Dl is stronger than the response of the coupon due to end effects 
which results in a biaxial-tension-stress field in the tube, as mentioned 
previously in Section 3.3.7.1, 
The loLI vs 1~1 responses obtained from tensile and compressive 
longitudinal-load tests of empty tubes show significant differences, even before 
IELj = 2% which corresponded to the onset of local buckling in the compressive 
tests, The tensile tests of empty tubes indicated distinct elastic,yield and 
strain-hardening regions, which cannot be identified in the compressive test 
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For the compression-load tests of tubes without endplates (A3, A4, A5 and 
D3) the onset of loLI vs leLI non-linearity occurs at a stress of approximately 
93% of the steel yield stress obtained from the tensile tests. This early onset 
of non-linearity in the compression-load tests is presumed to be a result of minor 
eccentricity in the application of longitudinal load, resulting in premature 
yielding. Mander et al (3.2) have reported a similar result in longitudinal-load 
tests of reinforcing bars. In the compression-load tests of tubes with endplates 
(Al and A2), ~on-linear loLI vs leLI behaviour was first obtained at a loLI of 
approximately 150 MPa which is approximately half the lo I measured in the tension-y 
load tests. Furthermore, tests Al and A2 have quite different responses to those of 
the other four compression-load tests A3, A4, AS and D3. Thus it is probable that 
despite the care taken to weld the endplate square on to the tubes, a square 
connection was not achieved and as a.result tubes Al and A2 were subsequently 
loaded eccentrically. 
From Fig. 3.19, the average lo I from the tensile tests of an empty tube, u 
coupon tests of tube samples and the compressive tests of empty tubes were 382 MPa, 
361 MPa and 363 MPa respectively. The small differences between these three values 
of loul also indicates that the complicated stress field which is set-up by end 
restraint of the tube results in only a small difference to the longitudinal 
strength of the tube. 
From tensile testing of the steel an 
appropriate, while compressive testing gave 
Mander et al (3.2) found a similar difference 
load behaviour of reinforcing bars. 
Es of 200 GPa was found to be 
Es in the range of 203 - 209 GPa. 
between compressive and tensile 
3.4.2 Comparison of Longitudinal Load vs Longitudinal Strain Response 
3.4.2.1 Monotonic Compression 
Figure 3.20 shows a comparison of the P vs eL results for longitudinal-
compression-load tests of both empty and concrete-filled tubes. Also indicated 
are the values of f'A for the two grades of concrete that were used in the 
C C 
concrete-filled tube tests. Clearly in terms of both strength and ductility, 
the composite response of the concrete-filled tubes is superior to the sum of 
the independent responses of the empty tubes and the unconfined concrete. 
3.4.2.2 Monotonic Tension 
Figure 3.21 shows a comparison of the P vs eL results obtained from 
longitudinal-tension-load tests of empty tubes, concrete-filled tubes, and 
coupon samples of the empty tube. 
It is recalled that from Fig.3.18 for a given value of JeLI approximately 
less than IEyl' hoop strains in empty and concrete-filled tubes are practically 
identical, which indicates that a negligible amount of lateral interaction 
between tube and concrete is occurring at this stage. Thus for leLI 
approximately less than IEyl uniaxial-stress fields are present in tube and 
concrete, and hence the difference in P vs EL response for concrete-filled and 
empty tubes is due to longitudinal stress carried by the concrete. From Fig. 3.18 
for IELI approximately greater than IEyl lateral interaction occurs, hence the 
difference·in P vs EL response for empty and concrete-filled tubes, at this stage, 
is due to the tube biaxial-tension-stress field and the concrete-tension-
stiffening effect. 
In Section 3.3.7, it was mentioned that restraint to the ends of the empty 
tubes disturbes the oL vs eL response of the tubes from that expected under 
uniaxial (oL) - stress (i.e. coupon test) conditions. From Fig. 3.18, at a given 
value of leLI > leyl' hoop-tension strains in the tube which is infilled with 
concrete are relatively small when compared with hoop-tension strains in the empty 
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end restraint, which arise as a direct consequence of hoop strain in the tube, will 
also be relatively small. Hence since end effects are negligible in the tensile 
tests of coupons and concrete-filled tubes, a direct comparison of the effect of 
infill concrete on tube performance between these two tests is valid. 
Conversely a direct comparison between the P vs EL responses of empty and concrete-
filled tubes is not as good because of the small but significant influence of end 
effects on the measured aL vs EL response of the empty tube, 
Figure 3.21 shows that the concrete-filled tube has an appreciably stronger 
response than either the empty tube or the coupon. For IELI < IEyl where the 
difference between empty and concrete-filled tube response is due to the concrete-
tension-stiffening effect, the average load carried by the concrete over a gauge 
\ 
length containing several cracks is shown to be many times the value of ftAc 
(ft= MOR -3.8 MPa). This large value of average load is thought to be due to 
the inadv~rtently introduced thermal prestressing of the concrete which occurred 
during welding of the test unit to the test machine assembly which is discussed 
later in Section 3.5.4.5. 
3.4.2.3 Cyclic Tension and Compression 
In Fig. 3.22, a comparison of typical P vs EL results from the six types 
of test (see Table 3.1) is shown. Envelopes to the cyclic response of an empty 
tube and a concrete-filled tube are given along with the responses of concrete-
filled and empty tubes to tensile and compressive monotonic longitudinal loading. 
The comparison shows: 
(i) In the quadrant with tensile (-) P and EL, the monotonic curve and the 
envelope to the cyclic response of the empty tubes are very similar. This 
indicates that negligible strength and stiffness degradation of the empty 
tubes occurs in this quadrant due to cyclic loading. However, in the same 
quadrant, the envelope to the cyclic response of concrete-filled tubes is 
inferior to the monotonic response of concrete-filled tubes. For EL < -2. 5%, 
the envelopesofthe cyclic responses of empty and concrete-filled tubes are 
practically identical. This occurs because under compressive load the 
concrete is crushed, which under reversed tensile load diminishes greatly 
the longitudinal and radial stiffness of the concrete. Thus negligible 
concrete-tension-stiffening between concrete cracks will occur, and since 
an insignificant level of hoop-tension stress can develop in the tube, the. 
longitudinal-tension strength of the tube will not be significantly enhanced 
by the presence of a biaxial-tension-stress field. 
(ii) In the quadrant with compressive (+) P and EL for both concrete-filled'and 
empty tubes, the envelopes to the cyclic loading response are not as strong 
as the monotonic responses. This indicates that the cyclic loading causes 
a deterioration of performance under compressive lo~d. The envelope to the 
cyclic response of the empty tube is shown to larger strains than is 
the monotonic response of the empty tube. This is because as mentioned 
previously in Section 3,3.5, in the cyclic tests the critical sections were 
instrumented, while in the monotonic tests the critical sections were located 
at the ends of the tubes away from the instrumented ar?as. This emphasises 
that the estimates (see Table 3.3) of EL at failure for compression-load 
testing of empty tubes are too small. 
(iii) A comparison of the envelopes. to the cyclic responses of concrete-filled 
tubes clearly shows that the dominant effect of the concrete is to enhance 
the strength and stiffness of the tube under compressive (+) values of 
both p and EL • 
(Tens.) 
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(iv) The core concrete has a negligible effect on the strength and stiffness of the 
concrete in the quadrants with P and EL having opposite signs, since the 
envelopes of the empty and concrete-filled tubes are approximately identical in 
these two quadrants. This occurs because as load reverses from tension to 
?Ompression, the concrete will not take longitudinal-compression stress until 
the cracks are closed, while as the load reverses from compression to tension 
the crushed concrete will neither take significant longitudinal-tension stress 
nor permit appreciable hoop-tension stresses in the tube to develop. 
3.4.3 Influence of Core Concrete on Lateral Strains 
Figures 3.23 and 3.24 show the influence of core concrete on the tube -EH/eL vs 
EL responses for compressive and tensile longitudinal loading respectively, Under 
compressive load for a given value of EL approximately greater than 0.002, concrete 
dilation results in -EH/eL being larger for .the concrete-filled tubes than for the 
empty tubes. Under tensile load for a,given value of I ELI approximately greater than 
lsyl' concrete radial stiffness results in -EH/sL being smaller for the concrete-
filled tube than the empty tube. 
3.4.4 Effect of End Restraint on Displaced Shape 
Priestley (3.3) has developed a two-dimensional frame analogy to enable the 
analysis of shells, which have axi-symmetric loading and geometry, to be achieved 
without recourse to a more expensive and complicated finite element analysis. In this 
section the analogy is used to demonstrate,quantitatively the effects of end rest~aint 
on the response of empty tubes to tensile and compressive longitudinal load. 
The analogy is demonstrated in Fig. 3.25. The structural properties of the 
shell in the longitudinal and hoop directions are simulated by the beam-column members 
and the pin-ended strut members respectively in the analogy. For analysing a unit 
width of the shell the beam-column properties are: 
A section area of beam-column= t (shell) (3. 5) 
I second moment of area of beam-column= t 3/12 (shell) ( 3. 6) 
E modulus of beam-column= E (shell) (3.7) 
The stiffness (load for unit deflection) of the inner (Ki) and outer (K0 ) struts are: 
4 Eth 
(D - t) 2 n 
(shell) (3.8) 
(3.9) 
where h = length of shell 
n + 1 number of pin-ended struts in the analogous frame. 
In interpreting the results from the two-dimensional frame analyses: 
y(frameanalogy) = [(EH)a =a =O 
H R 
-, D- t - (E) -H _ 2 (shell) (3.10) 
In equation 3.10, EH represents the actual tube hoop strain, {sH)a = a = 0 
represents the tube hoop strain in a uniaxial-stress (aL) field, anM y Rrepresents 
the lateral deflection of the beam-column which is a function of distance along the 
longitudinal axis of the shell, 
Two-dimensional frame analyses were performed to indicate the effect of non-
linearities in both geometry (P-6 effects) and material (plastic behaviour) on the 
distribution of -sH/EL with position along the length of the tube. 
To simulate geometric non-linearity, it is necessary for the geometry of the 
structure (which needs to be defined before structural analysis can be commenced) 
to be identical to the deflected shape of the structure (which is not known until 
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successively better guesses at the deformed configuration being used in defining 
the geometry until convergence is achieved. In performing these iterative analyses, 
convergence was found to be relatively slow, with typically more than 10 iterations 
being required before satisfactory convergence was achieved. 
Material non-linearity was simulated relatively crudely by using the secant 
mod_ulus of the steel {i.e. crL/EL) at a given value of eL, in place of E in 
equations 3.7 and 3,8. This assumption also implies crudely that in the plastic 
range of steel behaviour, the secant modul:il in the longitudinal and hoop directions 
are identical. 
By symmetry, only the top (or bottom) half of the tube needs to be considered 
in the simulation, as the midheight of the tube can be considered to be fixed against 
rotation. Figure 3:26 shows the two-dimensional frame model which contained 24 strut 
and 23 beam-column members that was used in the analyses. An example deflected shape 
is also shown. At a given level of EL and P {evaluated as longitudinal load/ 
unit width of the shell) displacements and rotations of: 
y EL• (::t =cr =0 • (D;t) 
H R 
y' = 0 = rotation of beam-coJumn 
were applied at the top of the analogous two-dimensional 
frame to simulate zero rotational and translational movement at the top of the tube due 
to end restraint. The load P was also applied to the top of the frame to allow P-A 
effects to be evaluated. 
Results of the analyses for -eH/eL distribution with height; for leLI = leyl' 
0,01, 0,02 and 0.03~ are shown in Fig. 3,27. Also indicated are the positions where 
strain gauges were mounted on the tubes. Three theoretical results (solid lines) are 
indicated at each of the levels of leLI' The first result represents the effect of 
end restraint where P-6 effects are ignored. The second and third results represent 
the effect of end restraint, with P-A effects included, under tensile and compressive 
longitudinal loads respectively. These theoretical results are compared with the 
distribution of -eH/EL in a uniaxial-stress field (i.e. -eH/EL equals Poisson's 
ratio, see the dashed lines). 
As leLI increases, the effect of geometric non-linearity (P-A effect) becomes 
more significant. Under compressive loads, P-6 effects exaggerate the effect of. end 
restraint on the deflected shape of the shell, while under tensi'le loads, P-A effects 
tend to straighten the deflected shape of the tube. Results from the analyses under 
tensile and compressive loads simulate the experimentally observed deflected shapes 
(see Fig. 3.16) reasonably well, In particular, considering the results at an leLJ 
of 0.02 which corresponds to the strain at which local buckling was observed in the 
compression-load tests, local buckling of the tube adjacent·to its ends is shown by 
the theoretical results. The largest value of -EH/EL occurs at the local buckle, 
and is substantially larger than Poisson's ratio. This explains why failure occurs 
at the local buckle, since at this section the longitudinal strength of the tube is 
reduced by the biaxial-compression-tension-stress field and the b~nding stresses 
which are present in this zone 9f high curvature. 
In hindsight it would appear that to avoid the effect of end restraint on 
the envisaged uniaxial-stress field near the midheight of the tube, longer tubes 
should have been utilised in the experiments. However under longitudinal-compression 
loading, this measure would still not prevent local buckling occurring near the end 
regions of the tube. Also the analyses results shown in Fig. 3.27 indicate an 
extreme case, since a relaxation to the translational and rotational fixity 
conditions at the end of the tube would result in the reduced influence of end 
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welded end plates did have slightly larger values of P and eL at failure than 
did empty tubes without welded end plates. Thus stiff end restraint does appear 
to slightly enhance the performance of the empty tube. 
3.4.5 Tube Local Buckling Characteristics 
In this section the inelastic local buckling characteristics of a tube 
infilled with concrete are examined. In such members local buckling of the tube is 
a complex phenomenon, as the boundary conditions on the tube make it difficult to 
determine if oehaviour is closest to that of a tube, a column or a plate. 
Figure 3,28 shows the post-buckling behaviour of these three types of members. 
Plates exhibit a large reserve of post-buckling strength, columns have stable post-
buckling strength and shells only have a small reserve of post-buckling strength. 
Since the post-buckling load-carrying capacity of concrete-filled tubes is quite 
stable, due to the concrete stabilising tube local buckling, it appears that a 
conservative prediction of behaviour should be obtained by assuming column buckling 
of the tube in the vicinity of the local buckle, 
In 1947, Shanley (3.4) showed that column buckling could be predicted 
satisfactorily in the inelastic as well as the elastic range of material behaviour 
by reRlacing the elastic modulus, Es, in the Euler buckling formula with the 
tangent modulus, Et: 
acr (3.11) 
Local buckling of the tube wall will involve outward movement in the radial direction 
of the tube wall for which r = 0. 29t. The deformed shape of a thin strip of tube 
g 
that has formed a local buckle is shown in Fig, 3.29. It is assumed that a negligible 
amount of sway occurs between the top and bottom of the local buckle. Hence the 
visible length of local buckling is just less than 2Le. Rearranging equation 3.11 





In the yield range of steel behaviour Et= 0, and hence from equation 3.12 · 
theoretically 2Le = 0. However at this level of strain, local buckling of the tube 
is generally too small to be visible. The coupon tests (see Fig. 3.1) indicated that 
Et varied from 0.015Es at the commencement of strain-hardening to O at ultimate 
strength. Thus at the 
o = I o I = 308 MPa and 
commencement of strain-hardening with Et= 3000 MPa, 
er y 
buckling is equal to 5.7t 
t = 4. 5 mm ( from equation 3 .12), the visible length of local 
or 26 mm, compared with the experimentally observed length 
of 30 mm which was reported (see Section 3.3) for both empty and concrete-filled tubes, 
For sL greater than that at which strain-hardening commences, equation 3.12 implies 
that the length of local buckling will progressively reduce to zero, since Et is 
also reducing to zero. However, as was observed experimentally the length of visible 
local buckling stays at the level predicted at the commencement of strain-hardening, 
since P-6 effects on the tube wall and internal concrete pressure will prevent the 
length of tube which has already bent outwards from restraightening. 
3.5 COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS 
In the following sections, the experimental results for longitudinal load, tube 
longitudinal strain and tube hoop strain are manipulated to give tube stresses, 
concrete stresses, tube load and concrete load. These stresses and loads are compared 
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(see Chapter 2 for outlines of these models). Values of tube longitudinal andnoop 
strain used in the data manipulation process were the average strains indicated by 
the electrical resistance strain gauges orientated in the longitudinal and hoop 
directions respectively. 
3.5.1 D~termination of Loads and Stresses Carried by Steel and Concrete 
In determining tube and concrete stresses from the experimental load and 
strain data the following assumptions were made: 
(i) The constitutive laws ~or steel outlined previously in Section 2.2.2 apply. 
(ii) Deformations of concrete and tube are compatible. This implies that 
longitudinal strains, e:L, in the tube and concrete are identical, and 
that the tube hoop strain, e:H , is equal to the concrete radial strain, 
e:RC' 
(iii) Lateral equilibrium between tube and concrete occurs as defined by 
equation 2.54. 
(iv) Tube OR can be neglected, 
3.5.1.1 Elastic Range 
,From the measured tube e:L and e:H, it is possible to calculate directly the 
tube oL and OH by using equations 2.11 and 2.12 and the values of Es which can 
be determined from a uniaxial-stress test of a coupon sample of the tube. Thus Pt 
can be calculated from: 
(3.13) 
Equilibrium of P with Pc and Pt gives: 
(3.14) 
and concrete fL from: 
(3.15) 
Finally concrete fR can be calculated from the lateral equilibrium requirement as: 
3.5:1.2 Plastic Range 
-2t • OH 
D - 2t 
( 3 .16) 
In the plastic range of steel behaviour, stresses are related to the increments 
of plastic strain. as was shown previously in equations 2.38 and 2.39. Thus it is 
convenient to use an incremental solution in solving for oL' oH, fL, fR' Pc and Pt. 
Increment i = 0 corresponds to the elastic-plastic boundary where 
(e:fl O = (e:~) 0 = (e:~T) 0 (e:~ff) 0 = 0 and (oL)·0 and (oH).0 can be calculated from 
the elastic constitutive laws (equations 2.11 and 2.12) and the von Mises yield 
criterion (equation 2.37). Assuming that increment i has been solved to give 
(e:fli, (e:~)i, (e:~T)i, (E~ff)i, (oL)i and (oH)i, then from the measured (EL)i+l' 
(EH)i+l and (P)i+l solutions for (oL)i+l' (oH)i+l' (fL)i+l' (fR)i+l' (Pt)i+l• and 
(Pc)i+l may be obtained as follows: 
Step 1: Guess values of tube (oL)i+l and (oH)i+l' for example (oL)i+l = (oL)i and 
(OH) i+l = (oH) i. 
Step 2: Use the mean stress-volumetric strain relationship (equation 2.21) and the 
values of Es, vs, (EL)i+l' (e:Hli+l' (oL)i+l and (oH)i+l to solve for (ERT)i+l' 
Step 3: Calculate: (E£li+l' (e:~)i+l and (e:~Tli+l from equations 2.14 to 2.16 






Calculate the increments of plastic strain in the tube: 
(d£i)i+l = (£i) i+l - (Ei)i (3.17) 
(d£~) i+l = (£~) i+l - (£~) i (3.18) 
(dE~Tli+l = (E~T) i+l - (E~T) i (3.19) 
Calculate (dE~ff) i+l from equation 2,27 and the values of 
(d£i) i+l' (d£~)i+l and (dE~T) i+l 
Calculate (£~ff) i+l 
(£~ff) i+l (£~ff) i + (dE~ff) i+l (3. 20) 
obtain the effective stress, (oeff)i+l' from the p Eeff - 0 eff 
relationship (equivalent to the Ei - oL relationship obtained in a 
uniaxial-stress (aL) test) and the value of (£~ff)i+l' 
Step 8: Recalculate (oL)i+l and (oH)i+l from equations 2.38 and 2.39 and the 
values of (d£i)i+l' (d£~)i+l and (oeff)i+l' 
Step 9: Compare the values of (oL)i+l and (oH)i+l used in Step 2 with those 
calculated in Step 8. If the differences are negligible go to Step 10. 
If the differences are not negligible, use the Step 8 values of (oL) i+l 
and (oH)i+l and go to Step 2. 
Step 10: The procedure adopted for the elastic range (see equations 3.13 to 3.16) 
may then be adopted to solve for (Pt)i+l' (Pcli+l' (fL)i+l' and (fR)i+l' 
3.5.2 Tube Stress Paths 
In Fig. 3.30, tube biaxial-stress paths (oL vs oH) for the concrete-
filled tubes under monotonically applied tensile and compressive longitudinal load 
are shown. These stress paths are compared with the elliptical-shaped curves 
which represent possible (oH,oL) coordinates at yield (oeff = 308 MPa) and 
ultimate strength {oeff = 361 MPa, based on the coupon test from the longitudinal 
direction of the tube). Also indicated are the ultimate strengths of the empty 
tubes and the coupons where it is assumed that oH = 0. 
For lcLI ~ Icy!' Figs. 3.23 and 3.24 indicated that under both tensile 
and compressive longitudinal loads, c8 vs cL responses for concrete-filled and 
empty tubes were practically identical, and hence at that stage a negligible level 
of lateral interaction occurred between tube and concrete. Thus as shown in 
Fig. 3.30 as lcLI increased from Oto IEyl tube oH = 0, and tube laLI 
increased from Oto layl for both tensile and compressive longitudinal load. 
In the yield and strain-hardening ranges (oeff ~ layl = 308 MP~ of tube 
behaviour, the level of tube loHI increased as testing proceeded for both 
tensile and compressive longitudinal load. For tensile loading this clearly 
enhanced the longitudinal stress carried by the tube, as could be predicted from 
the "Lateral Interaction Model" (see Section 2.3.2), while for compressive 
loading this reduced the longitudinal stress carried by the t~be. For the 
largest recorded value of compressive EL (= 12%): tube aL = 150 MPa and 
aH = -255 MPa. Thus at large values of cL, the response of the concrete-filled 
tube under longitudinal-compression load is dominated by restraint of concrete 
dilation. In Figs. 3.23, test units A6 and A7 (both with f; = 32 MPa) were 
shown to have larger hoop-tension strains than was D4 (with f; = 24 MPa). This 
9bservation is reflected in Fig. 3.30 where test units A6 and A7 are shown to 
be more dominated by hoop-tension stress than is D4. 
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3.5.3 Monotonic Longitudinal-Compression-Load Tests of Concrete-Filled Tubes 
3,5,3,1 Longitudinal Load vs Longitudinal Strain Comparisons 
Figure 3.31 shows comparisons of the theoretical and experimental P vs EL 
response of test units D4 (f~ = 24 MPa), AG (f~ = 32 MPa) and A7 (f~ = 32 MPa) 
to longitudinal-compression load. The ultimate loads predicted by the formula 
of Sen (equation 2.62) are also indicated, 
For EL~ 8%, the "Lateral Interaction Model" gives good predictions to 
the experimental responses. However for EL:: 8%, the "Lateral Interaction Model" 
underestimates the experimental P vs eL response. This discrepancy arises because 
the "Lateral Interaction Model" (see Section 2.4.2) was calibrated from the test 
data of Tomii et al (2.1) and Sen et al (2.41) whichwereonly available for 
EL:. 4%. The "Uniaxial Model" is again shown to underestimate the response of 
concrete-filled tubes which implies that lateral·interaction between tube and 
concrete increases greatly the strength and ductility of the composite member. 
For EL:. 12%, the experimental longitudinal load does not exceed the ultimate 
load predicted by the formula of Sen. 
Table 3.4 shows a comparison of the experimentally obtained maximum ioad 
with ultimate loads predicted from the formula of Sen, the "Lateral Interaction 
Model", and the "Uniaxial Model". Since due to test machine constraints the 
maximum experimentally obtained loads were probably substantially smaller than the 
test units actual ultimate loads, it is apparent from Table 3,4 that the 
theoretical predictions will give a conservative estimate of the ultimate loads 
of the concrete-filled tubes. However it should be noted that maximum experimental 
loads were obtained at very large longitudinal strains {5% to 12%), and thus have 
little significance for real engineering design situations. Hence from this data the 
formula of Sen could be considered to be non-conservative for design. It is also 
shown in the table that the "Lateral Interaction Model" gives an ultimate load 
which is approximately 34% larger than that predicted from the "Uniaxial Model". 
TABLE 3.4 ULTIMATE LOAD COMPARISONS 
Ultimate Load (kN) 
Test Experiment Sen (2. 33) Lateral Uniaxial (1) (1) (1) (3) -- -- -- --Inter- Model 
action (2) (3) (4) ( 4) 
Model 
(1) (2) ( 3) (4) 
D4 ?; 1066 1048 934 693 ?; 1.02 ,: 1.14 ,: 1.54 1.35 
AG and A? ;: 1000 1119 1012 763 ,: 0, 89 ;: o. 99 ,:1.31 1.33 
3.5.3.2 Tube Longitudinal Stress vs Longitudinal Strain Comparisons 
Figure 3.32 shows comparisons of the experimental and theoretical tube oL (and Pt) 
vs EL responses of test units D4, A6 and A7. The experimental response shows that 
for sL:: 0.2%, tube oL decreases with sL to a value of the order of O.Sloyl at 
sL = 10%. The "Lateral Interaction Model" clearly gives a better prediction to tube 
oL vs EL response than does the "Uniaxial. Model". However at large strains, the 
"Lateral Interaction Model" overestimates the level of oL carri'ed by the tube, 
This occurs because in the "Lateral Interaction Model", which was calibrated from 
the tests of Tomii et al (2.1) with data for eL ~ 4%, it is assumed that tube oL 
is constant for sL > 1%. From the test results of Tomii et al (2.1) and Fig. 3.32 
(tests D4, A6 and A7), this assumption appears reasonable for sL < 4%, but at larger 
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3.5.3,3 Tube Hoop Stress and Concrete Radial Stress vs Longitudinal 
Strain Comparisons 
Figure 3.33 shows comparisons of the theoretical and experimental tube aL 
{and concrete fR) vs cL responses of test units D4, A6 and A7. For comparative 
purposes, the uniaxial stress-strain characteristics of a coupon sample of the 
tube are also shown. For EL> 0.002, experimental values of tube lcrHI and 
concrete fR are shown to increase continuously with tL. Large lateral stresses 
occur due to Doncrete-tube lateral interaction, for example for unit D4 at cL = 12%, 
tube aH =-0.83 layl (= -255 MPa) and concrete fR = 0.9f~ (= 22 MPa). The 
"Lateral Interaction Model" generally gives a good prediction to the experimental 
response (cf. the "Uniaxial Model" predictions and the coupon response). However 
at large values of e:L, the "Lateral Interaction Model" does tend to underestimate 
the values of tube laHI and concrete fR. This is a direct consequence of the 
overestimation of tube oL which was described in the previous section, since at 
a given value of aeff' aL and oH are related through equation 2.36. 
3,5.3,4 Concrete Longitudinal Stress vs Longitudinal Strain Comparisons 
Figure 3.34 shows comparisons of the theoretical and experimental concrete 
fL (and Pc) vs e:L responses of test units D4, A6 and A7. The experimental fL vs 
cL responses are shown to increase continuously with EL. For D4 (f~ = 24 MPa) by 
an EL of 12% an experimental fL of 79 MPa (= _3.3f~) was obtained, while for 
A7 (f~ = 32 MPa) by an e:L of 9%, an experimental fL of 86 MPa (= 2.7f~) was 
achieved. Thus substantial enhancement to concrete strength and ductility (cf, 
"Uniaxial Model" predictions) occurred due to confinement provided by the tube. 
The "Lateral Interaction Model" generally gave a satisfactory prediction of the 
experimenta'l response for e:L < 6%, which covers and exceeds the strain range from 
which this model was calibrated. However at larger strains, this model under-
estimated the longitudinal stress carried by the concrete. This is a direct 
consequence of the overestimation of tube aL and hence underestimation of tube 
loHI and concrete confining stress fR which were discussed in the previous 
sections. 
3,5.3,5 General Discussion 
This series of tests has shown that the stress-strain responses of thick-
walled (D/t = 25.6) concrete-filled tubes can be predicted satisfactorily by the 
"Lateral Interaction Model" for EL~ 4%, which corresponded to the level of strain-
from which this model (see Section 2.4.2) was calibrated. However at strains much 
larger than 4%, tube aL was generally overestimated, and tube oH, concrete fL 
and fR were generally underestimated, Despite this observation for EL< 8%, 
the "Lateral Interaction Model" gave good predictions to the overall P vs EL 
response, while for EL> 8%, the "Lateral Interaction Model" is conservative. 
The main reason for this conservatism at large strains is the assumption that 
for· cL ~ 1%, the_longitudinal stress in the tube is constant. The experimental 
results show a significant reduction to the longitudinal-compression stress in the 
tube occurs as e:L increases above 4%, with a corresponding increase in hoop-tension 
stress in the tube which also increases the level of confining stress in the 
concrete above the predicted level. The result (for cL > 4%) is an underestimation 
of the longitudinal load carried by the concrete. since the tube is more efficiently 
utilised confining the concrete than directly resisting the longitudinal load (see 
Section 2.2.6.2), the result was the observed underestimation of the overall load 
carried by the concrete-filled tube at large strains. It should be noted that this 
modified behaviour could be included in the "Lateral Interaction'Model" by redefining 
the longitudinal stress-strain relationship assumed for the tube at EL larger than 
4%. However, the experimental data produced by the test programme was insufficient 
t9 justify such a modification to the theory, Further, since the P vs e:L 
prediction is satisfactory for eL < 8%, there is little engineering significance in 
modelling experimental behaviour at larger strains. 
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Although the comparisons contained in Figs. 3.31 - 3.34 are valid, they 
represent behaviour at sections away from the regions of local buckling. At a 
local buckle the longitudinal strains in the concrete will be very large, and it 
is likely that the longitudinal-compression stress carried by the tube is 
negligi.ble. Assuming the tube OH= -lo) = - 361 MPa, then from lateral 
equilibrium of concrete and tube (equation 2.54) concrete fR = 30.65 MPa. The 
concrete fL vs EL (and hence Pc vs EL and P vs EL) responses predicted by the 
"Lateral Interaction Model" for tests with f~ = 24 MPa (D4) and 32 MPa (A6 and 
A7) and fR = 30.65 MPa are shown in Fig. 3.35. These predictions represent 
envelopes to possible concrete fL vs EL response since in general tube 
JoHI ~ joul and hence concrete fR ~ 30,65 MPa. These predictions also represent 
a substantial extrapolation of the data from which the "Lateral Interaction Model" 
was calibrated, since the curves plotted represent response for fR/f~ = 0.9~8 or 
1.277 and the model was only calibrated for fR/f~ ~ 0.5. In tests D4, A6 and A7, 
local buckles occurred adjacent to the tube ends. Thus there is also additional 
confinement to the concrete at these positions due to restraint of lateral strains 
at the ends of the test unit caused by the attachment to the test machine .. 
Nevertheless from Fig. 3.35 large longitudinal loads are predicted to be carried 
at the sections of local buckling, as can be seen by a comparison with Fig. 3.31 
which represents behaviour away from the regions of local buckling. This helps 
to provide an explanation for why the load-carrying capacity continues to rise 
despite the presence of extensive local buckling on the tube. 
It is also significant to note that in test DB, which involved cyclic 
tensile and compressive longitudinal loading followed by a large amplitude of 
compressive,EL' a longitudinal load of 1228 kN was recorded at an EL of 26% 
(assessed on a 230 mm gauge length). From the trend indicated in the plot of 
tube biaxial-stress paths (Fig. 3.30), it can be assumed that at this level of 
EL' tube oL = 0 and hence concrete fL = 139 MPa (= 5.Bf~). This concrete 
stress is larger than the value of 4.7f; which could be predicted from the 
"Lateral Interaction Model" (assuming tube oL = 0) and thus again it is 
indicated that this model is conservative at EL> 8%. 
3.5.4 Monotonic Longitudinal-Tension-Load Test of a Concrete-Filled Tube 
3.5.4.1 Longitudinal Load vs Longitudinal Strain Comparison 
Figure 3.36 shows a comparison of the experimental and theoretical variations 
of longitudinal load (P) with longitudinal strain (EL). 
Results plotted to the full strain scale indicate that excellent agreement 
occurs between experimental results and a prediction based on the "Lateral 
Interaction Model" with the experimental response being appreciably stiffer and 
stronger than that predicted from the "Uniaxial Model". For example at EL= -3%, 
the actual load carried was equal to 114% of the load predicted from the 
"Uniaxial Model". 
Results plotted to the expanded strain scale indicate that response in the 
elastic range of tube behaviour is better predicted by the "Lateral Interaction 
Model" than it is by the "Unia,xial Model", although predictions by both models 
underestimate the experimental load at a given strain. The discontinuities in 
load for the predictions correspond to the tube yielding at a crack in the 
"Lateral Interaction Model", at which stage it is assumed that the conc:i:-ete has 
no further tension-stiffening effect, and to the concrete cracking in the 
"Uniaxial Model". The indicated initial experimental stiffness is approximately 
10% greater than the initial stiffness pre.dieted by the "Lateral Interaction Model" 
which implies that basing the concrete modulus on Ec = 5000/f; • provides a low 
estimate to the actual initial concrete stiffness, After concrete cracking, the 
level of indicated longitudinal strain (measured from the average of the longitudinally 
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·orientated strain gauges) is sensitive to the position of the strain gauges 
relative to the position of the concrete cracks, since at a crack the tube EL 
will be larger than the tube EL half-way between the crack as was shown in 
Fig. 2.17. A comparison of the P vs EL responses indicated by the strain 
gauges (very short gauge lengths< 10 mm) and the linear potentiometers (115 mm 
gauge length) for concrete-filled tube D4 (see Fig. 3.10) at !ELI < IEyl shows 
the potentiometers indicate a stiffer response which implies the strain gauges 
were located close to concrete cracks. 
3.5.4.2 Tube Longitudinal Stress vs Longitudinal Strain Comparison 
In Fig. 3.37, the deduced tube oL (and ;pt) vs EL experimental response 
is compared with the~retical predictions. 
In the elastic range of tube behaviour it is shown that response is 
correctly predicted by the "Uniaxial Model"·, since at this stage lateral interaction 
of tube and concrete has not occurred, as was shown previously in Fig. 3.24 where 
both empty and concrete-filled tubes have similar values of EH for !ELI ~ !Eyl• 
Thus the prediction from the "Lateral Interaction Model", which is based on lateral 
interaction producing an enhancement of tube aL from the presence of a biaxial-
tension-stress field in the tube, is shown to overestimate the actual tube response 
since at this stage the tube is behaving in a uniaxial-tension-stress fashion. 
In the strain-hardening range of tube behaviour, the "Lateral Interaction 
Model" closely predicts the experimental response which indicates at this stage 
that a biaxial-tension-stress field with large values of hoop-tension stress 
(aH ~ 0.5oL) has developed. 
In the yield range of tube behaviour, experimental response gradually 
increases from that predicted by the "Uniaxial Model" to that predicted by the 
"Lateral Interaction Model". 
3.5.4,3 Tube Hoop Stress· and Concrete Radial Stress vs Longitudinal 
Strain Comparison 
In Fig. 3.38 the deduced tube OH (and concrete fR) vs EL experimental 
response is compared with the theoretical predictions, and also with the uniaxial-
stress-strain (oL vs EL) response of a coupon sample of the tube. For 
JELi < IEyl, due to concrete Poisson's ratio contraction and an initial small gap 
between tube and concrete, which was probably caused when the concrete cooled 
down after the initial rise in temperature associated with heat of hydration, 
negligible interactio~ occurs resulting in zero values for concrete fR and tube 
oH. For jELI > IEyl, as !ELI increases concrete fR an4 tube joHI also 
increase. At an EL of -5.5%, a tube OH of -200 MPa and a concrete fR of 
17 MPa were reached, indicating a large level of lateral interaction between tube 
and concrete, 
Although the "Lateral Interaction Model" overestimates the experimental 
response, i.t gives a reasonable prediction when compared with the response 
indicated by the coupon and the "Uniaxial Model". It should again be noted that 
in the "Lateral Interaction Model" it is assumed that the concrete is laterally 
rigid, with the consequence that the actual concrete and tube lateral stresses 
are overestimated as discussed previously in Section 2.3.2,4. 
3.5.4.4 Tube Hoop Stress and Concrete Radial Stress vs Concrete 
Radial Strain ·,Comparison 
Figure 3.39 shows the deduced radial stress-strain (fR vs ERC) response 
of the concrete where it is assumed that fr_om lateral compatibility of concrete 
and tube, concrete ERC is equal to the measured tube EH , al though strictly 
at small levels of strain (!ELI < IEyl or EH< vs IEyl) before the tube 
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based on the "Uniaxial Model" (fR = 0) and the "Lateral Interaction Model" 
(£Re= 0), together with the theoretical uniaxial stress-strain response of the 
concrete (as described by equation 2,111 with fR and £RC substituted for fL 
and £L respectively) and the empirical relationship of Vecchio and Collins (3.6) 
which was calibrated from biaxial-tension-compression-stress tests of reinforced 
concrete panels as described previously in Section 2.3.2. 4. This relationship 
can be expressed as: 
f' 
C 
0.8 - 170£L 
(3. 21) 
The experimental results indicate that negligible lateral interaction (i.e. 
fR = 0) occurs between tube and concrete for £Re< 0.043% s vs 1£yl (where vs = 
0.28 and 1£ I = 0.001540). None of the theoretical predictions give good 
y 
agreement with the experimental response. However it is shown that the triaxial-
compression-compression-tension-stress state of the concrete inside the tube 
results in the concrete having a stronger and more ductile performance, in the 
radial direction, than that which would be predicted from the biaxial-compression-
tension-stress relationship of Vecchio and Collins. Thus the presence of a third 
principal stress as compression clearly enhances the performance of the concrete. 
Nevertheless comparison with the uniaxial-compression-stress-strain curve indicates 
a very significant decrease in radial-compression strength results from the 
presence of longitudinal-tension strain which confirms the trend of strength 
reduction predicted by the use of the Vecchio and Collins relationship. 
3.5.4.5 Concrete Longitudinal Stress vs Longitudinal Strain Comparison 
In Fig. 3.40, the deduced concrete fL (and Pc) vs £L experimental response 
is compared with theoretical predictions. The comparison shows that for 
1£LI < lftl/Ec, a good match between experiment and theory is obtained. ·However 
for 1£LI > lftl/Ec' experimental and theoretical responses are greatly divergent. 
The experimentally obtained peak value of fL is -15.4 MPa which is 4.1 times as 
large as the value of ft which is used in the "Latest Interaction Model". Since 
in test unit D5 for 1£LI < 1£yl = 0,001540, concrete and tube do not interact 
laterally, the only plausible explanation for this wide divergence of theory and 
experiment is that prestress was inadvertently applied to the concrete during 
welding of the concrete-filled tube in the test machine assembly (see Fig. 3.3). 
It is probable that despite the care taken during welding to avoid overheating the 
test unit, residual pretension-longitudinal stress in the tub~ and preciompression-
longitudinal stress in the concrete were present immediately prior to testing. 
The thermal conductivity of steel is approximately 600 times that of the 
concrete (3.5). Thus after welding of the test unit, heat is predominantly 
transferred longitudinally out of the test unit through the· tube. The coefficients 
of linear expansion of concrete and tube are similar (3.5) at approximately 
0.000012/°C. Hence the result of the greater conductivity of the steel than of 
the concrete is that during cooling the tube attempts to shorten by a large 
amount while the concrete has a negligible tendency to shorten. Compatibility of 
longitudinal strains between tube and concrete results in longitudinal-tension 
stress in the tube and longitudinal-compression stress in the concrete, 
The difference between the peak experimental and theoretical concrete fL 
was 11.6 MPa. For this difference to be attributed to thermal prestress, then a 
residual tube crL of -66 MPa (= -fL.Ac/At) was present immediately 
prior to testing. The longitudinal strain• in the concrete imm~diately prior to 
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Longitudinal stress in the tube can be expressed as: 
Es (e:L - 0. 000012 . llT) (3. 22) 
where 'llT is the difference between ambient temperature and temperature of the 
test unit at the cessation of welding and 0.000012 is the coefficient of linear 
expansion. Equation 3.22 can be solved to give llT = 67°. 
The above analysis greatly simplifies the actual behaviour of the concrete-
filled tube both during and after welding, for example as time proceeds, creep 
will reduce-the prestress effect and thus a larger value of llT would be needed 
to achieve the same values of residual stress in tube and concrete. Nevertheless, 
it has been demonstrated that the stiffer than anticipated experimental P vs e:L 
response, for lftl/Ec < isLI < lsyl is probably due to the inadvertently 
introduced presence of precompression stress in the concrete. 
The gradual decay of the concrete fL vs EL r~sponse (see Fig. 3.40) occurs 
because of the stiffening of the tube between concrete cracks, as discussed 
previously in Section 2.3.2.1. 
3.5.4.6 General Discussion 
Despite the simplifying assumption in the "Lateral Interaction Model" (see 
Section 2.3.2) that tube EH= O, the experimental P vs EL response was 
predicted satisfactorily by this model for IELI > IEyl and underestimated for 
le:Li < le:yl. The underestimate at low strains could be explained by thermally 
introduced prestress in the concrete-filled tubes. 
In Section 2.3.2.4, two possible limitations to the "Lateral Interaction 
Model" were discussed which involved: 
(i) the effect of concrete lateral flexibility and a tube-concrete gap; and 
(ii) concrete radial strength. 
These points were shown in Section 2.3.2.4 to reduce the potential enhancement 
of tube oL which occurs in a biaxial-tension-stress field. The experimental 
results discussed previously indicated that for IELI < IEyl, concrete Poisson's 
ratio lateral contraction and the initial presence of a tube-concrete gap resulted 
in tube oH O and hence a uniaxial stress response from the tube. For 
lsyl < IELI < jEshl, concrete lateral flexibility prevented the full 15.5% 
enhancement of tube oL .. However for le:LI > IEshl, concrete lateral flexibility 
did not prevent tube oL from equalling -l.155oeff. Furthermore in this 
concrete-filled tube test, concrete radial strength was shown to be adequate to 
equilibrate the large values of tube laHI (up to 0.5777!oull which occur in the 
tube. 
Since for thick-walled concrete-filled tubes, concrete radial strength and 
stiffness have been shown to be adequate in developing the ·large values of hoop-
tens_ion stress (i.e. oH = -0. 577oeff) in the tube which are necessary to give 
enhanced tube oL (i.e. oL = -1.lSSoeff); it is also clear from Section 2.3.2.4 
that thin-walled concrete-filled tubes, for which concrete radial stresses will,be 
smaller, will be even_better predicted by the "Lateral Interaction Model". 
In deducing tube (oL and oH) and concrete (fL and fR) stresses as 
discussed in previous sections (3.5.4.2 - 3.5.4,5) and shown in Figs. 3.37 - 3.40, 
it was assumed that at the commencement of testing concrete and tube were free of 
residual stresses. However as demonstrated in Section 3.5.4.5 residual stresses 
were present due to welding. Thus strictly-the deduced stresses should be 
corrected to allow for these residual stresses, as is shown in Fig. 3.41 for the 
OL and fL vs EL 
~lso be made to the 
responses. 
OH and 
Small and less significant corrections should 
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seen that at large strains (je:LI > je:yl) the correction makes little differenc~. 
However for le:LI < le:yl the correction makes a substantial difference to both the 
peak concrete stress and the shape of the fL vs EL relationship. In Fig. 3.42 
the corrected concrete fL vs e:L response is compared with a modified form (i.e. 
replacing "e:L" with "e:L - O. 000450") of the Vecchio and Collins (3. 6) 
empirical relationship (see equation 2.91) for the concrete-tension-stiffening 
effect. Clearly the corrected response gives good agreement with the modified 
·form of the ~mpirical relationship. 
3.6 CONCLUSIONS 
In this chapter experimental results from the longitudinal-load testing 
of short thick-walled concrete-filled tubes were described and compared with 
theoretical predictions. The main conclusions from this work are described below. 
3.6.1 Monotonic Compression Tests 
Despite the occurrence of local buckling at a longitudinal strain of 
approximately 2%, the concrete-filled tubes showed a la~ge reserve of ductility, 
with load-carrying capacity still increasing at a longitudinal strain of greater 
than ·21%. In comparison, the empty tubes failed due to local buckling at a 
measured longitudinal strain of 2% and unconfined concrete reaches peak load at a 
longitudinal strain of approximately 0.2%. 
At a given longitudinal strain greater than 0.2%, restraint of concrete 
dilation resulted in the steel in a concrete-filled tube being subjected to a 
larger hoop-tension strain than is the steel in an empty tube. This lateral 
interaction of tube and concrete resulted in increasing levels, as loading 
proceeded, of hoop-tension stress in the tube and radial-compression stress in the 
concrete. At a longitudinal strain of 12%, a tube hoop-tension stress of 83% of 
the yield stress, and a concrete radial-compression stress of 90% of the unconfined-
compression strength were deduced to be present. Accompanying these lateral stresses 
were a concrete longitudinal-compression stress of 330% of the unconfined-compression 
strength and a tube longitudinal-compression stress of 50% of the yield stress. 
Thus the lateral interaction resulted in a redistribution of longitudinal load-
carrying capacity from the tube to the concrete. 
Theoretically predicted longitudinal load vs longitudinal strain responses 
based on .the "Lateral Interaction Model" were found to be in generally good 
agreement with the experimentally obtained responses for longitudinal strains less 
than 8%. Predicted responses based on the "Uniaxial Model" underestimated the 
experimentally obtained responses. 
The longitudinal extent of local buckling was predicted satisfactorily by 
using a tangent modulus buckling formula and assuming the local buckle could be 
analysed as an equivalent column. In the tests local buckles were observed to 
form at the ends of the test units. An "equivalent frame analogy" analysis of the 
tube successfully predicted the position of these local buckles which occur at 
the.ends due to the effect of test machine introduced lateral restraint of the 
test units. 
Predictions to the experimental ultimate load based on the formula of 
Sen, the "Uniaxial Model" and the "Lateral Interaction Model" were found to be 
conservative. However the formula of Sen predicted a level of longitudinal load 
which was obtained at longitudinal strains appreciably in excess of 9%, 
implying that serviceability limitations would govern design rather than this 
formula. 
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3.6.2 Monotonic Tension Test 
The longitudinal load vs longitudinal strain response of the concrete-
filled tube was stronger and stiffer but less ductile than that of the empty tube. 
In the elastic range of tube behaviour, the tube response tended to follow 
that predicted by the "Uniaxial Model", while in the strain-hardening range of 
tube behaviour, the tube response tended to follow that predicted by the "Lateral 
Interaction Model". In the yield range of tube behaviour, the tube response was 
intermediate between those predicted by the two models. 
The response of the concrete was satisfactorily predicted by the "Lateral 
Interaction Model" which allowed for the effect of tension-stiffening of the tube 
between concrete cracks. However to achieve this good comparison it was necessary 
to allow for the effect of residual stresses due to welding. 
In the plastic range of tube behaviour, the core concrete was shown to 
significantly restrict the Poisson's ratio hoop contraction of the tube, This 
resulted in large values of both hoop-tension stress in the tube (!aH! ~ 200 MPa) 
and radial-compression stress in the concrete (fR ~ 17 MPa). The hoop-tension 
stress resulted in an enhancement to the longitudinal-tension stress in the tube 
•abov~ that present at the same longitudinal strain for zero hoop-tension stress. 
3.6.3 Cyclic Tension and Compression Tests 
The main difference between the envelopes to the cyclic longitudinal load 
vs longitudinal strain responses of the empty and concrete-filled tubes occurred in 
the quadrant with compressive values of load and strain. In this quadrant the 
concrete-filled tube had a markedly stronger response than did the empty tube, 
since the concrete stabilised tube local buckling and the tube confined the 
concrete. In the quadrant with tensile values of load and strain, empty and 
concrete-filled tube responses were similar, particularly at large strain levels, 
since the cyclic loading severely deteriorated the radial strength and stiffness 
of the concrete and also the ability of the concrete to carry tensile stress 
between the cracks. 
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Chapter Four 




The importance of stable ductile performance in steel-encased concrete piles 
under lateral seismic-induced loading was established in Chapter 1. In Chapter 4, 
the following topics are covered: 
(i) Previous research which is relevant to the f~exlµ:al strength and ductility 
characteristics of· steel-encased concrete:piles is reviewed. 
(ii) The design, construction, instrumentation and testing of nine circular-
sectioned model piles aredescribed. The main factors investigated in the 
tests were: (a) the effect of the casing D/t ratio (within the range of 34 
to 214); and (b) the effect of the continuity of the casing in the plastic 
hinge zone (7 models with continuous casing and 2 models with circumferential 
discontinuities in the casing). 
(iii) Results from.the tests are presented in the form 6f hysteresis loops of lateral 
load-lateral deflection and lateral load-plastic hinge rotation responses, The 
distribution of cu.rvature along the length of the test units, and strain in the 
vicinity of the critical plastic sections are also given. Experimentally 
obtained strengths are compared with theoretical ultimate strengths predicted 
on the basis of the steel-encased reinforced concrete member behaving as an 
equivalent reinforced concrete member. 
(iv) Investigations of the effect of shear force on flexural behaviour, the possibility 
of strain-age embrittlement of the casing, and the bond strength between tube 
and concrete are described. 
(v) The strength, ductility and energy-dissipating characteristics of the steel-
encased reinforced concrete members and conventionally designed reinforced 
concrete members are compared, 
(vi) Recommendations for the design of steel-encased reinforced concrete members are 
given, 
Tables (4,1-4.9) of results for this- chapter are contained immediately after 
Section 4,13,2. 
4,2 .PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
Due to soil-bearing stress considerations, the longitudinal load on a pile is 
generally small when compared with the ultimate strength of the pile member, Thus in 
analysing piles for local and overall buckling effects it can be assumed that behaviour 
is dominated by flexural rather than longitudinal loads. 
4.2.1 Empty Tubes Under Flexural Loading 
Only a small amount of theoretical work has been performed concerning the: 
problem of local buckling of thin cylinders under pure bending, and contradictory 
experimental evidence exists. Gerard and Becker (4.1) have suggested that the 
elastic buckling stress for empty tubes subjected to flexure is 1.3 times the value 
appropriate for longitudinal-compression loading. This has been verified by some 
experiments, for example those of Brazier (4.2) and Chwalla (4.3) and justified 
theoretically by Flugge_ (4.4). However other.experimental results such as those of 
Dinnick (4.5) gave critical stresses that were smaller than those ·appropriate for 
longitudinal-compression load. Schilling (4.6) has commented that when the plastic 
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moment is attained the gradient in tube crL is practically zero over most of the 
critical section. Thus at this stage of well-developed plasticity over the section, 
local buckling behaviour of members under flexural or longitudinal-compression load 
are essentially identical. 
·Little (4.7) as a result of his and other investigators' work (4.6, 4.8 and 
4.9) has prepared a design chart (see Fig. 4.1) for the value of design stress to 
be ·used in calculating the ultimate moment of a member as a function of casing D/t 
ratio and ca~ing cry for the case where local buckling is critical. For mild steel, 
with for example cr = 250 MPa, it appears that the full plastic moment cannot be y 
attained for casing D/t ratios which exceed 50, and for a casing D/t ratio of 
150 the design moment will be only 66% of the plastic moment, High strength steels 
are affected by local buckling at smaller casing D/t ratios than are low strength 
steels. 
Sherman (4.8) conducted monotonically increasing flexural load tests on empty 
tubes with yield stresses of up to 420 MPa and casing D/t ratios in the range of 
18 to 102. His main aim was to determine if tubes had sufficient rotational 
ductility to permit plastic mechanisms to form before the tube became locally 
unstable. The main conclusions from these tests were: 
(i) For a fixed-end tube with D/t < 35, under uniformly distributed lateral 
load, the plastic moment was achieved at the three plastic hinges, At this 
stage tube local buckling had not occurred and the peak curvature was equal 
to 10 times the curvature at first yield of the steel. 
(ii) Tubes with D/t > 35 could not develop their full plastic moment. In 
particular the tube, with D/t = 102, could only attain a moment equivalent 
to that at first yield of the steel. At that stage local buckling developed 
and load-carrying capacity reduced rapidly. · 
(iii) Shear force of up to 28% of the theoretical capacity (in pure shear) of the 
tube, did not have a significantly adverse influence on the development of 
the plastic moment. 
These results imply that for typical prototype piles (60 ~ D/t ~ 180), the presence 
of the internal concrete which should stabilise tube local buckling is of vital 
importance to the ductile behaviour of composite steel-encased concrete members. 
Cyclic loading which simulates the action of earthquakes on members is 
more severe than monotonic loading, since high amplitude cyclic loading causes 
strength and stiffness degradation of the structure and eventually fatigue failure. 
A literature search failed to reveal any information concerning the cyclic flexural 
loading of steel tubes. 
4.2.2 Reinforced and Prestressed Concrete Members under Longitudinal and Cyclic 
Flexural Loading 
A large number of experimental projects at the University of Canterbury have· 
investigated the longitudinal and cyclic lateral load performance of reinforced and 
prestressed concrete members. The main conclusion from these tests {4.10 - 4.16) 
is that structural integrity of such members can be maintained, even under severe 
earthquakes, providing detailing of the transverse reinforcement is performed in 
accordance with the New Zealand Concrete Code (4.17). 
The Code (4.17) specifies that transverse reinforcement should be provided 
to satisy three requirements: 
(i) The lateral restraint of longitudinal reinforcement; 
{ii) The prevention of shear failure in the member; and 
{iii) The confinement of concrete,so as to guarantee its ductile performance. 
FIG. 4.1 
FIG. 4. 2 
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·Dealing with the implication of each of the above three requirements for steel-
encased reinforced concrete piles: 
(i) Longitudinal reinforcing bars are unlikely to buckle, since the presence 
of the steel tube means that the cover concrete (i.e. concrete between the 
'tube and spiral reinforcement) cannot spall. Hence even at large values 
of longitudinal-compression strain the concrete surrounding the bars will 
restrain bar buckling. For the tube the internal concrete has been shown 
(see Chapters 2 and 3) to result in stabilising of tube local buckling. 
(ii) The presence of shear force is unlikely to significantly affect the flexural 
performance of steel-encased reinforced concrete members, since tests of 
empty tubes (see previous section) have shown that the tube can sustain a 
shear force of up to 28% of its theoretical capacity (under pure shear) 
without significantly influencing the flexural capacity of the tube. 
(iii) For piles a typical level of longitudinal-compression load is O.lf~ 
(Ac+ At). For reinforced concrete members, under this longitudinal load, 
the Code (4.17) would typically require a ps (volumetric ratio of 
transverse steel to concrete core) of just less than 0.01. For prototype 
piles, the largest value of casing D/t ratio used is 180 which corresponds 
to a Ps due to the tube of 0.022. It was shown previously (see Section 
2.2.6.2) that in concrete-filled tubes with large casing D/t ratios, at 
large strains under longitudinal-compression load the tube is acting 
predominantly in a hoop-tension stress role in a similar fashion to an 
equivalent volume of closely spaced spiral reinforcement. Thus even for the 
thinnest-walled prototype concrete-filled tube, at the low level of 
longitudinal load typical for piles, the level of confining stress on the 
concrete is of the order of twice that provided in conventionally designed 
reinforced concrete members (4.17). Thus the tube should more than 
adequately confine the core concrete. 
4.2.3 Steel-Encased Reinforced Concrete Members Under Longitudinal and Cyclic 
Flexural Loading 
As discussed in Chapter 2, an extensive amount of research concerning steel-
encased concrete members under longitudinal-compression load has been performed. 
However relatively little work has been undertaken concerning the response of such 
members to lateral load. -
Research of direct relevance to flexural loading has generally-consisted of 
longitudinal-compression loading which was monotonically and eccentrically applied. 
Bridge (4.18), Furlong (4.19) and Knowles (4.20) have tested members with square 
sections under such loading, while Neogi et al (4.21), Knowles (4.20) and Furlong 
(4.19) have investigated circular sections. Design methods for longitudinal load-
moment interaction taking into account the effect of member·slenderness have been 
formulated by Furlong (4. 22) and the British Steel Corporation. (4. 23). A literature 
review revealed the only previous study of the performance of steel-encased 
reinforced concrete members to longitudinal load and cyclically varying load, 
simulating seismic attack of piles, was the preliminary study (4.24) to this 
investigation. Since the preliminary investigation was of direct relevance to the 
investigation presented in this chapter, a brief review of the preliminary 
inve1:'tigation is provided below. 
In the preliminary investigation (4.24) six half-scale models of circular-
sectioned steel-encased reinforced concrete members were tested, with a constant 
level of longitudinal-compression load and a cyclically varying midspan lateral 
load. The longitudinal load was of a magnitude to represent the dead and 
earthquake vertical loads from a bridge superstructure on the pile, while the 
lateral load was representing horizontal seismic loading of the pile. However as 
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shown in Fig. 4.2, this is strictly not an accurate representation of the bending 
moment and shear force distributions which are likely to exist in a prototype 
pile. The model piles can be considered to have been more severely tested than 
prototype piles, since when the suitably scaled results from the models are 
applied to prototypes: 
(i) The level of shear force present in the plastic hinge zone of the prototype 
is negligible when compared with that applying to the model. For example, 
at the position of peak moment in the prototype, the shear force is zero. 
(ii) In the vicinity of the section of maximum moment, the moment gradients are 
relatively large and small for the model and the prototype respectively. 
Thus taking into account scale effects, the plastic hinge length will be 
larger for the prototype than the model. Thus at a given value of load-
level displacement the critical section in the prototype will be subjected 
to a lower level of curvature and hence damage, than will the critical 
section in the model. 
(iii) In the prototype, the presence of soil may help to stabilise local 
buckling of the tube. This effect is not simulated in the model, 
Test units had an overall length of 3.9 m, casing diameter D of 360 mm and 
thickness t of 5 mm (casing D/t ratio= 72). Test unit details are given at the 
end of the chapter in Table 4.1. Thus the test series enabled the significance of 
the· level of longitudinal load, inclusion or exclusion of an internal reinforcing 
cage, and the casing anchorage of the critical sections to be investigated. Hysteresis 
loops for the test units are given in Fig. 4.3. Theoretical predictions to behaviour 
as discussed later in this section are also shown in Fig. 4.3. 
Satisfactory behaviour was observed in all six tests, in terms of the 
" performance criteria used in New Zealand. The first criterion (4.25) which is part 
of seismic design philosophy for ductile bridge systems is that significant· strength 
degradation does not occur between displacement ductility factors {ratio of 
displacement to displacement at yield of structure) of µ = 1 and 6, The second 
criterion is contained in the New Zealand Loadings Code for Buildings (4.26). 
This criterion requires four complete cycles to µ = ± 4 (equivalent to a 
cumulative displacement ductility level of ~\µI 32), with strength degradation 
not exceeding 20% of the maximum strength attained. 
For units 1-4 (see Table 4.1) which contained casing which was well anchored 
at the critical flexural sections, overstrength of approximately 22% was available 
above the ideal strength (indicated as Hi in Fig. 4.3) taking into account P-6 
effect. For this purpose, ideal strength was calculated by a strain compatibility 
approach, with the casing assumed to act as an equivalent array of reinforcing bars 
around the perimeter of the concrete core. The measured steel yield strengths, 
concrete cylinder strength, an ultimate compression strain of 0.003, a rectangular 
stress block·for concrete in compression, and a linear distribution of longitudinal 
strain across the section were used in calculating this ideal ·strength. An example 
of these calculations is given in Ref. 4.24. 
For units 5 and 6 which possessed inadequately anchored casing at the 
critical flexural sections, ideal strength was assessed as for units 1- 4 except 
that the contribution of the casing was ignored. This was· in accordance with the 
Commentary to Clause 12.5,2.l of the New Zealand Concrete Code (4.17). For these 
two units, an overstrength of 78% was available above the ideal strength taking into 
account P-6 effect. 
The level of longitudinal load modified the available flexural strength in a 
similar fashion to that found in reinforced concrete (i.e. since the levels of 
longitudinal-compression load were small, increasing the longitudinal load increases 
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·the flexural strength). In reinforced concrete columns, the level of longitudinal 
load significantly affects the ductility characteristics of the member. In these 
tests of steel-encased reinforced concrete members, this was not evident because 
the tubes, which occupied 5.6% of the volume of the member, were more than capable 
of providing the confinement to the concrete which is necessary for ductile 
perfor~ance. Internal longitudinal reinforcement increased the flexural strength, 
but internal transverse reinforcement did not significantly enhance the ductility 
of .the test units since the confining effect of the reinforcement was small when 
compared with that of the tube. 
In the preliminary study, the difficulties in theoretically modelling behaviour 
were described, in particular the uncoupling of the concrete-confining role of the 
tube which results in hoop-tension stress and the direct response of the tube to 
longitudinal and flexural loading, which results in longitudinal stress in the tube. 
ror units 1-4 which had continuous casing, moment-curvature analyses for monotonic 
loading based on theoretical upper and lower bound approaches were found to bracket 
closely the experimental response (see Fig. 4.3). In .the theoretical upper bound 
approach it was assumed that the casing could develop simultaneously its uniaxial 
longitudinal stress-longitudinal strain characteristics in resisting flexural and 
longitudinal loads, and in addition the tube was assumed to act as an equivalent 
volume of closely spaced spiral reinforcement with the resulting benefits to concrete 
strength and ductility. Thus this upper bound approach crudely allowed for the·effect 
of concrete-tube lateral interaction on the stress-strain response of the tube in 
the longitudinal and hoop directions. However from the results of Chapters 2 and 
3, the upper bound approach could be expected to give a good approximation to 
overall behaviour under flexural load, since under tensile and compressive 
longitudinal stress lateral interaction enhances and reduces respectively the 
longitudinal strength of the tube in a crudely self-compensating fashion, In the 
theoretical lower bound approach it was assumed that the tube had its uniaxial 
longitudinal stress-.longitudinal strain characteristics in resisting flexural and 
longitudinal loads, and the concrete behaviour was unmodified by the presence of 
the tube. Similar moment-curvature analyses of units 5 and 6 which had discontinuous 
casing showed that a large proportion of the observed 78% overstrength was due to 
the presence of the tube which had been ignored in calculating the ideal strength of 
these units, since the tube develops longitudinal-compression stress in end-bearing 
and also provides confinement to the concrete. 
Although satisfactory seismic performance was observed in all of these test~, 
for the four test units with continuous casing, local buckling of the tube was 
observed at displacement ductility levels of µ ~ 4. This resulted in some 
degradation of performance as plastic rotation concentrated at the local buckles, 
which had a longitudinal extent of approximately 30 mm. This concentration of local 
buckling resulted in a large curvature ductility demand at the critical flexural 
sections. 
As mentioned previously in Chapter 1, for non-seismic (i.e. monotonic loading) 
design, the New Zealand Concrete Code (4.17) has a requirement for the minimum 
thickness of steel tubes in composite columns: 
t ~ D j ds1 (4.1) 
This criterion is based on the attainment of yield stress in an empty tube under 
monotonic longitudinal-compression load before local buckling forms. The tests of 
Sakino et al (2.41) which were described previously in Section 2.2.6.2, had 
D = 100 mm, t = 0.52 mm (D/t = 192), cry= 244 MPa, Es= 205000 MPa and concrete 
with f~ of either 18 MPa or 37 MPa. The above value of t violates equation 4.1 
which would require that t ~ 1,22 mm should be used. However despite the presence 
of local buckling, as shown previously in Fig. 2.16, reasonably ductile.behaviour was 
obtained in these tests and the ultimate loads, P~xp, attained were appreciably in excess 
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of the sum of the unconfined strength of the concrete, 
strength of the tube, oyAt. For the tests with f' 
C 
1.38 
while for tests with f~ = 37 MPa: 
1.24 
and the yield 
Thus from this evidence, equation 4.1 is an unnecessary restriction on steel-
encased concrete members subjected to monotonic loading (i.e. non-seismic 
applications), 
However it was of interest to establish if equation 4.1 was appropriate for 
the more severe case of seismic loading. In the six model tests conducted in the 
preliminary investigation (4.24): D = 360 mm, t = 5 mm (D/t = 72), cry= 370 MPa 
and Es= 205000 MPa, Thus from equation 4,1, t should have been greater than 
or equal to 5.4 mm. Hence from the sound performance of these models, equation 
4.1 was established to be conservative for seismic design, at least for the low 
levels of longitudinal-compression load (P < 0.3f;(Ac + At)) which are present 
in. piles. 
The tests performed in the preliminary investigation indicated satisfactory 
ductility and predictable flexural strengths, However the applicability of the 
results was limited due to the single value of D/t = 72 which was investigated. 
One of the recommendations of the preliminary study was that additional tests be 
carried out of units with casing D/t ratio encompassing the entire range (60 - 180) 
commonly used in practice. 
4.3 DESIGN OF THE MODEL PILES 
4,3,l Test Rig 
The test rig illustrated in Fig. 4.4 was used for testing. the model piles. 
This rig was designed and first used by Ang et al (4.12). For this series of 
tests minor alterations were necessary to cope with the changes in section diameter 
that occurred from test to test, as the rig had been originally designed for test 
units with a diameter of 400 mm. Vertical longitudinal loads were applied by a 
± 10 MN capacity DARTEC universal testing machine and horizontal lateral loads 
were applied by a± 500 kN MTS actuator. Without reblocking the actuator was 
limited to displacements of± 75 mm, although larger displacements could be achieved 
by unloading and subsequently reblocking the actuator. From Fig. 4.4 it can be 
seen that the actuator also induces vertical longitudinal loads in the test units 
through the inclined arms of the loading frame. Thus to maintain a constant nett 
longitudinal load on the unit during testing it was necessary to adjust the DARTEC 
longitudinal load as the MTS horizontal load varied. 
The test rig was the same as that used in the preliminary study (4.24) to 
this investigation. Thus the same observations concerning the shear force and 
bending moment distributions on model and prototype apply. In particular, the 
loading system on the model can be considered to be more severe than that present 
on q prototype pile which is subjected to horizontal inertia loads through the 
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4.3.2 Test Unit Dimensions 
The maximum lateral force of± 500 kN and the 3.9 m maximum height of the 
test units were the factors which limited the dimensions of the test units. The 
bending moment distribution (see Fig. 4.2) on the model was designed to produce 
critical sections, in the pile, at the top and bottom faces of the concrete loading 
block close to the midheight of the test unit. Thus from consideration of 
equilibrium at the faces of the concrete loading block, the moment capacity of the 
test units could not exceed 400 kNm (= HL/2 from Fig. 4.2, where H = 500 kN, L 
1.6 m) plus ahy secondary moments from P-A effect. 
One of the conclusions reached in the preliminary study (4.24) to this 
investigation, was that anart from its effect on flexural strength the level of 
longitudinal-compression load on the· pile was not an important parameter. Thus it was 
decided that for the ser~es of tests described subsequently in this chapter, a load of 
0,lf~(Ac + At) would be used. This load is typical of the small loads generally 
present on bridge piles, due to soil bearing stress considerations. 
Since prototype piles have generally been constructed with 60 ~ D/t ~ 180, 
it was decided to test 7 model piles with nominal tube D/t ratios of 30, 60, 90, 
120, 150, 180 and 210 to investigate the effect of the tube O/t ratio on seismic 
behaviour. Two other units which simulated the effect of a circumferential 
discontinuity in the casing in the plastic hinge zone of the pile were also tested. 
As discussed previously in Section 1.2.3, a discontinuity in the casing could be 
present due to poor workmanship in the welding together of adjacent lengths of tube. 
For these models the discontinuities were located at distances of 200 mm above and 
beneath the concrete loading block as shown in Fig. 4.4. In the models with 
discontinutities, a tube diameter of 400 mm and thickness of 5 mm (D/t = 80) were 
used. Table 4. 2 gives the values of D,t, nominal and actual D/t ratio, and scale 
factor used in the nine model tests. The average scale factor utilised was 0.42 
which was felt to be large enough to avoid severe distortion of behaviour between 
model and prototype. 
tube. 
Test unit 1 was constructed using a mild steel hot-formed seamless boiler 
The tubes used in units 2-9 were specified to be made from mild steel plate 
which was cold-rolled into a circular shape and then welded along a longitudinally 
running seam. Due to variations between test units in the amount of cold-working 
and in tube wall thickness, it was not possible to ensure that all units had the 
same material properties. 
Units 1-5, 8 and 9 contained a continuous length of tube throughout their 
height. Units 6 and 7 were made from three lengths of tube, with nominal tack-
welding connecting the lengths of tube together at the two positions of circumferential 
discontinuity. The tack welding was present to facilitate the concentric alignment of 
the three lengths of tube during construction. 
and E s 
For concrete-filled tubes with assumed mild steel properties of a = 300 MPa y 
200 000 MPa, equation 4.1 implies that the design longitudinal stress in 
the tube should be less than the yield stress for test units 3,· 4, 5, 8 and 9 which 
all had casing D/t ratios in excess of 73. For units 6 and 7 which contained 
circumferential discontinuities in the tubes, clearly the tube is not able to 
contribute fully to flexural strength of the composite member at the discontinuity. 
However, in practice end-bearing of the tube either side of the discontinuity, and 
the confinement offered to the concrete by the tube at the discontinuity, will 
increase the flexural strength of the member above that calculated ignoring the 
presence of the tube. 
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4.3.4 Longitudinal Reinforcement 
Figure 4.5 and Table 4.3 show the reinforcing cage details for units 1-9. 
Longitudinal reinforcing bars occupied approximately 1.1% of the gross section 
area. This percentage was considered to be typical of that used in prototype 
piles .. The cover dimensions,from the outside of the reinforcing cage to the 
inside of the casing, in the test units generally modelled a prototype value of 
50 mm. The longitudinal reinforcing bars used in the test units were D16 
(deformed bars of 16 mm diameter) which modelled the D32 bars used typically in 
prototype piles. The longitudinal reinforcing bars and the tubes were welded 
on to 10 nun thick endplates at the top and bottom of the test units. This was 
to ensure sound anchorage of the tube and the longitudinal reinforcing bars during 
the subsequent testing. 
4.3.5 Transverse Reinforcement 
From the results of the preliminary investigation (4.24), it was clear 
that spiral reinforcement inside the tubes made little difference to the performance 
of the test units. Nevertheless for units 1-5, 8 and 9 spiral reinforcement, in 
the potential plastic hinge zone (the length of which is defined later in this 
sectio~), was provided conservatively in accordance with the confinement requirements 
of the New Zealand Concrete Code {4.17). This requires the volumetric ratio of 
transverse confining reinforcement (ps) to be not less than the greater of the 
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( 4. 4) 
total section area of the concrete inside the tube 
section area of concrete to the outside of the spiral reinforcement 
yield strength of spiral reinforcement 
area of spiral reinforcement 
centre to centre pitch of spiral reinforcement 
outside diameter across the spiral reinforcement 
capacity reduction factor (see Ref. 4.17). 
In using equations 4.2 and 4.3, nominal values off;= 28 MPa and cryh = 316 MPa were 
assumed. The longitudinal load ratio P/(f~(Ac + At)) was ~qual to 0.1 and cj, was 
taken as O. 7 5. This value of <j> was taken in accordance with an early draft of the 
Code (4.17) .. In the final form of the Code a value of 0.9 is specified for columns 
complyingwith,equations 4.2 or 4.3. However this discrepancy in the design makes 
less than 5% difference to ps and thus is unlikely to be significant. 
Units 6 and 7 possessed circumferential discontinuities ~n the casing. 
Spiral reinforcement for unit 7 was designed at a spacing of 110 nun, which was in 
accordance with equations 4.2 and 4.3. However on the basis that the tube would 
adequately confine the concrete, unit 6 was arbitrarily designed with spiral 
reinforcement at a greater spacing of 200 nun. 
The preliminary tests (4.24) of concrete-filled tubes, with D/t = 72, had 
indicated that the presence of shear force resulted in strains very much less than 
the yield strain. Thus in the subsequent series of tests, it was decided not to 
follow the provisions of the Concrete Code (4.17) for designing transverse 
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reinforcement to resist shear forces. The Code also limits the pitch of spiral 
reinforcement to the smaller of D/5, 6db (where db is the diameter of the 
longitudinal reinforcing bars) or 200 mm. No attempt was made to comply with 
these requirements, which are primarily designed to prevent bar buckling in 
reinforced concrete members, since in steel-encased reinforced concrete members 
there is little likelihood of bars buckling as the cover concrete is kept in 
place by the outside steel casing. 
Spiral reinforcement outside the potential plastic hinge zone was spaced 
at the large~ of D/2 or the spacing in the potential plastic hinge zone. A length 
of 2 pile diameters plus 400 mm (which was the length of the concrete loading block) 
at the centre of the test units was defined as the potential plastic hinge zone. 
For some test units (i.e. those with D > 320 mm), this violated the Concrete Code 
(4.17) criterion that sections where moments exceed 80% of the moment at the 
critical flexural section should be detailed as part of the potential plastic 
hinge zone. This criterion was not followed as from the preliminary investigation 
(4.24) the plastic rotation was observed to concentrate at the local buckles over 
a very short length adjacent to the concrete loading block. 
Table 4.3 and Fig. 4.5 also summarise the spiral reinforcement details. 
The RlO bars (plain bars of 10 mm diameter) that were used modelled R16 bars which 
are typically used in prototype piles. Table 4.3 also indicates the dominance of 
the tube over the spiral reinforcement, since for a thick-walled tube (e.g. unit l 
with D/t = 34) ps for the tube is 21.7 times ps for the spiral, while for a 
thin-walled tube (e.g. unit 9 with D/t = 214) ps for the tube is 3.2 times ps 
for the spiral. 
Where necessary adjacent spiral reinforcement windings were lapped and 
welded together over a length of 100 mm. Laps were restricted to areas outside 
the potential plastic hinge zone. 
4.3,6 Concrete Loading Blocks 
For units 1-5, 8 and 9 loading was intended to produce critical flexural 
sections in the pile at the top and bottom faces of the concrete loading block, 
while for units 6 and 7 critical flexural sections were expected at the positions 
of casing discontinuity. However as shown in Fig. 4.2, the maximum moment on the 
test unit occurs within the zone of the loading block. Thus to achieve the 
desired unobtrusive behaviour of the block, the block was constructed using high 
strength concrete (f~ .: 40 MPa) and a large quantity of reinforc.ing steel. 
In the preliminary investigation (4.24) to this investigation, 024 hoop 
reinforcement was placed within the concrete loading block. On the basis of a 
steel truss mechanism distributing the concentrated forces from the MTS 
actuator through the block into the model pile, this hoop reinforcement was 
theoretically strong enough for the anticipated loading. However as testing had 
proceeded, large cracks had developed in the concrete loading block, and in one 
of the test ·units failure of the block had occurred. 
For this subsequent series of tests, a large amount of smaller diameter 
D10 and D20 reinforcement was placed in the block surrounding the pile, with the 
aim of controlling cracking in the block as well as providing adequate strength 
for the resistance of the concentrated loads applied by the MTS actuator to the 
test unit. A typical arrangement of reinforcing steel within the concrete 
loading block is shown in Fig. 4.6. For simplicity of construction the 
reinforcing steel was placed surrounding but not through the model pile. This 
meant that the length of model pile surrounded by the concrete loading block 
was relatively free to slide inside the block due to limited bond between the 
concrete and the steel tube. 
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4.4 CONSTRUCTION OF THE TEST UNITS 
Construction of the steel-encased reinforced concrete test units was achieved 
with relative ease when compared with the equivalent reinforced concrete or 
pretensioned concrete alternatives. The steel tube acted as formwork for the bulk 
of each.unit, and the only special formwork necessary was that used to form the 
concrete loading block. 
A commercial steel fabricator rolled and welded the tube steel to the required 
form and bent.all reinforcement to a specified schedule. The construction sequence 
was then as follows: 
(i) The reinforcing cages were tied. 
(ii) Electrical resistance strain gauges required for the reinforcing bars were 
placed on the outside of the cage,to lessen the risk of subsequent damage 
when concrete was poured through the inside of the cage. 
(iii) For units 6 and 7 which had the casing in three lengths, small tack welds 
connecting the adjacent lengths of tube together were made at the two 
positions of casing discontinuity. This was done to align the casing for 
the subsequent stages of construction. 
(iv) The reinforcing cages were then placed inside the tubes with tack-welded 
blocks to maintain the appropriate cover between the cages and the tube. 
(v) A 10 mm thick endplate was then welded onto the end of the casing and the 
reinforcing cage that was to be at the base of the test unit during concrete 
pouring. 
(vi) The tubes, of 50 mm inside diameter, to locate the pin connections with the 
loading frame, were then inserted and welded to the test unit. 
(vii) Wiring for the strain gauges, which were located on the reinforcing cage, 
was passed through a number of 25 mm diameter holes in the tube. These 
holes were located approximately 700 mm away from the concrete loading block. 
(viii) The test units were then erected so that their ·1ongitudinal direction was 
vertical, and they were braced against surrounding scaffolding. 
(ix) Concrete was provided by a local ready-mix contractor, and the tubes were 
filled to the top by using six lifts of concrete per test unit. Following 
each lift of concrete, vibration was applied down the middle of the tube. 
(x) The test units were left to cure for a week. Damp hessian was placed over 
the top of the units to prevent·loss of moisture from the concrete. 
(xi) Endplates were welded onto the casing and the longitudinal reinforcement at 
the top of the test units. 
(xii) The test units were then laid so that their longitudinal direction was 
horizontal. Then each unit had the D10 and D20 reinforcement for the 
concrete loading block, tubes for locating the f9ur high strength bolts to 
the MTS actuator, and the surrounding plywood formwork placed in position. 
(xiii) The loading block concrete was poured and vibrated, then screed and later 
floated off. 
(xiv) The loading block concrete was then left to cure for one week with damp 
hessian placed over the exposed concrete. 
(xv) Plywood formwork was stripped and rosettes of electrical resistance strain 
gauges, for measuring strains on the outside of the casing, were fixed in 
position. 
Figure 4.7(a) shows the assembly of a typical reinforcing cage. Typical centre 
block reinforcement and the four tubes for positioning of high strength connecting 
bolts to the MTS actuator are shown in Fig. 4.7{b). 
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FIG. 4. 7a TYPICAL REINFORCING CAGE 
FIG. 4. 7b TYPICAL CONCRETE LOADING BLOCK REINFORCEMENT 
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4.5 INSTRUMENTATION 
4.5.1 Lateral Load and Lateral Displacement 
The lateral load applied to the models was measured by the load cell shown 
in Fig. 4.4. Prior to testing the load cell was calibrated1 using an AVERY 
Uni vers·a1 Testing Machine, to an accuracy of ± l % • 
Lateral deflection and rotation of the concrete loading block relative to 
the pin connections with the lateral load reaction frame were measured using 
300 mm travet Sakae 20 FLP 300 kohm linear potentiometers, as shown in Fig. 4.8. 
4.5.2 Longitudinally Aligned Linear Potentiometers 
For units 1-5, 8 and 9 linear potentiometers with up to 50 mm travel were 
used, as illustrated in Fig. 4.9(a), to enable the distribution of tube longitudinal 
strain and curvature in the vicinity of-the critical sections to be determined. 
These potentiometers were mounted on stands that had been tack-welded onto the 
outside surface of the tube, although for potentiometers NS, SS, N6 and S6 one 
end of the potentiometer was bearing directly on the concrete loading block. 
Thus if the tube slipped through the concrete loading block due to poor bond, then 
the gauge length of potentiometers N5, N6, SS and S6 would effectively be larger 
than the 100 mm indicated in Fig. 4.9(a). 
For units 6 and 7 which had circumferential discontinuities in the tube, 
100 mm travel potentiometers were used as shown in Fig. 4.9(b) to measure separation 
of the tube across the discontinuities. 
The outstands, from the tube surface, and gauge lengths of the linear 
potentiometers given in Fig. 4.9 are the nominal values, the actual dimensions were 
obtained immediately prior to testing. 
4.5.3 Strain Gauges 
Electrical resistance strain gauges were placed on the outside surface of 
the tube and on the reinforcing cage at and in the vicinity of the expected 
critical sections, The preliminary investigation (4.24) in this study had indicated 
that for test units with continuous casing, the critical sections were within the 
zones of tube local buckling approximately 30 mm from the top and bottom faces of the 
loading block. For units 6 and 7 which had circumferential discontinuities in the 
tube 200 mm from the top and bottom faces of the loading block, it was anticipated 
that the critical sections would be at the positions of discontinuity. 
4.5.3,l Outside Surface of the Tube 
Three arrays of strain gauges were used. Test units 1-5 used Array I, units 
8 and 9 used Array II and units 6 and 7 used Array III, These arrays are 
illustrated in Fig. 4.10. The strain gauges used to measure uni-directional strain 
were SHOWA type KFC-5-Cl-ll, gauges arranged in rectangular ·rosettes were SHOWA:type 
N34-FA-2-l20-ll. The rosettes occupied an area of approximately 10 mm x 10 mm, 
and the uni~directional gauges were. approximately 5 mm long. Thus unless the gauges 
were located at a local buckle, strain gradient effects within the area of a rosette 
or a uni-directional gauge were anticipated to be small. 
Strain gauges in Array I enabled the two-dimensional strain field on the· 
outside surfac.e of the tube over a distance ·of 100 mm from both ~he top and bottom 
faces of the loading block to be measured. Array II included the gauges from Array 
I plus additional uni-directional gauges to enable the longitudinal strains on the 
tube surface within the concrete loading block to be measured. In Array III 
48 rosettes were clustered on the outside surface of the tube within 150 mm of 
either of the sections of casing discontinuity, 28 µni-directional gauges were 
also present to enable the longitudinal strain distribution along the length of 
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4.5.3.2 Longitudinal Reinforcement 
Figure 4.11 indicates the position of the strain gauges, SHOWA type N34-FA-2-120-ll, 
that were mounted on the longitudinal reinforcing bars. These gauges were located at 
and in the vicinity of the anticipated critical sections, and for units 8 and 9 also at 
the midheight section. Typically four or five of the reinforcing bars at the chosen 
section were strain-gauged. 
4.5.3.3 Spiral Reinforcement 
The posltion of the strain gauges, SHOWA type N34-FA-2-120-ll, mounted on the 
spiral reinforcement are indicated in Fig.4 .12. These gauges were expected to 
indicate the effectiveness of the spiral reinforcement in resisting shear force and 
confining the concrete. 
4.5.4 Data Acquisition and Reduction 
Voltage readings from the electrical resistance strain gauges and linear 
potentiometers were recorded on punch tape by a Solartron Data Transfer Unit, and 
reduced by a special purpose computer program. To provide a visual indication of 
progress during testing, Hewlett-Packard X-Y plotters were used to monitor the lateral 
load-lateral deflection and lateral load-plastic hinge rotation responses. So that 
lateral' deflection could be accurately monitored during testing, a Hewlett-Packard 
digital voltmeter was wired to the 300 mm travel potentiometer (see Fig. 4.8) at the 
midheight of the concrete loading block. 
4.6 MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
The materials used for the steel-encased reinforced concrete model bridge piles 
were specified to be representative of the materials used currently in the construction 
of prototype bridge piles in New Zealand. 
Samples of reinforcement contained in the concrete loading blocks were not tested, 
as the exact stress-strain characteristics of this steel which was designed to remain 
elastic during testing were not considered to be of importance. 
4.6.l Concrete 
Strengths of the concrete contained in the loading blocks and inside the tubes 
are shown in Table 4.4. The concrete was obtained from a local ready-mix contractor. 
Ordinary Portland Cement was used and the aggregate was a graded greywacke with a 
maximum aggregate size of 13.2 mm. A target strength (at an age of 28 days) of 
28 MPa and a slump of 120 mm were specified for the concrete inside the tubes. High 
strength concrete (f~ ~ 40 MPa) with a slump of 100 mm was specified for the 
concrete inside the loading blocks. 
Cylinder compression (f~) and modulus of rupture (ft) tests were performed. on 
concrete samples 28 days after pouring and at the time of testing the model piles: 
These tests were performed in accordance with New Zealand Standard specifications 
(4.28), The· cylinders had a height of 200 mm and a diameter of 100 mm and the 
blocks used in the modulus of rupture tests had a square 150 mm x 150 mm cross-
section. 
At the time of testing, the concrete inside the tubes had an unconfined 
compression.strength (f~) of 29-31 MPa. The modulus of rupture tests gave an 
average tensile strength of ft= 0.82/f~. 
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4.6.2 Steel Tubes 
Figures 4.13 to 4,16 show plots of stress vs strain obtained from coupon 
tests of tube samples. Each of the plotted stress vs strain curves represents 
the average result from three samples tested in accordance with NZS 3404-1977 
(4.29): Results from three types of test are indicated: 
(i) flat plate, before it was bent into a tube (Flat Plate Sample); 
(ii) restraightened tube, loaded in the longitudinal direction of the 
rolled tube (Longitudinal Sample); and· 
(iii) restraightened tube, loaded in the hoop direction of the rolled tube 
(Hoop Sample). 
4.6.2,1 Unit 1 (see Fig. 4.13) 
Since unit 1 (t = 9.53 mm) was constructed using a hot-formed tube, no .flat 
plate samples were available and it is likely that the actual stress-strain 
characteristics in the longitudinal and hoop directions were similar. The cold-
working which was necessary to restraighten the hoop samples, prior to coupon 
testing, is the main reason for the apparent difference between the responses of 
the longitudinal and hoop samples shown in Fig.. 4 .13. This cold-working 
produces very significant hoop strains which are in the range of 3.0% compression 
to 3.0% tension (from Fig. 3.2, -t/(D-t) ~EH~ t/(D-t)). 
The longitudinal samples had ultimate and yield strengths of 421 MPa and 
295 MPa respectively which are reasonably typical of mild steel, although strain-
hardening commenced at 1.5% strain, which is lower than the 2% to 3% strain 
obtained typically for mild steel. This apparent low strain at commencement of 
strain-hardening could have been due to the inevitable small amount of cold 
working which would have occurred in preparing these samples for testing. 
4.6.2.2 Units 2-7 {see Figs. 4.14 and 4.15) 
The flat plate samples of steel from units 2-7 (t = 3 mm or 5 mm) show 
characteristics typical of mild steel with yield and ultimate strengths of 
approximately 345 MPa and 455 MPa respectively, and a strain at commencement of 
strain-hardening of 3%. 
Samples of the tube which were restraightened, prior to coupon testing, 
in the longitudinal direction of the tube show a lower strain ·at the commencement 
of strain-hardening than do the flat plate samples, due to the inevitable small 
amount of cold-working which would have occurred in preparing these samples for 
testing. 
Restraightened samples tested in the hoop direction of the tube do not 
exhi?it a pronounced yield stress, as a result of cold-working from both the 
original shaping of the tube and the subsequent restraightening for sample testing. 
Hoop strains of up to 1.7% {unit 2, D/t = 60), 1.1% (unit 3, D/t = 90), 0.8% 
(unit 4, D/t = 120), 0.7% (unit 5, D/t = 150), and 1.3% (units 6 and 7, D/t = 80) 
would have been induced by the original shaping of the tube. Thus the w~rk-
hardening effects should be more evident in the test units with small casing D/t 
ratios. Due to the additional work-hardening associated with the restraightening 
of samples tested in the hoop direction of the tube, it is probable that the 
actual stress-strain characteristics of the tube in the hoop direction were 
intermediate between those of the flat plate and the restraightened hoop .samples. 
4.6.2.3 Units 8 and 9 (see Fig. 4.16) 
Units 8 and 9 (t = 1.96 mm) were fabricated from tubes that were much weaker 
than conventional mild steel, as the tensile strength was only approximately 
327 MPa. There was also no evidence of a sharply defined yield point in the 
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units 8 and 9 was more ductile than the steel used in units 1-7, as is shown by 
a comparison of the elongations at fracture. 
4.6.3 Longitudinal Reinforcing Steel 
Figure 4.17 shows the stress-strain response obtained during uniaxial-
tension-load testing of samples of the D16 longitudinal reinforcing steel. Each 
curve plotted represent average result from four tests. Negligible scatter 
occurred between the samples in a given batch. Typical mild steel characteristics 
are exhibited. 
4.6.4 Spiral Reinforcing Steel 
Figure 4.18 shows plots of stress vs strain which were obtained from the 
uniaxial-tension-load testing of samples of the Rl0 spiral reinforcement. Each 
of the indicated curves represents the average of three tests. 
Samples of the Rl0 steel which were taken before the spiral was formed 
show typical mild steel behaviour with low yield and ultimate strengths and a 
strain at commencement of strain-hardening of approximately 3%. Samples of Rl0 
steel that were taken from a restraightened section of a previously formed spiral 
show evidence of extensive work-hardening. It is probable that the actual stress-
strain characteristics of the in-place spiral reinforcement were intermediate 
between those indicated for the straight bar samples and the restraightened bar 
samples. 
4.7 SUMMARY OF TEST UNIT DETAILS 
A summary of the actual test unit details is given in Table 4.5. The values 
of the longitudinal-compression load (P "'O.lf~(Ac + At)) used in the tests are 
also given. 
4.8 TEST PREPARATION AND PROCEDURE 
4,8.1 Test Unit Preparation 
The test rig has already been illustrated in Fig. 4.4.' Full structural 
details of the test frame and a description of the procedure for installing the 
test unit in the rig are contained in the report of Ang et al (4.12). 
4,8.2 Experimental Procedure 
Before testing of the units was commenced, tensile testing of steel samples 
and. compressive testing of concrete samples had been performed, This enabled ·the 
theoretical ultimate flexural strength (Hi) of the units to be calculated in 
accordance with the procedure given in Section 4.2,3, These rules are similar 
to those used in calculating the theoretical ultimate flexural strength of 
reinforced concrete (4.17). 
The·basic pattern of cyclic loading on the test units is shown in Fig. 4.19. 
This pattern consisted of successively one cycle to a displacement ductility factor 
(= ll/lly' where LI= lateral displacement, and fly= yield displacement) ofµ=± 3/4, 
followed by two cycles to each of JJ = ± 2 ·, ·± 4, ± 6 and ± 8. Subsequently, if the 
condition of the test unit permitted dynamic cycling at a frequency of 0.12 Hertz 
and a lateral displacement of± 60 mm was performed. Finally if the test unit was 
still in sound condition, a large displacement pulse (LI "' 140 mm) was applied. 
However it was not always convenient or appropriate to follow the above lateral 
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In determining the deflection l corresponding to a given 
µ , it was necessary to know the value of the yield deflection 
determined from the first cycle of loading (µ = ± 3/4) which 
ductility factor 
8 . This was 
in~olved loading 
firstly 0.75Hi (75% of the theoretical ultimate load) and then to -0.75Hi. The 
yield ~eflection was then calculated from: 
ly = 2/3 (\l+\ + \l-ll (4.5) 
where l+ deflection at lateral load H = 0,75Hi 
-and 8 deflection at lateral load H =-0.75Hi 
to 
It should be noted that the yield deflection calculated in this fashion is larger 
than the deflection at first yield of the steel, and corresponds to the deflection 
at yield for idealised perfectly elastic-plastic response. In this idealised 
response, the elastic stiffness corresponds to the average of the secant stiffnesses 
at experimental lateral loads of H = 3/4Hiand H = -3/4Hi. 
During static testing, the nett longitudinal load (i.e. the sum of the DARTEC 
load plus the load induced by the inclined arms of the MTS reaction frame, (see 
Fig.4.4) on the test unit was kept constant by adjusting the DARTEC longitudinal 
load after every increment of MTS lateral load.Unfortunately, from the point of view 
of consistency with the static testing, it was not possible to adjust the DARTEC-
induced longitudinal load during dynamic testing. Thus the nett longitudinal load 
on the test unit during dynamic testing varied with the level of load in the MTS 
actuator. However the dynamic testing did simulate piles in a twin pile bent under 
horizontal earthquake attack in the direction perpendicular to the axis of the 
bridge, since in this case the longitudinal loads in the piles also vary as the 
horizontal inertia load varies. 
During static testing, testing was load-controlled by increments of 0.25Hi 
for loads of up to± 0.75Hi. At loads of larger magnitude, testing was displacement 
controlled with increments ofµ typically equal to 0.5, up to the level ofµ 
appropriate for that cycle. 
Complete sets of strain gauge and linear potentiometer readings were taken 
at every increment of lateral load for the initial cycle (µ = t 3/4), and then 
subsequently at every new level of lateral displacement as well as at the peaks of 
the subsequent cycles. 
Figure 4.20 shows overall views of the experiment in action. 
4.9 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS - CONTINUOUS CASINGS 
4.9.1 General Observations 
Figures 4.21-4.27 contain photographs of test units 1~s, 8 and 9 after various 
stages of testing. The performance of these test units was strongly influenced by 
the development of local buckl.es in the tube at sections just outside the concrete 
loading block (see Figs. 4.21-4.28). 
For unit 1 (D/t = 34) the local buckling was first perceptible at the first 
excursion toµ= 4. For the other units (D/t ~ 60), local buckling was first 
observed at the peak of the first excursion toµ= 2. Under cyc+ic loading, the 
local buckles formed and then were partially restraightened as the longitudinal 
strain reversed from compression to tension. At the end of static testing when 
the test unit was restraightened to give zero lateral displacement, bulging was 
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(b) TEST UNIT UNDER LARGE LATERAL DISPLACEMENT 
(µ = -10) 
(d) POST-MORTEM TO TEST, CRUSHED 
CONCRETE UNDERLYING ZONES OF 
TUBE LOCAL BUCKLING ' 
FIG. 4 . 21 UNIT 1 (D/t 3 4) 
(a) TEST UNIT AT PEAK DISPLACEMENT 
(µ = -7(ii)) 
(c) CLOSE-UP VIEW OF CRACKED CONCRETE 
LOADING BLOCK AND SEPARATION OF 
CONCRETE LOADING BLOCK FROM THE 
TUBE ON THE SIDE SUBJECTED TO 
LONGITUDINAL-TENSION STRAINS, AT 
PEAK DIS PLACEMENT (µ = -7) 
FIG. 4.22 
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(b) CLOSE- UP VIEW OF LOCAL BUCKLING, 
AT PEAK DISPLACEMENT (µ = -7 ) 
(d) POST-MORTEM TO TEST, CRUSHED 
CONCRETE UNDERLYING ZONES OF 
TUBE LOCAL BUCKLING 
UNIT 2 (D/t 60) 
(a) TEST UNIT AT PEAK DISPLACEMENT 
(µ = -7) 
(c ) HORIZONTALLY EXTENDING FRACTURING 
OF THE TUBE WHICH OCCURRED DURING 
DYNAMIC TESTING 
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(b) CLOSE-UP VIEW OF LOCAL BUCKLING 
AT PEAK DISPLACEMENT (µ = -7(ii)) 
(d) POST-MORTEM TO TEST, CRUSHED 
CONCRETE UNDERLYING ZONES OF 
TUBE LOCAL BUCKLING 
FIG. 4. 23 UNIT 3 (D/t = 90) 
(a) TEST UNIT AT PEAK DISPLACEMENT 
(µ = -7(ii)) 
(c) VIEW OF PLASTIC HINGE AREA AFTER 
DYNAMIC TESTING 
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(b) CLOSE-UP VIEW OF LOCAL BUCKLING 
AT PEAK DISPLACEMENT (µ = -7 (ii)) 
(d) POST-MORTEM TO TEST, CRUSHED 
CONCRETE UNDERLYING ZONES OF 
TUBE LOCAL BUCKLING 
FIG. 4.24 UNIT 4 (D/t = 120) 
(a ) TEST UNIT AT PEAK DISPLACEMENT 
(µ = -6 (ii)) 
(c ) VIEW OF PLASTIC HINGE AREA AFTER 
DYNAMIC TESTING 
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(b) CLOSE-UP VIEW OF LOCAL BUCKLING 
AT PEAK DISPLACEMENT (µ = - 6(ii )) 
(d) POST-MORTEM TO TEST, CONCRETE 
UNDERLYING ZONES OF TUBE LOCAL 
BUCKLING 
FIG. 4 . 25 UNIT 5 (D /t 1 50) 
(a) TEST UNIT AT PEAK DISPLACEMENT 
(µ = -8.7(ii)) 
(c) VIEW OF PLASTIC HINGE AREA AFTER 
DYNAMIC TESTING 
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(b) CLOSE-UP VIEW OF LOCAL BUCKLING AT 
PEAK DISPLACEMENT (µ = -8.7(ii)) 
(d) POST-MORTEM TO TEST, CRUSHED 
CONCRETE UNDERLYING ZONES OF 
TUBE LOCAL BUCKLING 
FIG. 4.26 UNIT 8 (D/t 184) 
(a) TEST UNIT AT PEAK DISPLACEMENT 
(µ = -B ( ii )) 
(c) VIEW OF PLASTIC HINGE ZONE AREA 
AFTER DYNAMIC TESTING 
FIG. 4.27 UNIT 9 (D /t 
, --, 
(b) CLOSE-UP VIEW OF LOCAL BUCKLING 
AT PEAK DISPLACEMENT (µ = -B(ii) ) 
(d) POST-MORTEM TO TEST, CONCRETE 
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Table 4.6 summarises the local buckling details as at the end of static 
testing of the test units. The longitudinal extent of local buckling 2Le and 
the "Outstand" of the peak of the local buckle from its position in an undeformed 
configuration are shown in Fig. 4.28. The experimental results show that the 
outstand of the local buckles tended to increase with decreasing wall thickness 
(or increasing casing D/t ratio). Thus as expected the severity of local 
buckling increases with increasing casing D/t ratio. It is also shown that the 
longitudinal extent of local buckling 2Le varied from 35 to 70 mm. Test units 
with thick t~be walls tended to have a larger longitudinal extent of local 
buckling than did those with thin walls. 
Table 4.6 also contains predictions to the longitudinal extent of local 
buckling 2Le based on the tube wall behaving locally as a column with tangent 
modulus (Et) being that appropriate at the commencement of steel strain-
hardening (see equation 3.12). In Section 3.4.5 this approach was shown to give 
good agreement with the experimental results from longitudinal-compression-load 
tests of thick-walled (D/t = 25.6) concrete-filled tubes. However for test units 
1-5, 8 and 9 which were dominated by flexural behaviour, the use of equation 
3.12 resulted in a substantial underestimate of the experimentally determined 
value~ of 2Le. Thus the presence of a gradient in the distribution of 
longitudinal strain across the section, due to flexure, resulted in an increase 
in the length of local buckling from that predicted under uniform longitudinal-
compression strain conditions. 
Units 1-4, 8 and 9 showed no evidence of' tube fracturing during static 
testing. However in unit 5 (D/t = 150) towards the end of static testing a 
longitudinally extending crack in the casing appeared at the position of a weld 
defect, indicating local failure of the tube under hoop-tension stress. The 
crack eventually extended for 70 mm and was located half-way between the N 
(loading face of test unit) and E (90° around from l.oading face) faces of this 
test unit. 
During dynamic testing due to low cycle fatigue, fracturing which ran 
horizontally through the peaks of the local buckles occurred in test units 3,4,S, 
8 and 9 (D/t ~ 90). Longitudinal splits.~lso developed in ~nits 8 and 9 at 
this stage of testing along longitudinally running welds. 
It was visually obvious at all stages of testing that the plastic 
rotation was concentrating at the regions of local buckling, with the rest of the 
test unit remaining relatively straight and hence relatively elastic. This implied 
the effective plastic hinge lengths (i.e. the zone of concentrated plasticity) 
in the test units was relatively short, and hence the curvature ductility demands 
in the regions of local buckling were very large, as shown later in Section 4.10.1. 
Design of the reinforced concrete loading blocks had been performed with:• 
the intention of making the blocks perform unobtrusively as they tra~s.ferred 
lateral load from the MTS actuator to the model pile. In most of the tests, 
the blocks sustained only minor cracking as intended. However for unit 2, the 
block developed a wide crack (see Fig. 4.22c) and eventually lost its stiffness 
with the result that the performance of this unit degraded severely. It is 
emphasised that this apparent bad performa_n~e was not due to the quality of the 
steel-encased reinforced concrete model pile itself. 
During testing of the units, it was observed that slip was occu~ring 
between the tube and the concrete loading block as a result of. low bond strength 
between the smooth steel tube and the surrounding concrete. This was particularly 
apparent on the side of the tube subjected to longitudinal tension strain (see 
Fig. 4.22c), since Poisson's ratio contraction of the tube would cause the tube 
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· and the loading block to separate. This slip, as discussed later in the chapter; 
meant that it was difficult to ascertain the effective gauge length of the 
longitudinally aligned linear potentiometers (NS, N6, SS and S6; see Fig. 4 .9a) 
bearing on the concrete loading block. 
After testing had been completed, casing at the Nor S faces (positions 
of maximum longitudinal strain under bending) adjacent to the concrete loading 
blocks was removed. This exposed the concrete underlying the regions of local 
buckling which was found to be crushed to a depth of approximately the same length 
as the longitudinal extent of the local buckle (see Figs. 4.21-4.27). Concrete 
outside the regions of the buckled casing had retained its cohesion. However 
Schmidt hammer tests of the exposed concrete within 150 mm of the buckled casing 
indicated concrete compressive strengths of less than 10 MPa compared with the 
original strengths of 29-31 MPa. 
4.9.2 Hysteretic Performance 
Hysteresis loops which show the overall response of test units 1-5, 8 and 
9 to lateral load are given in Figs. 4.29-4.44. Three types of loops are shown: 
(i) Lateral Load vs Lateral Deflection; 
(ii) Lateral Load vs Rotation at top plastic hinge; 
This rotation corresponds to that measured by the pair of linear 
potentiometers N6 and S6 which were mounted just above the concrete 
loading block (see Fig. 4.9a), and 
(iii) Lateral Load vs Rotation at bottom plastic hinge; 
This rotation corresponds to that measured by the pair of linear 
potentiometers NS and SS which were mounted just beneath the concrete 
loading block. 
Although the bulk of the plastic rotation will concentrate at the zones covered by 
potentiometers NS, SS, N6 and S6, it should be noted that as shown later in 
section 4.9.3, some plastic rotation occurred outside these zones. 
The hysteresis loops obtained during static testing were actually quite 
irregular. This was due to relaxation (i.e. reduction in lateral load at a given 
lateral displacement) of the test unit at the end of each increment of testing 
and the longitudinal load adjustment which was also made at the end of each 
increment. For test units left unloaded over a period of time (e.g. overnight) 
creep recovery also caused minor irregularities in the hysteresis loops. These 
irregularities are insignificant as far as the simulation of seismic performance 
is concerned. Consequently the indicated hysteresis loops represent the envelope 
of response for each cycle. 
4.9.2.1 Strength Characteristics 
In the following chapter, a comparison of the experim.entally obtained 
moment-curvature and lateral load-lateral deflection responses of these test uni:ts 
is made with predictions based on moment-curvature analyses. However as mentioned 
previously in Section 4.2.3, theoretical ultimate flexural capacities of steel-
encased reinforced concrete members can be predicted, albeit less exactly, by 
assuming the casing acts as an equivalent array of reinforcing bars and analysing 
in accordance with American Concrete Institute (4.30) or New Zealand (4.17) 
Concrete Code requirements, where for the purpose of direct comparison with 
experiment actual and not nominal material strengths were used. ·For units 8 and 
9, which as shown in Fig. 4.16 possessed casing which lacked a yield plateau in 
its stress-strain response, the actual stress-strain response as determined from 
the coupon tests were used in making these predictions. In Figs. 4.29-4.44, the 
lateral load-lateral deflection hysteresis loops are compared with these 
theoretical ultimate flexural capacities for both positive (H~) and negative 
l 
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The theoretical predictions H: and Hi are functions of lateral 
displacement due to the P-1', effect. Figure 4.45 shows in indeal:ijsed form .a test 
unit under longitudinal load P, lateral load H and lateral displacement A. 
As shown in the diagram there are two contributions to the moment at the plastic 
hinges .. The primary contribution (= O.BH) is due to the lateral load, and the 
secondary contribution (= l.09P.A) is due to the longitudinal load. Under lateral 
load and deflection of the same sign, the P-A effect reduces the resistance of the 
test unit to lateral load, while for lateral load and deflection of opposite signs, 
the P-A effect enhances the resistance of the test unit to lateral load. During 
+ -static loading, the longitudinal load P was kept constant and thus Hi and Hi 
were linear functions of I',. However under dynamic loading, P was varying as 
a function of the MTS actuator load and thus tt: and H. were at this stage non-
1 l 
linear functions of A . 
In general the hysteretic loops show that these model piles performed very 
well at large displacement ductility factors. However there is a trend towards 
degradation of performance as testing proceeds, or between units as the casing 
D/t ratio increases. 
'I'he maximum strength reached in each of the experiments was in excess of 
the theoretical ultimate flexural strength. Figure 4.46 shows the variation of 
test unit overstrength, which is the margin by which the actual strength exceeded 
the theoretical strength, versus the casing D/t ratio. For units 1-5 the percentage 
overstrength decreases from 28% at a casing D/t ratio of 34 to 5% at a casing D/t 
ratio of 150, This trend could be expected because as the casing D/t ratio 
increases, strength enhancement due to steel strain-hardening and concrete confinement 
would decrease. In view of this, it is initially surprising that units 8 and 9 
(casing D/t ratio of 184 and 214 respectively) have overstrengths in excess of the 
overstrengths for units 2-5 (60 ~ D/t ~ 150). 
The reason for these larger overstrength values in units 8 and 9 is the low 
strain at commencement of strain-hardening which occurs in the 1.96 mm thick casing 
of these units as shown in Fig. 4.16. Figure 4.13 shows that the 9.53 mm thick 
casing used in unit 1 also strain-hardens at a lower strain (1.5%) than is normal 
(2% to 3%) in typical New Zealand mild steel. Thus as shown in Fig. 4.46 for 
prototype piles constructed out of typical New Zealand mild steel, the trend of 
overstrength versus casing D/t ratio given by units 2-5 (60 ~ D/t ~ 150) is 
appropriate. 
Ang et al (4.32) have developed an empirical relationship for the overstrength 
of New Zealand designed ductile reinforced concrete members above that predicted by 
using the New Zealand Concrete Code (4.17) method for assessing the theoretical 
ultimate flexural strength, where the actual steel and concrete properties were used 
in calculating this theoretical strength. The relationship predicts that overstrength 
varie_s with the level of longitudinal load. However for a longitudinal load of 
P = O.lf'A (A = gross area of reinforced concrete section) which is the same as 
C g . g 
that used in testing units 1-5, 8 and 9, the overstrength is predicted to be 13%, 
Thus as shown in Fig. 4. 46 for casing D/t ratio > 75, typical steel-encased 
reinforced concrete bridge piles have less overstrength than do New Zealand designed 
ductile reinforced concrete members, while the reverse applies for D/t < 75. 
In calculating the theoretical ultimate flexural strengths of the test units, 
the influence of tube local buckling was ignored, However despite the severe cyclic 
loading conditions, all of the test units exceeded their theoretical strength based 
on the steel tube acting as an equivalent array of reinforcing ba~s, even at high 
ductility levels where tube local buckling was extensive. Since test units had 
casing D/t ratios in the range of 34-214 and the New Zealand (4.17) and American 
Concrete Institute (4.30) Concrete Codes restrict structural use of the casing to 
members with D/t approximately < 80 (see equation 4.1), it appears this 
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4.9.2.2 Seismic Performance Criteria 
Table 4.7 summarises details of the cyclic loading of the test units with 
continuous casing. In this table, the variableµ represents the displacement 
ductility demand based on the midheight displacement of the concrete loading block. 
Variabl~s µTOP and µBOT represent the displacement ductilities for the length 
of the test unit above and .beneath respectively the test unit midheight. 
Figure 4.47 illustrates the method of calculating µTOP and µBOT by allowing 
for the rotation e which in practice occurs at the test unit midheight. Variables 
lµlmax' jµTOPlmax and lµBOTlmax represent the maximum absolute values of 
µ, µTOP and µBOT respectively; while EjµI, EjµToPI and EjµBOTI represent the 
cumulative displacement ductility factors based on µ, µTOP and µBOT respectively. 
As shown in Table 4.7 values of µTOP and µBOT were not obtained during dynamic 
testing. 
Small variations in geometry and material strengths throughout the length 
of the test units results in the two plastic hinges developing in unsymmetrical 
fashion, as shown in exaggerated form in Fig. 4.47, and the hysteresis loops (Figs. 
4.29-4.44). Hence in general µ j µTOP j µBOT" This is reflected in Table 4.7. 
where ~he cumulative displacement ductility factors after static testing in the top 
half of the test units ElµTOPI and the bottom half of the test units EjµBOTI 
are shown. In four of the test units ElµTOPI > EjµBOTI while in three of the 
test units ElµBOTI > EjµTOPI• The average ratio of the larger of EjµTOPI · and 
EiµBOTI to the smaller of EjµTOPI and ElµBOTI is 1.11. Thus in steel-encased 
reinforced concrete model piles the extent of unsymmetrical behaviour is 
relatively small when compared with the grossly unsymmetrical behaviour which has 
been reported (4.12, 4.14-4.16) in similar model tests of reinforced or pretensioned 
concrete members. 
All of the test units were subjected to severe levels of simulated seismic 
lateral displacement. The two performance criteria used in New Zealand {see 
Section 4.2.3) for the simulated seismic testing of ductile structures require 
structural behaviour to be ductile at -1:lJI = 6 and Elµ! = 32 (4 cycles atµ=± 4). 
All units were subjected to cyclic loading which exceeded these values of lµj and 
Elµ!. For example even after the first stage of static testing, a minimum ElµI 
of 50.1 had been imposed on each of the seven test units, while at the completion 
of all stages of testing a minimum EjµI of 110.3 and lµI of 6.07 had been 
imposed. Reference to Figs. 4.29-4.44 shows that ductile behaviour was occurring 
at the end of static testing. Thus these two seismic performance criteria were 
easily satisfied. 
4.9.2.3 Shape of Hystersis Loops 
Figures 4.29-4.32 show the hysteretic performance of unit 1. This unit was 
stronger than had originally been anticipated. Thus in the initial static testing 
cycli~g could only be performed up toµ=± 4, as at that stage the load capacity 
of the MTS actuator was equalled. The subsequent dynamic cycling did not 
appreciably degrade the strength of this unit. Thus to achieve a larger µ, the. 
longitudinal load P was increased from O.lf~(Ac + At) to 0.5f~(Ac +At). Although 
this increase in P had the effect of increasing the theoretical ultimate flexural 
strength of the test unit from 345 kNm to 376 kNm, it also meant that the P-6 
moment was magnified by a factor of 5. Thus it proved possible to displace this 
test unit toµ= -10 (defined in terms of the yield displacement found with the 
original longitudinal load of P = O.lf~(Ac +_At)). Even at this stage, as shown 
in Fig. 4.32, unit 1 was gaining strength in excess of that predicted by Hi 
(allowing for P = 0. Sf~ (Ac + At)). 
The hysteresis loops for unit 1 show the characteristics_ of a compact steel 
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area. Although local buckling occurred during the first cycle toµ=± 4, strength 
and stiffness degradation of the hysteresis loops for unit 1 was minimal. The loops 
also show the characteristics of the Bauschinger effect which results in the 
response becoming non-linear at a comparatively early stage as the lateral load 
reverses. 
In Section 4.9.1, it was commented that large cracks in the concrete loading 
block resulted in the apparent bad performance of unit 2. This is clearly shown in 
Figs. 4.33 and 4.34 where a large loss of strength and stiffness is shown to have 
occurred with each succeeding cycle to magnitudes ofµ equal to or greater than 4. 
It is emphasised again that this apparent bad performance of the test unit,due to 
failure of the loading block,should not be attributed to the model pile itself. 
It was also mentioned in Section 4.9.1 that cracking of the tube extending 
longitudinally along a weld defect occurred during static testing of unit 5. This 
cracking did not appear to significantly influence the static loading hysteretic 
performance of this unit, as can be seen by comparing Figs. 4.37 (unit 4, D/t 
120) and 4.39 (unit 5, D/t = 150). The crack was located at the NE position on 
the section (i.e. 45° around the perimeter from the position (N) where the maximum 
longitudinal strains occur). This is the probable reason for the crack having 
little apparent effect on test unit performance during static testing, since even 
before cracking at the NE position occurred, values of longitudinal-compression 
strain and hence hoop-tension stress would have been relatively low when compared 
with the peak values which occurred at the N position of the section. 
In general the hystersis loops show stable test unit behaviour. However 
as was mentioned in Section 4.9.1, damage tended to concentrate at the two positions 
of local buckling. This is reflected in the lateral load-rotation diagrams obtained 
using potentiometers mounted just above and beneath the concrete loading block. 
In these diagrams, at each succeeding level ofµ the rotation increases markedly, 
and at the second cycle to a given µ the rotations are often larger than at the 
first cycle, which indicates a redistribution of plasticity into the zones of 
local buckling. The load-rotation graphs also show that damage tended to concentrate 
at one of the local buckles in preference to the other, which is in agreement with 
the trend shown in Table 4.7 where it was shown that in general µTOP/ µBOT' 
Units with large casing D/t ratios(e.g. unit 9, D/t = 214) exhibit pronounced 
pinching of the hysteresis loops through the middle ran~e of deflections for the 
cycles to high ductility levels. This pinching is not as pronounced for units with 
small casing D/t ratios.(e.g. ~nit 1, D/t = 34). 
The pinching is clearly caused by the concrete behaviour, as test units with 
large casing D/t ratios are more dominated by concrete behaviour than are test units 
with small casing D/t ratios. Further, the cyclic longitudinal-load testing of 
concrete-filled and empty tubes with thick walls (see Figs.·.3.11 and 3.12) showed 
pinc~ing of the hysteresis loops occurred only in the concrete-filled tube tests. 
It is also apparent from Figs. 4.29 - 4.44 that for cycles to large ductility levels, 
the stiffness of the test units increases markedly as the zero deflection line is 
passed, since at that stage the concrete cracks which opened previously under 
longitudinal-tension stress will be closing and hence longitudinal-compression 
stress can then be transferred through the previously cracked concrete. 
It was reported in Section 4.9.1 that fracturing of the casing extending in 
the longitudinal (units 8 and 9) and hoop (units 3,4,5,8 and 9) directions of the 
tube occurred during dynamic testing. However as shown in Figs. 4.36, 4.38, 4.40, 
4.42 and 4.44, although this resulted in some loss of load-carrying capacity, 
failure of these five units did not occur at this stage. This was because of the 
sound performance of the well-confined reinforced concrete which was underlying the 
fractured casing. 
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For a given test unit little difference was observed when the last cycle of 
static loading was compared with the first cycle of dynamic loading. This was 
because the damage done as testing proceeded offset any possible strength increase 
due to loading going from static to dynamic strain rates. 
4.9.2.4 Energy Dissipation Characteristics 
It is of interest to compare the energy dissipation characteristics of steel-
encased reinforced concrete test units, similar reinforced concrete test units and 
idealised members with elastic-plastic response. Energy dissipation characteristics 
are important for stiff structures which have fundamental periods of vibration less 
than about 0.5 seconds. For such structures the "equal energy" principle governs 
response rather than the "equal displacement" principle (4.25). Thus a stiff 
structure with thin hysteresis loops (low energy dissipating characteristics) will 
be subjected by an earthquake to a larger displacement ductility facto~ than will 
an otherwise identical structure with thick hysteresis loops. This is of significance 
to steel-encased reinforced concrete members, since from Figs. 4.29 to 4.44 test 
units with large casing D/tratioswere shown to have relatively thin hysteresis 
loops when compared with units which had small casing D/t ratios. 
In Fig. 4.48, the lateral load-lateral displacement response of an idealised 
elastic-plastic sy'stem which has been cycled successively toµ = ±3/4, ±2, ±4 1 ±6 
and ±8 is shown. The yield strength of this idealised system was taken to be 
equal to the theoretical ultimate flexural strength at zero displacement Hi of 
the test unit (i.e. overstrength was ignored). The loading, unloading and reloading 
stiffnesses were taken as being equal to the theoretical ultimate strength of the 
test unit divided by the experimentally obtained yield deflection H,/6 . Although 
l. y 
it appears that the P-t effect is ignored by this approach, it should be noted that 
the P-~ effect increases the lateral load capacity for half of each cycle and 
decreases capacity for the other half of each cycle. Thus the P-t effect has no 
influence on the overall energy dissipated in each_cycle. 
For a complete cycle to displacement ductility levels of±µ, the energy 
absorbed by the elastic-plastic system EEP is: 
4 H. 6 (µ - 1) 
l. y ( 4. 6) 
A dimensionless energy dissipation ratio 
dissipated E, in a given test unit, with 
system EEP can be defined as: 
ER which compares the actual energy 
that dissipated by the elastic-plastic 
(4. 7) 
Values of E were obtained using a planimeter to measure the area (proportional 
to E) within each load-displacement loop. 
A plot of the energy dissipation ratio ER versus casing D/t ratio for the 
steel-encased reinforced concrete test units at a · i:: Iµ I of 32 (c2i.rresponding to 
4 cycles at µ = ±4) is given in Fig. 4.49. Also indicated are the results for 
conventionally designed ductile (4.17) reinforced concrete octagonally sectioned 
test units as tested by Ang et al (4.12) and Zahn et al (4.14) which both had 
longitudinal-compression loads of O.lf~Ag. From Fig. 4.49 as the casing D/t 
ratio+ 0 : ER+ 1. This occurs because in a very thick-walled steel-
encased reinforced concrete member, reduction of dissipated energy due to the 
Bauschinger effect is roughly compensated for by an increase in dissipated energy 
due to test unit overstrength. For casing D/t ratio > 100: ER,= 0.6, which is 
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In Fig. 4.50 the energy dissipation ratio ER is plotted against the 
cumulative displacement ductility factor ElµI for the steel-encased reinforced 
concrete and the reinforced concrete test units. In general ER is shown to 
reduce as ElµI and the casing D/t ratio increase. From both Figs. 4.49 and 
4.50 it appears that prototype steel-encased reinforced concrete piles 
(60 ~ D/t ~ 180) have similar energy-dissipating characteristics to conventionally 
designed ductile reinforced concrete columns. 
4.9.3 Distribution of Curvature Along the Length of the Test Units 
Determination of profiles of curvature distribution for the model piles was 
complicated by difficulty in assessing the effective gauge length over which linear 
potentiometers N5, N6, SS and S6 operated, These four potentiometers were mounted 
on the casing via tack-welded stands at one end, and the concrete loading block at 
the other end as was previously shown in Fig. 4.9a where nominal gauge lengths of 
100 mm were indicated for these instruments. 
In Section 4.9.l it was commented that the model piles were observed to be 
slipping through the concrete loading blocks. Referring to Fig. 4.51, consider 
the four points A, B, C and D which were initially on the surface of the tube 
adjacent to either the upper or lower face of the block. Due to slip between the 
concrete loading block and the tube, as bending of the pile occurs, these points 
move to A', B'. C' and D' respectively. Because potentiometers N5, N6, SS and 
S6 were mounted on the block at one end, their effective gauge length was thus 
greater than the nominal gauge length of 100 mm. On the assumption of zero 
friction between tube and block, their effective gauge lengths were taken to be 
300 mm, corresponding to the nominal gauge length (100 mm) plus half the depth of 
the concrete loading block (200 mm). Since all the other linear potentiometers 
were mounted at both ends on stands which were tack-welded to the casing, their 
effective gauge length corresponds to the nominal gauge length of 150 mm indicated 
in Fig. 4.9a. 
The average longitudinal strain over the gauge length of each potentiometer 
was calculated as the deflection indicated by the potentiometer divided by the 
effective gauge length over which the potentiometer was operating. The average 
curvature over the length covered by each pair of potentiometers (e.g. Nl and Sl, 
N2 and S2, etc.) was then calculated by dividing the difference between the 
longitudinal strains at opposite potentiometers by the distance (nominally equal 
to D + 100 mm, see Fig. 4.9a) between the potentiometers. 
Figures 4.52-4.58 show profiles of curvature at the peaks of the first and 
last cycles to each value of displacement ductility µ which were obtained during 
the static testing of units 1-5, 8 and 9 respectively. In these figures the 
implied levels of curvature ductility ratio w/wy are also indicated, where 
w = curvature and w = yield curvature. The values of yield curvature used were y 
those obtained from the moment-curvature analyses described subsequently in 
Chapter 5. Tt should be noted that these yield curvatures are greater, by a 
factor of about 1.13,than the curvatures at first yield of the steel and correspond 
to the elastic curvature at the theoretical ultimate moment for an elastic-plastic 
idealisation of moment curvature behaviour. 
Curvature ductility factors with magnitudes of up to 20 are indicated to 
have occurred_during static testing. However, plastic rotation had been observed 
to concentrate in the regions of local buckling which had longitudinal extents in 
the range of 35-70 mm (see Table 4.6), while as mentioned earlier in this section 
the effective gauge length of the potentiometers (NS, N6, SS and S6) in the zones 
of the local buckles was 300 mm. Thus the peak values of curvature ductility 
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the actual peak values. However the figures do indicate that on average 
significant plasticity (~/~y ~ 1) occurred over the central 44% (a length of 
1700 mm) of the test units. The unsymmetrical nature of plastic hinging is also 
indicated in these figures. Redistribution of curvature, between the first and 
last cycles at a given level of µ, into the zones where local buckling occurs 
is apparent particularly for units 2-5, 8 and 9 at the higher ductility levels. 
This indicates some degradation of performance as cyclic loading proceeded. 
4.9.4 Distribution of Longitudinal-Compression Strains Along the Length 
of the Test Units 
In Figs. 4.59-4.61 representative distributions of longitudinal-compression 
strain on the casing surface in the vicinity of the regions of local buckling 
are shown for units 1, 4 and 9 respectively. Two methods of strain measurement 
are shown. 'l'he first method used electrical resistance strain gauges located 
on the outside surface of the tube on the principal loading diameter, at the 
positions shown.in Fig. 4.10. The second method interpolated the longitudinal 
strain between opposing linear potentiometers back to the surface of the tube. 
At low displacement ductility factors (µ ~ 2 for units 2-5, 8 and 9; 
andµ~ 4 for unit 1) before local buckling became significant, the strain 
gauges should give a good indication of local strain. However at high µ, local 
buckling often resulted in erratic gauge readings since large strain gradients 
occur in the vicinity of the bulging. At all values of µ linear potentiometers 
mounted away from the block (Nl-N4, Sl-S4, N7-Nl0 and S7-Sl0) gave reliable 
indications of strain. However the difficulties mentioned previously in 
assessing the effective gauge length (assumed to be 300 mm compared with the 
nominal 100 mm) over which the four potentiometers (NS, SS, N6 and S6) mounted 
against the loading block operated meant that strains calculated from these four 
potentiometers were of dubious quality. 
The longitudinal strain distributions present a sometimes confused and 
contradictory indication of the value and position of the maximum longitudinal-
compression strain. However in general atµ= ±2, the strain gauges indicated 
a peak strain of roughly twice that given by the linear potentiometers which were 
adjacent to the block. For unit 1 this observation is roughly correct throughout 
static testing. Thus for unit 1 a maximum longitudinal-compression strain, 
assessed by the strain gauges, of approximately 3.5% was present atµ= -10. 
For units 2-5, 8 and 9 at. Iµ I > 2 the longitudinal-compression strains 
indicated by strain gauges were in general substantially lower than those 
indicated by potentiometers. In some cases the strain gauges indicated tensiie 
strains, probably due to local buckling effects. Thus for these six units at 
high levels of µ, the potentiometers give the more reliable measure of longitudinal 
strain. However as local buckling occurred over a length considerably shorter 
than the gauge length of the four potentiometers adjacent to the block, it is likely 
that the actual maximum longitudinal-compression strains were at least twice as 
large (cf. unit 1) as the 2-3% indicated by the potentiometers. 
Figure 4,61 indicates that although longitudinal-compression strains 
inside the block were often in excess of yield strain, these strains were usually 
lower than those outside the block. Thus penetration of tube longitudinal-
compression strain inside the block was at least partially restrained by friction 
between the block and the tube. 
4.9.5 Distribution of Longitudinal-Tension Strain Along the Length of 
the Test Units 
In Fig. 4.62 representative distributions of longitudinal-tension strain 
on the casing surface in the vicinity of the two regions of loc~l buckling are 
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evident from the strain gauge results that a substantial penetration of 
longitudinal-tension strain into the block occurs, with strains of up to four 
times the yield strain being measured in this region. 
At displacement ductilities µ of ±2 peak strains obtained from linear 
potentiometers were similar in magnitude to those indicated by strain gauges 
w~ich shows that the assumed gauge length of 300 mm for potentiometers NS, SS, 
N6 and S6 is reasonable. At higher levels of jµj, strains indicated by 
potentiometers were usually larger than those measured by strain gauges. At 
this stage the local buckles were affecting the strain gauge results, since 
the local buckles were not completely straightening-out under strain reversal. 
Thus the potentiometers give a more realistic, although probably low, estimate 
of the peak longitudinal-tension strain. In units 1-5, 8 and 9 a maximum 
longitudinal··tension strain of approximately 2.5%, as indicated by potentiometers, 
was reached by the end of static testing. 
4.9.6 Confining Strains on the Casing Outer Surface 
Representative distributions of confining strain (EH+ 0.3EL) on the 
casing outer surface are given in Figs. 4.63 and 4.64 for units 1 and 9 
resp~ctively. In the elastic range, hoop stress oH can be calculated from 
the hoop strain EH' longitudinal strain EL' Young's Modulus Es and Poisson's 
ratio vs (s 0.3) as was given in equation 2.12. Thus oH is proportional to 
(EH+ 0.3EL). In the plastic range and under cyclic loading conditions, the 
simple constitutive equation 2.12 does not apply. Nevertheless in Figs. 4.63 
and 4.64 distributions of confining strain (EH+ 0.3EL) are given as an index 
to describe the growth of hoop stresses in the casing. For comparative purposes, 
yield strain Ey (= o /E) is also indicated on these figures. y s 
Strain rosettes located at the N and S extremities of the diameter of the 
section parallel to the loading direction indicated very large values of 
confining strain when compared with rosettes located at the E and W extremities 
of the perpendicular diameter. This could be expected as concrete dilatancy and 
tube local buckling which result in large hoop stresses increase as the level of 
longitudinal-compression strain increases. 
Strain rosettes located only 30 mm from the upper or lower faces of the 
concrete loading block were, as can be seen from Table 4.6, either on or adjacent 
to the crest of the local buckles. At these two sections, the confining strains 
were as large as 6%. However rosettes located 100 mm from the block showed 
considerably smaller strains. This is further evidence that the plastic 
deformation was concentrating at the local buckles. 
4.9.7 Strains in the Spiral Reinforcement 
Representative distributions of strain in the spiral reinforcement for 
units 1, 4 and 9 during static loading are shown in Figs. 4.65-4.67 respectively. 
·In these units the spiral reinforcement has two main roles. The first role 
was.that of helping to confine the concrete in the regions where longitudinal 
and lateral loads combine to result in large values of longitudinal-compression 
strain. The second role was that of helping to increase the shear capacity of, 
the section. Shear force is predominantly resisted close to the neutral axis 
of the section. Thus the confining and shear roles were assumed to be 
uncoupled as shown in Figs. 4.65-4.67. 
In general the results show that the spiral reinforcement was more highly 
stressed in its confinement role than in its shear role. For all units, yield 
strain Ey was attained and exceeded at the confinement positi~ns. 
the largest recorded strain at the shear positions was 0.75Ey. 
However 
The distributions of strain along the confinement positions show that the 
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buckles (Table 4.6 indicates that the local buckles were all located within 70 mm 
of the concrete loading block). Strain outside the local buckles along the 
confinement positions reduces abruptly as distance from the local buckle increases. 
This again emphasises that plasticity concentrates over a very short region in the 
vicinity of the local buckles. 
The strain distributions along the shear positions show a zig-zag pattern 
which does not build to a peak, and is relatively random over the strain-gauged 
region. Since the spiral reinforcement was not yielding in its shear role, it is 
clear that the concrete and the casing were more than capable of resisting the 
applied shear force. 
4.10 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS - CONTINUOUS CASINGS 
4.10.l Estimating Maximum Curvature and Longitudinal Strains 
In the preceding sections comments have been made on the difficulties 
in accurately assessing the maximum values of curvature and longitudinal strain 
in the test units. However there was shown to be strong experimental evidence 
that the plastic rotations were to a large degree concentrated at the regions of 
local, buckling. 
In this section for displacement ductility levels up to those at which 
local buckling was first observed (µ = 4 for unit 1, µ = 2 for units 2-5, 8 and 
9), it is assumed that deformations measured by linear potentiometers N5, N6, 
SS and S6 were occurring uniformly over the effective (300 mm) gauge length of 
these instruments. At higher ductility levels, these assumptions are also 
followed in assessing longitudinal-tension strain, but in assessing the peak 
values of longitudinal-compression strain it is assumed that all of the 
deformation indicated by the potentiometers occurred uniformly over a gauge 
length which was equal to the longitudinal extent 2Le of local buckling (see 
Table 4.6). At very large values of displacement ductility factor this 
approach should give good estimates to the values of peak longitudinal-compression 
strain Ec and curvature ductility factor ~/~y' since local buckling was well 
developed at this stage. However at values of displacement ductility factor 
just above those at which local buckling was first observed ~/~y 
be overestimated, 
and Ec will 
Figures 4.68 and 4.69 show plots of estimated curvature ductility factor 
tit against displacement ductility factor µ before and after local buckling 
y 
had occurred respectively. Results shown represent ~/~ at' the negative peaks y 
of the first cycle to given levels of µ; if the last cycles had been used 
then even larger values of ~/wy would have resulted (see Figs. 4.52-4.58). 
Also shown is a typical result for similar reinforced concrete models (4.10-
4.14) which were tested at the University of Canterbury. 
In assessing the w/wy vs µ response for reinforced concrete models at 
JµJ > 1, the following procedure was used. The curvature distribution for a 
cantilever under lateral tip load was idealised as shown in Fig. 4.70. Park 
and Paulay (4.27) have shown that the resulting value of tl~y can be expressed 
in terms of the cantilever length L, the displacement ductility factor µ and 
the idealised plastic hinge length ~p as 
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From tests of reinforced concrete members under similar geometric and loading 
conditions to those of the steel-encased reinforced concrete models, Priestley 
and Park (4.33) have shown that 
0. 08 L + 6 db (4. 9) 
where db = diameter of longitudinal reinforcing bar. The first term in 
equation 4.9 represents the spread of plasticity which occurs due to moment 
gradient and "member overstrength effects, while the second term represents spread 
of plasticity due to bond slip between the flexural reinforcement and concrete. 
In approximately half-scale model tests of reinforced concrete members db was 
typically equal to 16 mm, and as for the steel-encased members the cantilever 
length L was equal to 1600 mm. Thus the plastic hinge length 1 can be 
p 
taken as 224 mm. Substituting these values of L and ip into equation 4.9 
gives: 
2.56(Jµj - 1) + 1 (4 .10) 
which .is plotted as a dashed line in Figs. 4.68 and 4.69. 
In Fig. 4.68 it is shown that before local buckling occurs and at a given 
value of lµJ, the l$/$vl values in steel-encased reinforced concrete members are 
typically slightly less than those for reinforced concrete members. However in Fig. 
4.69 it is shown that after local buckling had occurred J$/wyl values tend to 
increase as the casing D/t ratio increases. This occurs because, as shown in 
Table 4.6, as the casing D/t ratio increases the longitudinal extent 2Le of 
local buckling decreases and hence the plastic rotation concentrates over a 
shorter length, which is to the detriment of structural performance. At large 
ductility levels (e.g. lµI > 6), curvature ductility demands in steel-encased 
reinforced· concrete members with large casing D/t ratios are of the order of 
three times those of reinforced concrete members. 
steel-encased reinforced concrete members are however inherently more 
ductile than conventionally designed reinforced concrete members due to the 
better confined concrete in the steel-encased member. This offsets the 
difference in lw/wyl at high levels of JµJ between the two types of members. 
In Fig. 4.71, the variations of estimated peak longitudinal-compression 
strain Ec against JµI (for lµJ greater than that necessary-to cause local 
buckling) are shown. Extremely large values of Ec were estimated to have 
been reached during testing. For example a maximum compression strain of 20.6% 
was estimated to have been reached during testing of unit 8 (D/t = 184). It 
is also shown in Fig. 4.71 that for a given JµI, in general E increases 
. C 
with casing D/t ratio, due to the relatively short length of the local buckles 
which occur for test units with large casing D/t ratio. 
4.10.2 Shear Resistance 
Test units 1-5, 8 and 9 all sustained lateral loads in excess of the 
flexural strengths predicted by an approach similar to that used in reinforced 
concrete design (see Section 4.9.2.1), while visual observations and the low 
values of strain (close to the neutral axis position) on the spiral reinforcement 
indicated that shear strength was adequate to sustain flexural strength at high 
ductility levels. In the rest of this section the above observation is 
justified theoretically. It is assumed that shear force in steel-encased 
reinforced conprete members is carried in the same fashion as it,is in 
reinforced concrete members (4.27). That is, an assessment is made of the 
concrete shear carrying capacity, with the shortfall between shear demand and 
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concrete capacity being carried by a truss mechanism involving hoop-tension stresses 
in casing and spiral reinforcement across concrete cracks orientated at 45° to 
the longitudinal axis of the member. 
Shear Force Carried by Concrete 
The test units were subjected to a longitudinal-compression load P of 
O.lf~(A0 +At). For this condition the New Zealand Concrete Code (4.17) states 
that no reliance should be placed on concrete reisting shear force in the plastic 
hinge zone.· Priestley and Park (4.33) and Ang et al (4.32) have demonstrated 
that the Code is too conservative for reinforced concrete columns with spiral 
reinforcement having a volumetric ratio ps of greater than 1%. Ang et al (4.32) 
found that in plastic hinge zones concrete shear capacity is independent of the 
level of longitudinal-compression load and may be calculated from 
0, 185/f I 
C 
where v 0 = concrete shear stress capacity (MPa) 
f~ concrete cylinder compressive strength (MPa). 
(4.11) 
To obtain the shear force carried by the concrete Ve' v 0 is multiplied by the 
nominal area of concrete which is effective in resisting shear. For circular 
reinforced concrete members, Ang et al (4.32) recommended that only 80% of _the 
gross concrete area was assumed to resist shear, as the other 20% would spall. 
For steel-encased reinforced concrete members spalling is prevented and thus it 
is appropriate to assume that 100% of the concrete area provides shear resistance. 
Hence V = 0.185/f' ,,r(D - 2t) 2/4. Ang et al (4.32) also commented that concrete 
C C 
shear capacity tended to increase as the volume of longitudinal and lateral steel 
increased. Thus it is possible that for steel-encased reinforced concrete members 
which have a larger proportion of steel than do ordinary reinforced concrete 
members, strength in excess of that predicted by equation 4.11 will be present. 
Shear Force Carried by Spiral Reinforcement 
The shear force carried by spiral reinforcement Vsp can be calculated 
(4.32) from: 
(4.12) 
where Asp area of spiral reinforcement 
(] = stress sp in spiral reinforcement 
D centre sp to centre diameter across the spiral reinforcement 
s centre to centre pitch of spiral reinforcement. 
The value of crsp was assessed from the strain distributions (e.g. Figs, 4.65-
4.67) by multiplying the strain by the elastic modulus. The strain used was the 
maximum strain obtained from the average of any two adjacent strain gauges 
located on the diameter perpendicular to the loading axis. 
Shear Force Carried by Tube 
The shear force carried by the tube Vt can then be calculated from 
= V - V 
C 
where V is the externally applied shear force. 
Similarly to equation 4.12, Vt can be expressed as 
'lT (D - t) • t. oHV 




Table 4.8 shows the resulting values of hoop-tension stress 
tube. These values of oHV are typically less than 5% of cry, 
that_the tube has a more than adequate reserve of shear strength. 
crHV in the 
Thus it is clear 
It is recalled 
that under longitudinal-compression stress, hoop-tension stresses will reduce the 
longitudinal strength of the tube, while the converse applies under longitudinal-
tension stress. Thus the nett effect of tube hoop-tension stresses crHV on 
overall flexural strength is negligible as demonstrated experimentally. 
4.10.3 Possibility of Strain-Age Embrittlement 
Priestley and Park (4.33) have expressed concern about the possibility of 
local buckling of steel casing in an earthquake initiating strain-age embrittlement 
of the casing which could result in brittle fracture of the casing under a later 
earthquake. They conservatively recommended "that for design purposes, curvatures 
be limited to those likely to induce incipient local buckling". As local buckling 
was first observed atµ= 2 for test units with casing D/t ratios of 60-214, and 
µ = 4 for the test unit with a casing D/t ratio of 34, this is a very restricting 
recommendation. 
Strain-age embrittlernent results when structural steel is strained 
plastically and then allowed to age at an ambient or elevated temperature. The 
ageing results in increased ultimate and yield strengths, but markedly reduced 
ductility. Erasmus and Pussegoda (4.34 and 4.35) have identified four 
contributing causes to the brittle failure of the steel used in New Zealand 
reinforcing bars: 
(i) bends with low radii of curvature; 
(ii) stress concentrations at the base of deformations for reinforcing bars 
which have been bent; 
(iii) high strain rates, such as occur in earthquakes or under a hammer blow; and 
(iv) low temperature at the time of failure. 
Pussegoda (4.35) has commented that strain-age embrittlement is unlikely to be 
a problem in plain'bars because of the· absence of the above condition (ii). 
Clearly then, tubes will also not be as susceptible to strain-ageing as are 
deformed bars. 
Pussegoda (4.35) tested deformed reinforcing bars at laboratory temperatures 
of between 0°C and 4°C under shock loading at strain rates typical of those 
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occurring in earthquakes. Brittle failures were produced for bends with inside· 
radii of 3.0db, and ductile failures for bends with inside radii of 3.5db or 
greater. On the basis of these tests Pussegoda recommended that bends, in 
deformed reinforcing bars, should have inside radii of 3,5db or larger, 
'For units 1-5, 8 and 9 at the time of testing, radii of curvature R$ 
of the casing in the regions of local buckling were not directly measured. 
However the radii were subsequently estimated from the outstand and longitudinal 
extent of local buckling whi_ch were measured at the end of static testing (see 
Table 4.6). The method used in estimating R$ is shown in Fig. 4.72. Between 
points "a" and "c" on the diagram a parabolic distribution of the deflected shape 
is assumed. From small deflection theory and using a finite difference approach 
then: 
2 2 -l 
- (d y/dx) 
s 0.25L2 /Outstand 
e 
(4 .15) 
In Fig. 4.73 ratio of local buckle radii to tube thickness R~/t at the 
end of static testing are plotted against casing D/t ratio. The recommendation 
of Pussegoda for the minimum value of R$/db (= 3,5) is also indicated on this 
figure. The results show that for a ·casing D/t ratio of 34, there is definitely 
no danger of brittle failure due to strain-age ernbrittlement. Results for other 
casing D/t ratios (60 - 214) indicate that the casing would be in danger of 
brittle failure if it behaved as a deformed reinforcing bar. However because of 
the absence of deformations on the casing, strain-age embrittlement is unlikely 
to be a problem at any casing D/t ratio. It should also be noted that even if 
brittle failure of the casing occurred, there is still a well-confined reinforced 
concrete member underneath. In Section 4.11 it is shown that such members,where 
circumferential discontinuities in the casing are present, behave in a very 
ductile fashion. 
4.11 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS - DISCONTINUOUS CASINGS 
4.11.1 General Observations 
Figures 4.74 and 4.75 contain photographs of test units 6 and 7 after 
various stages of testing. The performance of these two units was dominated 
by the plastic hinges which formed at the two positions of casing discontinuity. 
At an early stage of testing during the first cycle toµ=± 3/4, the 
tack welds which had been holding the separate lengths of casing together broke 
and subsequently gaps developed between the separate lengths of casing in the 
regions of flexurally induced longitudinal tension. Figure 4.76 shows how the 
gaps increased with !µI, The gaps were first evident on the first cycle to 
µ = ±2 and eventually increased to 50 mm by the end of static testing (" see Fiis, 
4.74b and 4.75b). Unsymmetrical behaviour was exhibited as the gaps at the top 
and bottom discontinuities increased at different rates. Under cyclic loading, 
the gaps formed and closed alternately on the N and S faces of the section as 
the displacement reversed. In the reinforced concrete that was just beneath 
the positions of casing discontinuity, a large horizontal flexural crack formed. 
Thus, as is also indicated in Figs. 4.74a and 4.75a, it was visually obvious 
that plastic rotation was concentrating in the reinforced concrete core in the 
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to longitudinal tension, separation and slip of the tube relative to the concrete 
loading block was visible. Towards the end of static testing as shown in Figs. 
4.74b and 4.75b one of the lengths of tube had a tendency to push inside the other 
length of tube at the positions of discontinuity. This had the effect of locally 
bulging the outermost tube. During subsequent dynamic testing, fracturing of the 
longitudinal reinforcing bars occurred. In unit 6 (spiral reinforcement Rl0-200 
in the plastic hinge zone) one of the nine Dl6 longitudinal bars fractured, while 
in unit 7 (Rl0-110) four of the nine Dl6 bars fractured. As a post-mortem to the 
test, casing was removed from the test unit at either the Nor S faces (see Figs. 
4.74c and 4.75c) in the vicinity of the sections of casing discontinuity. This 
revealed zones of crushed concrete of approximately 70 mm maximum depth and 60 mm 
longitudinal extent underneath the positions of casing discontinuity and also 
showed that some of the longitudinal bars had first buckled under compressive 
stress and then fractured under tensile stress. Schmidt hammer tests within 100 mm 
of the discontinuities showed the concrete had an unconfined compression strength 
of less than half the original capacity. 
If it is assumed that the length of concentrated plasticity (i.e. the 
equivalent plastic hinge length tp) was equal to the 60 mm longitudinal extent 
of crµshed concrete, then a value of tp/D = 0.15 can be calculated for these 
two units. This value of t /D = 0.15 is considerably smaller than the value p 
of 0.5 which has been typically obtained from similar tests of reinforced concrete 
models with continuous longitudinal reinforcement (4.10-4.14). Thus the presence 
of casing discontinuities causes a concentration of plastic rotation in the 
underlying reinforced concrete core, which implies extremely large curvature 
ductility ratios at the critical sections. Zanza (4.36) observed a similar 
concentration of plastic rotation when testing reinforced concrete columns which 
had lapped splices of longitudinal reinforcement in the plastic hinge zones, since 
such splices are also a source of strength discontinuity. However it is recalled 
that a similar concentration of rotation occurred in the units with continuous 
casings, since in those units plastic rotation concentrated at the local buckles 
which had longitudinal extents in the range of 35-70 mm. 
4.11.2 Hysteretic Performance 
Hysteresis loops which show the overall lateral load-lateral deflection 
responses of test units 6 and 7 during static and dynamic testing are given in 
Figs. 4.77 and 4.78. 
4.11.2.1 Strength Characteristics 
Theoretical load capacities Ht and Hi of the test units under positive 
and negative lateral loads respectively are also given in Figs. 4.77 and 4.78. 
The calculation of these theoretical load capacities was based on measured 
material strength parameters (concrete f' and longitudinal reinforcement o ), 
C y 
the ACI stress block for concrete in compression, compatibility of longitudinal 
strain and an ultimate compression strain Ec of 0.003. The effect of P-6 
moments was also taken into account as discussed previously in Section 4.9.2.l.• 
Because the casing was not continuous in the plastic hinge zones, it was ignored 
in the calculation of theoretical strength. Clearly this approach is 
conservative because it ignores longitudinal-compression stress which is carried 
in the casing due to end-bearing, and it also ignores the confining effect of 
the casing on the concrete. These effects are considered later in this and 
succeeding chapters. 
Units 6 and 7 exhibited very good strength characteristics when compared 
with the theoretical ultimate strength of the reinforced concrete core. Despite 
the difference in the pitch of spiral reinforcement between units 6 and 7, the 
sa.me overstrength of 42% above H; and Hi was available in both units. 
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This compares with the average 13% overstrength found by Ang et al (4.32) to 
apply to similarly tested reinforced concrete test units also with a longitdunal-
compression load of P = 0,lf;Ag. Thus the casing was significantly 
contributing to the flexural strength of these two test units. 
4.11.2.2 Seismic Performance Criteria 
Table 4.9 summarises details of the cyclic loading of the test units which 
possessed casing circumferential discontinuities in the plastic hinge zones. 
Unit 6 had RlO spiral reinforcement at 200 mm spacing in the zone of the casing 
discontinuities, while unit 7 had RlO spiral reinforcement at 110 mm spacing. 
Unsymmetrical rotation at the two plastic hinges developed to a large 
degree in these two test units as the average ratio of the larger of E/µTOP/ 
and tlµBOTI to the smaller of Z/µTOP/ and ElµBOT/ was 1.23 (cf. 1.11 for the 
average of the tests with continuous casings). 
Extremely large ductility levels were achieved in these two test units. 
At the end of static testing /µ/max and Elµ/ values of approximately 30 and 
205 respectively were reached. These compare with values of /µ/max and E/µ/ 
of 6 and 32 respectively which have been recommended for seismic performance 
testing of structures (see Section 4.2.3). At the end of static testing, ductile 
performance was still occurring in units 6 and 7. Thus the seismic performance 
criteria were easily satisfied. 
4.11.2.3 Shape of Hysteresis Loops 
During static testing, stable hysteretic performance was exhibited with the 
second cycle to each ductility level showing only a small amount of strength and 
stiffness degradation relative to the first cycle. However for cycles to large 
levels of /µ/, the hysteresis loops were significantly pinched through the 
middle range of deflections. Pinching was more severe for units 6 and 7 (see 
·Fig. 4.77 and 4.78) which had casing circumferential discontinuities, than it was 
for units 1-5, 8 and 9 (see Figs. 4.29-4.44) which had continuous casing throughout 
their length. 
In units 6 and 7, casing in the vicinity of the circumferential discontinuities 
may be considered to act similarly to concrete, since on the side of the section 
subjected to longitudinal-tension strain the casing does not contribute to strength 
but on the side subjected to longitudinal-compression strain the casing does 
contribute to flexural strength. Thus the gaps which open up between adjacent 
lengths of casing are analogous to concrete cracks. Initially when loading reverses 
at the critical sections, units 6 and 7 only possess flexural stiffness due to the 
reinforcing bars. However when a lateral deflection of zero is reached, the 
previously open concrete cracks and the casing gap close, and thus from this stage 
the compressive strength and stiffness of casing and concrete are utilised. Hence 
as shown in Figs. 4,77 and 4.78, after the zero deflection line is passed the 
flexural stiffness of units 6 and 7 markedly increase. 
Under dynamic loading units 6 and 7 show deteriorating hysteretic 
performance due to fracturing of the longitudinal reinforcing bars. However it.is 
emphasised that the dynamic testing was performed after the test units had already 
survived the equivalent of many earthquakes (i.e. at end of static loading: for 
unit 6 t/µ/ = .208 and for unit 7 z/µI = 206, compared with the seismic 
performance criterion of cyclic loading to Z/µ/ = 32). There was also no 
significant difference in the performance of units 6 and 7, indicating that the 
role of spiral reinforcing in confining the concrete was masked ?Y the more 
dominating presence of the casing. 
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4.11.2.4 Energy Dissipation Characteristics 
Figure 4.79 shows a comparison of the energy dissipation characteristics of 
units 6 and 7 which contained discontinuous casings, unit 1 (D/t = 34) and 9 
(D/t = 214) which contained continuous casings, and a reinforced concrete test unit 
which was tested by Ang et al (4.12). The figure is plotted in terms of energy 
dissipation ratio ER versus cumulative displacement ductility factor Elµ!, 
where as outlined in Section 4.9.2.4 ER represented the ratio of actual energy 
dissipated to the energy dissipated by an idealised elastic-plastic member with 
the same theoretical ultimate strength Hi (i.e. overstrength ignored) and 
elastic stiffness Hi/ny. 
At ElµI = 32 (equivalent to 4 cycles atµ= ±4), ER for units 6 and 7 
are clearly inferior to those of the units with continuous casings and 
conventionally designed ductile reinforced concrete members. However for units 
6 and 7 substantial overstrength occurs and thus for ElµI approximately greater 
than 40, ER increases with E\µI to a level similar to that of test units with 
continuous casings and large casing D/t ratios. 
From Fig. 4.79 it appears that the provision of spiral reinforcement does 
marginally improve the energy-dissipation characteristics,: since for ElµI > 20 
unit 7 (Rl0-110 spiral reinforcement in the plastic hinge zone) dissipates more 
energy than does unit 6 (Rl0-200). For example at ElµI = 100, unit 7 had 
dissipated 4% more energy than had unit 6. 
4.11.3 Distribution of Longitudinal-Compression Strain Along the Length 
of the Test Units 
Distributions of longitudinal-compression strain along the length of unit 
6 at the extremities (N and S) of the diameter parallel to the direction of 
lateral load at various levels of displacement ductility µ are given in Fig. 4.80. 
Distributions were similar for unit 7. 
The distributions show that longitudinal-compression strains increased with 
µ. Yield strain E was achieved as early as µ = ±2. By the end of static y 
testing, longitudinal-compression strains in excess of 5% had been measured. Thus 
appreciable additional flexural strength was developed at the sections of 
discontinuity due to longitudinal-compression stress in the tube which is 
developed in end-bearing. 
Longitudinal-compression strain generally peaked at the sections of casing 
discontinuity and then reduced rapidly away from these sections. Thus the local 
weakness in the casing continuity clearly concentrated plasti~ damage over a very 
short length of the test units. This is in agreement with the observation of a 
short length of crushed concrete (longitudinal extent= 60 mm) in the vicinity of 
the casing discontinuities (see Figs. 4.74c and 4.75c). 
4.11.4 Distribution of Longitudinal-Tension Strain Along the Length of the 
Test Units 
Distributions of longitudinal-tension strain along the length of unit 6 
at the N and S positions and various levels of displacement ductility are given 
in Fig. 4.81. Distributions were similar for unit 7. 
The strain distributions generally indicated that zero or compressive 
strain and hence zero longitudinal-tension stress existed on the casing surface 
adjacent to the discontinuities. The presence of compressive strain was due to 
compressive yielding which was achieved before load reversed, subsequently when 
load reversed only elastic recovery of compressive strain would have been 
achieved and thus residual levels of plastic compressive strain remained. 
Initially as distance away from the discontinuities is increased, the 
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FIG. 4. 81 LONGITUDINAL-TENSION STRAIN DISTRIBUTION FOR UNIT 6 
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in the direction of the concrete loading block the longitudinal-tension strains 
approach 100 microstrain (0.06£y). As distance from the casing discontinuities 
towards the ends of the test units is increased, longitudinal-tension strains 
increase to a peak at about 450 mm from the discontinuities. The longitudinal-
tension strains at the peaks vary between 250 and 400 microstrain (0.15£ y 
0.24E: ) . . y Strains then decrease from these peaks as distance towards the 
of the units is covered. At the ends of the test units small values of 
to 
ends 
longitudina1-compression strain were present due to the presence of longitudinal-
compression load and the absence of bending moment. Clearly all of the above 
values of longitudinal-tension strain were small when compared with the casing 
yield strain £y (1683 microstrain). However they do indicate that units 6 and 
7 derive additional stiffness from tensile stressing bf the casing away from the 
positions of casing discontinuity. 
It should also be mentioned that for unit 6 on the first cycle which was 
to µ = ±3/4, a longitudinal-tension strain of 1344 microstrain was reached. 
This large tensile strain occurred in the vicinity of a stronger than anticipated 
tack weld which allowed tensile force to be carried between the adjacent lengths 
of tube before the weld broke. 
It is also significant that generally as µ increased, the values of 
longitudinal-tension strain also tended to increase. This implies that as 
testing proceeded, the bond (or friction) conditions between tube and concrete 
improved. As cyclic loading proceeds the concrete tends to expand laterally, 
while under longitudinal-tension stress the tube tends to contract laterally due 
to Poisson's ratio effect. The resulting friction that occurs when concrete 
and tube laterally interact is the reason for increased bond strength between 
tube and concrete. In Section 4.12.2 the value of this bond strength is 
quantified. 
4 .11. 5 Distribution of Longitudinal Strain at the Sections of Casing 
Circumferential Discontinuity 
Distributions of longitudinal strain across the section of the lower casing 
discontinuity (i.e. plastic hinge beneath the block) are shown for unit 7 in 
Fig. 4.82. Similar distributions were found to exist at the other plastic hinge 
of unit 7, and in both plastic hinges of unit 6. Strains in either three or four 
of the nine bars which act as longitudinal reinforcement are indicated, and tube 
longitudinal strains on both sides of the discontinuities at the N, s, E and W 
positions are also shown. 
Strain distributions were relatively linear atµ= ±3/4 and ±2, but at 
larger Iµ! pronounced non-linearities in the longitudinal strain distributions 
of both the reinforcing bars and the casing were evident. The reinforcing bar 
distributions became non-linear due to the increasing effects of concrete 
cracking and hence bond slip. In the casing large longitudinal-compression 
strains developed at the N and S positions where end-bearing of adjacent lengths 
of casing occurred, at the E and W positions where only a negligible amount of 
end-bearing occurred only small longitudinal-compression strains developed. This 
showed that the Bernoulli-Navier hypothesis of plane sections remaining plane 
on bending is invalid for the tube at these sections. 
Since the casing provides longitudinal-compression strength ( and not 
longitudinal-tension strength) at the sections of discontinuity, it would be 
expected that the neutral axis position would be close to the pqsition of 
maximum longitudinal-compression strain. This is verified by Fig, 4.82 where 
it is shown that reinforcing bar strains are predominantly tensile. Tensile 
strains of up to 4% were measured in the reinforcing bars, and compressive 
strains of up to 5% were measured on the casing, which indicate that 
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significant strain-hardening of the steel was occurring at the sections of 
casing discontinuity. 
4.11.6 Confining Strains on the Casing Outer surface 
An indication of the distribution of hoop stresses on the casing outer 
surface in the vicinity of the casing circumferential discontinuities is given 
in .Figs. 4,83 and 4,84, which plot values of confining strain (EH+ 0.3EL) 
at different ductility levels. Caution should be exercised in interpreting 
results from 0 these diagrams, since as stated in Section 4.9,6, hoop stress is 
only proportional to EH+ 0.3EL in the elastic range of tube behaviour. 
The maximum hoop-tension stresses in the tube are expected at the N and 
S positions, as this is where the longitudinal-compression strains in the 
concrete are largeqt. Clearly this does occur, as at the N and S positions 
(see Fig. 4.83), typically the values of EH+ 0,3EL reach Ey byµ= ±4, 
while at the E and W positions (see Fig. 4.84) E is not reached during the y 
static testing of unit 7 and only just reached in testing unit 6. 
The strain distributions at the N and S positions are sharply peaked 
in the vicinity of the casing circumferential discontinuities, with EH+ 0~3EL 
of up ,to 2.5% being reached. It has previously been shown that the casing also 
had large values of longitudinal-compression strain. Thus on the side of the 
section subjected to longitudinal-compression strain, in the vicinity of the 
casing discontinuities, the tube will have significant hoop-tension and 
longitudinal-compression stress. Values of EH+ 0.3EL decrease sharply, 
generally to zero, at a distance of 150 mm from the casing discontinuities. 
Thus again it is indicated that significant plasticity in these test units 
was occurring over very concentrated zones. It was also noticeable from Fig. 
4.83 that of the three lengths of casing, the middle length tended to have the 
largest strains. This can be attributed to the larger be.nding moments that 
occur in the middle length of the casing compared with the two outer lengths. 
4.11.7 Strains in the Spiral Reinforcement 
Distribution of strain in the spiral reinforcement in the vicinity of 
the casing discontinuities are shown in Figs. 4.85 and 4.86 for units 6 and 7 
respectively. The strain gauges have been separated into in~icators of the 
shear (E and W positions) and confinement (N and S positions) roles of the 
spiral reinforcement in the same fashion as was described previously in 
Section 4.9.7. 
For both units 6 (spiral reinforcement Rl0-200 mm centres in the plastic 
hinge zone) and 7 (Rl0-110 mm), yielding of the spiral reinforcement at either 
the shear or confinement positions did not occur until the peak of the cycle to 
µ = ±12. The strain distributions peak in the vicinity of the discontinuities 
and then decreqse to practically zero at a distance of 200 mm from the 
discontinuities. At the shear positions unit 7 had larger strains than did 
unit 6, while at the confinement positions the converse applied. There was a 
negligible difference in hysteretic performance between these two units, and 
since yielding of the spiral reinforcement did not occur until very large 
levels of ductility were attained (µ = ±12), it is probable that nominal 
spacing (e.g. Rl0-400) of spiral reinforcing would have been adequate for these 
test units. ·clearly the casing adequately confines the concrete, while 
adequate shear resistance was also available (see Section 4.12.1) without 
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FIG. 4.86 : STRAINS IN THE SPIRAL REINFORCEMENT FOR UNIT 7 
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4.12 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS - DISCONTINUOUS CASINGS 
4.12.l Shear Resistance 
For units 6 and 7 which had circumferential discontinuities in the casing 
at the ~ritical flexural section, the most obvious form of potential shear failure 
is that due to sliding along horizontal concrete cracks at the discontinuities. 
The New Zealand Concrete Code (4.17) requires that the area Avf of shear 








P ] ✓ ay 
ultimate shear force 
longitudinal load (_compression positive) 
capacity reduction ,factor (= 0,85 for shear) 
coefficient of friction (= 1.4 for monolithic concrete) 
yield stress of reinforcement across the crack 
(4. 16) 
The Code allows any well-anchored longitudinal reinforcement within the section 
to be •included in determining Avf which for units 6 and 7 is equivalent to the 
area of the 9 Dl6 bars used as longitudinal reinforcement. 
Equation 4.16 can be rearranged to give shear demand (Vu) on the left 
hand side and shear capacity on the right hand side: 
(4.17) 
In units 6 and 7 the maximum shear force (Vu) was 115 kN. The first term on 
/L ..• 
the right 9~d side of equation 4.19 had a value of 689 kN and the second term 
had a value of 456 kN. Hence shear force capacity was equal to 1145 kN compared 
with the demand of 115 kN. Thus units 6 and 7 possessed a large reserve of 
strength against sliding shear failure. 
4.12.2 Bond Strength Between Casing and Core Concrete 
The effective bond strength between concrete and the smooth inside surface 
of the tube is important where only a short length of casing anchorage is present 
at the critical flexural .sections. If for example plastic hinging in the piles 
occurs at a comparatively shallow depth, low bond strength may limit the flexural 
capacity of the piles shown in view B-B of Fig. 1.1. 
Experimental research by Virdi and Dowling (4.37) has indicated that bond 
strength between the inside of plain circular tubes and internal concrete 
depe~ds on interlocking of the steel surface with the concrete. The interlocking 
occurs due to steel surface roughness and variations in the .shape of the cross-
section of the tube, Variations in the length of the concrete-tube interface, 
casing D/t ratio and concrete compressive strength f~ had little influence on 
the bond strength (stress). The reason for f~ not influencing bond strength was 
because any increase in concrete strength was offset by an increase in the 
contraction of the concrete as it cools down after the initial rise in temperature 
associated with heat of hydration. This will tend to reduce the frictional force 
between tube and concrete. The tests of Virdi and Dowling involved pushing core 
concrete through the tube. Their results· showed a marked degre~ of scatter. 
An average bond strength of 1.9 MPa, with a standard deviation of 0.5 MPa, was 
obtained. A design bond strength of l MPa was recommended on the basis of 95% of 
data being equal to or stronger than this stress. Their tests also showed that 
bond stress-slip behaviour is ductile, as a bond stress of close to the maximum 
value could be maintained almost indefinitely as slip occurred. 
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Morishita et al {4.38) also investigated the bond strength between the 
inside of plain circular tubes and internal concrete. However their tests 
involved longitudinally compressing the steel and investigating the rate at 
which concrete longitudinal stresses increased. These tests were quite 
different from the concrete "push-out" tests of Virdi and Dowling {4.37), In 
the tests of Morishita et al {4.38) when the steel is compressed longitudinally 
it'expands laterally and hence tends to lose contact with the concrete. Conversely 
in the tests.of Virdi and Dowling {4.37), the concrete is compressed 
longitudinally and thus expands laterally on to the tube, Hence the frictional 
strengths at the tube-concrete interface are quite different in the two types of 
tests. The tests of Morishita et al (4.37) indicated a bond strength of between 
0.2 and 0.4 MPa which, as could be anticipated, is considerably smaller than the 
average bond strength of 1.9 MPa which was obtained by Virdi and Dowling (4.37). 
However neither Virdi and Dowling (4.37) nor Morishita et al (4.38) 
conducted tests under the more severe conditions for bond strength of longitudinal-
tension strain or cyclic longitudinal strain which are appropriate to steel-encased 
concrete piles under seismic attack. 
Japanese investigators (4,39 and 4.40) have also tried to improve bond 
conditions between tube and concrete by two methods: 
(i) They have used expansive instead of ordinary cement in order to 
counteract the gap that develops between tube and concrete 
as the concrete cures. Tests have shown that the use of expansive 
cement results in larger values of ultimate bond strength. However 
at large levels of tube-concrete slip, the bond stresses obtained 
for ordinary and expansive cements were approximately equal, 
(ii) They have also used checkered patterns of small 1.5 mm or 3 mm high 
projections on the casing inside surface. The mechanical keying of 
concrete and tube achieved by this method was shown to enhance bond 
strength by a factor of 13 when compared with that achieved using 
plain tube. 
In units 6 and 7 the build-up of longitudinal-tension s_tress in the tube in 
the vicinity of the sections of casing discontinuity is due to: 
(i) flexural bond stress between tube and concrete; and 
(ii} lateral load transferred into the tube due to the bending of the 
reinforced concrete core. 
From the experimental data which were collected it 
above two causes. In the rest of this section it 
of longitudinal-tension stress in the tube was due 
was impossible to separate the 
is assumed that the build-up 
solely to (i) and thus 
equivalent effective values of bond stress were calculated.· 
Consider the freebody of an element of the tube which is shown in Fig, 4.87, 
Equilibrium of the freebody gives: 
FL + u. b. /:oL (4 .18) 
where FL = longitudinal force 
8F L = increment of longitudinal force over length 8L 
u = equivalent effective bond stress between tube and concrete, 
8L = length of element 
b = width of element. 
Equation 4.20 can be rearranged to give: 
u /:oFL/ (8L. b) (4 .19) 
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Now 
where AoL = increment of longitudinal stress over length 6L 
Substituting equation 4,20 into equation 4,19 and simplifying gives: 
u (AoL. t) / 6L 
In the elast~c range and assuming uniaxial-stress conditions: 
where 6£L = increment of longitudinal strain over length 6L 
Substituting equation 4.22 into equation 4.21 gives 
u 
In units 6 and 7, 
·u (MPa) 
E was 202 000 MPa and t was 5 mm. 
s 







Hence for elastic behaviour and uniaxial-longitudinal stress conditions, the maximum 
value of u(umax) occurs at the positions where the gradient in longitudinal strain 
is steepest, These positions were found to be about 200 mm from the casing 
discontinuities in the direction away from the concrete loading block (see Fig, 4.81). 
Figure 4.88 shows the result of applying equation 4.24 to the experimental 
data provided by units 6 and 7 at the positions of steepest gradient in 
longitudinal strain. Despite the considerable degree of scatter that was shown in 
the data, the bond strength does not appear to degrade under the imposed cyclic 
loading conditions. It is probable that the tendency of the concrete to dilate 
under cyclic loading, and the steel to laterally contract under longitudinal-tension 
stress, is the main reason for this bond strength.being sustained at high ductility 
levels. An average bond strength umax of 1.14 MPa was calculated and a design 
recommendation for u of 0,73 MPa is made on the basis of the lower 5th max 
percentile of an assumed normal distribution to the experimental data. These values 
of bond strength are intermediate between those found by Virdi and Dowling (4.37) 
and Morishita et al (4.38). 
The implication of a bond strength of 0.73 MPa is that it would take a 
10 mm thick tube, with a yield stress of 300 MPa, 4110 mm (= 10 x 300/0.73) to 
develop its yield strength. 
4, 13 CONCLUSIONS· 
The main results from the tests of steel-encased reinforced concrete members, 
which were subjected to a longi tudinal-compr_ession load of O. lf' (A. + At) and a 
C C 
cyclically varying central lateral load, can be summarised as follows: 
4,13.1 Continuous Casings 
For test units 1-5, 8 and 9 which had continuous casings and tube D/t ratios 
in the range of 34-214, sound performance was displayed under the simulated 
earthquake attack. 
Theoretical ultimate flexural strengths were calculated using a strain 
compatibility approach, an A.C.I. stress block for the concrete in compression, 
a maximum concrete compression strain of 0.003, and the measured material strengths 
(concrete f' and steel cr). The actual strengths of the model piles were in the 
C y 
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range of 5% - 28% larger than the theoretical strengths calculated using the 
method described above. Although these values of overstrength tended to decrease 
with increasing tube D/t ratio, this implied that current Concrete Code (e.g. 4.17 
and 4,30) requirements for a minimum thickness of tube (typically t > D/80) before 
structural use can be made of the tube are unnecessary. The presence of shear 
force was also shown to have a negligible effect on flexural strength. 
Plastic damage to the units concentrated over very short lengths at the 
positions of·local buckling which resulted in estimated values of longitudinal-
compression strain of up to 21% and curvature ductility demands that were 1.9 
(small tube D/t ratios) to 3.7 (large tube D/t ratios) times as large as those 
found in similar reinforced concrete test units at the same level of displacement 
ductility. However, strength, ductilit~ and energy-dissipating characteristics 
of units with tube D/t ratios ?·60 were found to be similar to those of 
conventionally designed ductile reinforced concrete members, while these 
characteristics for the test unit with D/t = 34 were superior to those of 
reinforced concrete members. 
Results showed that the casing provided adequate shear resistance, concrete 
confinement and also prevented the longitudinal reinforcement from buckling by 
keeping the cover concrete in position. Thus only nominal spiral reinforcement 
is required within the concrete core. 
Previously expressed concern about the possibility of strain-age 
embrittlement of the tubes at the positions of local buckling was shown to be 
unwarranted, since the radii of curvature of the tubes at the local buckles 
were sufficiently large to avoid this effect. 
4.13,2 Discontinuous Casings 
For units 6 and 7 which had circumferential discontinuities in the tube in 
the plastic ,hinge zones, satisfactory performance under the simulated earthquake 
attack was displayed. 
Theoretical ultimate flexural strengths were calculated using the 
procedure outlined in the previous section except that the presence of the casing 
was ignored (i.e,-strength based on reinforced concrete core). However since 
the tube did develop longitudinal-compression stress due to end-bearing of 
adjacent lengths of tube and the tube also confined the concrete, strengths of 
42% in excess of the theoretical ultimate flexu~al strength were obtained. 
Significant levels of longitudinal tensile and compressive strain in the tube 
were· also measured at sections away from the sections of casing discontinuity, 
Thus the overall stiffness of these units was also appreciably increased by the 
presence of the tube, 
Plastic damage concentrated over very short lengths in the vicinity of 
the sections of casing discontinuity. Unit 6 had Rl0 spirai reinforcement at 
D/2 spacing, while unit 7 had spiral reinforcement at approximately D/4 spacing. 
However little apparent difference was noted between the performance of these two 
test units, since the tube more than adequately confined the concrete and a large 
reserve of shear strength was available. Thus nominal spiral reinforcement 
spacin~ (e.g. D) would have been sufficient, 
On the basis of the .rate at which longitudinal-tension stress increased 
with distance from the casing discontinuit~es, a design recommendation of 0,73 
MPa for the equivalent ultimate bond strength between the tube arid the concrete 
was made. 
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TABLE 4 ,1 DETAILS OF TEST UNITS USED IN THE PRELIMINARY (4, 24) INVESTIGATION 






+ oyAt Number oy IMPa) 
1 O, l -
2 0, J -
J O, l 9 
4 o,j 9 
5 0,1 9 
6 o. 3 9 
(1) Deformed bars qf 16 mm diameter 
(2) Plain bars of 10 mm diameter 












Yes 370 70 
Yes 370 35 
No 370 70 
Ho 370 35 
TABLE 4,2 TEST UNIT D,t AND SCALE FACTOR DETAILS 
. 
Test Nominal Actual Actual Actual Scale Comment 
Unit D/t D t D/t Factor 
(mm) (nun) 
l 30 325 9,53 34 0, 95 
Continuous 
2 60 300 5.00 60 0,50 Casing 
3 90 270 3. 00 90 0. JO 
4 120 360 3. 00 120 o. 30 
5 150 450 3.00 150 o. 30 
Casing with 
(mm) 








80 400 5. 00 80 0,50 
100 360 1.96 184 0.20 Continuous 
Casing 
210 420 1.96 214 0.20 
Based on a prototype t of 10 mm 
• * Located 200 mm above and beneath the top and bottom faces 
respectively of the concrete loading block. 
TABLE 4, 3 I REINFORCING STEEL DETAILS 
Spacing of RlO Bars (mm) Length of Cover (from Ps 
PotentTal Outside .Potential inside of tube 
Plastic to outside of Tube(l) Spiral 
ay 






















5 1.0 135 150 1050 32 0, 208 5 0. 0096 .. 
5 1,1 135 150 1000 20 0, 094 4 0,0092 
4 1.1 185 185 940 15 0, 0585 0,0073 
7 1,1 140 180 1120 20 0,0435 0.0072 
12 l. 2 110 225 1300 25 0, 034 6 0:0072 
9 1.1 200 200 1200 25 0, 0683 o. 0042 
9 1. 1 110 200 1200 25 0, 0683 0. 008 4 
8 l. 2 140 180 1120 20 0.0287 0.0072 
10 l.l 110 210 1240 25 0,0250 0.0078 
(l) Based on concrete core area to outside of spiral (to provide comparison with spiral p8 ) 







TABLE 4. 4 1 CONCRETE STRENGTII S 
Concrete Inside Tubes Concrete Inside Loading Block 
Test f' (MPn) 
ft 
f~ tMPa) 
Unit 0 ft 
28 day at test It;; 28 day at test ~ 
1 25 31 0.83 43 49 o. 79 
2 25 31 0.83 43 49 o. 79 
J 25 Jl o. 83 43 49 o. 79 
4 25 31 o. 83 43 49 0.79 
5 25 31 0.83 55 64 o. 79 
6 25 31 0. 83 55 64 o. 79 
7 25 31 o. 83 55 64 o. 79 
8 25 29 o.80 57 64 o. 79 
9 25 29 0.80 57 64 0, 79 
Note: ft is the extreme fibre stress found in modulus of rupture tests. 




Test p C1 (1) 
Unit D t D/t oy Continuous f' Cover Number oy Pitch of (kN) (mm) (mm) 0 (spiral of D16 RlO bars 
y 
(MPa) _(MPa) to tube) Bars IMPa) in hinge zone (HPa} 
(JNDI (mm) 
1 251 325 9. 53 34 295 (l) Yes 31 32 5 320 135 300 
2 214 300 5 60 340(1) Yes 31 20 5 320 135 300 
3 173 270 3 90 350 (ll Yes 31 15 4 320 185 300 
4 310 360 3 120 350 (ll Yes 31 20 7 320 140 300 
5 484 450 3 150 350 (l) Yes 31 25 12 320 110 300 
6 383 400 5 80 340 (l) No 31 25 9 320 200 JOO 
7 383 400 5 80 340 (l) NO Jl 25 9 320 110 300 
8 295 360 1.96 184 200 I <I Yes 29 20 8 286 140 316 
9 4 02 420 1. 96 214 200 (<I Yes 29 25 10 286 110 316 
{l) Based on straight bar or flat plate value 
( 2) Indicates O .1 percent proof stress (round-house stress-st:raJ.n curve) . 
Tl\BLE 4, 6 LOCAL BUCKLING CHARACTERISTICS AT END OF STATIC TESTING 
EXPERIMENT THEORY ( see Section 3. 4. 5) (2L8 ) experiment 
Unit 0/t t(mml 
(2Le) theory Outstand (mm) 2Le (mm) 2Le/t Et (GPa) acr (MPa) 2L e Imm) 2L/t 
l 34 9. 53 2 70 7. 3 2 295 45 4. 7 1.6 
2 60 5 10 60 12.0 3 340 27 5.4 2, 2 
J 90 3 15 45 15.0 3 350 16 5,J 2. 8 
4 120 3 14 50 16. 7 3 350 16 5,3 3,1 
5 150 3 12 40 13.3 3 350 16 5,J 2. 5 
8 184 l, 96 14 35 18.2 2 (2) 214 12 ) 11 5.6 3 .2 
9 214 1.96 16 40 20. 8 2 ( 2) 214 (Z) 11 5,6 3,6 
Hotes, ( 1) Figure 4, 28 defines the dimensions of "outstand" and "2Le • 
(2) For units 8 and 9 which lacked a definite yield point, values of Et and ocr were arbitrarily 
taken as those appropriate at a longitudinal strain of 11. 
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T/\DLE 4. 7 IMPOSED DUCTILITY DEMANDS - CONTINUOUS CASINGS 
Casing At Conclusion of Initial Static Testing /\t conclusion of 
Unit 0/t 1111 Testing 
Ratio 
!Plmax lµTOP lmax I µBOTlmax tl µ I tJµTOPI rjµBoTI !Plmax t Iµ I 
1 34 4.39 4. 36 4.41 50.07 50,25 49.90 9.92 267. 4 
2 60 7.35 7,92 6.95 64.16 68,26 60. 00 7.35 113,J 
3 90 7.07 5.65 8.58 63.97 58.76 69.Jl 7 .07 110.J 
4 120 7.0J 6,93 7.23 63,90 65.40 62,33 7.03 122.9 
5 150 6.07 6,55 5.68 61. 78 68.10 56,38 6.07 183.3 
8 184 8. 68 7,95 9.51 81. 32 79,28 83. 61 8. 68 413.1 
9 214 8.06 7,72 8.55 82.04 77,72 86.70 8.06 325.7 
TABLE 4.8 TUBE HOOP-TENSION STRESSES DUE TO SHEAR FORCE 
SHEAR FORCE (kN) 
Unit •rotal Concr12tc Spiral Tobe Tube OIJV 
(V) (Ve) <v."l (Vt) (MPa) 
1 259 76 11 172 18 , 
2 HJ 68 9 66 14 
3 75 56 21 < 0 0 
4 152 101 11 40 12 
5 260 159 43 58 14 
8 103 100 16 < 0 0 
9 153 136 24 < 0 0 
TIIBLE 4.9 IMPOSED DUCTILITY DEMANDS - DISCONTINUOUS CI\SINGS 
Spacing of At Conclusion of Initial Static Testing 
At Conclusion of All 
Testintl 
Unit RlO Spirals --
in Plastic jµ[max jµToPlmax IPaoTlmax r Iv I £[µTOPI tlµDOT I JµJmax r Iµ I 
Hinge Zone 
{mm) 
6 200 31.6 24. 2 40. 8 208.0 201. 8 213. 0 31.6 324. 2 
7 110 29.J 19.5 4 2. 9 205.9 171. 7 241. 3 29,3 301.5 
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Chapter Five 
MOMENT-CURVATURE AND LOAD-DEFORMATION ANALYSES 
OF 
STEEL-ENCASED CONCRETE MEMBERS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Previous investigators have conducted monotonic loading moment-curvature 
analyses to predict the response of prestressed concrete (5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4), 
reinforced concrete (5.5 and 5.6) and steel-encased reinforced concrete (5.7) 
members to combined longitudinal and lateral load. Their results have shown that 
moment-curvature analyses for monotonic loading giv~ a good approximation to the 
envelope of the experimental cyclic loading response. However in some cases of 
cyclic loading, the mopotonic curve is not reached at large deformations because 
of a reduction in flexural strength and.stiffness caused by low-cycle material 
fatigue. 
In this chapter, an analytical method for determining the monotonic 
loading moment-curvature response of steel-encased reinforced concrete members is 
described. The "lateral interaction" and "uniaxial" models (see Chapter 2) were 
used in determining longitudinal stress-longitudinal strain response of tube and 
concrete. The resulting theoretical moment-curvature responses are compared with 
those obtained experimentally (see previous chapter). From the theoretical 
moment-curvature responses and linear distributions of bending moment on the 
member, theoretical lateral load-deflection responses were derived and these are 
also compared with those obtained experimentally. 
5,2 ANALYSIS METHOD 
A computer program MONO.MC (available on request) was developed to 
obtain the theoretical moment-curvature and lateral load-lateral deflection 
responses of steel-encased reinforced concrete members to monotonic loading. 
The method used in solving the moment-curvature response, as described subsequently, 
is similar to that used for reinforced concrete members by Aoyama (5.8), Al-Noury 
and Chen (5.9)and Mander et al (5.10) 
5.2.l Analysis Assumptions 
The following assumptions were made in the moment-curvature and lateral 
load-lateral deflection analyses: 
(i) The continuously distributed material across a section can be discretised 
to a number of points which represent the lumped geometric properties of 
the longitudinal reinforcement, concrete and casing. 
(ii) Plane sections ·remain plane on bending. This implies that a linear 
distribution of longitudinal strain exists across the section. 
(iii) Longitudinal stress-strain curves for concrete, casing and longitudinal 
reinforcement were defined by a series of stress-strain coordinates, 
with response assumed to be piecewise-linear between adjacent coordinates. 
(iv) The effects of strain gradient and shear force on the longitudinal stress-
strain properties of the concrete were ignored. 
(v) Shear deformations were ignored. 
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(vi) Time-dependent effects such as creep, shrinkage and impact loading were 
ignored. 
(vii) Perfect bond between casing, longitudinal reinforcement and concrete was 
assumed. For poorly anchored casing at the critical flexural sections 
(e.g. units 6 and 7 from Chapter 4), this could be over-ridden by giving 
zero compressive and/or tensile strength to the casing. -
(viii) Local buckling of steel (casing or longitudinal reinforcement) was assumed 
not to alter the stress-strain characteristics of this material. 
Clearly assumptions {i) to (viii) are simplifications to actual behaviour, 
but previously (5.1-5.7) they have been found to result in good predictions of 
experimental behaviour. 
5.2.2 Moment-curvature Analysis 
Response of an Elastic Continuous System 
A simplified description of the analysis method is given by considering an 
elastically behaving section which is subjected to a gradient in its longitudinal 
strain distribution as shown in Fig. 5.1. Also shown in this figure are the sign 
conventions used for strain, stress, curvature, longitudinal load and moment. 
Longitudinal strain at a distance x from the centroid can be defined as: 
where e: 0 
1/1 
longitudinal strain at the centroid 
curvature (= gradient in longitudinal strain) 
(5.1) 
The corresponding longitudinal stress at a distance x from the centroid is: 
f (x) E • £ (x) 
where E = modulus of elasticity. 
Longitudinal load can be calculated from: 
p =· f f (x) . dA 
= f (E .e:o + E.1/J.x) dA 
= E f E.dA + 1/1 f E.x.dA 0 
M_oment about the line X = 0 can be calculated from: 
M f f (x) . x. dA 
f 
(E • E + E.1/J.x) • x. dA 
0 
e: f E.x.dA + 1/1 f E.x2 .dA 
0 
Equations 5.3 and 5.4 can be expressed in matrix notation as: 







---- __ E Centroid 
SECTION STRAIN DIAGRAM 
Sign ~onvenf ions : 
(1) x - positive upwards 
(2) Strain, stress, force - compression positive 
(3) Moment, curvature - positive when largest 
compress/or:, strain is at 
the fop of the section 
SECTION UNDER LONGITUDINAL AND FLEXURAL LOADS 
Section discrefised info:-
38 concrete slices c=) 
8 reinforcing points )If 
36 casing points • 
1----------------------->..• Note: Concrete properties 
FIG. 5.2 
are lumped lo fhe 
middle of tf:',e strip 
DISCRETISATION OF STEEL-ENCASED REINFORCED 
CONCRETE SECTION 
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where A= area of section 
B first moment of area of section about x = 0 
I second moment of area of section about x = 0 
Response of Discretised Non-Linear System 
For a discretised (see Fig. 5.2) rather than continuous system, and for 
no·nlinear rather than linear stress-strain relations, then equation 5, 5 can be 
expressed i~ incremental form as: 
/J.P l 011 012] /J.f:.o 
6M 021 022 61/1 
(5. 6) 
n 




[<Et) i ' (/J.A) i • (x) i] 012 0 21 I: i=l 
(5. B) 
n 
[<Et) i . { (/J.A) i 
2 
+ (/J.I) i}] 022 = I: (xi) 
i=l 
(5. 9) 
where (6A)i area lumped to the ith discretisation 
(x)i distance from the centroid of the section to the ith 
discretisation 
(/J.I) i local second moment of area of the material represented by 
the ith discretisation 
tangent slope of the stress-strain curve for the material 
represented at the ith discretisation (based on strain 
reached at the end of the previous increment). 
The above summations are performed over the n discretisations that represent the 
concrete slices, casing points and reinforcing points shown in Fig. 5,2. rt should 
be noted that in calculating 0 22 , local bending of the material represented at 
each discretisation is allowed for by the term (Et) i. (/J.I) i • This local bending· 
has commonly been ignored in moment-curvature analyses with the result that for 
the same quantity of discretisations an analysis including (Et)i. (6I)i will 
give better accuracy than will an analysis excluding (Et) i" (6I) i. 
By solving equation 5.6 for a large number of deformation increments 
(6E 0 or /J.ijl), the moment-curvature response can be determined in piecewise 
fashion. However consider the stress-strain path followed by the material lumped 
at the ith discretisation, as shown in Fig. 5.3a. It can be seen that the 
calculated ·stress-strain response diverges from the true response due to the 
error of using the tangent stiffness at the. start of an increment as the 
stiffness over the whole increment. 
This divergence can be corrected, in the following increment, by adding 
the resulting out-of-balance forces and moments from one increment_ on to the 
values of /J.p and /J.M used in the next increment, with the result.shown in 
Fig. 5. 3.(b) • The out-of-balance force (013) and moment (Q 23 } at the end 
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~n d of I~ i th ln~nm~nt 
STRAIN 
FIG. 5.3(b) CORRECTION OF CALCULATED STRESS-
STRAIN PATH 
Maximum moment 
p M= O.BH +1.75/1.6 P.jj 
H/2 ,-&-,-r.io-:. 



















CURVATURE ('/I J 
DISTRIBUTION 
(of high inelastic 
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FIG. 5.4 : MOMENT AND CURVATURE 










[fol i . (M) i] 0 23 = E (x) i . i=l 
(5.11) 
out-of-balance stress at the ith discretisation at the end of 
the previous increment. 




In the initial stages of the analysis, the longitudinal load is placed on 
the section in increments. At this stage tiw l'IM O and tis 0 can be 
solved from l'IP by rearranging the top row of equation 5.12: 
(5 .13) 
After the required level of longitudinal load (P) has been incrementally placed 
on the section, the next stage involves successively increasing the curvature on 
the section. At this stage tiP = 0 and tis 0 can be solved by rearranging the 
top row of equation 5.12: 
tiE 
0 




Thus by progressively applying first equation 5.13 and later equation 
5.15·, the complete moment-curvature response of a given section at a given 
longitudinal load can be developed. It should be noted that both equations 
5.13 and 5.15 use 011 , which represents the longitudinal stiffness of the 
section (see equation 5.7) in their denominators. Numerical problems can 
develop when the magnitude of 011 is very small when compared with the magnitude 
of the numerators shown in equations 5.13 and 5.15. Thus fn the computer program 
(MONOMC) Qll was stipulated to have a mil).imum magnitude of 1% of' its initial 
magnitude. 
5.2.3 Lateral Load-Deflection Analysis 
Theoretical lateral load-lateral deflection responses were calculated for 
the test units (1-5, 8 and 9l with continuous casings which were described in the 
previous chapter. In that chapter it was noted that bond between the concrete 
loading block and the casing was poor, resulting in a large penetration of 
casing longitudinal strain into the region of the block. In the theoretical 
analyses described subsequently, it was assumed that strain penetration was 
complete and the moment carried by the steel-encased reinforced concrete member 
inside the block was the same as that carried at the face of the block. The 
resulting bending moment distribution on the member is shown in Fig. 5.4. 
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From the previously calculated moment-curvature relationship, it is then possible 
to also determine the curvature distribution of the member, as is also shown in 
Fig. 5. 4. 
For a given curvature distribution, the lateral deflection of the mid-
height of the test unit relative to the position of pin connection with the 
lateral load reaction frame (150 mm from top and bottom of test units, as shown 
in Fig. 5.4) is given by: 
J 1.8 lj, • y . dy (5.16) 
0 
In practice the integration was accomplished by dividing the curvature diagram 
into a number of slices and numerically evaluating the integral using Simpson's 
rule. 
The maximum moment on the member including both primary and secondary 
effects is as shown in Fig. 5,4: 
M 0.8H + l.09P,Ci. (5.17) 
Thus the lateral load H which is present at a given value of moment M and 
deflection ei. can be calculated as: 
H = 1. 25 (M - 1. 09 P , Cl.) {5.18) 
To determine the lateral load-lateral deflection (H - Cl.) response, the 
curvature at the face of the concrete loading block was successively incremented. 
At a given value of this curvature, the corresponding value of moment (M) at 
the face of the block was obtained from the previously calculated moment-curvature 
relationship. The bending moment distribution follows from this value of M 
(see Fig. 5.4), and hence from the moment-curvature relationship the curvature 
distribution also follows. Thus from equation 5.16 lateral deflection (A) 
can be calculated, Then from equation 5.18, the given value of longitudinal 
load P and the above determined values of M and ei. , the lateral load H can 
be calculated. 
5. 2 .'4 Practical Applica'tion of Analyses 
In the practical application of the previously mentioned moment-curvatur? 
analysis techniques, it is necessary to select the number of casing points, 
reinforcing bar points and concrete slices to which the section is discretised. 
Clearly the number of reinforcing bar points should be equal to the number of 
reinforcing bars, but intuitively the numbers of casing points and concrete 
slices are not obvious. Typical analyses were performed for unit 9 of the 
tests described in Chapter 4 (number of reinforcing bars= 10). It was assumed 
that the concrete slices were of equal width and all of the casing points had 
identical areas, and it was further assumed that the number of casing points 
equalled the number of concrete slices. It was found that at a curvature of 
0.1 rads/m, the moments obtained using the number of casing points= 20, 30, 40 
and 50 were only 1.2%, 0.5%, 0.3% and 0.2% respectively different from the 
moment obtained using 100 casing points. Thus on the basis of an error of 
less than 1% being satisfactory, a choice of 30 concrete slices and 30 casing 
points was made for the subsequent analyses. 
A similar study was performed to indicate the number of longitudinal 
slices the model pile should be subdivided into to numerically evaluate the 
integral given in equation 5.16. The results showed that typically there 
was less than 0.1% difference in the values of lateral deflection ei. 
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calculated using 100 slices and 20 slices. Thus in the subsequent analyses a 
choice of 20 slices was adopted. 
5.3 ANALYSIS OF TEST UNITS WITH CONTINUOUS CASINGS 
In the previous chapter, the experimental response of steel-encased 
reinforced concrete members (units 1-5, 8 and 9} with continuous casings was 
described .. In the following sections, the theoretical responses of these units 
are described and compared with the experimental results. Four types of 
analyses were performed: 
(i) Response assessed on the basis of an empty tube. 
(ii} The response of the composite member assessed on the basis of the 
"Uniaxial Models" (see Chapter 2}. 
(iii) The response of the composite member assessed on the basis of the 
"Lateral Interaction Models" (see Chapter 2). 
(iv) Response assessed on the basis of the "Lateral Interaction Models" 
with an approximate allowance for the additional confinement offered 
to the concrete by the spiral reinforcement. (This is ignored in the 
"Lateral Interaction Models" which are described in Chapter 2). 
5.3.1 Material Longitudinal Stress-Strain Relations 
The longitudinal stress-strain response of the Dl6 reinforcement in 
both compression and tension was assumed to be in accordance with the behaviour 
defined by the tensile test results shown previously in Fig. 4.17 (i.e. uniaxial-
stress behaviour). 
Figures 5.5 - 5.8 show the longitudinal stress-strain behaviour of the 
casings (t = 9. 53 mm, 5 mm, 3 mm and 1. 96 mm respectively} ob'tained using the 
"lateral interaction" and "uniaxial" models. "Uniaxial" model behaviour was 
assumed to be identical to that indicated by the coupon tests (see Figs. 4.13-
4.16). From Figs. 5.5-5.8 it is apparent that lateral interaction significantly 
enhances the tensile capacity of the tube, but markedly reduces the compressive 
capacity. 
Figures 5.9-5.10.show the longitudinal stress-strain behaviour of the 
concrete (f~ = 31 MPa and 29 MPa respectively) obtained using the "uniaxial" 
and "lateral interaction" models. Also indicated are results from a modified 
form of the "lateral interaction" model which makes an approximate allowance for 
the presence of spiral reinforcement. 
It is difficult to rationally allow for the combined confinement offered 
by tube and spiral reinforcement to concrete. The spiral reinforcement is 
located within the section away from the positions of peak longitudinal-
compression strain, and as mentioned in Chapter 2, equivalent volumes of tube 
and spiral reinforcement do not have the same confining effect on the concrete. 
However in an approximate attempt to rationally allow for the_ increased 
confinement offered to the concrete, it was assumed that the spiral reinforcement 
was acting as a notional continuous tube around the outside of the gross concrete 
area. This notional tube was assumed to have the same volume as the spiral 
reinforcement, and for longitudinal strains EL< 0.002 was assumed to be 
unstressed while for EL~ 0.002 was assumed to be at yield in a state of 
uniaxial-hoop-tension stress. For the purpose of calculating concrete response, 
this hoop stress was then added to the hoop-tension stress that develops in the 
casing. 
A comparison of the "lateral interaction" and "uniaxial" model results 
from Figs.5.9 and 5.10 shows the enhancement to concrete strength and marked 
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enhancement to concrete ductility that result from the presence of the tube. It 
is also clear that the spiral reinforcement results in only a small improvement 
to the stress-strain performance of the concrete, for example allowance for the 
spiral reinforcement makes only a difference of 1 - 3 MPa to the peak concrete 
compressive strength. 
5.3.2 Moment-Curvature Responses 
Figures 5.11-5.17 show the theoretical moment-curvature responses for 
units 1-5, 8 ·and 9 respectively. Also indicated are theoretical moment-curvature 
coordinates at a peak concrete compression strain of Ec = 0.003, theoretical 
cracking moments Mcr (based on peak tensile stresses in the concrete which were 
equal to 60% of the measured modulii of rupture), theoretical moments at first 
yield of steel My , and theoretical u~ timate flexural strengths Mi • Moments 
Mi were calculated as described in Section 4.2,3 using actual material strength 
parameters, Ec = 0.003 and a strain compatibility approach. Finally the 
diagrams also show the experimentally determined moment-curvature coordinates 
during the first cycle of loading (atµ= 1/4, 1/2, 3/4), and at the positive 
displacement peaks at higher ductility levels, where it should be noted that two 
or more cycles were performed at given values of displacement for cycles to 
lµI .: ·2. Before local buckling occurred, these coordinates were assessed on the 
basis of complete penetration of casing longitudinal strain into the concrete 
loading block (i.e. 300 mm gauge length for linear potentiometers NS, NG, SS and 
S6 instead of the nominal 100 mm gauge length, see Fig. 4.51). After local 
buckling occurred, to allow for the more concentrated distribution of plasticity, 
smaller values of gauge length were chosen as described previously in Section 
4.10.1, The major conclusions that can be drawn from these figures are: 
(i) In general the envelope of the experimental responses is in good 
agreement with theoretical responses predicted using the "lateral 
interaction" models. 
(ii) The spiral reinforcement has a negligible influence on the moment-
curvature characteristics of the test units. 
(iii) Tube-concrete lateral interaction significantly enhances the flexural 
strength and ductility of steel-encased reinforced concrete members. 
(iv) The assumption of complete penetration of the casing longitudinal 
strain into the block is valid, since experimental and theoretical 
responses a~e in close agreement. 
5.3.3 Lateral Load-Deflection Responses 
Figures 5.18-5.24 show the theoretical lateral load-lateral deflection 
responses of units 1-5, 8 and 9 respectively. Also indicated are experimentally 
obtained load-deflection coordinates at displacement ductilities ofµ= 1/4, 
1/2 and 3/4, and at the peaks of subsequent cycles where it should be noted 
that two or more cycles were performed at given values of displacement for 
cycles to lµI ~ 2. 
In general the theoretical monotonic responses obtained by using the 
"lateral interaction" models show good agreement with the envelope of 
experimental cyclic responses, as represented by experimental values of load-
deflection coordinates at the peaks of cycles. However, particularly in unit 1, 
theoretical predictions sometimes underestimated experimental response, since 
under cyclic loading strain-hardening of steel will occur at lower magnitudes 
of strain than occurs under monotonic loading (5.10). During static testing 
for Iµ I ~ 2, the envelopes to the experimental responses generally indicated 
that the lateral load-carrying capacity was maintained at a roughly constant 
level. Thus the reduction in lateral load-carrying capacity caused by P-~ 
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effect was offset by increases in capacity due to steel strain-hardening and 
concrete confinement. It is also shown that the composite member is appreciably 
stronger than predictions based on the "uniaxial" models and empty tube response. 
The load-deflection responses also confirm that confinement offered to the 
concrete by the spiral reinforcement is insignificant. 
Figure 5. 25 shows an overall comparison of the theoretically and 
experimentally obtained flexural strength~ of the test units. For this purpose 
the maximum experimentally obtained moment Mexp (considering both primary and 
secondary moments) was compared with the maximum theoretically obtained moment 
at deflections of less than or equal to the maximum deflection imposed during 
testing. 
From Fig. 5.25, for the average of the 7 tests, the "lateral interaction" 
models with and without allowance for spiral reinforcement predict 99% and _98% 
respectively of the maximum experimentally obtained moment, while on average the 
"uniaxial" models and the theoretical ultimate flexural strength (Mi) predict 
87% and 86% respectively of the maximum experimental moment. It is also shown 
that the moment at first yield of the steel (My) is approximately equal to 
75% of the maximum experimental moment. The maximum moment carried by the 
empty· tube !~\) and the moment at which concrete cracks (M0 r) , as expected, 
decrease and increase respectively with increas~ng casing D/t ratio. 
A comparison of the maximum moments predicted by use of the "uniaxial" 
and "lateral interaction" models shows that tube-concrete lateral interaction 
enhances the flexural strength of the composite member to approximately 13% 
above the strength predicted assuming uniaxial material behaviour. 
5.3.4 Comparison of Yield curvatures and Deflections 
Theoretical values of yield curvature ~y corresponding to an elasto-
plastic idealisation _of behaviour were calculated from the moment-curvature 
response predicted using the "lateral interaction" models. To obtain these 
theoretical values of ~ , as shown in Fig. 5.26, the curvatures corresponding y 
to 3/4 of 
by 4/3. 
the theoretical ultimate flexural strength (3/4 Mi) were multiplied 
From the ratio of M./M shown in Fig. 5.25, it can be inferred that 
J. y 
the yield curvature calculated in the above fashion will be approximately 15% 
larger than the curvature at first yield of the steel. Experimental values of 
~y were assessed in a similar fashion from potentiometers NS, N6, SS and S6 
by multiplying the average curvature indicated at µ = ±3/4 by 4/3. 
In Fig. 5.27~ the theoretical values of ~ were compared with y 
experimentally obtained values. From the figure, the theoretical predictions for 
$y are closely matched by the experimental results obtained on the basis of full 
penetration of casing longitudinal strain into the block (i.e. 300 mm effective 
gauge length for potentiometers N5, SS, N6 and S6, see Fig. ·4.51). Experimental 
results obtained on the basis of zero stra_in penetration (i.e. 100 mm gauge 
length) obviously overestimate the theoretical results. On average the 
experimental ~y (with full strain penetration) was equal to 107% of the 
theoretical ~y. 
Theoretical and experimental yield deflections ~ were derived in a y 
similar fashion· to that used in deriving yield curvatures $y . 
In Fig. 5.28, the experimental results are compared with theoretical results 
predicted on the basis of either full strain penetration into the loading block 
or zero strain penetration. Clearly, theoretical predictions based on full 
strain penetration gave the best comparison with experiment, since on average 
these predictions were approximately equal to 89% of the experimental values, 
while predictions based on zero strain penetration gave approximately 63% of 
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5.4 ·ANALYSIS OF TEST UNITS WITH DISCONTINUOUS CASINGS 
In the previous chapter, the experimental responses of steel-encased 
reinforced concrete members (units 6 and 7), with circumferential discontinuities 
in their casings were described, In the following sections theoretical responses 
of these units are described and compared with the experimental results. 
In Chapter 4 it was shown that although at the critical flexural sections 
of· units 6 and 7 the casing was incapable of developing longitudinal-tension stress. 
At these sections, the casing was developing longit~dinal-compression stress in 
end-bearing and through hoop-tension stress was also providing effective 
confinement to the concrete. Further, at sections away from the critical 
sections, significant levels of both tensile and compressive longitudinal strain 
in the tube were measured. This meant that the casing was also contributing to 
the overall load-deflection stiffness of units 6 and 7. In order to quantify 
these effects, three different analyses were conducted as shown in Table 5;1 
(see end of chapter). 
The "upper estimate" is based on continuous tube behaviour with concrete 
and casing response being in accordance with the "lateral interaction" models. 
"Likely behaviour" assumes the tube is unstressed under longitudinal-tension strain 
but under longitudinal-compression strain the tube behaves in accordance with the 
"lateral interaction model", and hence both confines the concrete and develops 
longitudinal-compression stress. The "lower estimate" is based on an unstressed 
tube and uniaxial-stress behaviour in the reinforced concrete core. 
5.4.1 Material Longitudinal Stress-Strain Relations 
The longitudinal stress-strain responseof the D16 longitudinal reinforcement 
was taken to be identical to that shown previously in Fig. 4.17. Figures 5.29 and 
5.30 show the longitudinal stress-strain behaviour of concrete and casing 
respectively, obtained using both the "lateral interaction" and "uniaxial" models. 
Since as shown in Sections 4,11.2 and 5,3, the presence of internal spiral 
reinforcement made little difference tomoment-curvature and load-deflection 
behaviour, its effect was ignored. 
5.4.2 Moment-Curvature Responses 
Figure 5.31 shows the three possible theoretical moment-curvature responses 
of units 6 and 7. Also shown are the theoretical moments at peak concrete 
longitudinal-compression strains Ec of 0.003; the maximum experimentally obtained 
moment Mexp; and the theoretical ultimate flexural strength Mi of the test) 
units based on the reinforced concrete section (tube assumed to be unstressed), 
E = 0.003, measured f' and cr and a strain compatibility approach. The 
C C y 
experimental moment-curvature responses at the critical flexural sections are not 
plotted, since during testing it was not possible to measure curvatures in the 
reinforced concrete core underlying the casing discontinuities. 
From Fig. 5.31, at large curvatures the maximum experimental moment 
is best approximated by a theoretical response based on "likely behaviour" 
M exp 
(e.g. at a curvature of 0.4 rads/m, this theoretical moment is equal to 0.98Mexp) • 
Thus under longitudinal-compression strain the casing is appreciably contributing 
to flexural strength. The theoretical estimates based on continuous casings 
("upper estimate") and stress-free casings ("lower estimate") grossly overestimate 
and underestimate respectively the value of Mexp 
5.4.3 Lateral Load-Deflection Responses 
Along the length of test units with casing discontinuities, varying 
degrees of slip between the casing and the reinforced concrete core will occur. 
Thus the moment-curvature relationship at one section may not be appropriate 
at another section. For example, at a great distance from the discontinuities, 
moment-curvature response will be close to that assessed on the basis of perfect 
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bond between tube and concrete. However close to the discontinuities, slip 
between casing and the reinforced concrete core will result in a weaker moment-
curvature response. Because of uncertainty in assessing the effect of slip 
on the moment-curvature relationships, it was not possible to accurately define 
the curvature distribution for a given bending moment distribution. Since a 
good estimate of the curvature distribution is required before lateral 
deflection 6 can be calculated (see equation 5.16), it was thus not possible 
to accurately calculate the theoretical lateral load-deflection (H-6) 
relationship. for the test units with casing discontinuties. 
In determining the response of structures to earthquake attack, a good 
estimate of the elastic stiffness of the structure is required to enable the 
subsequent calculation of the structure's fundamental period of vibration. 
In this section, the lateral load-deflection response of the test units with 
discontinuous casings were roughly assessed assuming the moment-curvature 
response based on either of the "lower estimate", "likely behaviour" or the 
"upper estimate" were appropriate right along the length of the unit. 
Figure 5.32 shows responses predicted from these analyses and experimental 
results atµ= 1/4, 1/2 and 3/4 and at peaks of the cycle·s to lµI ;: 2. 
Al tho.ugh as could be inferred from the discussion contained earlier in this 
section, the above assumption of one moment-curvature response applying to the 
whole member is crude, it appears that a good estimate of lateral stiffness is 
obtained by assuming an elastic stiffness intermediate between that shown by the 
"upper estimate" and "likely behaviour". Thus the presence of longitudinal-
tension strain in the casing, which was noted in Chapter 4, does increase the 
overall stiffness of these units to a level marginally above that provided by 
the reinforced concrete core and the tube under longitudinal-compression stress. 
It is also shown that post-elastic behaviour is reasonably (and slightly 
conservatively) predicted by response based on the tube being ineffective under 
longitudinal-tension strain ("likely behaviour" analysis). 
5.5 CONCLUSIONS 
In this chapter methods for theoretically determining the monotonic loading 
moment-curvature and lateral load-deflection responses of steel-encased 
reinforced concrete members were described and compared with experimental results. 
5.5.1 Comparison of Results for Test Units with Continuous Casings 
Very good agreement between the envelope of the cyclic loading experimerital 
response of test units with continuous casings (see Chapter 4) and theoretical 
predictions which used the "lateral interaction" models (see Chapter 2) were 
obtained. For the seven test units on average, maximum ex_perimental strength 
was predicted to within 2%, yield curvature to within 7%, yield deflection to 
within 11%, and post-elastic behaviour was also closely predicted, Theoretical 
predictions based on uniaxial-stress behaviour significantly underestimated the 
experimental response. 
It was demonstrated that spiral reinforcement had negligible influence 
on the moment-curvature characteristics of steel-encased reinforced concrete 
members (with 34 ~ D/t ~ 214). 
well confined by the tube. 
This results because the concrete is already 
5.5.2 Comparison of Results for Test Units with Discontinuous Casings 
Flexural strength of test units (see Chapter 4) with circumferential 
discontinuities in the casings was satisfactorily predicted by assuming that 
under longitudinal-compression strain the casing contributed to flexural strength, 
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while under longitudinal-tension strain the casing was unstressed. On the basis 
of a crude assumption that the moment-curvature relationship was independent of 
position along the length of the test units, the experimental load-deflection 
response was shown to be inte~ediate between that assessed on the basis of 
continuous casing and the casing being totally ineffective under longitudinal-
tension· strain. 
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MODEL TESTS OF STEEL-ENCASED CONCRETE PILES 
IN A DRY SAND FOUNDATION 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
In Chapter 4 it was shown that steel-encased reinforced concrete members 
responded in a ductile fashion when tested essentially as vertical beams with low 
longitudinal-compression load and a cyclically varying central lateral load. 
However as discussed in Section 4.2.3 and shown in Fig. 4.2, it was considered that 
this loading scheme was more severe than that present on prototype piles subjected 
to seismic attack. Further, although, as discussed in Section 1.4.2, a substantial 
number of model and full-scale tests have been conducted of pile-soil systems 
subjected to lateral load, these tests have almost exclusively been restricted to 
the elastic range of the pile member's behaviour. Thus to more realistically 
evaluate the effect of large seismic-induced lateral displacements on pile members, 
it was 'decided to conduct 11 tests on small-scale (D = 115 mm) model piles in a dry 
sand foundation. As a suitable centrifuge device was not available these tests 
were performed under normal gravity conditions, ~-1 though the response of the soil 
will be grossly affected by this absence of a properly scaled gravity field, it was 
felt that the lc1teral structural response of the pile member which is not directly 
related to the gravity field would be satisfactorily modelled. 
The model piles were typically embedded to a depth of 20D in the dry sand 
foundation. Factors investigated in the tests included: 
(i) the method of application of lateral load (monotonic, large amplitude cyclic, 
or successively from small to large 
(ii) the soil density (medium or loose); 
(iii) head condition (free or capped)-. 
amplitude cyclic); 
and 
Experimental results are presented in the form of lateral load-deflection 
hysteresis loops, and pile strain and curvature distributions. These results are 
analysed to obtain pile lateral deflection, bending moment, shear force and soil 
lateral pressure distributions, The resulting soil lateral'pressure-lateral 
deflection-depth responses are compared with predictions based on the Reese et al, 
semi-empirical model (6.1). Finally, and of most significance, the relationship 
between curvature and displacement ductility ratios which was deduced from the 
experimental results is compared with a prediction based on "equivalent cantilever" 
response. 
6.2 DESIGN OF THE TEST SERIES 
The choice of a suitable diameter for the model piles and the overall 
dimensions of the tank in which the pile and its foundation were contained was 
based on a compromise. Clearly to avoid severely distorting results between model 
and prototype, particularly with regard to soil behaviour, it is desirable to 
conduct tests on as large a scale as possible. However practical considerations 
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relating to the size of the testing facilities imply that a small scale is 
desirable. As a compromise, piles with a diameter of 115 mm and a steel tank 
with inside dimensions of 2.54m (length-parallel to the line of lateral load 
application) x 1.3m (width-perpendicular to the line of lateral load application) 
x 2.6m (depth) were chosen. Thus although quite a large quantity of sand was 
used (approximately 14 tonnes), the tests can be considered to have been 
conducted at a scale of 1/10 (for typical prototype pile diameter= 1150 mm). 
For simplicity of testing, and since vertical loads on piles are generally small 
when compared with the capacity of the pile member itself, the tests were 
conducted without an externally applied vertical load. 
6.2.1 Free-Head Pile Series 
The first series of tests involved continuous concrete-filled tubes, 
without internal reinforcement. These model piles were embedded 20 pile diameters 
{2300 mm) in the sand foundation and subjected to lateral load at a height of 1.5 
pile diameters (173 mm) above sand level.(see Fig. 6.1). Model piles were 
constructed from the same batches of tube and concrete used in the AVERY series 
of longitudinal-load tests previously described in Chapter 3 (tube diameter 
D = 115 mm, tube wall thickness t = 4.5 mm, tube yield strength cry= 308 MPa and 
concrete unconfined-compression strength f~ 34 MPa - at time of pile tests). 
As described later · in Section 6.8, a moment-curvature analysis of the 
model piles was conducted in which it was assumed that concrete and tube 
behaved in accordance with the "lateral interaction" models (see Chapter 2). At 
a maximum concrete longitudinal strain of Ec = 0.003, this analysis indicated 
that the model piles had a theoretical flexural strength of Mi= 20.0 kNm, and 
based on an elastic-plastic idealisation of moment-curvature behaviour a yield 
curvature of ~ = 0.0337 rads/m, This implied an idealised elastic flexural 
y 2 
stiffness (Mi/~y) of EI= 593 kNm. 
Originally it had been intended to conduct tests using three densities 
of sand~ dense, medium and loose, However due to subsequent difficulties in 
densifying such a large volume of sand, only medium (units 2, 3, 4 and 12) and 
loose (units 1, 5, 6, 7 and 13) densities were achieved. To study the inelastic 
response of the piles it had also been intended to force the piles to respond in 
a flexible rather than rigid fashion, since flexible piles are subjected to 
larger curvatures than are rigid piles. 
From Woodward et al (6.2) to obtain flexible pile response (base of pile 
subjected to insignificant rotation): 
51¾ 
/TI ~ 4.o (6.1) 
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For dry cohesionless dense and loose soils Edmonds et al (6,3) recommend nh = 
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4.4 dense sand 
4.0 medium sand 
2.9 loose sand 
Hence the tests with a medium density sand were expected to exhibit flexible pile 
behaviour, while tests with loose sand were expected to exhibit pile behaviour 
intermediate between that of a flexible and a rigid pile. The dense sand case 
(not tested) .is included above for comparative purposes. 
The "equivalent cantilever" method as outlined by Edmonds et al (6.3) was 
used to estimate the lateral load Hi at the theoretical flexural strength of the 
pile, and the load-level lateral deflection ly· at the yield point (based on 
idealised elastic-plastic behaviour) of the pile-soil system. The depth-to-fixity 
(beneath ground level) for the equivalent cantilevers •for the purpose of calculating 
moments (Lm) and deflection (L0 ) are calculated as: 
Thus L m 
and 
























Lm + 0.173 
where 0.173 m is the height of load application above the sand surface, 
Hence 
34.4 kN dense sand 
31.9 kN medium sand 
25.5 kN loose sand 
Similarly the idealised yield deflection can be calculated from: 
Hence fiy 
Hi (L0 + 0.173) 3 
3EI 
26,9 mm dense sand 
32.4 mm medium sand 
57.0 mm loose sand 
( 6 .5) 
(6. 6) 
Thus as is commonly recognised, the pile-soil deflection characteristics are more 
sensitive to the sand density than are the pile-soil strength characteristics. 
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6.2,2 Capped Head Pile Series 
The second series of tests involved twin concrete-filled tubes (no internal 
reinforcement) which were connected together by a universal beam, as shown in 
Fig. 6.2. Unit 11 was tested in a medium density sand and unit 10 in a loose 
sand.· The model piles which had the same section and material strengths as those 
used in the free-head tests were embedded 17.5 D (2013 mm) in the sand foundation, 
and the pile cap soffit was located 3D (345 mm) above sand level. Lateral load 
was applied ~hrough the midheight of the pile cap. The pile cap (305UB40) had a 
flexural stiffness of EI= 17000 kNm2 , which was 29 times the value of EI f~r each 
pile. Since lateral load will introduce tensile load on one pile and compressive 
load on the other 20 mm thick 300 mm diameter steel discs were welded on to the 
base of the piles to restrict vertical movement of the piles. 
The "equivalent cantilever" method (6.3) was also used to estimate: (i) the 
lateral load (Hi) at flexural strength (Ec = 0,003) of the piles, (ii) the load-
level lateral deflection (i'.) at the idealised yield point of the pile-soil system, y 
and (iii) the longitudinal loads induced in the piles (P), For this purpose the 
same values of Mi, Lm and L0 as given in the previous section were used. Allowance 
was made for the 0.345 m (3D) vertical distance between sand level and the pile 
cap soffit, the 0.152 m vertical distance between the soffit and the midheight of 
the pile cap, and the 0.690 m horizontal distance between pile centres. 
Hence ignoring the second order effect of vertically induced pile loads, 
from consideration of Fig. 6.3a, Hi can be calculated as: 
Lm + 0.345 ( 6 i7) 
Thus, again including the dense sand case (not tested) for comparative purposes, 
Hi has values of: 
106 kN dense sand 
100 kN medium sand 
84 kN loose sand 
Similarly, ignoring the effect of longitudinal load, from consideration of Fig. 
6.3b, i'.y can be calculated from: 
H. (LD + 0.345) 3 l. (6. 8) 24EI 
15.9 mm dense sand 
Hence 18.9 mm medium sand 
32.0 mm loos~ sand 
Finally the longitudinal loads induced on the piles can be calculated from 






l. + ( 6. 9) 0.690 2 
± 81 kN dense sand 
Thus p ± 80 kN medium sand 
± 77 kN loose sand 
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Pile Cap (Assumf.'d to bf.' rigid) 
%¾¼"-" -Ground Lf.'vel 
Bending /vfoment 
Diagram on Pile 
Assumed Fixity 
FIG. 6.3(a) CALCULATING THEORETICAL LATERAL LOAD CAPACITY H. 









(Assumed to be rigid) 
Deflecff.'d Shape.' of Pile 
--Original Shape of Pile 
·· Assumed Fixity 
FIG. 6.3(b) CALCULATING THEORETICAL YIELD DEFLECTION b 
y 
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The steel tank in which the sand foundation was retained was designed 
with the intention that the tank boundaries would have a negligible effect on the 
response of the pile-soil system to lateral load, To fulfill this criterion 
a tank 2.540 m (length) x 1.3 m {width) x 2.6 m (depth) was designed, 
This_ta~k depth gave a vertical distance between the pile and tank bases 
of: 
(i) 587 mm (5,1D) - units 10 and 11 (twin piles connected by a pile cap) 
(ii) 185 mm (1.6D) - unit 8 ) 
free-head condition 
{iii) 300 mm (2,6D) - all other units 
The larger distance was present for units 10 and 11 since piles in these tests 
were expected to be subjected to substantial vertical loads, whereas all other 
units were expected to have negligible levels of vertical loads. Figure 6.4 
shows the distribution of vertical stress under an infinitely long strip footing 
derived from elastic half-space solutions as taken from Poulos and Davis (6.4), 
At a.depth of 5.1 times the foundation width the vertical stress will be only 
approximately 12% of the average pressure present immediately underneath the 
footing. Thus the tank base should have only a small effect on the performance 
of units 10 and 11. 
Goldsmith (6.5) has conducted model tests on flexible piles with small 
diameter (4.26 mm~ D ~ 10,0 mm) embedded in either dense or loose sand and 
subjected to lateral displacements of up to 0,82D at sand level. Figure 6.5 
shows the limits of observable sand displacement which were determined by a 
stereo-photogrammetric technique. On the basis of results from these tests it 
would appear that minimum distances from the tank wall to the outside of the pile 
should be 8D parallel to the line of lateral load and 5D perpendicular to the 
line of lateral load. To satisfy this criterion for the tests conducted under 
free-head conditions, edge distances of 1213 mm (10.5D) parallel to the line of 
lateral load and 593 mm (5.2D) perpendicular to this line were adopted. For the 
twin pile tests (units 10 and 11) parallel to the direction of load an edge 
distance of 868 mm (7.5D) was present which is close to the minimum edge distance 
criterion mentioned above. 
Structural details of the steel tan~ are shown in Fig. 6.6. The tank walls 
and associated supporting beams were conservatively designed to resist "at-rest-
sand pressures" at working stress levels, 
Lateral load was transferred to the test units through a double acting 
hydraulic jack of 500 kN capacity and 300 mm stroke. The frame which was used to 
react against the hydraulic jack is shown in Fig. 6.7, The beam which protrudes 
horizontally from the top of the reaction 'frame over the top of the steel 
retaining tank was present to facilitate positioning of the test units and the 
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6,3 CONSTRUCTION OF THE MODEL PILES 
The construction sequence for the test units was as follows: 
(i) The steel tubes {D = 115 nun and t = 4.5 nun) were received in 3 metre 
lengths from the manufacturer. These lengths of tube were cut to the 
lengths indicated in Figs.6.1, and 6;2 with care being taken to ensure 
that the ends of the tubes were square with the longitudinal direction of 
the tube, 
(ii) For tubes which were to be subsequently tested under free-head conditions, 
end plates of 10 mm thickness and 115 mm diameter were welded on to the 
bottom end of the tubes. For tubes which were tested under 
capped-head conditions, discs of 20 mm thickness and 300 mm diameter 
were welded on to the bottom end of the tubes. 
(iii) 'For the steel-encased piles which were to be tested under free-head 
conditions; tubes of 115 mm length, 25.4 mm inside diameter and 6.4 mm wall 
thickness were inserted and welded to the model piles. These 115 mm length 
tubes were present to facilitate the transfer of lateral load to the model 
piles. 
(iv) The model piles were then erected into a vertical position and braced 
against surrounding scaffolding. Concrete, which was provided by a local 
ready-mix contractor, was poured through the middle of each pile in three 
lifts per test unit. Following each lift, the concrete was rodded by a 
6 nun diameter bar. 
(v) The concrete was then left to cure for a week with damp hessian placed 
over any exposed concrete. 
(vi) For the steel-encased piles which were to be tested under free-head 
conditions, end plates were welded on to the top of the models. 
(vii)" The steel-encased piles which were subsequently to be tested under 
capped-head conditions were then located in position and 
welded on to the pile cap (305UB40). 
6.4 INSTRUMENTATION 
6,4.1 Lateral Load 
Lateral load was monitored through load cells. For tests conducted under 
free-head conditions, loads of the order of± 35kN had been anticipated (see 
section 6.2.1). For these tests a load cell of± 50kN capacity was utilised 
which allowed loads to be obtained to a resolution of 0.02 kN and an accuracy of 
± 1%. For tests conducted under capped-head conditions, loads of 
the order of± ll0kN (see Section 6,2.2) had been anticipated. In these tests a 
± 500 kN capacity load cell was used to read loads to a resolution of 0. 2 kN and 
an accuracy of ± 1% . 
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6.4.2 Load-Level Displacements and Rotation 
For the model piles tested under free-head condition, lateral displacement 
at load-level and either 150 mm or 200 mm above load-level were monitored by the 
use of 300 mm travel linear potentiometers mounted between the model pile and the 
end of ·the tank as shown in Fig. 6,8, The use of two potentiometers mounted in 
this fashion allowed the subsequent calculation of load-level rotation, as the 
difference in deflection indicated by these potentiometers divided by the distance 
between these instruments. 
The arrangement of displacement-measuring devices used in the twin-pile 
tests is shown in Fig. 6.9. Pile cap lateral displacements at load-level and 
100 mm beneath load-level were measured by 300 mm travel linear potentiometers. 
Vertical movements of the piles were monitored by 100 mm travel linear potentiometers 
mounted coaxially with each of the piles between the top of the pile cap and an 
overhead measuring frame. Rotation of the pile cap was obtained by two methods: 
(i) the difference in deflection between the 100 mm travel potentiometers 
divided by the distance (690 mm) between these instruments; and 
(ii) the difference in deflection between the 300 mm travel potentiometers 
divided by the distance (100 mm) between these instruments. 
Rotations derived from method (i) were expected to be approximately 20 times as 
accurate as those derived from method (ii). Thus method (ii) was only used as a 
check on method (i). 
The linear potentiometers were Sakae brand. At small (~ 2% of travel) and 
large (~ 10% of travel) values of deflection, the manufacturers claim these 
instruments have an accuracy of ± 3% and ± 1% respectively. 
6.4.3 Strain Gauges 
Free-Head Pile Series 
Nine model piles were tested in the free-head pile series. Three of these 
models (units 1, 4 and 7) were not strain-gauged, while the other six models (units 
2, 3, 5, 6, 12 and 13) were tested with longitudinally orientated strain gauges 
mounted on the outside of the tube at the extremities of the loading diameter. 
These strain gauges (SHOWA N34-FA-2-120-11) enabled distributions of pile curvature 
to be determined, and hence by subsequent analyses (see Section 6.10.1) also 
distributions of pile lateral deflection, bending moment, shear force and soil 
lateral pressure. 
Originally it had been intended to test model piles in three densities 
(dense, medium and loose) of sand. Thus as shown in Fig. 6.10, three different 
arrays of strain gauges were used. In the next chapter, a method for analysing 
pile-soil systems under lateral load is described. Preliminary analyses using 
this method were conducted to predict curvature distributions in the model piles. 
For regions of the piles anticipated to be subjected to large curvaturE:.s, strain 
gauges were placed at small spacing (28 mm; 0.25D); while in regions expected to 
be subjected to small curvatures, gauges were placed at larger spacing (58 mm= 
0,5D or 115 mm= D). From Fig. 6.10, it can be seen that the depth at which peak 
curvature occurred was expected to increase, as the density of sand decreased. 
Since when the tests were actually conducted only medium and loose density 
sands were achieved, the six units were rearranged to be tested with the three 
different strain gauge patterns as follows: 
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(ii) Loose Density Sand Tests - Unit 5 (Array II) 
Unit 6 (Array III) 
Unit 13 (Array III) 
As approximately 100 strain gauges were used for each test unit, a substantial 
volume of strain gauge wiring was also associated with each unit. This wiring 
was tightly taped to the outside of the tube, with approximately half of the 
wires proceeding upwards along the pile and the other half downwards along the 
pile, Because of concern about the effect of these wires modifying the soil-
structure interaction of these models, three further tests (units 1, 4 and 7) 
were conducted without strain gauges. 
Capped-Head Pile Series 
For the tests (units 10 and 11) involving twin piles connected by a pile 
cap, a total of 37 strain gauge pairs were mounted on each pile as indicated in 
Fig. 6,11. Preliminary analyses, in which it was assumed that the pile cap 
was constrained against rotation and vertical movement, indicated that peak 
curvatures would occur in the regions of the pile adjacent to the cap. Thus 
strain gauge spacings were smaller in these regions. 
6.5 MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
6.5.1 Sand 
It was decided to use a dry cohesionless material for the soil medium since: 
(i) Relative to most soils, this material is relatively clean and easy to 
handle. 
(ii) It is relatively easy to place uniformly at a known density which means 
that test results are easily repeatable, 
(iii) As the overburden pressure increases so too do the strength and stiffness 
of uniform sand. Thus sand models most naturally occurring soils which 
increase in strength and stiffness with depth. 
(iv) The: response of sand to load is.essentially independent of time, 
The grading curve for the silica sand which was used in the tests is shown in 
Fig. 6.12. This indicates that a fine-medium grained sand of uniform grading 
was used. The average particle size was approximately 0.2 mm (0.0017D). 
Thus localised effects from individual soil particles were expected to be 
negligible (cf. a prototype pile in contact with boulders). 
Fendall (6.6) and Goldsmith (6.5) have tested model piles •at a scale of 
about 1/100 under normal gravity conditions. They installed model piles in 
the sand by driving. By using both a stereo-photograrnmetric technique and 
pressure transducers mounted flush with the pile surface, they determined that 
soil movement and lateral pressures induced by pile-driving were of a similar 
order to those induced by subsequent large-displacement lateral loading. 
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Fendall has also commented that sand placed in a box at the same density by 
different methods (e.g. (i) showering from a height of 500 mm; or (ii) showering 
from zero height and subsequently applying vibration) will have different strength 
and stiffness characteristics. Thus clearly the soil properties are very 
depende?t on the method of installing both sand and pile. 
In the tests described in this chapter, the model piles were hung in 
position from an overhead beam and soil was then deposited around the pile. This 
installment m~thod simulates soil conditions better for bored piles than for 
driven piles. To achieve a loose density, sand was placed in the retaining tank 
by showering from a nozzle, the soil was then allowed to roll, thus ensuring a 
loose compaction. To achieve a medium density, the retaining tank was filled in 
approximately 300 mm layers with poker vibration being applied after each layer 
was placed. In addition to this intermittent poker viDration, a vibrating machine 
was operated continuously during the sand-filling operation which took approximately 
2.5 hours and also for a further period of approximately 7.5 hours after the retaining 
tank had been filled. For the single pile tests, the machine was bolted to the top 
of the pile, while for the twin pile tests the machine was bolted to the top flange 
of the pile cap half-way between the piles. 
Nuclear densometer readings of the average density of the sand over the top 
200 mm of the retaining tank were obtained prior to testing units 11, 12 and 13, 
as shown in Fig. 6.13, Relatively uniform sand densities were obtained throughout 
this top layer of sand, since for a given test unit the standard deviation of the 
readings was approximately equal to 1% of the average of ·the readings. However for 
the medium density sands there was a small trend of decreasing sand density as 
distance from the piles is increased. This could be expected as the main source 
of vibration was the machine located on top of these piles. From the readings 
taken prior to testing units 12 and 13 (single pile tests), the loose density sand 
had an average density of p = 1466 kg/m3 , while the medium density sand had an 
*" average density of p = 1568 kg/m3 /\' However the readings taken prior to testing 
unit 11 (twin pile and medium density sand) indicated an average density of 
p = 1614 kg/m 3 . Since density readings had not been taken prior to testing 
units 1-10, it was not known whether the difference in densities between the tests 
conducted in "medium density sand" for single and twin piles was due to inherent 
difficulties in exactly reproducing the same soil conditionsordue to the 
different vibration chara.cteristics of the single and the twin piles. 
The relationship between soil density p and internal angle of friction• 
was determined by conducting shear box tests on a sample of the sand. 
Values of$ were required to subsequently enable the Reese et al (6.1) semi-empirical 
model to be used to derive theoretical soil lateral stress-lateral deflection-depth 
responses. The shear box tests were conducted using a normal pressure of 104 kPa, 
and difference in density between tests was achieved by varying the amount of 
vibration applied to the shear box prior to applying shear stress. This is 
similar to the method used in varying the sand density for the model pile tests. 
Angles of internal friction$ were then calculated from: 
(6.10) 
where T = maximum shear stress applied to the sand sample [kPa units] . 
The resulting$ vs p relationship is shown in Fig. 6.14. For soil densities of 
p = 1466 kg/m3 (unit 13 - loose density sand, single pile), 1568 kg/m 3 (unit 12 -
medium density sand, single pile) and 1614 kg/m3 (unit 11 - medium density sand, 
twin piles); a regression line through the t - p data gives $ = 27.3°, 29.6° and 
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et al (6.7) representative values for a uniform graded sand of 27.5° (loose) -
34° (dense). 
For the purpose of conveying the sand a 5 metre long auger was used. This 
auger was driven by a 2.7 kilowatt motor and discharged sand through a flexible 
rubber·hose. This enabled the retaining tank to be filled (or discharged) in a 
period of approximately 2.5 hours. The retaining tank was discharged through a 
trap door near the bottom of one of the long walls (see Fig. 6.~). In between 
tests, sand o/as temporarily stored in a wooden retaining bin. 
Finally with the advantage of hindsight it is recommended that if similar 
tests to these are performed a coarser grained sand should be used, since the 
fine grained sand used in these tests created a severe dust nuisance. 
6.5.2 Tubes 
The tubes used in the model pile tests were from the same batch of steel 
as those used in the longitudinal load tests described previously in Chapter 3. 
Stress-strain responses of coupon samples of the tube were shown in Fig. 3.1. 
The tubes had a diameter of D = 115 mm and a wall thickness oft= 4.5 mm 
giving a tube D/t ratio of 26. Although this casing D/t ratio is smaller than 
that typically used in prototype piles (60 ~ D/t S 180), it meant that reliable 
strain gauge readings could be obtained to high longitudinal strain levels. 
From the results of Chapter 4, if thinner walled tubes had been used local 
buckling at relatively low ductility levels could have resulted in erratic 
gauge readings which would have made the study of pile inelastic behaviour hard 
to quantify, 
6.5.3 Concrete 
Concrete used in the model pile tests was from the same patch as that used 
in the AVERY series of longitudinal load tests discussed previously in Chapter 3. 
Details of the concrete were given in Section 3,2.3. However it should be 
noted that the model pile tests were conducted at a later stage than the 
longitudinal load tests, by which time the concrete cylinder strength had 
increased from 32 to 34 MPa. 
6.6 TEST PREPARATION 
Figure 6.15 shows a photograph of test unit 10 (twin piles connected to a 
pile cap) immediately prior to this unit being positioned in the retaining tank, 
the large volume of strain gauge wiring and the steel discs welded to the base 
of the piles which were present to help restrain longitudinal movement of the 
piles are evident. Figure 6.16 shows a photograph of the sand-filling operation 
in action. Figures 6.17 and 6.18 show close-up and far-off views respectively 
of the test set-up immediately prior to the testing of unit 10.' 
FIG. 6.15 UNIT 10 IMMEDIATELY PRIOR TO BEING 
POSITIONED IN THE RETAINING TANK 
FIG. 6. 16 SAND-FILLING OPERATION IN ACTION 
FIG. 6.17: CLOSE-UP VIEW OF THE TEST SEI'-
UP FOR UNIT 10 
FIG. 6.18 FAR-OFF VIEW OF TEST SET-UP 





6,7 TEST PROCEDURE 
• Testing involved the slow incremental application of lateral displacement 
to the model piles. Lengthy pauses were taken in between displacement increments 
so that data could be recorded and observations of pile and sand movements could 
be made. 
Three types of lateral displacement patterns were planned for the tests 
as shown in Fig. 6.19 and described below: 
(i) The first pattern involved monotonically loading the units out to a 
load-level lateral displacement of the order of 300 mm (2.6D). 
(ii) The second pattern involved large amplitude cyclic lateral loading at a 
load-level displacement of either± 0.5D or± D. 
(iii) The third pattern involved successively small to large amplitude lateral 
loading with 2 cycles to load-level displacements of± 0.025D, ± 0.05D, 
± 0.1D, ± 0,2D, ± 0.3D, ± 0.4D, ± 0.5D, ± 0,75D and± D. 
In addition, for some of the cyclic tests a large displacement pulse was applied 
as a finale to the tests. Test units 12 and 13 were tested with pattern (i), 
units 1, 2 and 6 with pattern (ii) and units 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 with 
pattern (iii). 
It should be noted that the above displacement patterns are very severe 
in terms of modelling the effects of earthquakes on piles. Berrill et al (6.8) 
recommend that in New Zealand seismic displacements at the centre of mass of a 
single degree-of-freedom oscillator be calculated from: 
( 6.11) 
where ZH return period coefficient (= 0.80 for 100 year return period 
earthquake, and 1.33 for a 250 year return period earthquake) 
CAµ= basic displacement coefficient [mm units]. 
Figure 6.20 shows a plot of CAµ as a function of design displacement ductility 
level µ and fundamental period of vibration T of the- oscillator for New 
Zealand seismic zone A. 
Typical prototype bridge substructures will have T:, 1.5 seconds, which 
implies that c 8µ:, 300 mm. For structures which use large diameter piles, 
the values of T and hence CAµ will tend to be smaller than those obtained 
_for structures using small diameter piles. However for typical prototype piles 
with diameters in the range of 600 mm-1800 mm and CAµ= 300 mm 1 this implies 
that a severe earthquake (e.g. return period = 250 years) will impose lateral 
displacements in the range of 0.22D - 0.67D at the bridge centre of mass. 
These levels of displacement are considerably smaller than the displacements of 
up to 2.6D which were imposed on the model piles. 
6.8 SUMMARY OF TEST UNIT DETAILS 
Table 6.1 provides an overall summary of test unit details (e.g. head 
condition, soil density and displacement patterns). 
Results from moment-curvature analyses of the steel-encased pile sections 
are given in Fig. 6. 21. These· analyses were performed using the "lateral 
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•and concrete. Since for the twin-pile tests the overturning effect of the lateval 
load induces longitudinal load in the piles, the moment-curvature analyses were 
conducted at a variety of levels of longitudinal load (P = O, ± 30kN = ± 0.08f;(Ac+At) 
± 60 kN = ± 0,17f' (A +At), ± 90 kN = ± 0.25f' (A +At) to cover the anticipated range of 
C C . C C 
longitudinal loads which were shown in.Section 6.2.2. From these analyses, moments 
at E ~ 0,003 (M.) and first yield of the steel (M), and the curvature at 
C 1 y 
idealised yield (W) of the section based on an elastic-plastic idealisation of 
y 
behaviour (see Section 5.3.4) were obtained. These values are listed in Fig. 6.21. 
Within.the range of longitudinal loads 
shows that the idealised yield curvature 
of the maximum to the minimum value of 
p which were analysed, Fig. 6.21 
level of longitudinal-compression load increases, flexural strength and stiffness 
increase at approximately the same rate. Thus a yield curvature of $ = 0.0337 y 
$y is insensitive to P since the ratio 
$y is 1.03. This occurs because as the 
rads/m (P = 0 case) is taken as being approximately appropriate over the 
anticipated range of longitudinal loads (-90 kN < P < 90 kN). The average ratio of 
My to Mi was 0.74, which indicates that the curvature at first yield of the tube 
was approximately equal to 0.74$y (74% of the idealised yield curvature). The 
analyses also show that significant overstrength of the piles can occur. For 
example at a curvature of $ = 1.2 rads/m (curvature ductility ratio of $I$ 35.6), . y 
flexural strength is approximately equal to l.17Mi (117% of the moment at a 
maximum concrete strain of Ec = 0,003). 
TABLE 6.1 SUMMARY OF TEST UNIT DETAILS 
Unit Strain- Head Members Initial Soil Displacement Pattern 
Number Gauges Condition Density· 
1 No Free Concrete-fi 11 ed tube Loose Large Amplitude Cyclic 
2 Yes Free Concrete-filled tube Medium Large Amplitude Cyclic 
3 Yes Free Concrete-filled tube Medium Small to Large Amplitude 
Cyclic 
4 No Free concrete-filled tube Medium Small to Large Amplitude 
Cyclic 
5 Yes Free Concrete-filled tube Loose Small to Large Amplitude 
Cyclic .. 
6 Yes Free concrete-filled tube Loose Large Amplitude Cyclic 
7 No Free Concrete-filled tube Loose Small to Large Amplitude 
Cyclic 
10 Yes Capped Concrete-filled tubes Loose Small to Large Amplitude 
+ Cyclic 
Pile Cap 
11 Yes Capped Concrete-filled tubes Medium Small to Large Amplitude 
+ Cyclic 
Pile Cap 
12 Yes Free Concrete-filled tube Medium Monotonic 
13 Yes Free Concrete-filled tube Loose Monotonic 
Note: No units 8 and 9. 
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6.9 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS - FREE HEAD PILES 
The following sections contain the experimental results from the steel-
encased concrete model piles (units 1-7, 12 and 13) tested under free-head 
conditions. 
6.9.1 •General Observations 
Sand movement first became visually obvious when the load-·level lateral 
displacement of the pile was of the order of 0.025D (2.9 mm). At this stage, 
sand that was immediately in front of the pile had heaved, while sand immediately 
behind the pile had settled. As testing, either cyclic (units 1-7) or monotonic 
(units 12 and 13), proceeded the extent and magnitude of sand movement increased 
and indications of sand shear dislocation also became apparent on the top surface 
of the sand. 
Figures 6.22 and 6.23 contain photographs which show the development of 
pile and sand movement as the monotonic lateral loading of unit 12 (medium density 
sand) and 13 (loose density sand) proceeded. From these figures at load-level 
lateral displacement of 0.2D and larger, the surfacing of roughly fan-shaped 
zones of soil shear failure is apparent. The surface dimensions of these zones 
at peak load-level displacement (~ 298 mm= 2.6D) and a method for calculating 
the d~pth Dw at which the passively formed wedge of sand intersects the pile 
are shown in Fig. 6.24. From Figs. 6. 22-6.24 it can be seen that a larger volume 
of sand was subjected to shear failure in the medium density (unit 12) than in 
the loose density (unit 13) sand test. From the information given in Fig. 6. 24 
and the values of angle of internal friction $ given in Section 6,5.1 ( $ = 27° 
for loose density and 30° for medium density) , the depth of the soil wedges Dw 
can be estimated as 350 mm (3,0D) in the medium density sand and 250 mm (2.1D) 
for loose density sand. 
Figure 6, 25 shows a comparison of the sand profiles at longitudinal and 
lateral centreline sections of the tank at the peak load-level displacements 
( ~ 298 mm= 2.6D) attained in units 12 and 13. For both units 12 (medium 
density sand) and 13 (loose density sand), significant densification of the sand 
occurred in the vicinity of the model pile, although this is more marked for 
the model pile tested in loose sand. At the centre of the roughly conical-shaped 
depression which formed in the wake of the pile, the surface level had settled by 
185 mm {= 1.61D) in the medium density test and 200 mm (= 1,74D) in the loose 
dens;ity test. For both 'units 12 and 13, as shown in Figs. 6.22-6.24, the zones 
of soil shear failure were at least 100 mm clear of the walls, so major 
modification to the soil behaviour due to boundary effects from the tank wall 
should not have resulted. 
Figure 6.26 shows a comparison between units 5(1oose density sand, small to 
large amplitude cyclic loading), 6 (loose density sand, large amplitude cyclic 
loading) and 13 (loose density sand, monotonic loading) of sand profiles at a 
load-level pile lateral displacement of 0,5D (57.5 mm). Clearly a large decrease 
in soil volume, and hence increase in soil density, occurs due to the cyclic 
loading. Figure 6.27 shows a similar comparison for tests cond~cted in medium 
density sand where the reduction in volume which occurs with cyclic.loading is 
significant but not as marked as for loose density sand. 
Evidence of an increase in sand density, in the cyclic tests, was also 
gained by measuring the angle of repose of the sand slopes in the roughly conical-
shaped depressions which trailed the pile, For the loose density sand tests, the 
angle of repose was observed to increase from 30° (at displacement~ 0.2D) to 36° 
(end of test), while for the medium density sand tests the angle increased from 
38° to 41°. It should be noted that these angles of repose are in poor agreement 
with the angles of internal friction$ for the sand which from Section 6.5.l were 
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expected to be in the range of 27° {loose) - 34° (dense). The reason for this 
discrepancy is that the angle of internal friction $ is not a constant as is 
commonly assumed, but is a function of the overburden pressure as has been 
verified by Fukushima and Tatsuoka (6.11) and Ponce and Bell (6.12). Thus the 
difference in these two sets of experimentally obtained angles can be explained 
by the l~ck of overburden pressure which applies to the angle of repose measurements 
and the effective overburden pressure of 104 kPa which applies to the angles of 
inter.nal friction determined from the shear box tests {see Section 6.5.1). 
As with the monotonic tests, shear dislocation on the top surface of the 
sand was observed in the cyclic tests. For the cyclic tests, shear dislocation 
first appeared at load-level displacements which were in the range of 0.1D-0.5D 
(cf. 0.2D for the monotonic tests). For units 3-7 and all except the final 
stages of testing of units 1 and 2, the soil wedges were clear of the tank walls. 
In the final stages of testing units 1 and 2 (at load-level displacements of 2D 
and greater), soil wedges were observed to intersect the tank walls as shown for 
unit 2 in Fig. 6.28. Thus at that stage significant modification to the behaviour 
of the sand could have resulted from the presence of the tank walls. However from 
the discussion contained in Section 6.7, results at displacements of less than 
0. 67.D are of direct relevance to seismic induced behaviour, and displacements of 
2D and greater are outside those expected to occur in bridge piles under earthquake 
conditions. 
Following tests, the model piles were inspected for signs of damage. No 
fracturing or local buckling of the casing was observed in these post-mortems, 
Figure 6,33 shows a photograph of the final condition of unit 2, which was the 
most damaged of the test units described in this section. From the figure it can 
be seen that well-developed plasticity occurred over a considerable length of the 
pile, with peak curvature occurring at a depth of approximately six pile diameters. 
In Section 4.2.3, it was noted that pile-soil systems under lateral load have a 
flat bending moment distribution in the vicinity of the critical section. This 
was predicted to result in a longer plastic hinge length and hence smaller 
curvature ductility demand in the pile than in an "equivalent cantilever" (linear 
bending moment distribution) at the same level of displacement ductility. This 
prediction is qualitatively confirmed by Fig. 6,33, and discussed further in 
Section 6,10.8. 
6,9.2 Lateral Load-Lateral Displacement Performance 
Figures 6.30 and 6.31 shows the monotonic lateral load-load level lateral 
displacement responses of units 12 {medium density sand) and 13 (loose density 
sand) respectively, At a peak load-level lateral displacement of 2.6D (~ 298 mm), 
loads reached in units 12 and 13 were 21.8 kN and 8.8 kN respectively, which 
indicates the soil density has a large influence on lateral load-carrying capacity. 
It is apparent that the ultimate load of the piles was not reached since load-
displacement response is still rising at the peak displacement. The figures also 
show that load-displacement response is almost continuously non-linear, even at 
small levels of displacement. For example for unit 12, at a deflection of 2.3 mm 
(= 0.02D) the lateral load is equal to 1.26 times the load at a deflection of 
1.15 mm (0.01D). This non-linear behaviour is very different from the elastic or 
elastic-plastic behaviour which is commonly assumed in design. 
From Figs. 6.30 and 6.31, it is also apparent that only a small proportion 
of the imposed lateral displacement is recovered upon unloading of the pile. It 
is subsequently shown (see Section 6,9.3) that the pile members were behaving 
elastically. Thus this residual displacement is due to soil behaviour. During 
loading the cohhesionless soil flows into the cavity created in the wake of the 
pile, and this \oil flow is responsible for permitting only partial recovery of 
pile lateral displacement on unloading. In compariso~, an elastically behaving 
pile in cohesive soil might be expected to fully recover its initial position on 
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unloading, since during loading the cohesive soil will not flow into the wake of 
the pile. 
Figures 6.32-6.38 show the hysteresis loops of lateral load-lateral 
displacement response for units 1-7 respectively. 
Lateral loading of unit 1 (no strain gauges present) was conducted as a 
pilot cyclic test. After the initial cycling (7 cycles at displacement=± D) in 
loose sand, to obtain an estimate of medium density sand behaviour, the sand tank 
was topped up and relevelled and a further 6 cycles were performed prior to a 
large displac~ment pulse of -2.5D (- 288 mm) being applied. This topping up of the 
tank clearly enhanced the strength and stiffness of the model pile. 
tests (units 2-7) were performed without topping up the sand level. 
The subsequent 
From Fig. 6.32, 
excellent hysteretic behaviour was obtained for unit 1, since load-carrying capacity 
of the model pile increased with every cycle and even at the end of the large 
displacement pulse, load-carrying capacity was still increasing. However it is 
recalled from Section 6.9.l that towards the end of testing at load-level lateral 
displacements of magnitude greater than2D, soil wedges intersected the tank wall 
which could have increased the apparent soil shear strength. 
For the model piles tested in medium density sand (units 2, 3 and 4, see 
Figs. ·6.33-6.35 respectively), the hysteresis loops are stable with generally a 
small increase in load-carrying capacity occurring at succeeding cycles to the 
same peak load-level displacement. It is also shown that load-carrying capacity 
increased as load-level displacement increased. 
For the model piles tested in loose sand (units 5, 6 and 7, see Figs. 6.36-
6.38 respectively), significant expansion of the hysteresis loops occurs as 
cycling proceeds. For example for unit 6, at the peaks of the 2nd, 3rd •••.. 9th 
and 10th cycles to a load-level lateral deflection of 57.5 mm (= 0.5D) the 
lateral loads were equal to 1.33, 1.55, 1.73, 1.88, 2.00, 2.10, 2.20, 2.27 and 
2.35 times respectively the loads carried at the peak of the first cycle. Thus 
significant strength enhancement occurred with each succeeding cycle, although the 
rate of strength increase tended to reduce with each succeeding cycle. Furthermore, even 
at the end of the large displacement pulse of -2.5D (- 288 mm), the load-carrying 
capacity of unit 6 was still rising to a magnitude in excess of 15.2 kN. 
In the previous section, it was noted that the sand level tended to drop 
as cyclic loading proceeded. This results in both the unsupported length of the 
pile and the sand density increasing. For medium density sand tests (see Figs. 
6.33~6.35), it is apparent that the lateral load-carrying capacity lost due to 
an increase in the unsupported length of the pile is approximately offset by the 
increase in capacity due to the increasing soil density and hence strength, whi~e 
for the loose density sand tests (see Figs. 6.36-6.38), the increase in load-
carrying capacity due to the increase in soil strength more than offsets the 
loss of capacity due to an increase in the unsupported length of the pile. 
Fendall (6.6) conducted lateral load tests on small-scale ( ~ 1/100) piles 
which were driven into dry sand that was initially either loose or dense. 
Constant amplitude cyclic loading for model ·piles in dense sand produced degrading 
hysteretic behaviour, while in loose sand stable hysteretic behaviour was obtained. 
For model piles tested in loose sand, it is probable that the difference in 
hysteretic behaviour obtained in the tests of Fendall (6.6) and the tests 
described in this chapter which had expanding hysteresis loops, is due to the 
different techniques used in installing the model piles. In the tests of 
Fendall, piles were driven into the foundation which would have partially densified 
the initially loose sand, while the model piles described in this chapter were 
positioned in the retaining tank and then loose sand was poured around the piles. 
Both results are of relevance to prototype piles, since driving and boring are 
both commonly used in installing prototype piles, and boring which does not 
311 
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significantly densify the soil surrounding the pile will produce soil conditions 
similar to those obtained in the pile tests described in this chapter. 
For the model tests described in this chapter, it is subsequently shown 
(Section 6.9.3) that the majority of the tests involved piles responding in an 
elastic manner. Thus the expanding hysteresis loops for the loose density sand 
tests, can be attributed to the significant level of soil flow into the wake of:· 
the pile which occurred as the pile was subjected to cyclic loading. This soil 
flow resulteq in a marked increase in soil density and hence strength in the 
vicinity of the pile. A cohesive soil would not be expected to have this 
expanding hysteretic behaviour, since cohesive soil will not flow into the wake 
of the pile. 
Expanding hysteresis loops will have· a marked influence o_n the seismic 
behaviour of prototype piles. The implication is that the large re.serve of 
hystereticdarnpin_g available from the soil will tend to reduce the pile response 
from that occurring with, for example, a soil behaving, in an elastic-plastic 
or degrading fashion. 
Figure 6 .39 shows a comparison to both small ( :. 7 mm) and large ( :a 300 mm) 
deflection scales of the load-deflection responses obtained from the monotonic 
tests and the first half cycle of the cyclic tests. Theoretical elastic-plastic 
.responses based on the values of Hi (theoretical ultimate load) and 6y 
(idealised yield deflection) predicted on the basis of equivalent cantilever 
behaviour as described previously in Section 6.2.l are also given in these figures. 
The experimental results at a given sand density show a significant amount 
of scatter. For example at a load-level displacement of 0.02D (= 2.3 mm), the five 
loose density sand tests had a load with an average value of 1.49 kN and a standard 
deviation of 0.28 kN; while the four medium density sand tests had a load with an 
average value of 4.52 kN and a standard deviation of 0.30 kN. The theoretical 
predictions are in poor agreement with the experimental responses. Experimentally 
obtained lateral loads were always less than the theoretical ultimate loads, 
implying that the equivalent depths-to-fixity were underestimated by use of the 
design procedure outlined in Section 6.2.1. It is also indicated that an elastic-
plastic idealisation of response gives a poor representation of the experimentally 
obtained load-deflection responses which are significantly curved throughout the 
entire range of displacement. However, at load-level displacements of 
approximately 4 mm (0.035D) for the loose density sand and 8 mm (0.07D) for the 
medium density sand, the experimental and theoretical loads are in good agreement. 
Figure 6,39a also indicates that the presence of strain gauges and the associated 
wiring on the outside of the tube made little difference to pile load-deflection 
response. 
Comparisons of monotonic response and envelopes to cyclic load-deflection 
responses for tests conducted in medium and loose density sand are shown in Figs. 
6,40(a) and (b) respectively. These figures clearly show the enhancement to 
lateral load-carrying capacity which occurred as cyclic loading proceeded. This 
enhancement is more marked for tests conducted in loose sand than in medium sand. 
For example at a load-level displacement of 115 mm (DJ, in the medium density sand 
tests, unit 2 (cyclic test) supported a load 56% larger than the load carried by 
unit 12 (monotonic test), while in the loose density sand tests unit 1 (cyclic test) 
carried a load 218% larger than the load carried by unit 13 (monotonic test). This 
is a result of the extra soil densification which occurs under cyclic loading 
relative to monotonic loading. 
6.9.3 Curvature Distribution 
Figures 6. 41-6. 46 show profiles of pile curvature distribution at a variety 
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of units 12 and 13 and the cyclic testing of units 2, 3, 5 and 6 respectively. 
Values of curvature ductility ratio wlw based on the experimentally obtained 
y 
curvature and the theoretical idealised yield curvature Wy (see Section 6,8), 
and the depth at which the peak curvature occurred for each of the profiles are 
also in<licated on these figures. 
Curvatures were obtained by dividing the difference in strain between 
opposite strain gauges of a pair (see Fig. 6.101 by the distance (equal to the 
diameter, D "'115 mm) between the ·gauges. The curvature profiles were then 
plotted by linearly interpolating the curvatures between the positions of strain 
gauge pairs. 
The experimental results are a little erratic, especially during the later 
stages of testing in the vicinity of the positions of peak curvature. This 
occurs because the strain gauge pairs in this vicinity were located at very small 
spacing (0.25D = 28 mm). Thus small errors in the curvature data between strain 
gauge pairs result in the curvature profiles having a rather jagged appearance. 
As the level of displacement or the number of cycles increased, curvatures 
tended to' increase. However unit 2 was the only model pile subjected to 
signi~icant plasticity with a maximum value of the curvature ductility ratio of 
lw/wyl = 8.75 being obtained. In the other units the maximum value of l~/wyl 
was 1.17 (unit 3). 
The following observations are made from the curvature profiles (see Figs. 
6,41 and 6.42j obtained from the monotonic loading of units 12 (medium density 
sand) and 13 (loose density sand): 
(i) At the same level of load-level lateral displacement, pile curvatures are 
larger in the medium density sand tests than in the loose density sand 
tests. This is to be expected, since soil pressures and hence pile 
bending moments will be larger at a given displacement for t_he medium 
density sand test than for the loose density sand test.• 
(ii) The experimentally determined position of peak curvature is very sensitive 
to the accuracy of the curvature data, since theoretically the gradient of 
the curvature will be very small in the vicinity of the peak curvature. 
However as load-level displacement increased from 0.025D (3 mm) to 2.6D 
(iii) 
(299 mm) the depth at which the peak curvature occurred dropped significantly 
from a level of 4D to 9.7D for the medium sand test and less significantly 
from 7.7D to 8.5D for the loose sand test. Since for these two tests the 
piles remained substantially elastic (w/~y < 1), this change in position.of 
peak curvature implied that the soil stiffness was reducing as the level of 
displacement increased, 
Maximum values of wlw = 0.99 and 0.34 were obtained during loading of units 
y 
12 (medium density sand) and 13 {loose density sand) respectively. 
Thus these pile members behaved substantially in an elastic fashion during 
testing. However after unloading of these model piles, s~gnificant levels 
of residual curvature were present on the piles. For example unit 12 had 
a maximum residual curvature of 0,23Wy' indicating that significant residual 
levels of bending moment, shear force and soil lateral pressure were also 
present in the piles. Thus the flow of granular soils around the pile which 
occurs during loading, upon unloading results in significant levels of both 
lateral displacement {see Section 6.9.2) and curvature of the pile. 
The following observations are made from the curvature profiles (see Figs. 
6.43-6.46) obtained from the cyclic testing of units 2 and 3 (medium density 
sand) and 5 and 6 (loose density sand): 
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(i) Cyclic loading, which as noted in the previous section densified the sand, 
also significantly increased the levels of curvature. For example from the 
first to the sixth cycles at a load-level displacement of D (115 mm), the 
peak curvature obtained in unit 2 (see Fig. 6.43) increased by a factor of 
3.7. 
(ii) In general the tests conducted in loose sand, during which the pile behaved 
elastically (1/J/1/Jy < 0.66), indicated a slight trend towards the depth at·-·-\1,,.{_ 
position of peak curvature,.( increasing with displacement level. This is in 
agreement with the behaviour obtained during monotonic testing. For cyclic 
tests conducted in medium density sand, a significant trend towards an 
increase in depth for the position of peak curvature for increasing 
displacement and 1/J/1/Jy < l was obtained. This is also in agreement with the 
behaviour obtained during monotonic testing. However for 1/J/1/J > l (see 
y 
Fig. 6.4'3, unit 2), the depth to the position of peak curvature tended to 
decrease as the level of displacement increased. This occurs because at 
this plastic stage of pile member behaviour, the pile flexural stiffness is 
reducing at a faster rate than the soil lateral stiffness. 
(iii) From the results obtained from unit 2 (see Fig. 6.43) the considerable 
length of the pile subjected to significant plasticity is clearly shown. 
For example at the peak load-level displacement of -2.SD (-288 mm), 
l!/1/1/Jyl > l over a length of 8.2D and 11/J/1/Jyl > 5 over a length of 4.4D. 
This is in agreement with the qualitative observation (see Fig. 6.29) of a 
considerable length over which unit 2 was significantly bent. 
6.10 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS - FREE-HEAD PILES 
6.10.l Determining Pile Lateral Deflection, Bending Moment, Shear Force and 
Soil Lateral Pressure Distributions 
6.10.l.l Background 
It was shown in Section 1.4.2 that given the curvature distribution 1/J(x) 
(where x = distance along the pile axis) and flexural rigidity EI of an elastically 
behaving pile, then pile bending moment M(x), shear force V(x), slope 8(x), 
lateral deflection y(x) and soil lateral pressure p(x) distributions can be 
determined from: 
M(x) EI.1/J(X) (6.12) 
V(x) = EI. d,p (xl (6.13) dx 
p(x) = EI d
2g,(xl (6.14) o· dx 2 
8 (x) I 1/J(X) .dx (6.15) 
y(x) J J 1/J (xi .dx.dx (6.16) 
It should, however, be noted that values of p(x) which are calculated from 
equation 6.14 and referred to above as "soil lateral pressures" are not in fact 
equivalent to the actual soil lateral pressures on a pile. Before lateral loading 
has commenced at which stage p(x) = 0, significant-but self-equilibrating soil 
lateral pressures will be present adjacent to the pile. Scott (6.13) notes that 
p(x) represents the nett effect of three types of soil reaction on the pile, which 
occur subsequently to the "at-rest" (i.e. before lateral load is applied) 
condition of the pile: 
(i) increase of soil pressure in front of the pile, as the pile pushes into 
that soil; 
(ii) relief of soil pressure behind the pile, as the pile moves away from that 
soil; 
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and (iii) side friction on the pile as the pile shears through the soil. 
However, for convenience in the rest of this thesis, p(x) will be referred to as 
soil lateral pressure. 
Evaluation of pile slopea(x) and lateral deflection y(x) distributions using 
equations 6.15 and 6.16 is relatively straight-forward. Previous investigators 
(e.g. Scott (6.13) and Priestley (6.14)) have shown that any minor errors in the 
strain gauge and hence curvature distribution are smoothed out by the integration 
process. However obtaining pile shear force V(x) and soil lateral pressure p(x) 
distributions using equations 6.13 and 6.14 is more difficult since any errors in 
the strain gauge data will be magnified by the differentiation. Clearly, the 
somewhat irregular curvature distributions (see Figs. 6.41-6,46) deduced from strain 
gauge readings would result in extreme local variations of shear force and soil 
lateral pressure, unless some smoothing of the curvature distributions is done prior 
to differentiation. 
Priestley (6.14) conducted a lateral load test on a 1.37 m diameter pile at 
the Mangere bridge construction site, Auckland, New Zealand. This test was 
restricted to the elastic range of pile behaviour. Curvature data at positions 
along the length of the pile were obtained. Subsequently, curves of best fit were 
graphically constructed through the raw curvature data and pile shear force 
distributions were determined from the gradients of these curves and the value of 
pile flexural rigidity EI. The shear force distributions were then graphically 
smoothed and the soil lateral pressure distributions were determined from the 
gradients of the smoothed shear force distributions and the value of pile diameter D. 
By this method, Priestley (6.14) obtained p(x) distributions which were used to 
establish lateral subgrade coefficients p(x)/y(x). These coefficients correlated 
well with log bore information, However judgement had been used in the curve-smoothing 
processes. Thus- it is possible that if the same exercise had been conducted by another 
investigator somewhat different results could have been obtained. 
Scott (6.13) performed 1/100 scale centrifuge tests on elastically behaving 
flexible piles. Prior to placing the model piles in the found_ation, Scott accurately 
calibrated the strain gauges by placing a known bending moment distribution on the 
pile, During testing this enabled moments at the strain gauge positions to be 
determined to a high degree of accuracy. At a given stage of testing, the moment 
distribution along the pile was then determined by fitting quintic splines (a series 
of fifth order ~olynominals between adjacent strain gauge positions, with matching 
coordinates, first and second derivatives at the strain gauge positions) to the moment 
data at the strain gauge positions. The use of quintic splines for the moment 
distribution implies that between adjacent strain gauge positions, the pile shear 
force distribution will be quartic and the soil lateral pressure distribution will 
be cubic. The distributions obtained by this method also looked physically 
reasonable, although over a very short length near the top of the pile anomalous 
negative pressures were indicat~d where positive pressures were expected. 
6. 10. 1. 2 Method 
(a) Determining Slope and Lateral Deflection Distributions 
Figure 6.47 shows the notation used in numbering strain gauge pairs (1 = load-
level pair) and also diagrams of pile curvature, slope and lateral deflection in the 
vicinity of the top 10 strain gauge pairs. Values of curvature· (1/\,1/1 2 ,1/1 3 , ..... ) 
for all strain gauge pairs and load-level slope (0 1 ) and lateral deflection (y1 J, were 
obtained directly from the experimental data. Assuming a linear distribution of 
curvature between data points, the value of slope at point n + 1 could then be 
calculated from: 
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Similarly, assuming a linear distribution of slope between data points, the valu~ 
of lateral deflection at point n + l could then be calculated from: 
(6.18) 
Thus the distributions of pile slope and lateral deflection could be determined 
by applying equations 6,17 and 6.18, step by step down the length of the pile. 
(b) D~termining Smoothed Curvature Distributions 
The spline-fitting technique was not used to determine the curvature 
distribution since, as noted by Scott {6.13), this method is only appropriate when 
a very high degree of precision is present in the strain gauge data. Thus due to 
small errors in the strain gauge data, the curvature distributions shown in Figs. 
6,41-6. 46 are not suitable for the purpose of spline-fitting. Because of the 
large number of curvature distributions which required smoothing, it was also 
decided not to use the hand-smoothing technique used by Priestley (6.14), 
For a given stage of testing, a computer analysis was performed to determine 
a polynomial curve which approximated the raw curvature data over the length of the 
pile•from base to load-level. This "best fit" curve was determined using a "least 
squares" criterion (6.15). 
In Fig. 6.10 it was shown that strain gauge pairs were located at smaller 
spacing near the middle of the piles than near the ends. To achieve a polynomial 
curve that fitted equally well over the whole length of the pile, the raw curvature 
data was weighted. Data from strain gauge pairs at load-level and at the base of 
the pile had a weighting of 8, while other strain gauge pairs located at spacings 
of D, 0,5D and 0.25D had weightings of 4, 2 and l respectively. 
Preliminary analyses of the curvature data for unit 6 at the peak of the 
first cycle to a load-level lateral deflection of 0.5D {57.5 mm) indicated that 
polynomials of order 5-10 gave approximately equally good fits to the experimental 
data in terms of the least squares criterion. Thus a polynomial of order 5 was 
chosen for use in the subsequent analyses. Hence at a given stage of testing 
an expression for the smoothed curvature distribution could be obtained in the 
form of: 
ljJ(x) (6.19i 
where c0 , c1 , c 2 , c 3 , c 4 and c5 
criterion. 
constants determined from the least squares 
{c) Determining Pile Bending Moment and Shear Force and Soil 
Lateral Pressure Distributions 
Initially analyses to determine distributions of pile bending moment, shear 








EI (Cl + 2C 2 .x 
EI d 2 1jJ (x) 
D dx2 
EI 2 3 · 
0 (2c 2 + 6c 3x + 12c 4x + 20c 5 .x) 
{ 6. 20) 
{ 6. 21) 
( 6. 22) 
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These equations were only applied in the linear range of pile member behaviour 
since they are inappropriate in the non-linear range. However, it was found that 
distributions of p(x), V(x) and M(x) obtained using this method gave a poor fit to 
the boundary conditions on the pile (e.g. at and above ground level p(x) should 
equal zero). Scott (6.16) had also come to the same conclusion when he attempted 
to obtain p(x) distributions using the same technique. 
As mentioned in Section 6.10.1.1, Scott (6.13) had achieved some success by 
using quintic spline functions to obtain the distribution of bending moment between 
strain gauge pairs. To enable quintic splines to be obtained between a number of 
data points, the first and second derivatives (i.e. shear force and soil lateral 
pressure respectively) of the moment distribution have to be known at the top and 




H (applied lateral load) 
M(O) 0.173H (0.173 m is the distance from 
ground to load level) 
( 6. 23) 
(6.24) 
( 6. 25) 




( 6. 26) 
( 6. 27) 
(6, 28) 
Similarly for the model pile tests described in Sections 6.9-6,10,8, at the pile base 
equations 6.27 and 6.28 are valid. However as shown later in Section 6,10.5, 
large values of p(xb) were obtained. Thus quintic splines could not be used and 
lower order cubic splines were used, for which only one of the derivatives (e.g. 
shear force or soil lateral pressure) at each of the pile base and ground level 
is required. 
Using cubic splines for the moment distribution results_ in pile shear force 
and soil lateral pressure distributions that are composed of a series of quadratic 
and linear polynomials respectively. Preliminary analyses using either 10 or 20 
spline intervals yielded somewhat erratic results. Thus the subsequent analyses 
were conducted using either 4 or 5 spline intervals. 
Figure 6.48 shows the spacing (e.g. 5D for four spline intervals) of the 
spline endpoints and illustrative distributions of pile bending moment and shear 
force and soil lateral pressure. The figure also shows the boundary conditions 
which were used at ground level (soil lateral pressure= 0) and pile base (pile: 
shear force= 
Theory 
and an outline 





use of cubic splines is given in the text of Gerald (6.17), 
analytical procedure is given below. For n spline intervals 
endpoints (endpoint 1 is at ground level and endpoint n + 1 is 
at the pile base), expressions for the second derivatives of the moments can be 
written as: 
{ 6. 29) 
where Mi+l' M1, Mi-l = second derivatives of the moment at spline endpoints i+l, i and 
i-1 respectively, h, , h, 1 = spacing from spline endpoints i to i + 1 and i-1 to . l 1-
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to i respectively, Mi+l' Mi, Mi-l = moments at spline endpoints i+l, i and i-1 
respectively. Equation 6. 2:9 can be applied for values of i from 2 to n. The 
boundary condition of zero soil lateral pressure at ground level can be expressed 
as: 
(6. 30) 
and the boundary condition of zero shear force at pile base can be expressed as: 




M n (6.31) 
Thus for known values of hi and Mi equations 6.29-6.31 can be solved to give 
values of M" i . 
In spline interval i where x will be in the range of xi to xi+l' 
expressions for pile bending moment and shear force and soil lateral pressure 
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Thus application of equations 6.32-6.38 for each spline interval will yield the 
complete distributions of pile bending moment and shear force and soil lateral 
pressure down the embedded length of the pile. 
Moments Mi at the spline endpoints for use in the above described procedure 
were obtained from the smoothed curvature distributions· (described previously·in 
Section 6.10.l.2(b)) and the moment-curvature relationship (see Fig. 6.21). Since a 
cyclic moment-curvature relationship had not been developed, analyses to obtain 
pile bending moment and shear force and soil lateral pressure were only performe_d 
for the monotonic lateral load tests {units 12 and 13). 
In Chapter 5 it was shown that experimental and theoretical moment-curvature 
responses were in good but not perfect agreement. For example from Section 5,3.4, 
on average experimental values of yield curvature were 7% larger than theoretical 
values. Because of this small divergence between experimental and theoretical moment-
curvature responses, the p(x) distributions obtained as described above were 
subsequently scaled to be in a state of horizontal force equilibrium with the applied 
lateral load. Thus in the final form of the soil lateral pressure distribution: 
J
2.3 
p (x) . D • dx 
0 
H (6.39) 
where at ground level x = 0 and at pile base x = 2,3 m. The corresponding 
distributions of M(x) and V(x) were also scaled by the same factor. Typically 
this scaling resulted in a 6% adjustment to the M(x), V(x) and p(x) distributions. 
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6.10.2 Pile Lateral Deflection Distributions 
Figures 6.49-6.54 show profiles of pile lateral deflection for units 12, 13, 
2, 3, 5 and 6 respectively, at different stages during testing. As shown in Fig. 
6.55, the deflected profile of a pile can be considered to be the sum of deflected 
profiles due to rigid pole deformation (straight) and flexible pile deformation (bent). 
Profiles for units 12 (medium density sand) and 13 (loose density sand) which 
were tested in a monotonic fashion, indicate that the dominant mode of pile deformation 
was rigid pole rotation. For example at peak load-level lateral deflection (s 2,6D s 
299 mm), in the medium and loose density sand tests only 14% and 6% respectively of 
the lateral deflection at load level was due to pile flexural deformation. This 
result is contrary to the behaviour that was predicted in Section 6,2.1.where, using 
conventional pile design theory, it was indicated that the pile tested in medium 
density sand would behave in a flexible fashion (i.e. zero rigid pole rotation). 
Results for unit 12 (medium density sand) show that the position of zero lateral 
deflection on the pile increases in depth from about l0D to 13.5D as the load-level 
lateral deflection increased from 0.lD to 2,59D. However results from unit 13 (loose 
density sand) show that the position of zero lateral deflection was relatively stable 
at a depth of about 15D throughout all stages of testing, It is also clear that 
units 12 and 13 were subjected to substantial base lateral deflections, since at peak 
load-level deflections (s 299 mm) units 12 and 13 had pile base lateral deflections 
of -112 mm and -85 mm respectively. 
Results from the cyclic testing of units 2, 3, 5 and 6 (see Figs. 6.51-6.54) 
show larger proportions of pile flexural deformation to pile rigid pole deformations 
than did the monotonic tests (units 12 and 13). This occurs because at a given load-
level lateral deflection and soil density, pile curvatures are lar~er in the cyclic 
than in the monotonic tests as previously shown in Figs. 6 .. 41-6.46. Pile flexural 
deformation was particularly apparent in the cyclic tests conducted in medium density 
sand (units 2 and 3). For example for unit 2 ~t the peak of the sixth cycle to a 
load··level lateral deflection of D , practically 100% of the pile deflected shape 
was due to flexural deformation. The cyclic tests also showed unsymmetrical behaviour, 
as the magnitudes of pile base lateral deflection at the positive and negative peaks 
of a cycle were in general not equal. 
6,10.3 Pile Bending Moment Distributions 
Figures 6.56 and 6.57. show bending moment distributions, at different load-. 
level lateral displacements for units 12·and 13 respectively. Bending moments 
above ground level were obtained from static considerations (i.e. moment== lateral 
load x vertical distance to load level). Moments beneath ground level were obtained 
using the spline-fitting and scaling procedure described previously in Section 6,10.1.2. 
At ground level a good match is obtained betwe_en the moments obtained from these two 
methods. This gives confidence in the procedure outlined in Section 6,10.1.2. From 
Figs. 6.56 and 6.57., it is also significant that reversal of bending moment at depth 
does not occur. 
6.10.4 Pile Shear Force Distributions 
Figures 6,58 and 6.59 show shear force distributions at different load-level 
lateral displacements for units 12 and 13 respectively. Shear forces above ground 
level were obtained from static considerati'ons (i.e. shear force == applied lateral 
load), while beneath ground level the spline-fitting and scaling procedure was 
used. At ground level a good match is obtained between the independently obtained 
shear forces, although this match is better at large than at small load-level 
deflections. This again implies confidence in results obtained from the spline-
fitting and scaling procedure outlined in Section 6,10.1,2. It is also interesting 
to note that at a depth of about 15D, negative shear forces.-are indicated on the 
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6,10,5 Soil Lateral Pressure Distributions 
Figures 6.60 and 6,61 show soil lateral pressure distributions, at 
different load-level lateral displacements, for units 12 and 13 respectively. 
Also indicated on these diagrams are lines showing multiples of passive pressure 
where passive pressure p (x) is calculated from: 
p 
pp(x) l + sin p l - sin <j, • pg X 
where <j, angle of internal friction (given in Section 6,5.l) 
p soil density (also given in Section 6,5.l) 
g acceleration due to gravity (9. 81· m/s 2) 
x = depth beneath ground level. 
(6. 40) 
The plotted soil lateral pressure distributions are relatively coarse, as 
they are comprised of either 4 or 5 piecewise linear segments. However the positions 
of zero lateral pressure (see Figs. 6.60 and 6.61) do approximately correspond to the 
positions of zero lateral deflection (see Figs. 6.49 and 6,50) which gives a further 
degree of confidence in the spline-fitting procedure. For unit 13 (loose density 
sand), the profiles of soil lateral pressure show a relatively gradual transition 
. (within the limitations of a distri~ution represented in piecewise linear fashion) 
as depth down the pile is increased, This might be expected for the uniformly 
layered sand. However pressure distributions for unit 12 (medium density sand) are 
somewhat more irregular. Thus from Fig, 6,60, it is possible that soil lateral 
pressures may be overestimated and underestimated at depths of 5D and 10D respectively. 
The large influence of soil density on the lateral pressures is shown, since 
the peak soil pressure in the medium density sand was at least twice that indicated for 
the loose density sand. In general from the results it also appears that peak soil 
lateral pressures had not been reached despite ~he large levels .of imposed pile 
lateral displacement. 
At the peaks of the positive lateral pressure zones of Figs. 6,60 and 6,61, 
soil pressures of the order of 7 (unit 13 - loose density sand) and 15 (unit 12 -
medium density sand) times passive pressure are indicated, At the peaks of the 
negative lateral pressure zones (i.e. pile base), soil pressures of the order of 
2,5 (unit 13 - loose density sand) and 4,5 (unit 12 - medium density sand) times 
passive pressure are indicated, These stresses may be compared with the value o~ 
3 times passive pressure which has been recommended by Broms (6.18) for the design• 
of piles in co~hesionless soils, Broms obtained this soil pressure from back 
analysis of full-scale pile tests with an assumed pressure distribution. However 
he did not state the level of lateral displacement used in obtaining these soil 
pressures and it is quite possible that only low levels were used, It is also 
interesting to note that in the model tests (D = 10 mm) of Fendall (6,6), pressure 
transducers mounted in the pile indicated lateral stresses of the order of 
25 times pa_ssive pressure at a load-level displacement of 0, 6D,· Thus a comparison 
of these three sets of test results (Broms, Fendall, and the tests described in 
this chapter) indicates that pile size (scale effect) and displacement level have 
a large influence on the level of soil lateral stress on the pile. 
6.10. 6 Soil Lateral Pressure - Lateral Deflection - Depth Responses 
Figure 6 ,62 shows soil lateral pressure - lateral deflection - depth 
responses at the positions of spline endpoints for units 12 and 13 respectively. 
For both units a depth of 15D is close to the position on the pile where,under 
lateral load1 zero lateral deflection occurs. Thus lateral deflections at spline 
endpoints in the vicinity of a depth of 15D are very sensitive to the accuracy of 
load-level rotation measurements. This is the probable reason for soil responses 
in this vicinity being weaker than might otherwise be expected, 
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In general results from unit 13 (loose density sand) show that soil lateral 
pressure increases as depth or pile lateral deflection increases. Again, in 
general, from the significant upward slope at the ends of these curves, it is 
apparent that the ultimate soil lateral pressures were not reached. 
Results from unit 12 (medium density sand) are not as consistent as those 
for unit 13, as might be expected from the somewhat irregular pressure distributions 
shown for unit 12 in Fig. 6,60, From Fig. 6,60 it appeared that soil pressures 
were overestimated and underestimated at depths of 5D and 10D respectively, which is 
in agreement with the result shown in Fig. 6.52 where at large deflections (> 4 mm) 
soil pressures at a depth of 5D are indicated to be larger than those at 10D. 
However in general results for unit 13 indicate that soil pressures increase with 
lateral deflection. 
6.10.7 Comparison of Experimental Soil Responses with Predictions Based 
on Reese et al Model 
As mentioned in Section 1.4.2, there are many semi-empirical models for 
determining soil response which use the concept of soil behaving as a series of 
horizontally orientated non-linear springs (i.e. continuous nature of soil ignored) 
located along the length of the pile. The most widely known of these is the 
Reese et al model (6.1), In this section the experimentally determined responses 
of the soil used in testing units 12 and 13 are compared with predictions based on 
the Reese et al model. 
This model is based on a rational assessment of the ultimate value of lateral 
soil resistance which is obtained from the weaker of two possible failure modes: 
{i) soil horizontal flow; 
and (ii) soil passive wedge formation. 
These two failure mechanisms were previously illustrated in Fig. 1.11. Mode (ii) 
tends to govern close to ground level and mode (i) at greater depth in the 
foundation. However despite this rational assessment, Reese et al still found it 
necessary to apply empirical calibration factors to these.ultimate soil strengths 
to get good correlation with test data from the Mustang Island pile test (6.1). 
Soil response prior to ultimate stress being reached was obtained by calibration 
to give agreement with data from the Mustang Island pile test. Reese et al (6.1) 
also state that this model results in a good prediction of behaviour for results 
from other full-scale pile tests. 
However it should be noted that the Mustang Island pile tests involved 
610 mm diameter piles that were driven into a saturated foundation consisting of 
fine sand to silty fine sand of high relative density, No allowance is made in 
the model for the effect of pile installation which as observed in the model tests 
of Fendall (6.6) can result in as large an effect on the soil as the subsequent 
,lateral loading. Furthermore, the Mustang Island tests were performed with 
relatively low ground-level lateral deflections in the range of O - 0.05D. 
An outline of the model of Reese et al (6,1) is given below. The 
theoretical ultimate resistance in the soil at a given depth is given by the smaller 
of wet (passive wedge failure) or wed (horizontal flow failure), which are 
calculated as follows: 
jK0 .x.tan$.sinB t S 
wet= p. g .x IJ:an (a - $) .cos a+ tan(~-$) (D + x. tan a. tana) + Ko .x. tana. (tan$. sins - tana) - Ka .o] 






wed= Ka.D.p.g.x (tan$ - 1) + K0 .D,p .g.x .tan$.tan $ 
soil density (beneath the water table use buoyant density) 
acceleration due to gravity 
depth 






at-rest pressure coefficient (= 0.4) 
angle of internal friction of soil 
45°.+ $/2 
$/2 
= active pressure coefficient= tan2 (45° $/2) 
(6. 42) 
It should be noted that in the above equations, wet and wed are given in terms of 
pile distributed load (= soil lateral stress x pile diameter) as described by Reese 
et al ( 6 .1). 
At a given depth the smaller of wet or wed is taken as the theoretical 
ultimate resistance of the soil we. The recommended value of ultimate resistance 
Wu is then calculated from: 
(6. 43) 
where A is an empirical coefficient which for static loading can be determined 
from Fig. 6.63, 
Shapes of the pile distributed load - lateral deflection (w - y, where w 
D . p) relationships which consist of 3 lines and a non-linear curve are shown in 
Fig. 6.64 for a number of depths, At a given depth wm is defined by: 
(6. 44) 
where B is an empirical coefficient which can be determined from Fig. 6.65, 
Deflections Yu and ym which are shown in Fig. 6.64 are defined by: 
Yu = 0.0375D 
and 0,0167D 
The initial elastic portion of the curve from (y,w) 




( 6. 47) 
where nh is the coefficient of horizontal subgrade reaction (to be taken as 5, 
16 or 34 MPa/rn for loose, medium or dense sand respectively). The non-linear curve 
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Figures 6,66 and 6,67 show soil lateral pressure (w.D)-lateral deflection (y) 
responses for units 12 and 13 respectively which were predicted using the Reese et al 
model {6,1). Also shown are the responses deduced from the experimental results of 
these units. Both experimental and predicted soil responses are plotted at depths 
corresponding to the spline endpoints. 
Poor agreement is indicated between predictions and experiment in terms of 
the shape, stiffness and strength of the soil responses. For depths of 20D, the 
experimentally obtained soil responses are overestimated by predictions based on the 
Reese et al model (6.1), although in general at smaller values of depth closer 
agreement is obtained between the experimental results and the predictions. It is 
also apparent that the approximately elastic-plastic shape of the predicted soil 
responses is dissimilar to the non-linear gradually softening behaviour of the soil. 
Thus it appears that the method of pile installation and the scale of the pile 
which differed markedly between the Mustang· Island test (6.1), ~rom which Reese et 
' . 
al (6.1) calibrated their soil model, and the model pile tests described in this 
chapter have a significant effect on the response of the foundation soil. 
6.10.8 Variation of Curvature Ductility Ratio with Displacement Ductility Ratio 
In this section the variation of curvature ductility ratio with displacement 
ductility ratio which was deduced from the flexural deformation of unit 2 is 
· described and compared with a theoretical prediction based on an equivalent 
cantilever approach. Only unit 2 was examined since, as shown in Figs. 6.41-6.46, 
this was the only unit subjected to significant inelastic curvature. 
From the measured values of load-level lateral displacement Yt' pile base 
lateral displacement yb , and pile base rotation eb ; the values of lateral 
displacement at load level due to rigid pole rotation (t,p) and flexure (6f) can 
be calculated as shown in Fig. 6.68 and below: 
2.4738b { 6, 52) 
y - y - 6 t b p ( 6. 53) 
At a given load-level displacement, the maximum curvature on the pile is 
designated as ~max· Hence the curvature ductility ratio on the pile is equal 
to w lw where w , (the idealised yield curvature)was equal to 0.0337 rads/m, max y y 
and as stated in Section 6.8 Wy corresponds to yield for an elastic-plastic 
idealisation of moment-curvature behaviour. The corresponding displacement 
ductility ratio µ, considering only pile flexural deformation is given by: 
µ = t, /t, f y (6.54) 
The idealised yield deflection t,y' also corresponding to an elastic-plastic 
idealisation of behaviour was obtained as shown in Fig. 6.69. This involved 
calculating a regression line through the Wmax - t,f data obtained during the 
first half cycle of loading of unit 2 for the stage where Wmax < Wy· Yield 
deflection t,y could then be obtained from the value of t,f corresponding to 
Wmax = ~y• A value of t,y 52. 0 mm was obtained in this -fashion. 
Equivalent cantilever behaviour was obtained by noting that an elastically 
behaving cantilever loaded laterally at its free end will have the following 
relationship between t,f, Wmax and L (cantilever length): 
3 (6.55) 
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To match the flexural behaviour of the real pile-soil system at yield, then 
~y = 52.0 mm and ~y = 0.0337 rads/m which.from equation 6.56 gives L = 2.15 m. 
In the .plastic range of behaviour, the relationship between ~maxli/ly, µ, Land 
tp (the equivalent plastic hinge length) is given (as described in Section 4.10.1) 
by:· 
+ 1 (6.57) 
It was also shown in Section 4.10.1 that before local buckling occurred (no 
local buckling was noticed in unit 2), the relationships between curvature and 
displacement ductility ratios for steel-encased reinforced concrete and reinforced 
concrete members were similar. From the results of a wide range of tests of 
reinforced concrete members, which were subjected to a linearly varying bending 
moment distribution, Priestley and Park (6.19) have shown that the equivalent 
plastic hinge length t can be estimated fromc 
p 
l', 
p 0.08L + 6db 
(6. 58) 
However on the basis of tests of very squat members (small L/D ratios), they also 
recommend that tp not be taken as less than 0.3D, while for very slender members 
(large L/D ratios) they also recommend that tp not be taken as larger than 1.5D. 
then 
l',p 
For an equivalent cantilever of length L = 2.15 m and diameter D = 0.115 m, 
should be taken as 0.173 m (= 1.5D). Thus substituting L = 2.15 m and 9, 
p 
0.173 m into equation 6.57 gives: 
4.32µ - 3.32 (6.59) 
Figure 6,70 shows the i/Jmax/1/Jy - µ data obtained by analysing unit 2 
results from the first half-cycle to a load-level lateral displacement of D, the 
positive and negative peaks of subsequent cycles to displacements of ±D, and at 
displacements of -1.5D, -2D and -2.5D during the final stage of testing. Also 
shown on this figure are the 1/1 /~ - ~f/~ relationships predicted (equation max y y 
6.59) assuming equivalent cantilever behaviour and 9.p = 1.5D and lines of best 
fit to the experimental data. In the elastic range of behaviour a best-fit line 
to the experimental data is 
1/lmax 
~ 
µ (6. 60) 
while in the plastic range a best-fit line to the experimental data is 
3.52µ - 2.52 ( 6. 61) 
For a given displacement ductility ratio µ > 1, the real pile-soil system 
is shown to have a marginally lower curvature ductility demand than is predicted 
assuming equivalent cantilever behaviour and 9.p = 1. 5D. For example at a µ of 
3 the curvature ductility demands are 8.0 in the real pile-soil system and 9.6 in 
the equivalent cantilever. Thus the actual damage to a pile under large 
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displacement will be marginally lower than that predicted on the basis of 
equivalent cantilever behaviour and t = 1.5D. p 
This occurs because in the vicinity of the position of peak moment, in the 
real pile-soil system the moment gradient is low which results in a spread of 
plastiqity or an enlargement to the effective plastic hinge length relative ~o the 
equivalent cantilever which is subjected to a significant constant level of 
moment gradient throughout its length. 
It is .also of interest to calculate the equivalent plastic hinge length t 
for an equivalent cantilever to match the relationship between curvature and p 
displacement ductility ratios which apply in the plastic range to the real pile-
soil system. Thus for L = 2.15 m and equating the right hand sides of equations 
6.57 and 6,61, it can be determined that tp = 215 mm or 1,87D. This value of 
tp is marginally larger than the 1,5D assumed previously for the equivalent 
cantilever. 
Thus it appears that at a given displacement ductility ratio, pile curvature 
can be obtained (albeit slightly overestimated) by assuming equivalent cantilever 
behaviour with an equivalent plastic hinge in accordance with the recommendations 
of Priestley and Park (6.19) (see equation 6,58 and the associated text). 
6.11 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS - CAPPED HEAD PILES 
Results from the twin pile tests (unit 10 - loose density sand and unit 11 -
medium density sand) are described in the following sections. These piles were rigidly 
connected at their heads to a relatively stiff pile cap and subjected to cyclic 
lateral displacement of steadily increasing amplitude. 
6.11.1 General Observations 
Sand movement first became visually obvious when the load-level lateral 
displacement was of the order of 0.05D (5.8 mm). At this stage, sand in front of 
the piles had heaved, while sand behind the piles had settled. ~s the cyclic testing 
proceeded, the extent and magnitude of sand movement increased. For cycles to load-
level lateral-displacements of magnitude 0,2D (23 mm) and greater, shear dislocation 
on the top surface of the sand was observed. Relative settlement of the leading 
pile and uplift of the trailing pile also occurred, resulting in rotation of the pile 
cap. 
Figure 6.71 shows the above-surface displacement of unit 10 (loose density sand) 
and the top surface of the sand at the conclusion of testing. Figure 6.72 shows 
pile and sand movement at the peaks of a number of cycles during testing of unit 11 
(medium density sand). Trends apparent in the single piles tested under free-head 
conditions (see Section 6.9.1), also occurred in the twin pile tests. The extent of 
sand subjected to shear failure was larger for the unit tested in medium than in 
loose density sand. Densification of the sand was also apparent as the cyclic loading 
proceeded, particularly in the vicinity of the piles of unit 10 which were embedded in 
an initially loose density sand. For all stages of the test conducted in loose 
density sand (unit 10), soil failure wedges were well clear of the tank walls. Thus 
it is inferred that tank boundary effects would have had a negligible influence on 
the response of the sand surrounding unit 10. However, for the test conducted in 
medium density sand (unit 11) at load-level lateral displacements greater than D, 
soil failure wedges did intersect the tank walls implying that significant modification 
to soil response due to boundary effects may have occurred at large pile displacements. 
However as mentioned earlier (see Section 6.7), displacements of magnitude greater 
than 0.67D are larger than those anticipated in prototype piles under seismic 
conditions. Thus in the range of primary interest, behaviour should not have been 
significantly influenced by boundary effects. 
FIG. 6.71 UNIT 10 (CYCLIC TEST -
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Figure 6.73 shows a comparison of sand and pile profiles at longitudinal 
and lateral centreline sections of the tank at peak load-level lateral dispiacements 
(~ 208 mm= 1.8D) attained in units 10 (loose density sand) and 11 (medium density 
sand). For both units, significant densification of the sand is indicated to have 
occurred in the vicinity of the piles, although as for the single piles tested under 
free head conditions (see Section 6.9.1) this densification is more marked in the 
loose than in the medium density sand tests. It is also apparent from figures 
6.71-6.73 that under lateral load, the trailing pile in the bent underwent a loss of 
lateral support due to sand in front of this pile flowing into the wake of the 
leading pile. 
Figures 6,74 and 6.75 show plots of the vertical (at top of the pile) and 
horizontal (at load-level) deflections of each pile. Rocking of the test units, 
which rotated the pile cap up to ±6°, did not result in equal magnitudes of settlement 
in the leading pile and uplift in the trailing pile. For unit 10 (loose density 
sand), during the early stages of testing (horizontal deflections of magnitude less 
than 0.3D), the average pile vertical movement was downwards, although at a later 
stage the piles tended to rise. At the end of testing unit 10·, the average uplift 
of the two piles was 18 mm. For unit 11 (medium density sand), the average pile 
vertical movement was upwards throughout the cyclic loading. At the end of testing 
unit 11, the average uplift of the piles was 43 mm. 
Since unit 10 was positioned in the tank and loose sand was then filled around 
the unit, it is probable that a very loose layer of sand was present immediately 
underneath the bottom of the piles. This would explain the initial trend of this 
unit towards settlement rather than uplift. For unit 11 and the later stages.of 
testing of unit 10, the tendency for pile uplift to be larger in magnitude than pile 
settlement shows that, as expected, resistance to tensile load is generally smaller 
than resistance to compressive load. The greater average uplift in unit 11 (medium 
density sand) may also be partly explained by the larger pile head moments present on 
this unit (see Sections 6.11.3 and 6.12.4) which from equilibrium considerations 
implies larger longitudinal forces in the piles. 
At this stage it is appropriate to re-emphasize that the effect of super-
structure dead load on twin pile bent behaviour was not modelled. From figures 
6.74 and 6,75 it is apparent that vertical movement of the pile occurs to a greater 
extent under tensile than under compressive longitudinal loading. Thus the effect of 
the superstructure dead weight, which was not modelled, would be to reduce the rocking 
tendency of the bent. 
Following testing, the test units were taken out of the sand tank and inspected 
for signs of damage. No fracturing, local buckling or visible plastic curvature 
of the casing was observed in these post-mortems, implying that the piles had been 
substantially behaving in an elastic manner during testing. Welds connecting the 
piles to the pile cap and the 300 mm diameter discs (see figure 6.2) also showed no 
signs of damage. 
6.11.2 Hysteretic Performance 
Figures 6.76 and 6.77 show the hysteresis loops of lateral load-lateral 
displacement response for units 10 and 11 respectively. These loops show similar 
characteristics to those previously shown, in Section 6.9,2, for single piles tested 
under free-head conditions. Since, as postulated in the previous section and 
subsequently confirmed in Section 6.11,3, the piles behaved in a substantially elastic 
fashion throughout the testing of units 10 and 11, the following conclusions can be 
made from figures 6,76 and 6.77: 
(i) Sand density had a considerable effect on the load-carrying capacity of the 
test units. At peak load-level lateral displacements (~ ± 200 mm), the 
magnitudes of load carried by units 10 (loose density sand) and 11 (medium 
density sand) were approximately 20 kN and 33 kN respectively. 
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(ii) Good hysteretic behaviour was shown by unit 11 (medium sand), since stable 
~ell-rounded loops were obtained for this unit. Excellent hysteretic 
behaviour was shown by unit 10 (loose sand), since expanding hysteresis 
loops were obtained for this unit. This indicates that a large reserve of 
· hysteretic damping would be available from the soil in an earthquake. 
(iii) Load-carrying capacity increased with deflection in a non-linear fashion 
and ultimate loads were not reached despite the large level of imposed 
lateral displacement. It was also apparent that the common design 
assumption of elastic or elastic-plastic soil behaviour would be inappropriate 
to model the observed behaviour. This conclusion was also previously 
obtained from analysis of results from single free-head pile tests {see 
Section 6 .10. 6) . 
(iv) On unloading considerable residual displacements occurred in the piles. 
This was due to the flow of cohesionless soil around the pile which occurred 
during loading. 
Figure 6.78(a) compares the experimental lateral load-lateral deflection 
responses obtained for units 10 and 11 during the first half~cycle of loading 
{defiection ~ 2.9 mm). Figure 6.78(b) compares, for the full range of experimental 
deflections, the envelopes to the cyclic response of units 10 and 11. 
Also shown in Figs. 6.78(a) and (b) are theoretical elastic-plastic responses based 
on the values of Hi (theoretical ultimate lateral load, e;c = 0.003), and t:,y (idealised 
yield deflection) predicted assuming equivalent cantilever behaviour and zero rotation 
at the top of the piles as described previously in Section 6.2.2. 
Figure 6.78(a) and (b) clearly contrast the difference in load-carrying 
capacity resulting from a change in soil density. It is also apparent that the 
predictions, which are based on assumptions used typically by bridge design engineers, 
give poor agreement with the experimental responses. In general the predictions 
overestimate load-carrying capacity and a wide margin exists between experimental and 
theoretical responses. This margin can be attributed to three causes: 
(i) The difference in soil stiffness between that obtained in experiment and that 
assumed in theory; 
(ii) The difference in pile top rotation between that observed in experiment {up to 
± 6 ° ) and that assumed in theory ( 0 °) ; and 
.(iii) Physical simplifications which are present in the equivalent cantilever model 
(see Section 6.2.2). 
6.11.3 Curvature Distributions 
Figures 6.79-6.82 show profiles of curvature distribution at the peaks of 
cycles, obtained for piles 1 and 2 of units 10 and 11 respectively. The proportions 
of yield curvature based on the experimentally obtained curvature 1/J and the 
theoretical idea"iised yield curvature 1/J (see Section 6,8), and the depth at which . y 
the peak curvature occurred for each of these profiles are also indicated on these 
figures. 
Due to the small spacing between strain gauge pairs and small errors in 
curvature data, some of the profiles have a rather jagged appearance. However the 
following observations are made from these curvature profiles: 
(i) Curvatures generally increased with deflection. The peak magnitudes of 
curvature ductility ratio reached were 0.58 in the loose density sand test 
(unit 10) and 1.50 in the medium density sand test (unit 11). Thus the 
piles behaved in essentially an elastic fashi.on throughout the testing. 
curvatures were larger in the medium density sand test than in the loose 
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will be larger for the medium density sand test. In general it is also 
shown that larger pile curvatures occurred in the second cycle to a 
displacement of ± D than in the first cycle to ± D , due to soil density 
increasing as testing proceeded. 
(ii) .For elastic pile behaviour, the slope of a curvature distribution should 
be constant above ground level, since shear force is constant above this 
level. In practice the curvature distributions (during elastic pile 
response) do have an approximately constant slope, with the exception of a 
small length adjacent to the pile cap soffit, where curvatures increase 
rapidly. It is felt that this is a result of shrinkage of the concrete 
away from the top of the pile which would locally prevent composite action 
developing in the member and hence result in the larger than anticipated 
curvature at this position. 
(iii) At a given value of lateral displacement, the leading pile experienced 
significantly larger curvatures than the trailing pile, particularly at 
large levels of displacement. Thus pile bending moments and shear forces 
and soil lateral pressures will also be larger on the leading than on the 
trailing pile. This point is elaborated further in Section 6.12.l 
where the distribution of lateral load between piles 1 and 2 is discussed. 
(iv) The curvature distribution on a pile in the twin pile units may be 
considered to have resulted from three causes as shown in Fig. 6.83 and 
listed below: 
(a) horizontal translation of the pile (with zero pile top rotation) under 
lateral load; 
(b) rotation of the pile top due to rotation of the relatively stiff pile 
cap under the overturning effect of lateral load; 
and (c) secondary moments due to P-6 effects. 
Curvature distributions from (a) and (b) generally act in an opposite sense. As the 
level of lateral displacement increases, curvatures due to P-8 secondary effects, 
(c) will increase. For the trailing pile which will be under tensile longitudinal 
load the P-8 effect will tend to reduce the overall level of curvature, while the 
reverse applies to the leading pile which will be under compressive longitudinal 
load. For both the leading and trailing piles, curvature distributions due to (b) 
would be expected to be similar. Curvature distributions due to (a) will be 
larger for the leading than for the trailing pile since, as shown in Section 6.11'.l, 
the trailing pile suffers a relative loss of lateral support due to soil flowing into 
the wake of the leading pile which results in lower soil lateral pressure and hence 
pile bending moments on the trailing pile than on the leading pile. For the leading 
pile at all stages of testing, and the trailing pile during the early stages, the 
overall curvature profiles (see Figs. 6,79-6.82) are dominated by (a) - horizontal 
translation of the pile cap. However for the trailing pile during the later 
stages of testing, at the pile top curvatures due to pile cap rotation dominate and 
result in this pile being subjected to a curvature distribution of constant sign. 
Thus during an earthquake, damage will occur in an asymmetric fashion on the two 
piles in the bent. 
(v) As the load-level lateral displacement increases, the position of peak 
curvature (beneath ground level) on the pile is relatively stable for the 
leading pile at a depth of about 8D, while for the trailing pile the 
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6.12 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS - CAPPED-HEAD PILES 
6.12.1 Lateral Load Distribution Between Piles 
In Section 6.11.:3 it was shown that the leading pile was subjected to a 
larger curvature than was the trailing pile. The share of lateral load between 
the piles at the peaks of cycles may be obtained from the curvature distribution 
by noting that: 
(i) the lateral load carried by a pile is equal to the shear force V 
carried by that pile above ground level; 
and (ii) V = dM/dx = EI . dljJ/dx. 
As was previously described in Section 6.11.3, due to local weakness of the concrete-
filled tubes adjacent to the pile cap (approximately 3D above ground level), pile 
curvatures in this region were larger than anticipated from the trend shown below 
this region, Thus the lateral loads carried by the two piles were estimated from 
the change in pile curvature occurring between positions on the pile at ground level 
and 2 pile diameters above ground level: 
where EI 
(EI) pile 1 (1/J (x -2D) - 1/J (x 0) )pile 1 / 2D 
H2 = (EI)pile 2 [ljJ(x = -2D) - 1/J(x = 0)]pile 2 / 2D 
=·pile flexural rigidity (function of curvature obtained from 
moment-curvature analysis, see Fig. 6.21) 
lateral load carried by pile 1 
= lateral load carried by pile 2 
curvature at depth x (negative values of x apply to above 
ground positions) 
( 6. 62) 
(6. 63) 
From Figs, 6,79-6.82, within the range of x = -2D to 0 the maximum magnitude of pile 
curvature was 0.621/J , indicating approximately linear moment-curvature behaviour (see y 
Fig. 6.21, where tension-stiffening of concrete between cracks is taken into account) 
and hence approximately constant EI. 
Values of H1 and H2 were calculated at the peaks of each cycle. Due to 
experimental scatter and the approximations· inherent in the mom~nt-curvature analysis 
(see Section 6.8), on average the sum of H1 and H2 differed from the applied lateral 
load H by approximately 0.12H. 
Figure 6.84 shows a plot of the proportion of the total lateral load which is 
carried by pile 1 (i.e. H1 /(H1 + H2)). This plot was obtained by interpolating 
results from the first and second cycles to given (± 0.025D, ± 0,05D, ± 0.lD, etc) 
load-level lateral displacements. At the positive displacement peaks, pile 2 is 
the leading pile and pile 1 the trailing pile; while at the negative peaks, pile 1 
is the leading pile and pile 2 the trailing pile. 
As the sand density increased ( loose to medium) , the number. _of cycles increased 
(first to second) and the amplitude of lateral displacement increased, so too did the 
effects of lateral interaction between the piles resulting in the leading pile taking 
an increasing proportion of the lateral load. At a load-level displacement of 0,67D 
corresponding to the maximum displacement expected in a prototype pile during an 
earthquake (see section 6.7), pile 1 (trailing pile) took 24%, 21%, 17% and 15% of 
the total lateral load for the first and second cycles of units 10-and 11 respectively. 
Fendall (6.6) has established from his tests of 10 mm and 20 mm diameter model piles 
that the lateral load carried by the leading pile is generally unaffected by soil 
movement caused by the trailing pile. Thus the above lateral load ratios imply a 
substantial reduction in pile group lateral load capacity from that calculated 
ignoring pile interaction effects. Pile lateral interaction effects occur because 
of the flow of soil from in front of the trailing pile into the wake of the leading 
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pile which results in a loss of lateral support for the trailing pile. 
From Section 6.2.1, theoretical lateral load capacities of the single pile 
units were 31.9 kN (medium density sand foundation) and 25.5 kN (loose density 
sand foundation). From Section 6.2.2, theoretical capacities of the twin pile units 
were 100 kN (medium density sand foundation} and 84 kN (loose density sand 
foundation}. Thus the twin pile units theoretically carried 3.13 (medium sand} 
and 3.29 (loose sand} times the lateral load carried by the single pile units. 
In calculati~g these theoretical strengths, the free-head condi~ion of the single 
pile test units was taken into account. For the twin pile test units, zero pile 
head rotation and no lateral interaction between the piles had been assumed in 
the theoretical calculations. 
Figure 6,85 shows the experimentally obtained ratio between lateral loads 
carried by the twin and single pile test units as a function of the load-level 
lateral displacement at the peak of cycles. The ratio is plotted for both medium 
and loose density sand and the first and second cycles of loading to displacements 
of± 0,025D, ± 0.05D, ± 0.1D, ± 0.2D, ± 0.3D, ± 0.4D and± 0.5D. Units 3 
(medium density sand} and 7 (loose density sand} were taken as being representative 
of the single pile test units. At a given displacement typically the ratios of twin 
pile unit to single pile unit lateral load were 1.6 (cf. 3.29.theoretically) for 
loose density sand and 1.3 (cf. 3.13 theoretically) for medium density sand. Thus 
due to pile cap rotation and pile lateral interaction effects, the actual margin of 
lateral load-carrying capacity between the twin and the single pile test units was 
considerably smaller than was theoretically predicted. 
It is also relevant to note that Fendall (6.6) has conducted tests of twin 
piles connected at their heads to a stiff capping beam by (i) rigid connection 
and (ii) pin connection, These tests have shown that lateral load-carrying 
capacities were similar in both cases. However, similarly with units 10 and 11~ 
the tests conducted.·by Fendall did not model the effect of superstructure dead load 
which for the rigid connection case would reduce rocking of the substructure (no 
rocking occurs under pin connection conditions) and hence also result in a smaller 
amount of pile head rotation. Nevertheless from the above evidence, it does 
appear that designs allowing for additional load-carrying capacity on the assumption 
that the capping beam prevents pile head rotation may result in an unsafe structure. 
However it should be noted that fixed-head and free-head piles might equally well 
survive an earthquake, since the increased lateral load-carrying capacity of a 
fixed-head pile is generally accompanied by increased seismic inertia force due to 
the smaller fundamental period of vibration of the fixed-head pile (see Fig. 1.3), 
From an extensive number of tests conducted on small-scale piles (diameter 
10 or 20 mm), Fendall (6.6) found that the most important parameter affecting 
lateral interaction of piles in a group was the pile spacing, Lateral interaction 
effects were found to increase as the pile spacing decreased. Fendall also 
observed that interaction effects ~ere more significant in loose than in dense soils 
which is contrary to the trend shown by units 10 and 11 (see Fig. 6.84). For 
monotonic tests, pile lateral interaction effects were found by Fendall to increase 
as the ground-level lateral displacement increased from Oto 0.15D. For larger 
displacements, interaction effects were similar to those at a displacement of 0.15D. 
Fendall also found that interaction effects increased as cyclic loading proceeded, 
even at displacements larger than 0.15D, which is confirmed by results from units 
10 and 11. 
Figure 6.86 gives the design recommendation of Fendall (6.6) for the ratio of 
trailing to leading pile lateral load as a function of pile spacing. The 
recommendation is based on a lower bound to his results and thus attempts to allow 
for other factors in·an indirect but conservative fashion. Also shown in Fig. 6.86 
are the ratios obtained for units 10 and 11 at peak displacement (~ 1,8D). 
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For a pile spacing of 6D which was appropriate for units 10 and 11, from 
the recommendation of Fendall (6.6), it can be predicted that the trailing pile 
takes only 50% of the lateral load taken by the leading pile. From the results· 
obtained in testing units 10 and 11 (see Figs. 6.84 and 6.86) this prediction is 
unconservative at large magnitudes of lateral displacement. For example at 
maximum displacement (s 1.80) for units 10 and 11 the trailing pile was found to 
take of the order of 7% of the lateral load taken by the leading pile, while 
at the expec!ed peak seismic displacement= 0.670 (see Section 6.7), trailing 
piles from units 10 and 11 took 31% or less of the lateral load taken by the 
leading pile. 
6.12.2 Determining Pile Lateral Deflection, Bending Moment, Shear Force and 
Soil Lateral Pressure Distributions 
For the twin pile tests, distributions of pile lateral deflection, bending 
moment, shear force and soil lateral pressure were obtained in a similar fashion 
to that used in determining these distributions for the single pile tests (see 
Section 6.10.1.2). However there were two differences in the employed analytical 
procedures: 
(i) In the single pile tests, moments at the pile base were approximately 
equal to zero. However in the twin pile tests, small but significant levels 
of moment were present at the pile base (see Figs. 6.79.-6.82) due to the 
moment res·traint offered to the base of these piles by the attached 10 mm 
thick, 300 mm diameter steel discs. In representing the conditon of zero 
shear force at the pile base for the single pile tests (see equation 6.31), 
it was assumed that Mn+l (moment at pile base) was zero. 
pile tests, equation 6.31 was amended to give: 
M" + 2M" n n+l 
Thus for the twin 
(6. 64) 
(ii) In the single pile tests, the distributions of soil lateral pressure which 
were obtained from the spline analysis were scaled to give a state of 
horizontal force equilibrium with the applied lateral load. For the twin 
pile tests, the combined distributions of soil lateral pressure for the 
two piles which were obtained from the spline analysis, were scaled to be 
in a state of horizontal force equilibrium with the appli.ed lateral load. 
(For both sets of tests pile bending moment and shear force distributions 
from the spline analysis were subsequently scaled by the same factor as 
the soil lateral pressure distributions). For the twin• pile test units, 
scaling typically resulted in a change to the distributions of 10%. 
Since the moment-curvature analysis technique for steel-encased concrete 
piles had not been developed to the· cyclic stage {see Chapter 5), as had the single 
pile tests, cubic spline analyses to determine pile bending moment and shear force 
and soil lateral pressure distributions were only performed for the monotonic stage 
of testing (i.e. first half-cycle of loading). 
6.12.3 Pile Lateral Deflection Distributions 
Figures 6,87(a) and (b) show distributions of pile lateral deflection during 
the first half-cycle of loading for units 10 (loose density sand) and 11 (medium 
density sand) respectively. It should be noted that, at this stage, the linear 
potentiometers used to obtain pile cap displacement and rotation (see Fig. 6.9) were 
operating over a range of less than 1% of their travel. Thus a high degree of 
accuracy is not expected from these distributions. Nevertheless the following 
observations are made from these figures: 
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(i) Significant rotation at the top of the piles is indicated, which confirms 
earlier observations (see Section 6.11.1). Overall the distributions of 
pile deflection indicate the piles behaved in a free-head fashion, although 
a small amount of reversed curvature is discernible at the pile heads. 
(ii) The overall deflected shapes of the pile have significant contributions 
from both rigid pole and flexural deformation. As expected unit 11 (medium 
density sand) is more dominated by flexural deformation that is unit 10 
(loose.density sand) due to larger soil.pressures occurring in the medium 
than in the loose density sand. Piles from unit 10 tended to have larger 
pile base lateral deflections than did piles from unit 11. This is also a 
consequence of the difference in soil density between the two tests. 
(iii) In general at a given stage of testing, piles 1 and 2 were shown (see Figs. 
6.79-6.82), to be subjected to different curvature distributions. This is 
reflected in Figs, 6.87(a) and (b) which show divergent deflected shapes for 
piles 1 and 2. 
(iv) At a given stage of testing, for unit 10 (loose density sand) the leading pile 
(2) is shown to have a larger magnitude of pile base lateral deflection than 
is the trailing pile (1), while for unit 11 (medium density sand) the opposite 
trend is shown. 
Deflected shapes at the peaks of cycles are shown in Figs. 6.88(a) and (b) 
and 6.89(a) and (b) for piles 1 and 2 of units 10 and 11 respectively. From these 
figures similar observations to those given earlier in this section, which applied to 
the first half cycle of loading, can be made. However it is also apparent that as 
the magnitude of cyclic displacement increased, so too did the proportion of the 
deflected shape which is due to rigid pole deformation. Since, apart from the final 
stage of testing unit 11, the pile members were shown (see Figs. 6,79-6.82) to behave 
in an elastic fashion. This implies a substantial reduction in the soil stiffness 
as the magnitude of pile movement increases. 
6.12.4 Pile Bending Moment Distributions 
Bending moment distributions obtained for the first half-cycle of loading for 
both piles of units 10 (loose density sand) and 11 (medium density sand) are shown in 
Figs. 6.90 and 6.91 respectively. The diagrams show large differences in bending 
moment distribution between the trailing (1) and the leading (2) piles. For unit 10 
(loose density sand), the amplitude of the moment distribution tended to be larger· 
for the trailing than for the leading pile, while the reverse trend was apparent for 
unit 11 (medium density sand). At this stage, the magntudes of lateral deflection 
were relatively small (~ D/40) which implies that the level of lateral interaction 
between the piles would also be small. Thus it is probable that the major cause of 
difference between the moment distribution in piles 1 and 2 is local variation in 
soil layering around each pile. 
Despite the relatively large pile head rotations which occurred (see Fig. 
6.87) some moment restraint was clearly offered to the piles by the pile cap. During 
the first half-cycle of loading, for unit 11 (medium density sand) this resulted in 
the peak positive moment (adjacent to pile cap) being larger in magnitude than the 
peak negative moment (in the ground). For unit 10 (loose density sand) peak positive. 
moment was smaller than the magnitude of peak negative moment. 
6.12.5 Pile Shear Force Distributions 
Shear force distributions obtained for the first half-cycle of loading for 
both piles of units 10 (loose density sand) and 11 (medium density sand) are shown 
in Figs, 6.92 and 6.93 respectively. Significant levels of both positive and 
negative shear forces are indicated. For example for a given stage of testing and 
a given pile, the peak negative shear force has a magnitude of up to 80% of the 
magnitude of the peak positive shear force. 
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6.12.6 Soil Lateral Pressure Distributions 
Soil lateral pressure distributions obtained for the first half-cycle of 
loading for both piles of units 10 (loose density sand) and 11 (medium density 
sand) are shown in Figs. 6.94 and 6.95 respectively. Also indicated on these 
figure~ are lines representing multiples of passive pressure which were calculated 
in a similar fashion to that previously given in Section 6.10.5. 
Due to the limitation of using cubic spline functions over four intervals 
for the moment distribution, each lateral pressure distribution is relatively 
crudely represented by four piecewise linear equations. However, the results 
indicated that despite the relatively low level of lateral deflection (< D/40), 
lateral soil pressures of up to 70% (unit 10) and 330% (unit 11) of passive 
pressure were developed close to grouna level. At the pile base, the magnitudes 
of pressure were up to 45% (unit 10) and 135% (unit 11) of passive pressure., 
The lower percentage magnitudes of passive pressure were developed near the pile 
base, since from Fig. 6.87 lateral deflections were smaller at the pile base than 
near ground level. 
For a given test unit at a given stage of testing, the soil lateral 
pres~ure distributions on each pile are somewhat different. This is a direct 
consequence of the different pile bending moment distributions which in Section 
6.12.4wereattributed to local variations in soil layering. 
6.12.7 Soil Lateral Pressure-Lateral Deflection-Depth Responses 
Figure 6.96 shows plots of soil lateral pressure against lateral deflection 
for both piles of units 10 and 11 at depths of 4D (460 mm) and 17.5D (2013 mm). These 
depths correspond to the positions of peak positive and negative pressures which were 
obtained from the spline analyses. The accuracy of the results plotted in Fig. 
6,96 suffers from the limitations in the accuracy of the strain gauge and linear 
potentiometer data which have been previously discussed. However it is evident 
that signfficant softening of the soil response occurs from pile lateral deflections 
which are as low as 0.25 mm (~ 0,002D). There is also a tendency for soil response 
to be stiffer at a depth of 17.5D than at 4D, although this trend is more apparent 
for unit 10 than for unit 11. 
6.13 CONCLUSIONS 
Eleven model tests of bridge substructures typically embedded 20 pile diameters 
(D = 115 mm) in a dry sand foundation and subjected to lateral ioad simulating seismic 
attack were conducted. Factors investigated included the method of lateral load 
application (monotonic, cyclic of large amplitude, or cyclic of successively increasing 
amplitude), the sand density (medium or loose) and the pile head condition (free or 
capped). The main results from these tests are summarised in the following sections. 
6.13,l Free-Head Piles 
Sand Movement 
From load-level lateral displacements of 0.025D (2.9 mm) and 0.2D (23 mm) soil 
movement and failure wedges respectively were observed. As testing proceeded, the 
extent and magnitude of soil displacement increased. For both the monotonic and 
cyclic tests, sand flowed from the front to the wake of the pile. In all tests, the 
sand density in the vicinity of the pile increased as testing proceeded. This was 
particularly evident for the cyclic tests conducted in loose density sand. 
Lateral Load-Displacement Response 
Throughout testing, lateral load-deflection responses were non-linear and were 
poorly matched by predictions based on conventional design theory. Ultimate loads 
were not reached even though load-level lateral displacements of up to 2.6D (298 mm) 
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were imposed. On unloading, substantial residual lateral displacements were 
present due to the flow of granular soil around the pile which had occurred during 
loading. For the cyclic tests, well-rounded hysteresis loops were obtained. 
In the medium density sand tests, these loops were stable, while in the loose 
density. sand tests expanding loops were obtained, due to the substantial increase 
in soil density and hence strength which occurred under cyclic loading. Since the 
pile members generally behaved in an elastic fashion during testing, this implied 
a substantial reserve of hysteretic damping is available in the soil. Comparisons 
of load-deflection responses for tests prepared under similar conditions showed 
some divergence, while responses for tests prepared in medium density sand were of 
the order of twice as strong as those in loose density sand. Thus from the results 
of these and other researcher's tests, it can be concluded that the method of pile 
and sand instalment have a substantial influence on load-deflection response. 
Pile Curvature Distributions 
Distributions of pile curvature indicated that the position of peak pile 
bending moment fluctuates as the level of lateral displacement increases. This is 
due to relative changes in pile and soil stiffness which occur as the lateral 
displacement increases. For the typical case of an elastic pile and a soil which 
reduces in stiffness as the level of displacement increases, as the soil lateral 
displacement increases so does the depth at which the peak pile moment occurs. 
For the only model pile (unit 2) which was subjected to substantial inelastic 
strains, the relationship between curvature and displacement ductilities was 
determined. This relationship indicated that the pile-soil system could be modelled 
as an equivalent cantilever with an effective plastic hinge length of 1.87D. This 
relatively large length is a direct consequence of the low moment gradient which 
exists in the vicinity of the position of peak pile bending moment. The 
implication is that a pile forming a plastic hinge at depth in the ground will 
require an extremely large seismic displacement to induce structural failure. 
Pile Deflected Shape 
Generally pile deformed configurations were dominated by rigid pole rotation 
(perfectly straight pile), with a small amount of flexural deformation (bent pile) 
superimposed. In general, the deflected shape at the positive displacement peak of 
a cycle was not a mirror image of the shape at the negative peak. Thus unsymmetrical 
behaviour developed during testing. 
Soil Lateral Pressures 
At a given position on the pile, as the magnitude of lateral deflection 
increased so too did the soil lateral pressure. Pressures of up to 15 times passive 
pressure were developed. This may be compared with the ultimate soil lateral 
pressure of 3 times passive pressure recommended by Broms (6.18) on the basis of 
full scale pile tests (probably at relatively low levels of lateral deflection); 
and pressures of up to 25 times passive pressure obtained by Fendall .(6.6) in model 
tests. Thus the level of pile lateral deflection and scale effects have a 
substantial influence on the soil lateral pressures which develop. It is probable 
that serviceability requirements (i.e. limiting deflection) would limit the soil 
lateral pressures assumed in design, 
Design Recommendation 
Current New Zealand design practice (6.20) for seismic design of bridge 
substructures was previously discussed in Section 1.2.l and shown in Figs. 1.3 and 
1.4. substructures which are designed to form all their plastic hinges above 
ground level are permitted to be designed for full ductility (i.e. µ ~ 6). However 
because of concerns with regard to inspection and repair of plastic hinges which 
form beneath ground level, substructures which are designed to form plastic hinges 
beneath ground level are currently designed for partial ductility (i.e. µ ~ 3) 
which implies (see Fig. 1.3) a larger seismic inertia load, However the tests 
described in this section have shown some benefits for substructures forming 
plastic hinges in the ground from: 
{i) the large reserve of hysteretic damping available in the soil; 
and (ii) the relatively long plastic hinge length which occurs in the vicinity of 
the position of peak moment on the pile, 
Thus to account for these benefits, it is recommended that a design of full ductility 
(µ ~ 6) is permitted for substructures which form plastic hinges in the ground. 
6.13.2 Capped-Head Piles 
Sand Movement 
From load-level lateral displacements of O.OSD (5,8 mm) and 0.2D (23 mm) sand 
movement and failure wedges respectively were observed. As testing proceeded, 
rocking of the substructures which was due to relative settlement and uplift of the 
leading and trailing piles was also observed, although the average movement of the 
piles tended to be upwards. Under cyclic loading, the positions of leading and 
trailing piles alternated between the two piles. Between the two piles, sand tended 
to flow from in front of the trailing pile into the wake of the leading pile, 
resulting in a loss of lateral support for the trailing pile. 
Lateral Load-Displacement Responses 
Hysteretic loops were similar in shape to those described in the previous 
section for the free-head piles, and the density of the sand also had a marked 
influence on load-carrying capacity, In theoretical analyses it had been assumed that 
there was no pile cap rotation and no lateral interaction between the piles. These 
analyses predicted that the twin pile test units would have approximately 3.2 times 
the load-carrying capacity of the single pile test units. However as a result of 
pile cap and hence pile head rotation and lateral interaction of the piles due to 
soil flow, the actual margin between the twin and single pile test units was only 
approximately 1.5. Thus account should be taken of cap rotation and pile lateral 
interaction in the design of pile groups under lateral load. However in the model 
tests the effect of superstructure dead load was not modelled, and it was postulated 
that the presence of this load would reduce the level of pile cap and hence pile 
head rotation. 
Pile Lateral Interaction 
As the load-level lateral displacement increased, pile lateral interaction 
also increased, resulting in the trailing pile taking a decreasing proportion of the 
lateral load. For a maximum likely seismic load-level lateral displacement of 0,67D, 
on average the trailing pile took only 19% of the load taken by the leading pile. 
This resulted in asymmetric pile behaviour under lateral load. For example at peak 
displacements, the leading pile was subjected to double curvature of large magnitude, 
while the trailing pile was in a state of single curvature of small magnitude. 
At very small load-level lateral deflections (< D/40) where lateral inter-
action effects would be expected to be negligible, large differences were obtained 
between the bending moment, shear force and lateral pressure distributions for 
piles 1 and 2. This implied that soil strength and stiffness is very sensitive to 
the soil layering around each pile. 
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Chapter Seven 
FINITE DIFFERENCE ANALYSIS 
OF FREE-HEAD PILES 
UNDER LATERAL LOAD 
' ' 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
In sections 1.2.2-1.2,2.6 {also see figure 1.5), five methods (equivalent 
cantilever, elastic half-space, beam-on-elast~c-foundation, beam and lumped spring, 
and finite element) which may be used to solve for the response of piles subjected 
to lateral load were briefly discussed. In Chapter 6, the equivalent cantilever 
method and coefficients of horizontal subgrade reaction (nh) recommended by 
Edmonds et al (6.3) were found to result in poor predictions to the experimental 
response of small scale (D=ll5mm) piles under lateral load. In Chapter 7 from a 
finite difference approach, the beam and lumped spring method is used to solve 
the response of free-head piles to lateral load. 
Previously the beam and lumped spring method has been utilised in two 
approaches to solve the response of pile-soil systems to lateral load. 
(i) In the conventional stiffness approach, the unknowns to be solved are 
rotations and lateral deflections at the positions on the pile where the lateral 
springs are attached. This approach is commonly used in design offices, although 
elastic pile and soil behaviour is generally assumed. In solving for the response 
of single piles under lateral load, Carter (7.1) has utilised hyperbolic functions 
to represent the gradually softening lateral pressure-deflection characteristics 
of the soil, although he did not allow for non-linear pile behaviour. Toan and 
Pidgeon (7.2) have also used the conventional stiffness approach to analyse pile· 
groups under lateral load, they allowed for non-linear pile and soil behaviour 
in a perfectly elastic-plastic fashion. 
(ii) In the finite difference approach, the unknowns to be solved are the 
lateral deflections at the positions on the piles where the lateral springs are 
attached. Poulos and Davis (7.3) have described an algorithm which enables the 
response of single piles under lateral load to be solved using a finite difference 
approximation to the governing differential equation (equation 1.4). However, the 
description assumes elastic behaviour in both soil and pile. Reese (7.4) has 
extended this approach to allow for non-linear behaviour in the soil, although 
elastic pile behaviour was still assumed. 
Since under seismic attack pile-soil systems may behave inelastically, it 
was decided to further extend the finite difference method to allow for the use 
of arbitrary non-linear functions in representing pile moment-curvature and soil 
lateral pressure-lateral deflection-depth characteristics. In the adopted 
solution technique, response is determined in an incremental fashion using 
tangent-stiffness properties of pile and soil, 
In the beam and lumped spring method, the real continuum nature of the soil 
is effectively ignored, since the soil is assumed to act as a series of independ-
ently acting springs. However, this assumption which considerably simplifies the 
analytical method is generally regarded (7,5) as resulting in physically reasonable 
results. 
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The extended finite difference method was used to calibrate simple soil 
models which resulted in close predictions to the experimental response of model 
piles with free heads tested under monotonically increasing lateral load in 
medium (unit 12 from Chapter 6) and loose (unit 13) density sand foundations. 
Finally, using the soil model calibrated for medium sand, the response of a free-
head prototype pile to large lateral displacement is described. 
7.2 METHOD 
7.2.1 Governing Differential Equation 
Assuming that both pile and soil behave in a linearly elastic fashion, and 
including the second order effect of pile longitudinal load on behaviour, then the 
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= soil modulus of horizontal subgrade reaction [F/L2 units] (function 
pile ~oment of x) 
EI. d Y/dx 2 
where EI = pile flexural rigidity 
d 2Y;dx 2 = pile curvature ( function of x) 
To allow for non-linear pile and soil behaviour equation 7.1 may be expressed in 
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increment of pile lateral deflection 
tangent value of soil modulus of horizontal subgrade reaction 
(F/L2 units] 
increment of pile moment 
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dx 
tangent value of pile flexural rigidity 
7.2.2 Finite Difference Formulation 
(7. 2) 
(7.3) 
To solve equation 7.2 in finite difference form, it is convenient to lump 
properties of the pile-soil system to a number of equally spaced nodes along the 
length of the pile, as shown in figure 7.1. Node m may be considered to be a 
general node on the pile, node 1 represents the pile base and node n represents 
the top of the pile (point of lateral load application). Nodes -1, O, n+l and 
n+2 are present to help represent the boundary conditions on either the base or 
the top of the pile. Node spacing is equal to h . 
At node m, the first term of equation 7. 2 can be approximated in finite 
difference form as 
Now at node m, t'IM 
fprm as: 
(6M)m+l - 2(6M)m + (i\M)m-1 
h 
( 7. 4) 
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(by)m+l - 2 (by)m + (by)m-1 
h 
( 7. 5) 
Substituting the result of equation 7.5 into equation 7.4, results in the first 
term of equation 7.2 being approximated as: 
[ d
2 (6M)) "' 
dx 2 
• m 
+ (by) m 
+ (by)m-1 
+ (by)m-2 
[EtI:)m+l + 4 
[-2 {Et:t) m 
[ (Et :t)m-1] 
(Etit)m + (Etit)rn-1] 





At node m, the second term in equation 7.2 can be expressed in finite difference 
form as: 
[P d
2 (6~l)::: P 
dx m 
(ly)m+l - 2(6y)m + (by)m-1 
h 
Finally at node m the third term in equation 7.2 can be expressed as 
Thus in finite difference form equation 7.2 can be approximated as: 
Al (ly)rn+2 + A2(by)m+l + A3(6y)m + A4(6y)m-l 
+ As (by> rn-2 " 0 
where Al 










{Et It)rn+l + 4 (Et It) + (Et It)m-1 
h2 
m + (kt)m 
h 
7.2.3 Boundary Conditions 
( 7. 7) 
( 7. B) 
( 7. 9) 
(7 .10) 
(7 .11) 
( 7 .12) 
{7.13) 
{7 .14) 
Equation 7.9 can be applied for values of m from 1 {pile base) to n 
(load level). This results in n equations in n+4 unknowns {{6y)_1 , (6y) 0 , ...• , 
(6y)n+l' (6y)n+ 2), where nodes -1, O, n+l and n+2 are extra nodes beyond the top 
and bottom of the pile. Thus to solve for the unknowns, four further equations are 
requi_red. These are obtained from the four boundary conditions on the pile: 
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(i) At the pile base (m=l), the pile bending moment is equal to zero. 
Hence from equation 7.5: 
(ii) Similarly at load level (m=n), for a pile with a free head pile 
bending moment is also equal to zero. Hence from equation 7.5: 
(7.15) 
(6y) +l - 2(liy) + (liy) l = 0 (7.16) n n n-
(iii) At node m , the increment of pile shear force can be approximated as: 
(liV) m = 
(liM)m+l - (liM)m-1 
2h 
[ (Et It)m+l 
(liy)m+2 - 2 (liy)m+l + (liy)m 
h 
At the pile base (m=l), the pile shear force is equal to zero. 
from equation 7.17: 
(7 .17) 
Hence 
( 7 .18) 
(iv) At load level (m=n), the increment of pile shear force which is equal 
to the increment of applied lateral load liH may be treated as a known 
value. Hence from equation 7.17: 
+ (liy) n-2 liH (7 .19) 
Thus from the simultaneous solution of equations 7.9, 7,15, 7.16, 7.18 
and 7.19, the increments of lateral deflection (liy)m may be solved. 
7.2.4 Distributions of Pile and Soil Actions 
From the solution for the increments of la ter_al deflection, corresponding 
increments of pile curvature litjl , moment LIM, and shear force LIV and soil 
lateral pressure lip may be calculated in finite difference form from: 
(litjl) m 
(liy)m+l - 2(liy)m + (liy)m-1 
( 7. 20) 
h 
(LIM) 
m (Etit)m (litjl)m (7. 21) 
(liV)m 
(liM)m+l - (liM)m-1 
(7. 22) 2 
where 
(AV)m+l - (AV)m-1 
2h.D 
D = pile diameter 
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(7. 23) 
Thus as the results from the latest increment are added to the results of 
previous increments, it is possible to determine distributions of pile deflection, 
curvature, bending moment, and shear force and soil lateral pressure as well as 
the lateral l9ad-deflection response, 
7,2,5 Practical Implementation 
To achieve accurate results with the above method, at the expense of add-
itional computational effort, it is important that: 
(i) a sufficient number of finite difference nodes are located along 
the length of the pile (e.g. spacing~ D/2); (This increases the 
accuracy of the finite difference approxim~tions used in the governing 
differential equation,) 
and (ii) the size of lateral load increment AH used in equation 7.19 is kept 
small. (This is because the values of pile and soil stiffness (Etit 
and kt respectively) which are used in a given increment are those 
appropriate at the start of the increment. As shown in figure 7,2, 
if large increments are used the intended and calculated pile moment-
curvature and soil lateral pressure-deflection responses will show a 
large degree of divergence,) 
It should also be mentioned that the above outlined procedure is load-controlled 
and thus may be inappropriate for use when the gradient of the lateral load-
deflection response is negative or has a relatively small positive value. In 
such cases a displacement-controlled incremental procedure is appropriate, and 
AH should be treated as an unknown and assumed values of (Ay)n (increment of load-
level lateral displacement) used instead. 
A computer program FD, which is available on request was developed 
to implement the algorithms described in the previous sections. Equations were solved 
directly using a matrix elimination technique. 
7.3 PROPOSED TRI-LINEAR SOIL LATERAL PRESSURE-DEFLECTION RELATIONSHIPS 
In section 6,10.7 the Reese et al (7,5) modei for the soil lateral pressure-
lateral deflection-depth relationship was described. This model was calibrated 
from test results of a large scale (D = 610mm) pile which was subjected to relatively 
small levels of lateral deflection (~ 0.0SD). It was shown in section 6.10.7 
that this model gave a poor estimate to the soil response deduced from tests of 
small-scale (D = 115mm) piles which were subjected to relatively large levels of 
lateral deflection (2 2.6D). This poor estimate was attributed to the sensitivity 
of soil strength and stiffness·· to the methods of pile and sand installation as well 
as to the differences in scale and deflection level. 
Because of this poor agreement, simple soil models which resulted in good 
predictions to the response of the small-scale piles (unit 12 -medium density 
sand and unit 13-loose density sand) were calibrated. In the simple soil models, 
it is assumed that for a given level of lateral deflection y, soil lateral press-
ure p is linearly proportional to depth x . This linear assumption is in 
agreement with the Reese et al (7,5) model at depth in the foundation where soil 
horizontal flow governs behaviour, although close to ground surface where the form-
ation of soil passive failure wedges governs behaviour, the Reese et al model 
predicts that soil lateral pressure p is approximately proportional to x1 · 5 
For a given depth x , the soil lateral pressure - lateral deflection (p-y ) 
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relationship is assumed to be tri-linear: 
For IYI ~ 0.01D: p = nhtl.-~. y 
For 0.0102. IYI ~0.1D: p= [O.Olnhtl"x +nht2 •5 (lyl -0.01D)] ITT 
For jyj .::_0.1D:p=[O.Olnhtl"x+0.09nht2 .x+nht3"5 (jyj - 0.1D)) ITT 
(7 ~2'1) 
( 7. 25) 
(7.26) 
where nhtl' nht 2 and nht3 tangent value of coefficient of horizontal subgrade 
reaction (nh) [F/L3 units]for 
IYI 2. 0.01D; 0.01D 2. IYI 2. 0.1D and IYI > 0.1D 
respectively. 
Figure 7.3 shows the form of _the tri-linear soil curves which were calibrated 
(by matching the experimental and theoretical lateral loads at load-level lateral 
displacements of 0.2D, 0.5D and 1.5D) from the tests conducted in medium (unit 12 -
Chapter 6) and loose (unit 13) density sand foundations. The following comments 
are made from results shown in this figure. 
(i) At small deflection levels (e.g. 0.01D), the ratio of soil lateral 
pressure in the medium density sand to that in the loose density sand 
is 8.15. At large deflection levels (e.g. D), this ratio is 2.22. 
Thus the sensitivity of sand lateral pressure to density decreases as 
the level of lateral deflection increases. 
(ii) Significant positive soil stiffness is indicated throughout the range 
of lateral deflection. For loose and medium density sands at deflect-
ions greater than 0.1D, the tangent values of soil stiffness are equal 
to 0.041 and 0.008 times respectively the stiffnesses at deflections 
less than 0.01D. In comparison the Reese et al (7.5) model predicts 
that for deflections greater than 0.0375D the soil stiffness is zero. 
and (iii) For medium and loose density dry cohesionless soils, Reese et al (7.5) 
recommend that values of coefficient of horizontal subgrade reaction 
(nh) , which are appropriate at very low deflection levels, be taken 
as 16 and 5 MN/m3 respectively. From figure 7.3, these values of 
nh slightly underestimate and grossly overestimate the values of nhtl 
found for medium and loose density sand respectively. Edmonds et al 
(7.6) recommend values of nh equal to 9 MN/m3 and 2 MN/m 3 for medium 
and loose density respectively dry cohesionless soils. These values 
are smaller than and equal to the values of nhtl found for medium 
and loose density sand respectively. However, it should be noted that 
the values of Edmonds et al (7.6) are intended to apply as secant 
stiffnesses, and thus overestimate the stiffness of the soil at large 
deflection levels, 
7.4 COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESPONSES 
Theoretical analyses of the monotonic lateral load tests conducted in medium 
(unit 12 - Chapter 6) and loose (unit 13) density sands were performed using the 
extended finite difference method. In these analyses, moment-curvature response 
of these small diameter (D=ll5mm) piles was assumed to be in accordance with that 
previously given in figure 6.25 (for P= 0) which was developed taking into account 
lateral interaction of tube and concrete. Soil lateral pressure-lateral deflection-
depth relationships according to both the tri-linear (see previous section) and 
the Reese et al (see section 6.10.7) soil models were also used in the analyses. 
In the analyses finite difference nodes were located at a spacing of 0.5D 
(=57.Smm) along the pile length. To limit the effect of stiffness overshoot (see 
figure 7.2), 2600 increments were used as the load-level lateral displacement was 
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7.4.1 Lateral Load-Deflection Responses 
Figure 7.4 compares for medium and loose density sand foundations, the 
lateral load - load level lateral displacement responses obtained from the experi-
mental results, predictions using the Reese et al (7.5) soil model and predictions 
using the tri-linear soil model. 
The tri-linear soil model was calibrated to match the experimental response 
at deflections of 0,2D, 0.5D and LSD. Thus in general agreement between experi-
ment and the tri-linear model is very good, although for deflections less than 
0.2D and greater than 1.5D small tendencies for the tri-linear model to under-
estimate and ~verestimate respectively the experimental response occur. As 
expected, the Reese et al model which was calibrated from different test results 
(D=610rnrn, deflection~ 0,05D) gave poor agreement with the experimental responses 
of units 12 and 13 (D = 115mm, deflections < 2. 6D) • 
7.4.2 Curvature Profiles 
In figure 7.5, results for peak curvature on the pile versus load-level 
lateral deflection obtained from the experimental results, predictions using the 
Reese et al (7.5) soil model and predictions using the tri-linear soil model are 
shown. Use of the Reese et al soil model results in a gross overestimate of the 
experimentally obtained peak curvature, while use of the tri-linear soil model 
results in a small (typically 10%) overestimate of the experimentally obtained 
peak curvature. 
In Fig. 7.6(a), results for the depth at which peak curvature occurs versus 
load-level lateral displacement obtained from the experimental results, predictions 
using the Reese et al (7.5) soil model and predictions using the tri-linear soil 
model are shown. Since as previously discussed in Section 6.9.3, the moment gradient 
is small in the vicinity of the position of peak curvature on the pile, the experimental 
results for the position of peak curvature were very sensitive to small errors in the 
strain gauge data. Thus the maximum differences for the position of peak curvature 
(at a given displacement) between the experimental results and predictions based on 
the tri-linear model of 2D for medium density sand and 0.5D for loose density sand are 
quite good. Predictions based on the Reese et al model,are up to 3,8D different from 
the experimental results. Figure 7.6(b) shows a comparison of predicted and 
experimental curvature profiles at peak displacement (= 2.6D at load level). At this 
stage the prediction based on the tri-linear soil model slightly overestimates the 
experimental curvature distribution, while the prediction based on the Reese et al 
(7.5) soil model grossly·overestimates the experimental curvature distribution 
7.5 ANALYSIS OF PROTOTYPE PILE BEHAVIOUR 
In the following sections, the behaviour of a prototype flexible free-head pile 
under monotonic lateral load and superstructure-induced longitudinal load are examined 
using the finite difference method and the tri-linear soil model for medium density 
sand. It is assumed for convenience that the tri-linear model, calibrated from 
results of small-scale tests, is appropriate under full-scale conditions, though it 
must be recognised that scale effects would be expected to have significance. 
7.5.1 Geometric and Material Details of Prototype Pile 
The geometric details of the prototype steel-encased reinforced concrete 
pile are illustrated in figure 7. 7 (a). The chosen pile had a diameter of lm, 
a tube wall thickness of 10mm, and was internally reinforced with 14D32 long-
itudinal bars. These bars occupied 1.4% of the gross area (= 0.014A) of the 
pile. To simulate superstructure dead load, a longitudinal load of i = o lf' (A +A ) 
' C C t 
2356 kN (where f~ = 30 MPa) was applied to the pile, 
Uniaxial stress-strain characteristics of the tube and the reinforcing bars 
which were assumed are shown in figure 7.7(b), These characteristics are typical 
of those obtained from tests of samples of mild steel tube and bar as described 
earlier in this thesis. The moment-curvature response of the pile was obtained 
using the method decribed in Chapter 5 allowing for lateral interaction of tube 
and concrete and the longitudinal load on the pile. This response is shown in 
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from which an idealised yield curvature of ~ = 0,003763 rads/m and an ideal y 
moment (e:c = 0.003) of Mi= 5955 kNm were obtained. From figure 7.7(c) a 
small level of flexural overstrength is shown. At a curvature of 0,08 rads/m 
(curvature ductility ratio= 21.3), overstrength of 7% above the ideal flexural 
strength is indicated. 
The finite difference analysis was performed with nodes located at 0.5D 
(=0.5m) centres along the length of the pile. The load-level lateral displace-
ment was increased from O to lm in 1mm increments. 
effects (see figure 7.2) should have been negligible. 
7.5.2 Influence of P-8 Effect on Behaviour 
Thus stiffness overshoot 
As discussed in section 7.2.2, P-8 effect can be allowed for by the inclusion 
of an additional term in the governing differential equation (see equation 7.2). 
In this section, the response of the pile is described both including and ignoring 
P-l'l effect. 
Figure 7.8 shows the lateral load-load level lateral displacement response 
of the pile. As expected, the influence of P-8 effect increases as the level of 
lateral displacement increases. However for the prototype pile P-6 effect made 
littl~ practical difference to the lateral load-carrying capacity, since at peak 
displacement (=lm) P-8 effect only reduces the lateral load carried by 2%. 
Figure 7.8 also shows significant positive stiffness occurs throughout the 
indicated range of load-level lateral displacement. At a deflection of lm, 
stiffness is approximately equal to 1% of the initial stiffness. 
Figure 7.9 shows the predicted deflected shapes of the prototype pile at 
peak load-level lateral displacement (= lm), As expected, P-6 effect increases 
lateral deflection which occur beneath load-level. 
Figure 7.10 shows the predicted curvature distributions of the prototype 
pile at peak load-level lateral displacement, It is interesting to note that for 
the given load-level lateral displacement, P-6 effect reduces the peak curvature. 
This is because of the redistribution to the curvature distribution which occurs 
due to P-6 effect, However, it is emphasised that at a given lateral load, P-l'l 
effect will increase the peak curvature on the pile. For a lateral load of 1400 
kN, peak curvature predicted taking P-l'l effect into account was 9% larger than 
that predicted ignoring P-6 effect. 
Clearly from figures 7.9 and 7.10, the prototype pile exhibited flexible 
behaviour with the pile base being subjected to negligible levels of lateral 
deflection and curvature. 
7.5.3 Distributions of Pile Lateral Deflection, Curvature, Bending Moment, 
Shear Force and Soil Lateral Pressure 
Figures 7.11, 7.12, 7.13, 7.14 and 7.15 show distributions of pile lateral 
deflection, ·curvature, bending moment, shear force, and soil lateral pressure 
respectively at load-level lateral displacements of 0.01D, 0.1D, 0.2D, 0,3D, 0.4D, 
0.6D, 0.8D and 1.0D (pile diameter, D = 1 metres). In these predictions P-l'l 
effect was taken into account. 
From figure 7.11, lateral deflections are negligible (<< 1% of that at the 
pile head) for depths beneath 10m. 
Figure 7.12 shows a large plastic hinge length occurs in the ground, since 
approximately 4 metres (= 4D) of the pile is subjected to curvatures larger than 
the idealised yield curvature (~) • Initially the position of peak curvature on 
y 
the pile occurs at a depth of about 2.5m. Largely due to decreasing soil stiff-
ness, the position occurs at a depth of about 4m for load-level lateral displace-
ments greater than 0.010m. A large degree of plasticity is predicted to develop 
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in the pile since the peak curvature ductility ratio reached was 20.6. 
In solving the governing differential equation in finite difference form 
(equation 7.9), the unknowns are the increments of pile lateral deflection. As 
described in section 7.2.4, distributions of pile bending moment, shear force and 
soil lateral pressure are then obtained from the successive numerical differentiat-
ion of the,distributions of pile of lateral deflection. This explains the minor 
irregularities which occur in the shear force and lateral pressure distributions, 
since numerical differentiation is very sensitive to any small errors which may 
develop in the lateral deflection distributions. From figures 7.13-7 .15, signifi·.-
cant levels of bending moment, shear force and lateral pressure occur over approxi-
mately 20m of the 25m embedded length of the prototype pile. These figures also 
show, that the distributions of moment, shear and pressure are relatively constant 
for load-level lateral displacements of 0.2D and greater. This is because as shown 
in figure 7,3, soil lateral pressure increases at a relatively small rate at large 
levels of lateral deflection. 
7.5.4 Relationships Between Curvature and Displacement Ductility Ratios 
In section 6.10.8, the relationship between curvature and displacement 
ductility ratio deduced from the lateral load testing (unit 2 - Chapter 6) of a 
small-scale (D = 115mm) pile was shown. In that section, it was shown that the pile 
had a relatively large effective plastic hinge length of 1.87D, In this section 
(7,5,4), a similar approach is used to deduce the relationship between curvature 
and displacement ductility ratios applying to the prototype pile. 
The yield deflection A of the prototype pile was obtained using the method 
y 
previously illustrated in figure 6.69, A regression line was drawn through the 
$max -yt data ($max = peak curvature and Yt = load-level la!eral deflection= Af 
for zero rigid pole deformation) for the stage where $ < $ ($ = idealised max - y y · 
yield curvature= 0.003763 rads/m). Yield deflection was then taken from the 
regression line as the value of Yt corresponding to wmax = $y • In this manner 
a value of yield deflection (A) of 114.6mm was obtained. y 
The resulting plot of curvature versus displacement ductility ratio is given 
in figure 7.16. Also shown in this figure is a relationship between curvature and 
dispiacement ductility ratios predicted assuming equivalent cantilever behaviour. 
From equations 6.56, the length L of the equivalent cantilever may be 
calculated as: 
(7 .27) 
Thus for A 114.6mm and w = 0.003763 rads/m, the length of the equivalent y y 
cantilever may be calculated as equal to 9.558m (= 9,558D). 
For the equivalent cantilever, the length 9, of the equivalent plastic 
p . 
hinge may be calculated using the equation recommended by Priestley and Park (7.7): 
(7. 28) 
where ~=diameter of longitudinal reinforcing bars. 
Thus for 32mm diameter longitudinal reinforcing bars and a cantilever length L 
of 9.558m. The equivalent plastic hinge length is equal to 0.957m (= 0.957D). 
In the plastic range, the relationship between curvature and displacement 
ductility ratios ($maJ<"$y -µ) for a cantilever is given by Park and Paulay (7.8) 
as: 
L 2 (µ - 1) 




Substituting L = 9.558m and t 0.957m into equation 7.29, results in the p 
dashed line plotted in figure 7.16: 
• lw = 3.505µ - 2.505 (7.30) max y 
From figure 7.16, this equation is in generally good agreement with the relation-
ship between • /w and µ determined from the finite difference analysis. max y 
However at peak displacement (µ = 8.7), from equation 7.30 it is predicted that 
the curvature ductility demand (• I•) is 28.l, while the finite difference max y 
analysis gave a value of 20.6. Thus at large displacements, the finite difference 
analysis implies the effective plastic hinge length is greater than 0.957m. From 
equation 7.29 and the finite difference analysis results at peak displacement 
(Wmax/Wy =-20.6 andµ= 8.7), it can be predicted that tp = 1.35m {or l.35D). 
However the conclusion reached in section 6.10.8 from the results of small-
scale piles (D = 115mm) that: 
" .••.. at a given displacement, the· pile curvature can be obtained 
{albeit slightly overestimated) by assuming equivalent cantilever 
behaviour with an equivalent plastic hinge length in accordance with 
the recommendation of Priestley and Park (7,7) (see equation 6.58 and 
associated text) .•... " 
is substantiated by the results found in section 7.5.4. 
7,5.5 Likely Effect of severe Earthquake 
It is also relevant to calculate the maximum seismic lateral displacement 
to which the prototype pile is likely to be exposed. From the initial stage of 
the lateral load-load level lateral displacement response of the prototype pile 
(figure 7.8), the elastic stiffness (ke) of the pile-soil system under lateral 
load may be estimated as equal to 12.5 MN/m. The effective mass (Me) at the 
pile head was taken as the longitudinal load (P = 2356 kN) on the pile divided 
by the acceleration due to gravity (g = 9.8lm/s 2). The fundamental period of 
vibration T of the structure could then be obtained from: 
T = 2~ j ~ (7. 31) 
which gave T = 0.87 seconds. 
For T = 0,87 seconds, a severe earthquake with a return period of 1000 years, and New 
Zealand seismic zone A then from the recommendations of Berrill et al (7.9), as 
given in section 6,7, the peak seismic displacement expected in the prototype 
pile is 300 mm (0.3D). 
At a load-level lateral displacement of 0.3 rn, from figure 7.16 the dis-
placement ductility ratio is 2.6 and the curvature ductility ratio is 6.8. At 
this ievel of curvature from the results continued in Chapter 3, tube local 
buckling would be expected. However as shown in Chapter 3, steel-encased rein-
forced concrete members behaved in a stable fashion at curvature ductility ratios 
of the order of 50. Thus severe damage to the prototype pile would not be 
expected to occur under the action of seismic inertia loading. 
7.6 CONCLUSIONS 
In this chapter a method is decribed in which the monotonic response of a 
free-head pile to lateral load is solved using a finite difference approximation 
to the governing differential equation. In this method non-linear behaviour is 
allowed for by using an incremental analysis technique and tangent stiffness 
properties of pile and soil, The sec9ndary (P-~) effect of longitudinal load 
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on the pile was also taken into account. 
The Reese et al (7.5) model for the soil lateral pressure-lateral 
deflection-depth response, which had been calibrated from test results of a large-
scale (D = 610mm) pile subjected to relatively low deflection levels (_<:_ 0.05D), was 
found t6 result in poor predictions of the experimental response of small-scale 
(D=ll5mm) piles subjected to relatively large deflection levels (< 2.6D). Thus 
simple tri-linear soil models were calibrated which gave good agreement with the 
experimental Eesponses from the small-scale piles. 
A prototype lm diameter steel-encased reinforced concrete pile was then 
analysed using the finite difference method and the tri-linear soil model for 
medium density sand. It was shown that for a typical pile longitudinal load 
(= 0. l(f ~Ac+ At)), P-.1 effect had a negligible influence on the lateral load-deflection 
response for lateral deflections of up to lm. From the finite difference analysis, 
the relationship between curvature and displacement ductility ratios was obtained. 
This relationship was found to be generally conservatively predicted (i.e. curvature 
ductility ratios overestimated) by a relationship derived on the basis of equiv-
lent cantilever behaviour and the Priestley and Park (7.7) equation for the length 
of the effective plastic hinge, From the finite difference analysis, at a load-
level ·lateral displacement of 1m (=D} a relatively large effective plastic hinge 
length of l.35D was present due to the effect of low moment gradient in the 
plastic hinge zone. It was also shown that a severe earthquake (return period 
250 years) would initiate local buckling of the tube, but would not severely 
damage the prototype pile. 
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Chapter Eight 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
8.1 CONCLUSIONS 
The conclusion for each section of the work undertaken generally appear at 
the end of each of Chapters 2-7. Thus only a summary of the salient points reached 
during the course of this study are listed in the following sections. 
8.1.1 Longitudinal Load Behaviour 
Tensile and compressive longitudinal load tests were carried out on circular-
sectioned concrete-filled tubes and showed that lateral interaction of tube and 
concrete occurs due to their different values of Poisson's ratio. This lateral 
interaction results in radial-compression stress in the concrete and hoop-tension 
stress in the tube with the composite response of concrete-filled tubes being stronger 
and generally stiffer than predicted from the sum of the independent responses of 
tube and concrete. For the longitudinal-compression load tests, the benefits of 
composite action were particularly apparent, since the concrete stabilised tube 
local buckling while the tube confined the concrete. Under longitudinal-tension 
load, it was apparent that the concrete considerably restricted Poisson's ratio 
lateral contraction of the tube. 
Constitutive models which account for lateral interaction of tube and 
concrete, under monotonic longitudinal loading, were developed and calibrated to 
give good agreement with test data. 
For tensile longitudinal load, tube response is predicted on the basis that 
the concrete is laterally rigid and hence zero hoop-tension strain occurs in the 
tube. This implies that the tube longitudinal strength is enhanced by 15.5% 
relative to its strength under uniaxial-stress conditions. Concrete response is 
predicted taking into account tensile stress carried by the concrete between cracks. 
It was found that existing constitutive models do not adequately describe 
the behaviour of concrete and tube under longitudinal-compression load. Thus models 
were developed that allowed for the presence of hoop-tension stress in the tube 
which reduces the longitudinal-compression stress in the tube, and the presence 
of radial-compression str~ss in the concrete which enhances the longitudinal-
compression stress in the concrete. Due to Poisson's ratio lateral expansion of 
the tube, it was shown that relative ~o spiral reinforcement the tube has a 
delayed confining effect on the concrete. 
8.1.2 Strength and Ductility Characteristics of Steel-Encased Reinforced Concrete 
Members with Continuous Casings 
Steel-encased reinforced concrete members, with continuous casings and 
diameter to thickness ratios in the range of 34 to 214, were tested essentially as 
vertical beams with a cyclically varying central lateral load and a low level of 
longitudinal-compression load. Sound performance was displayed under the simulated 
seismic attack. 
Damage to the test units concentrated over very short lengths at positions 
of tube local buckling. This resulted in curvature ductility demands that were 
larger than those obtained in similar reinforced concrete test units at the same 
level of displacement ductility. However strength, ductility and energy-
dissipating characteristics of units with casing diameter to thickness ratios of 
greater than 60 were found to be similar to those of conventionally designed 
ductile reinforced concrete members, while these characteristics for the unit with 
a casing diameter to thickness ratio of 34 were superior to those of reinforced 
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concrete members. Previously expressed concern about the possibility of strain-
age embrittlement of the tubes at the positions of local buckling was found to be 
unwarranted, since the radii of curvature of the local buckles were sufficiently 
large to avoid this effect. 
Analyses to determine the monotonic loading moment-curvature and' lateral 
load-deflection responses of the test units were performed. Lateral interaction 
between tube and concrete was allowed for by using the constitutive models 
developed earl±er in this study. Envelopes to the experimental cyclic loading 
responses were in good agreement with the theoretical monotonic loading predict-
ions. For the average of the 7 test units, experimental strength, yield curvature 
and yield deflection were predicted to within 2%, 7% and 11% respectively. Theo-
retical predictions based on uniaxial-stress behaviour of tube and concrete signif-
icantly underestimated the experimental responses. It was also demonstrated that 
for steel-encased reinforced concrete members with casing diameter to thickness 
ratios in the range of 34 to 214, ductile behaviour results in the absence of 
spiral reinforcement. 
by the tube, 
This occurs because the concrete is already well confined 
Theoretical ultimate flexural strengths were also calculated using a strain 
compatibility approach, uniaxial stress behaviour of steel and concrete, an A.C.I. stress 
block for the concrete in compression, a maximum concrete compression strain of 0.003, and 
the measured material strengths (concrete f~ and steel cry). The experimentally obtained 
flexural strengths were in the range of 5% to 28% larger than the theoretical strengths 
calculated in the above manner. Thus it may be inferred that current concrete Code 
(e.g. 4.17 and 4.30) requirements for a maximum ratio of tube diameter to thickness 
(typically D/t ~ 80) for structural use to be made of the tube are unnecessarily 
restrictive. The presence of typical levels of shear force was also shown to have a 
negligible influence on flexural strength. 
8.1.3 Strength and Ductility Characteristics of Steel-Encased Reinforced Concrete 
Members with Casing Circumferential Discontinuities 
Steel-encased reinforced concrete members with casing circumferential dis-
continuities in the plastic hinge zones performed well under combined longitudinal 
and cyclic lateral loading. 
Damage concentrated over very short lengths in the vicinity of the sections 
of casing discontinuity. However, the presence of internal spiral reinforcement 
made little difference to performance, since the tube more than adequately confined 
the concrete and a large reserve of shear strength was available. 
The flexural behaviour of these test units was slightly conservatively 
predicted by assuming the casing to be effective in compression but ineffective in 
tension at the discontinuity. Full contribution under longitudinal-compression 
strain allows for longitudinal-compression stress developing in end-bearing. 
Theoretical ultimate flexural strength based on the reinforced concrete core 
underestimated the experimental strength by 42%. The overall stiffness of these 
members was also enhanced by the presence of the tube, since significant levels of 
tensile and compressive longitudinal strain were measured away from the sections 
of casing discontinuity. 
The bond stress-slip relationship between tube and concrete was found to 
be ductile. On the basis of the rate at which tube longitudinal-tension strain 
increased with distance from the discontinuities, a design recommendation of 
0.73 MPa for the ultimate bond strength was made. 
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8.1.4 Free-Head Piles Under Lateral Load 
Free-head steel-encased concrete model piles (diameter= 115mm) were embedded 
in either a medium or loose density dry sand and subjected to lateral load at a 
height 9f 1,5 pile diameters above sand level. Lateral load-deflection responses 
were non-linear and ultimate loads were not reached even for lateral displacements 
as large as 2.6 pile diameters, Lateral loads reached in the medium density sand 
tests were of the order of twice those reached in loose density sand tests. Under 
cyclic loading, well-rounded hysteresis loops were obtained. In the medium 
density sand tests the loops were stable, while for loose density sand tests the 
loops were expanding. Due to changes in the relative stiffness of pile and soil, 
the position of peak moment on the pile was found to be a function of displacement 
level. For the model pile subjected to large values of inelastic curvature, a 
relatively long effective plastic hinge length of 1.87 pile diameters was calculated 
from experimental data, This was due to the low moment gradient in the vicinity 
of the plastic hinge zone. The consequence of this is relative to a similar canti-
lever,low strains will occur in the pile at a given displacement ductility ratio. 
Soil lateral pressures were calculated from experimental data, and had values as 
large as 15 times passive pressure. Although these pressures were reached at 
extremely large values of lateral displacement, they were considerably larger than 
the value of three times passive pressure recommended for design by Brems (6.18). 
Currently in New Zealand {6.20), substructures which are designed to form 
plastic hinge zones in the ground are designed for limited ductility (µ ~ 3). 
This is because of concern with regard to inspection and repair of damage occur-
ring in the plastic hinge zone as well as design uncertainties. However, because 
of the large reserve of hysteretic damping available in the soil and the relat-
ively long plastic hinge zones which occur in the ground, it is recommended that 
such substructures be designed for full ductility_(µ~ 6). 
Experimental responses of the small-scale free-head piles were poorly 
matched by predictions based on conventional design theory. A·method was developed 
in which the monotonic response of a free-head pile is solved using a finite 
difference approximation to the governing differential equation, In this method, 
non-linear behaviour is allowed for by using an incremental solution technique 
and tangent stiffness properties of pile and soil. The secondary (P-~) effect of 
longitudinal load on the pile was also taken into account. Using the finite 
difference method, simple tri-linear.soil lateral pressure-deflection relationships 
were calibrated to give good agreement with results from the small-scale pile 
tests. These models indicated significant (~ 0,8% of initial stiffness) positive 
stiffness was present in the soil at lateral displacements greater than 10% of a 
pile diameter. Using the finite difference method and the tri-linear soil model 
calibrated for medium density sand, a prototype lm diameter steel-encased rein-
forced concrete pile was analysed. It was shown that under a severe earthquake 
(return period= 250 years), local buckling of the tube would have been initiated, 
but severe damage to the pile would not have· occurred. 
8.1.S Capped-Head Piles Under Lateral Load 
Twin steel-encased concrete model piles {diameter= 115mm) were spaced at 
a distance of 6 pile diameters and rigidly attached to a stiff capping beam. 
These piles were embedded 17.5 pile diameters in a dry sand foundation and 
subjected to cyclic lateral load. The twin piles tended to rise out of the found-
ation as cyclic loading proceeded, although relative settlement and uplift of the 
leading and trailing piles occurred which resulted in significant pile head rotat-
ion. It was felt that this relative movement of the piles would have been reduced 
if superstructure dead load had been modelled, Flow of soil from in front of the 
leading pile into the wake of the trailing pile was also observed. This resulted 
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in a relative loss of soil lateral support for the trailing pile which increased 
in magnitude as the level of lateral displacement increased, The overall result 
of soil flow between the piles and pile head rotation was that typically the twin 
piles with a capped head resisted only approximately 1.5 times the lateral load 
carried·by a similar single pile with a free head. 
8.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
The following sections contain lists of experimental and theoretical 
research topics which, if investigated, should lead to improved design and 
analysis techniques and provide a better understanding of the seismic behaviour 
of steel-encased reinforced concrete bridge piles. 
8.2.1 Strength, Ductility and Stress-Strain Behaviour of Steel-Encased 
Reinforced Concrete Members 
1. Tests of steel-encased reinforced concrete members with casing diameter to 
thickness ratios in the range of 34-214 have been conducted and prototype 
piles are typically constructed with casing diameter to thickness ratios in the 
range of 60-180. However, due to corrosion, late in the life of a bridge, the 
effective casing diameter to thickness ratio may be considerably larger than 214. 
Thus it would be useful to conduct a theoretical and experimental investigation 
into the seismic performance of such thin-walled members. In particular, it would 
be of interest to determine if the tube still provided adequate confinement to the 
concrete or whether the provision of internal spiral reinforcement was required to 
ensure ductile performance. For this problem the combined confining effect of 
tube and spiral reinforcement on the concrete would require careful consideration. 
2. Constitutive models have been developed to allow for lateral interaction 
of tube and concrete under monotonic loading, To enable cyclic loading 
moment-curvature analyses to be conducted, it would be necessary to extend and 
calibrate these models from results of cyclic longitudinal loading tests. 
3, rt would also be useful to conduct a study of the seismic risk involved 
where the casing may be in good condition early in the life of the bridge, 
but due to corrosion in poor condition (i.e. reduced casing thickness) towards the 
end of the design life of the bridge. 
8.2,2 Pile-Soil Systems Under Lateral Load 
1. Poor agreement was obtained between the soil responses obtained from the 
model tests described in this thesis and the soil model of Reese et al 
(6.1). In-situ soil tests together with large deformation lateral load tests of 
piles at a variety of sites need to be conducted. Results from these and previous 
tests should then be correlated with theoretical work to enable improved soil 
models to be developed. These models would need to realistically allow for the 
effects of soil density, method of pile installation and scale on the lateral 
pressure-lateral deflection depth response of both cohesive and cohesionless soils 
which are adjacent to piles. 
2. In Chapter 7, the theoretical behaviour of a lm diameter steel-encased 
reinforced concrete pile embedded in a medium density sand and subjected 
to large lateral displacement was described. It would be useful to extend this 
study to more completely investigate the performance of prototype piles at large 
lateral displacements. The finite difference method described in Chapter 7 could 
be used in this study to allow for non-linear pile and soil behaviour. Factors 
investigated should include variations in the soil profile and the pile moment-
curvature relationship. This study would enable general conclusions to be drawn 
on the lateral load-deflection response of piles and the behaviour of plastic 
hinges forming in the ground. Full scale large lateral displacement 
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tests should be undertaken to confirm results from the theoretical analyses. 
3. The finite difference method described in Chapter 7 was developed for 
statically applied monotonic loading. This method could relatively easily 
be extended to the analysis of piles under dynamically applied cyclic lateral 
load. This could be achieved through the use of realistic hysteretic models for 
both pile and soil, and the addition of damping and inertia terms to the govern-
ing differential equation. 
4. The study in this thesis has been directed at solving the pseudo-static 
response of piles to superstructure inertia loads which are generated 
during seismic events. Pile response close to ground level is governed by inertia 
loading. At great depth in the ground pile response is governed by free-field 
induced soil deformations. To quantify the effect of _free-field induced deform-
ations,· analytical studies should be conducted where allowance is made for the 
effect of pile stiffness modifying the free-field induced deformation (see figure 
1. 7). 
5, Earthquake loading is dynamic in nature, Thus shake table tests of small-
scale piles embedded in a sand foundation could be used to enable the study 
of piLe-soil response under earthquake conditions to be more properly investigated, 
6. Twin-pile bent behaviour under lateral load was investigated in this thesis. 
However, the effect of superstructure dead load on the pile was not modelled. 
It would thus be useful to determine if superstructure dead load would reduce rock-
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